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ABSTRACT
This study concerned the transition experiences and subsequent adjustment of Waldorf
elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools. Utilizing a qualitative and
phenomenological approach, this study examined how 13 Waldorf elementary graduates
experienced the academic and social challenges inherent in the transition to a non-Waldorf high
school. Participants reported their academic adjustment to high school pertained more to new
instructional methods than the academic content itself. New learning styles included a deemphasis on artistic and experiential modes of learning in favor of a more visual approach.
Participants explained the most significant challenge socially across the transition involved
breaking into what presented as pre-formed social groups or cliques. Motivational and learning
theory was used to interpret the results, including Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs and
Bloom’s (1956) cognitive stages of learning. The transition experience included three distinct
phases: (1) establishing competence, (2) analyzing and assessing experience, and (3) achieving
personal transformation and self-actualization. After learning the “nuts and bolts” of high school
teaching methods and establishing membership in social groups, students analyzed and assessed
their initial academic and social experiences in light of their former Waldorf experience. In the
third phase, students developed new academic motivation and established new friendships based
on their future college and career aspirations and their emerging senses of self. Strategies to
address social and academic challenges during the transition experience included an expanded
view of pedagogy and the importance of a classroom community.
Keywords: Waldorf, high school, transition experiences, academic and social challenges
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
My role as a teacher at the Great River Waldorf School (a pseudonym) in a Midwestern
state for the past 14 years influenced my selection of a research topic. Great River serves
children from pre-kindergarten through eighth grade. The name Waldorf denotes an educational
philosophy offering a “non-traditional” approach to education based on several factors, including
the holistic recognition that the human being is three-fold in nature, containing physical body,
soul, and spirit (Steiner, 1996a). Just as importantly, Waldorf schools understand human beings
undergo stage-like development throughout their lives (Steiner, 1996a). A holistic and
developmental approach to learning and teaching serve as the central tenants of Waldorf
education.
As a decidedly alternative and artistic approach to education, the Waldorf philosophy
opposes grading, testing, and many of the other markers of a more “traditional” elementary
education in favor of a more holistic approach acknowledging the socioemotional aspects of
learning (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Waldorf practices include a whole-language approach to
reading instruction, a phenomenological approach to science, the use of student-created
portfolios instead of textbooks, and the use of narrative evaluations instead of grades (Rawson &
Richter, 2000). Parents value the more holistic aspects of Waldorf education but are concerned
with how students will perform academically in high school and college.
Apart from differences in educational approaches, Waldorf schools tend to be very small
compared with other elementary schools. One of the most unique aspects of the Waldorf
methodology involves how class teachers “loop” with their class from grades one through eight,
and teach all the core academic subjects. I taught my “first” Waldorf class, teaching the same
students for eight years, and now teach a “second” class of students. Staying with the same
teacher and peers over eight years often creates familial relationships between teachers, students,
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and families. Waldorf families express concern not only for their students’ academic
preparedness for other educational settings; they feel equally concerned about the transition in
terms of the social and emotional well-being of their children.
The complete Waldorf curriculum continues through twelfth grade, though no Waldorf
high schools exist in my community. Because students lack the option to attend a Waldorf high
school, the eighth-grade graduates of my first class attended various public, private, and
parochial high schools in the area. The lack of Waldorf high schools around the US may be
considered part of a larger challenge of entering high school for Waldorf elementary graduates.
However, the more immediate challenge to elementary educators and families concerns the lack
of formal data on the transition experiences of Waldorf elementary students attending nonWaldorf high schools. As my first class' teacher for over half of their formal, K-12 school
experience, I felt particularly invested in the question of how prepared my former students were
academically for other educational settings, particularly high school. Just as significantly, I was
interested in how my former students weathered the transition from such a small school to larger,
comprehensive high schools from a socioemotional standpoint.
Because the Waldorf philosophy adopts a non-traditional approach to learning and
teaching, I wished to learn how students experienced and made meaning of a significant change
– moving from a Waldorf to a non-Waldorf school, and entering a school with significant
differences in size and pedagogy. This study concerned not only the transition experience, but
how students evaluated the Waldorf approach as compared to other educational philosophies,
such as the ones they encountered in high school. Their responses provide immediate value to
Waldorf elementary educators as well as the families of students attending Waldorf elementary
schools.
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Not a Waldorf class meeting, enrollment event, or alumni gathering goes by without
discussion of the subject of high school and college readiness. Despite the importance of the
question of readiness for the community, I found no formal studies in the scholarly literature
concerning the high school or college transition experience of Waldorf elementary students.
Because Waldorf school personnel lack access to formal studies, they address parent questions
and concerns with anecdotal evidence. Once at a class meeting the mother of one of the students
in my “second” class raised the question of Waldorf students and their preparedness for taking
tests later in life. This mother had spoken to one of the graduates of my “first” class who
described her difficulties with taking tests. The parent felt anxious about her own son's ability to
perform well on tests in future educational settings.
Driving home from the class meeting, I thought of another former student, a classmate of
the challenged test-taker, who happened to be the only student in Minnesota to score 100% on
his ACT in 2014. The two test-taking stories made it difficult to draw any simple conclusions
regarding Waldorf students and their preparation for high school or success in other academic
settings. I felt frustrated with the limitations of anecdotal evidence, and wished to address this
gap in the literature concerning the transition of Waldorf elementary graduates to non-Waldorf
high schools. I decided to more formally address questions concerning the high school transition
experience and high school readiness with my study.
Statement of the Problem
Waldorf education is one of the fastest growing educational movements in the world with
over 1,000 schools worldwide in 83 countries (“Why Waldorf Works,” n.d.). The Association of
Waldorf Schools of North America (AWSNA) lists over 250 Waldorf schools in the United States
alone (AWSNA, 2013). While most Waldorf schools are private, independent bodies, the charter
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school movement has fueled the growth of many public, Waldorf-inspired charter schools
particularly in California, including several fully district-operated public Waldorf schools
(Costello-Dougherty, 2009). Despite the growing number of Waldorf schools, the International
Forum for Steiner/Waldorf Education (2014) reported only 33 of 119 AWSNA member schools
in the United States include high schools. Some Waldorf families choose to send their children
to public or non-Waldorf private high schools even when there is a Waldorf high school option.
However, the sheer numbers indicate the majority of Waldorf elementary graduates have no
choice but to attend non-Waldorf high schools.
Scant research exists on the educational outcomes of Waldorf education as compared to
those from traditional forms of education (Baldwin, Gerwin & Mitchell, 2005; Easton, 1995;
Ullrich, 2000; Woods, Ashley & Woods, 2005). I located no published research on the
experience of students transitioning from Waldorf schools to non-Waldorf schools following the
completion of eighth grade. The lack of research regarding the transition experience of Waldorf
elementary students attending non-Waldorf high schools poses significant challenges not only for
families making decisions about high schools, but also for Waldorf elementary schools as they
seek to prepare their students for other educational settings. After providing a solid foundation
using an alternative approach to “traditional” schooling, Waldorf elementary schools must
prepare their students for other educational settings for the simple fact that many students
continue their education in non-Waldorf high schools. My study fills a gap in the literature and
contributes knowledge regarding the transition and adaptation experiences of Waldorf students
attending non-Waldorf high schools.
I next offer a brief history of the Waldorf school movement, focusing on factors leading
to the lack of high schools in the US adopting the Waldorf educational philosophy and
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methodology. I then explain the significance of the problem stemming from the lack of research
concerning the high school transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates and offer an
explanation of the purpose of my study. I end this introductory chapter with a statement of my
research question, an overview of the chapters, and definitions of terms.
History of the Waldorf School Movement
Austrian scientist, philosopher, and esotericist Rudolf Steiner founded the first Waldorf
school in Stuttgart, Germany in 1919. The school was created for the children of the workers of
the Waldorf-Astoria cigarette factory, hence the Waldorf name (Barnes, 1991). Built in the ashes
of post-World-War-I Europe, Steiner envisioned the school as part of a larger movement of social
renewal (Barnes, 1991). Many of the methods distinguishing the Waldorf school movement in
1919 continue to distinguish it today. These practices include the use of pictorial imagery,
storytelling, an emphasis on movement, an emphasis on nature, subjects organized in longer
blocks or units, an integrated curriculum in which art is woven through every subject, and wholeclass learning strategies (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Other practices include a whole-language
approach to reading instruction, a phenomenological approach to science, the use of studentcreated portfolios instead of textbooks, and the use of narrative evaluations instead of grades
(Rawson & Richter, 2000). (Chapter Two provides a more complete description of Waldorf
methods).
Waldorf schools began to open in Europe and England soon after the founding of the first
school in Germany, and in 1928, the Rudolf Steiner School of New York City opened as the first
Waldorf elementary school in America (“Steiner School History,” n.d.). The High Mowing
School of Wilton, New Hampshire opened as the first Waldorf boarding school and high school
in 1942 (“High Mowing School History”, n.d.), and in 1955 the Rudolf Steiner School of New
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York expanded to include a high school (“Steiner School History”, n.d.). Currently 33 of 119
AWSNA member schools in the United States include high schools (International Forum for
Steiner/Waldorf Education, 2014).
Explanations regarding the small number of Waldorf high schools are largely anecdotal,
but nearly everyone who has spent any time in the Waldorf movement has a story. David OwenCruise, business manager of the Waldorf Institute of Southeastern Michigan, and John Miller, a
Waldorf teacher and administrator who founded a Waldorf high school, shared some of their
thoughts with me concerning the challenges in starting and maintaining a Waldorf high school.
Both David and John had children attending Waldorf high schools in addition to their experience
as administrators and teachers. The challenges associated with starting and maintaining Waldorf
high schools fall into three broad categories: financial, cultural, and programmatic (OwenCruise, personal communication, October 28, 2014; Miller, personal communication, November
26, 2014).
Financially speaking, high schools are more expensive than elementary schools.
Facilities such as high school science labs and theaters need a more specialized equipment.
Waldorf elementary schools may be built one teacher at a time with class teachers handling the
majority of subjects. However, the specialization in high schools requires larger faculties at
start-up. High schools require core subject teachers (math, science, humanities) as well as other
specialty teachers. So the start-up costs of high schools, both with regard to facilities and the
number of teachers needed, is greater than elementary start-up costs (Owen-Cruise, personal
communication, October 28, 2014). Another financial consideration for some families with
high-school-age students, apart from the cost of the education itself, is the need to save for
college (Miller, personal communication, November 26, 2014).
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The holistic, nurturing environment of the Waldorf school is attractive to families with
young children from a cultural standpoint. However, as their children get older, some families
feel they are more equipped to handle larger, mainstream schools. The students themselves often
start to feel the Waldorf environment is too small and provincial. They yearn for the “real” world
experiences and larger social circles they believe other schools afford (Miller, personal
communication, November 26, 2014).
Finally, viewed programmatically, families may choose other public and private prep
school options because of their desire for what they perceive to be more competitive or
academically rigorous programs (Owen-Cruise, personal communication, October 28, 2014).
Arts programming was traditionally a great draw and a perceived strength of Waldorf high
schools. However, the charter school movement and the increased specialization of high schools
provided many families seeking arts-based education viable alternatives to Waldorf high schools
(Miller, personal communication, November 26, 2014).
Significance of the Problem
The lack of Waldorf high schools in the United States presents several challenges for the
Waldorf movement. First, the Waldorf school was designed as a K-12 educational program, a
twelve-year curriculum intended to serve children through their first three major stages of
development (Barnes, 1991). The first two stages of development span the years of 0-7 and 714. The main focus of these first two stages is the development of real-world experience and
emotional connection and engagement with learning. The third developmental period of
childhood, spanning the years of 14-21, begins roughly at high school. The focus of the third
stage is the development of thinking—the humble beginnings of discrimination and judgment
(Petrash, 2002).
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Thinking develops throughout child and adulthood through various modes of inquiry.
However, the Waldorf approach highlights different modes at different stages of development.
Waldorf education develops thinking primarily through will (sensory-motor) activity in the early
childhood years, and primarily through artistic (socioemotional) activity in the elementary school
years (Mitchell, 2013). The curriculum of the Waldorf high school, while still organized around
the engagement of the body and senses and the fostering of emotional connection, brings
thinking to the forefront (Barnes, 1991).
The small number of Waldorf high schools concentrated in relatively few areas means
many students experience only a portion of the Waldorf curriculum. It also means parents and
students who might otherwise choose a Waldorf high school do not have this opportunity.
Families will sometimes move to another part of the country simply because it has a Waldorf
high school, or send their children away to a Waldorf boarding school. The lack of high schools
also means many Waldorf early childhood programs and elementary schools do not have the
benefit of working actively with the full sweep of child development. The knowledge of how
students manage the transition to non-Waldorf high schools this study provides clearly benefits
Waldorf pedagogy and enriches knowledge regarding student development and future challenges.
The lack of Waldorf high schools requires educators to prepare students for other
educational environments such as non-Waldorf high schools. This challenge was articulated
clearly by Steiner (2000), who understood the importance of preparing Waldorf students for life
as well as other educational institutions. In an opening course for the teachers of the first
Waldorf school in Stuttgart he said:
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[I]t will be up to us to prepare our pupils for other institutes of further
education that they will have to attend when they leave the Waldorf school
and before they step out into life. Thus, we must bring our pupils to the
point when they leave of having the necessary qualifications for whatever
further education institution will be suitable for them when they go out
into life. (p. 118)
Steiner (1977) went so far as to suggest in another lecture that Waldorf schools must
prepare their students for other institutions, even if it means they have to sacrifice some of their
own curricular objectives:
We do not wish to be fanatical and, therefore, we [have] to make compromises. Waldorf
teachers must always be willing to cope with the practical problems of life. And if a
student has to leave our school at the age of fourteen, there should be no problems when
entering a high school or any other school leading to a university entrance examination.
(p. 127)
If Waldorf schools aim to prepare their students for other educational institutions and
environments, then as a movement they must actively involve themselves in research not only
into the current educational practices of other schools, but the actual experiences of their students
as they transition to other school environments. Schools must identify any challenges their
Waldorf students might face in changing school environments and do what they can to make the
transitions as smooth as possible. Waldorf schools must wrestle with the question of how their
students experience the transition to other school environments without sacrificing core
principles.
There is plenty of anecdotal evidence about the transition experience of Waldorf
elementary school graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools. Enrollment directors and
Waldorf middle grades teachers often give anecdotal answers to questions from prospective and
current parents about their child's preparedness for high school. But anecdotal evidence does not
seem rigorous enough for such an important topic. Because of the shortage of Waldorf high
schools and because of the number of Waldorf elementary school graduates attending non-
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Waldorf high schools, exploring the transition to high school seemed like an important place to
start serious research into the school transition experience of Waldorf graduates.
Purpose of Study
The main purpose of this study was to provide a description of the transition experience
of Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools. This particular study
addressed an important gap in the literature, and the data provided has immediate value for
Waldorf educators, enrollment and marketing directors, and prospective and current families.
Because the high school transition is an immediate area of concern for Waldorf families and
educators, this study offered a practical way to consider challenging aspects of the transition
experience.
A more theoretical purpose involved the introduction of a structure—a scaffold, if you
will—for discussing the student transition from Waldorf schools to other educational
environments. Given the lack of research and the anecdotal nature of discussions on the topic, a
formal and detailed study such as this potentially provides a way of organizing the issues
surrounding the transition experience. The findings from my study may provide some baseline
data and methodology transferrable to other similar transitions, such as those in or out of the
Waldorf elementary school at different grade levels, and/or the transition from high school to
college.
I hope the findings from my study prove useful to Waldorf pedagogues and families on a
practical level. Waldorf teachers should know about the transition experience of Waldorf
graduates on a deeper level and use this information to inform their pedagogy in an instructional
and curricular sense. If we are, as Steiner (1977) suggested, to prepare our students for other
educational environments, we need to actively work with questions regarding the nature of other
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schools and the experience of our students in their transition to these new school environments.
Waldorf families may gain knowledge of the transition experience after reading about the results
of this study. They may further use this information to help them make educational decisions.
Enrollment, admissions, development, and marketing departments within Waldorf schools may
also find the results of this study useful, especially as they are asked to describe the transition
experience of Waldorf graduates to prospective families and donors. Next I describe my research
question, present and overview the chapters, and provide a list of terms and definitions employed
in the study.
Research Questions
What is the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf
high schools?
How do Waldorf elementary graduates make meaning of the transition from a Waldorf
elementary school to a non-Waldorf high school?
Overview of Chapters
Chapter One introduces the research topic. It further describes how the study addresses a
gap in the literature, and serves parents, students, and teachers engaged in Waldorf education.
After providing a brief history of the Waldorf school movement and an explanation of the
shortage of Waldorf high schools in the United States, the chapter explains the need for research
concerning the experience of Waldorf students transitioning to other forms of education,
especially the important transition to high school. The chapter concludes by explaining how
information regarding the transition of Waldorf elementary graduates to non-Waldorf high
schools is potentially helpful to Waldorf teachers, families, and enrollment and marketing
directors.
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Chapter Two contains reviews of several relevant bodies of literature, including studies
concerning Waldorf practice and pedagogy, and research concerning the mainstream, normative
high school transition. The chapter also provides several theoretical reviews: a review
comparing Waldorf with mainstream educational theory, and a review of educational theories
employed in the normative transition literature.
Chapter Three describes the qualitative methodology employed in this study. The chapter
goes on to outline the phenomenological approach within the qualitative tradition. Also included
are descriptions of the Institutional Review Board process, the safeguards instituted to protect
participants, and a description of the semi-structured interview format. The chapter concludes
with a description of the participant selection process and a description of the methods employed
in analysis.
Chapter Four recounts participant comments regarding their academic transition to high
school, which involved an adjustment to new learning styles and teaching methods. Students
explained that opportunities for artistic and experiential learning declined across the transition.
Students further reported that learning modes became increasingly visual, while knowledge
became less analogical and more fact-based. The chapter continues by relating student
comments regarding motivation and meaning, which declined across the transition. Students
reported that motivation changed from mainly intrinsic (i.e. meaning) to largely extrinsic (i.e.
grades) across the high school transition. Finally, the chapter introduces the theme of the
differences in ninth and tenth grade, and 11th and 12th grade experiences, and further relates
student accounts of excellent teaching and inspiring teachers in some upper-level classes.
Chapter Five outlines participant comments regarding their social transition to high
school. Interviewees described the challenge of establishing personal connections with peers and
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teachers in the larger and more impersonal atmosphere of the high school. Participants further
described the process of making friends, which changed over time from friendships initially
based on shared interests and activities to friendships based on shared values. The chapter also
recounts student comments regarding their experiences of community within the classroom in
high school, both positive and negative.
Chapter Six analyzes the high school transition in terms of three phases—establishing
competence, analyzing and assessing experience, and transforming and self-actualizing. In the
first phase students learned the “nuts and bolts” of high school teaching methods and established
membership in social groups. In the second phase they analyzed and assessed their initial
academic and social experiences in light of their former Waldorf experience. In the third phase
students developed new academic motivations and established new friendships based on future
college and career aspirations and their emerging sense of self. Results are interpreted through
the lens of motivational and learning theories, including Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs and
Bloom’s (1956) cognitive stages of learning, and against the backdrop of research into the
normative high school transition.
Chapter Seven summarizes the results of the study and analysis in terms of the three
transitional phases— establishing competence, analyzing and assessing experience, and
transforming and self-actualizing—and compares the results to other research studies.
Implications for practice are given for several constituent groups including Waldorf elementary
and comprehensive high schools. The chapter further outlines the limitations of the study as well
as areas for possible further research. The chapter concludes with some closing thoughts
regarding the nature of learning.

14
Definition of Terms
I adopted the following terms and definitions for use in my study:
Adolescent: A post-pubescent child from the ages of 14-18.
Affirmation: The second phase of adolescence as described by Staley (2009), in which the
individual identifies abstract connections and relationships and begins to analyze and
synthesize information according to their own sense of identity.
AWSNA: The Association of Waldorf Schools of North America.
Block: In Waldorf parlance, a three to six week unit of study.
Bracketing: The process of setting aside predispositions prejudices to analyze data objectively
(AKA epoche; Moustakas, 1994).
Busywork: Academic work not inherently meaningful, often based on the memorization of
discreet and unrelated facts.
Cliques: Groups defined by their outward characteristics and tending to have the added feature
of impenetrability. The members of a clique may also actively prevent others from
joining.
Comprehensive High School: Schools designed to meet a broad spectrum of student needs,
including those of students bound for college or the workforce, and as differentiated from
more specialized vocational or college preparatory high schools.
Conscientization: The process through which human beings develop and extend their
consciousness (AKA criticality; Freire, 1993).
Criticality: The process through which human beings develop and extend their consciousness
(AKA conscientization; Freire, 1993).
Chronosystem: The dynamic relationship between the individual's development and
environmental changes over time (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Cumulative Advantage or Disadvantage: The understanding that decisions or actions
occurring early in the life-course affect the conditions and opportunities available later in
the life-course (Elder, 2006)
Developmental: Growth occurring in a stage-like manner. In terms of Waldorf education,
development is less additive and more sculptural in nature, each successive stage
resulting from the metamorphosis or gestalt of the former stage (Steiner, 2007).
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Diffusion: One of Marcia's (1967) four identity statuses. An individual in a diffusion state has
not experienced an identity crisis, nor have they made any commitments to a particular
identity.
Ecological Systems Theory: Based on the understanding that human development is influenced
by an individual's interactions with their environment. The ecological perspective seeks
to explain not only how the environment influences the individual, but how, in turn, the
individual influences their environment (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
Epoche: The process of setting aside predispositions prejudices to analyze data objectively
(AKA bracketing; Moustakas, 1994).
Essence: A description of the overall quality of a phenomenon (Creswell, 2013; Lichtman,
2010).
Exosystem: An environmental system of interactions between microsystems (the environmental
systems directly interacting with the individual) experienced only indirectly by the
individual (Bronfenbrenner, 1979)
Foreclosure: One of Marcia's (1967) four identity statuses. An individual in a foreclosure state
has made commitments to a particular identity without having undergone an identity
crisis.
Formative Assessments: Test for comprehension and understanding, intended to aid both the
teacher and student during the learning process.
Holistic: Referring to the physical and metaphysical aspects of the human being. Also refers to
different modes of thinking, including emotional and intuitive intelligence.
Identity: The conception, qualities, beliefs, and expressions that make a person (self-identity) or
group (such as national identity and cultural identity) different from others.
Identity Achieved: One of Marcia's (1967) four identity statuses. An individual in an identityachieved state has undergone a crisis and made commitments to a particular identity.
Identity vs. Role Confusion: This stage of psycho-social development spans the adolescent
years of 12-18, where, according to Erikson (1980), the child experiences a conflict
between their burgeoning sense of self (identity) and their role in society.
Informational Learning: Learning increasing knowledge within an existing cognitive structure
(Kegan, 2009).
Institutional Review Board (IRB): The IRB is a committee appointed by universities and
research organizations to assess the ethical acceptability of research proposals by
reviewing issues such as privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality.
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No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB): A federal act of congress requiring states to
develop and assess basic standards.
Grade Point Average (GPA): The average of point totals assigned to letter grades.
Human Agency: The understanding that individuals actively shape their social surroundings
through planned and thoughtful action (Elder, 2006)
Macrosystem: An environmental system referring to the culture in which the individual lives
including factors such as socioeconomic status and ethnicity (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Mastery-oriented: A type of grading or classroom goal which may be distinguished from
performance-oriented grading. The focus of mastery grading is on the student's ability to
master different skills. The focus of performance grading is the student's performance on
various assessments and tests.
Mesosystem: An environmental system of interactions between microsystems (the
environmental systems directly interacting with the individual; Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Microsystem: The environmental system directly interacting with the individual
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Moratorium: One of Marcia's (1967) four identity statuses. An individual in a moratorium
state has undergone an identity crisis but has yet to commit to a particular identity.
National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st Century
(NCMST): Commission researching effective math and science teaching methodologies.
(NCMST, 2000)
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS): A survey given to a nationally
representative sample of eighth graders. Respondents were resurveyed through four
follow-ups in 1990, 1992, 1994, and 2000.
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health of 1995 (ADD Health): A longitudinal
study of a nationally representative sample of adolescents in grades 7-12 in the United
States during the 1994-95 school year.
National Longitudinal Study of Youth of 1997 (NLSY): A survey of young men and women
born in the years 1980-84. The NLSY97 consists of a nationally representative sample of
approximately 9,000 youths who were 12 to 16 years old as of December 31, 1996.
Negation: The first phase of adolescence as described by Staley (2009), in which individuals
exercise their newfound intellects by negating, refuting, and criticizing the world around
them, especially the world as represented by their parents, teachers, or anyone
representing authority.
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Person-process-context: A research paradigm focusing on differences in process and
accounting for individual differences (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Phenomenology: A qualitative research design stressing the investigation of a particular
phenomenon (Creswell, 2013)
Phenomenological Approach to Science: And approach to science education favored in
Waldorf schools stressing observation and hands-on activities (Rawson & Richter, 2000)
Process-context: A research paradigm focusing on differences in process rather than merely
outcome (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Racial Congruence: The extent to which the racial make-up of the student is mirrored in their
peers and teachers (French et al., 2000).
Scantron: A brand of mechanically corrected multiple choice tests.
Social-address: A research paradigm comparing developmental outcomes for individuals living
in contrasting environments (Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
Social Ties: Represents the understanding that lives are interdependent and connected on many
levels, and social and historical events are expressed through this network of shared
relationships (Elder, 2006).
Stage-Environment Fit Theory: Argues behavior, motivation, and mental health are influenced
by the developmental fit between the individual and their environment (Eccles et al.,
1993).
Structural Analysis: Analysis describing how participants experience phenomena, including
the conditions, situations, and context in which the experience occurred. (Moustakas,
1994).
Summative Assessment: Provides a snapshot of a student's knowledge at a particular point in
time.
Textural Analysis: Analysis detailing a phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994).
Mainstream High School: A school not espousing an alternative methodology such as Waldorf
or Montessori. A school conforming to standards as prescribed by core curriculums or
legislation such as NCLB.
Transformational Learning: Learning increasing knowledge within an existing cognitive
structure (Kegan, 2009).
Variability: The differences within identified groupings (Elder, 2006).
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Willing: Volitional, unconscious activity (Steiner, 1996a).
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Two major bodies of literature are potentially relevant to the transition experience of
Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools. These include literature
regarding the normative high school transition experience and literature regarding Waldorf
philosophy and pedagogy, particularly the developmental profile of adolescents. Although the
former body of literature is voluminous with regard to the challenges typically associated with
the transition to high school from mainstream elementary, middle, and junior high schools, it is
sparse with regard to the transition experience of students from alternative models of education.
While I located no research on the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates
specifically, research on the normative transition experience may prove helpful both in
describing general school transition experiences and providing a backdrop or context with which
to interpret possible unique aspects of the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates.
In addition to a review of literature concerning the normative high school transition
experience, a review of Waldorf philosophy and pedagogy may be potentially important for
several reasons. I must interpret results not only from a general educational perspective, but also
from the perspective of Waldorf pedagogy if my exploration of the school transition experience
of Waldorf elementary graduates is going to be of practical value to Waldorf schools.
Particularly relevant to understanding the high school transition experience of Waldorf graduates
may be the Waldorf developmental profile of the adolescent. Waldorf pedagogues must not only
interpret findings in terms of generally accepted theoretical lenses, but through a Waldorf
developmental lens as well. Literature regarding Waldorf pedagogy not only provides context by
giving a picture of the transitioning students' previous educational experiences, but offers a
theoretical frame to interpret transition experiences.
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Next I outline literature concerning basic Waldorf philosophy and pedagogy, paying
particular attention to the developmental profile of the adolescent of high-school-transition age.
I then review literature concerning the normative high school transition experience.
Waldorf Philosophy and Pedagogy
I begin this review of Waldorf philosophy and pedagogy with a basic overview of the
fundamental picture of the human being informing Waldorf education. This includes both
holistic and developmental perspectives. I then provide a description of the developmental
profile of adolescence from the Waldorf perspective. Finally, I provide a brief explanation of
some of the more central and idiosyncratic aspects of Waldorf pedagogy in practice.
The Fundamental Picture of the Human Being
Waldorf education is rooted in the philosophy of Austrian writer, philosopher, and
scientist Rudolf Steiner (1865-1921; Harwood, 2001). According to Steiner's understanding, the
human being is three-fold in nature, containing physical body, soul, and spirit (Steiner, 1996a).
Waldorf educators describe their pedagogy as holistic because it includes consideration of all
three aspects of the human being. Just as importantly, Steiner understood human beings undergo
stage-like development throughout their lives (Steiner, 1996a). Waldorf educators describe their
pedagogy as developmental, based on the three main developmental phases of childhood
identified by Steiner (1996a). A holistic and developmental approach to learning and teaching
serve as the central tenants of Waldorf education.
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Holistic Perspectives
Just as Steiner (1977) understood the human to be more than physical body, he
understood human intelligence to find its source not simply in the material functions of the brain,
but in the whole organism. Steiner bemoaned modern electronic, mechanical, brain-centric
understandings of human consciousness and believed like many native cultures that humans
think with their entire being (Steiner, 1997). In Steiner's (1996a) picture of the “whole” human
being, individual consciousness and intelligence reside in the human soul, the seat of thinking,
feeling, and willing. His holistic understanding of individual intelligence includes conscious
(thinking), subconscious (feeling), and unconscious (willing/volitional) activity (Steiner, 1996a).
Steiner's (1996a) viewed overall intelligence as consisting of conscious activity—thinking—
centering in the brain or nervous system, subconscious or dreamlike activity—feeling—centering
in the heart and the body's rhythmic systems, and unconscious activity—willing—centering in
the limbs, metabolic, and sensory-motor systems. Steiner (2007) compared these different
aspects of human intelligence to different parts of the physical body. Intellectual activity is for
the soul what bones are for the body, whereas direct experience and feelings are for the soul what
blood is to the body (Steiner, 2007).
Waldorf pedagogical practices are based in large part on the understanding that humans
learn by thinking, feeling, and doing, and that conscious thought is only one aspect of overall
intelligence and learning (Steiner, 1996a). Intellectual/thinking activities are equally important
to imaginative/feeling, and experiential/doing/willing activities in Waldorf pedagogy. In terms of
the development of intelligence in the Waldorf sense, artistic and experiential activities do not
simply support intellectual growth, they are part and parcel of a holistic understanding of the
development of intelligence (Harwood, 2001).
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Developmental Stages
Steiner (1996a) rejected modern notions of human development as step-like, mechanical,
or additive, as he rejected intelligence as a mechanical process. Steiner (1977) argued against
basing pedagogy on anticipated capacities such as thinking and judgment, and then attempting to
call forth these latent capacities in the developing child. He explained that the human intellect
doesn't fully absorb anything forced upon it from the outside; instead the intellect absorbs what is
already taken in through the senses or feelings (Steiner, 1977). Instead of viewing children as
emerging adults, Steiner (1996a) based his pedagogy on the understanding that children are
qualitatively different than adults in their relationship to the world and not just smaller, ignorant
versions of adults.
Steiner (1996a) did not believe children develop into adults by some additive process of
the transference of knowledge or skills. Instead, he understood human development to be more
sculptural in nature, each successive stage resulting from the metamorphosis or gestalt of the
former stage (Steiner, 2007). Barnes (2001) summarized this view:
[Steiner] did not believe the faculties of the child's mind developed from like beginnings,
but that in the alchemy of growth one quality is changed into another, in the same way as
Goethe spoke of the metamorphosis of the green leaf into the colored petal of the flower.
(p. 3)
The first three stages in Steiner's (1996a) picture of human development correspond
roughly to the time at home before formal education (0-7), the years of primary or elementary
education (7-14), and the years of high school and college (14-21). In terms of physiological or
psychological milestones, the first three phases may be understood as the time from birth to the
loss of baby teeth, the time of the loss of teeth to puberty, and puberty to adulthood (Steiner,
1996a). Furthermore, Steiner (1996a) understood the first three phases of human development to
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correspond respectively to the three soul qualities of willing (0-7), feeling (7-14), and thinking
(14-21).
The child learns primarily unconsciously through willing activities (direct experience),
such as imitation, from the ages 0-7. From the ages of 7-14 the child learns primarily
subconsciously through feeling activities such as art (Steiner, 1996a). The need for activity does
not disappear in the second phase of childhood; nor is the child in their first phase not developing
an inward life of feeling. The importance of activity simply recedes the smallest bit in the
second stage as the child develops a growing capacity for connecting and relating emotionally to
the outer world (Steiner, 2002).
Children in their second phase (7-14) develop an increasingly complex inner world of
feelings; they understand with increasing intensity these feelings to be solely their own, hidden
from others (Petrash, 2002). The first two stages of development, characterized primarily by
willing and feeling respectively, change to a greater emphasis on thinking in the third phase of
childhood (Steiner, 1996a). Again, the adolescent does not cease to do and feel. However, the
character of learning in this stage is defined by thinking activities and the development of critical
judgment (Steiner, 2004).
Adolescent Development
The third phase of Steiner's (1996a) picture of development starts roughly at the age of
14, after puberty. The third phase of development is characterized by thinking, whereas the first
two stages were characterized by willing and feeling respectively. The authority of the teacher
and her attitude towards the world defines the teacher/student relationship in the second phase of
development. Authority gives way to expertise in the third phase of development (Steiner,
1977). Teachers must be generalists and artists in the elementary school. In adolescence, the
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students naturally challenge authority, and Steiner (1977) believed high school teachers must be
experts in their field of study such that they might give “waterproof” explanations for everything.
The human being has developed from what one might term pre-birth forces such as
heredity up until adolescence and through the first two stages of development (Schwartz, 1991).
These forces propel human development from the past and are given to what Pearce (2003) terms
biological development. Forces from the past are dedicated to the development of the physical
organism as well as the propagation of the species (Schwartz, 1991). The first two phases of the
child's life are given to learning how to survive in the world both physically and mentally. Once
the individual has learned to survive (including gaining the ability to reproduce), forces are now
released for abstract thought (Staley, 2009). When an animal is able to reproduce, by contrast,
their development ceases (Schwartz, 1991).
The forces of human development change at the dawn of adolescence from a pastorientation to a future-orientation, and individuals enter into a post-biological phase of
development devoted to the individual's personal, unique (or what some might call spiritual)
destiny (Pearce, 2003). This force propelling development from the future may be thought of as
the individual's own ego (Staley, 2009). In Waldorf terms, if one thinks of childbirth as the birth
of the physical body, one may think of adolescence as the birth of the ego or the mind (Steiner,
1996a). Both births may be painful experiences for the individual. Another analogy for the
dawn of adolescence is the story of The Fall, in which Adam and Eve begin their journey of
personal development and destiny (Schwartz, 1991). Staley (2009) offers the following
metaphor for the birth of the individual ego:
Picture a ship. The ship's design has long-ago been conceived, the framework has been
constructed, the walls filled in, the cabin completed. Then comes the moment when the
captain, who has been working in the background, steps forward. The captain has been
preparing for this moment for a long time. (p. 25)
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Post-biological development coincides with adolescence and the birth of the intellect.
Children formed their worldview through feelings for (and experiences with) their immediate
surroundings in their former stages. Thought itself becomes the main mode of learning in the
third stage (Steiner, 1996a). However, Steiner (2004) cautioned against prematurely appealing to
the intellect of the child. Whereas the primary qualities of learning in the years 0-7 and 7-14 are
intuitive and inspirational respectively, the proper quality of intellectual learning in adolescence
is imaginative (Steiner, 2004).
Steiner (1996a) believed modern children are asked to form judgments and think
critically too early in their development. According to Steiner's (1977) understanding, the
intellect can only work appropriately and fully with what has already been learned through direct
experience and through feelings. Adolescents continue to need to have a direct and feeling
relationship with subject matter. The intellect is fully developed through working imaginatively
with material already experienced and felt (Steiner, 1997c).
In the early stages of adolescence the power of the intellect allows 13, 14, and 15-yearold children to receive complex and abstract information, but their lack of experience with the
exercise of thinking inhibits their ability to discern, judge, or think critically (Steiner, 2004).
They may fail to make larger connections or “see the forest for the trees,” becoming opinionated
and dogmatic. Staley (2009) described the conceptual limitations of early adolescents: “Rather
than being in love with their own power of thinking, 15-year-olds begin to be fascinated by
thought itself” (p. 27).
Staley (2009) further develops Steiner's understanding of adolescent development.
Adolescent development may be understood as occurring in two distinct phases: negation and
affirmation. The first phase of negation is a process akin to cutting new teeth. Adolescents
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exercise their newfound intellects by negating, refuting, and criticizing the world around them,
especially the world as represented by their parents, teachers, or anyone representing authority.
Adolescents negate not only to exercise their newfound intellectual faculties, but to search for
something they can affirm as individuals the way one might search the department store racks for
the perfect garment (Staley, 2009).
The phase of negation may be an especially difficult and painful time in an individual's
development (Staley, 2009). The need to search, combined with rudimentary powers of critical
thought, also make the period of negation a potentially dangerous time. Thirteen-year-old
adolescents may take risks and push limits because they do not fully comprehend the
consequences, while a 15-year-old may take those same risks to experiment and search (Staley,
2009). In the second phase of adolescence—affirmation—the intellect has reached almost its full
power. The 16-year-old identifies abstract connections and relationships and begins to analyze
and synthesize information (Staley, 2009). Adolescents develop their capacity to gain
perspective, discern, and judge by 17 and 18 years of age. Adolescents in their later stages of
development use their intellects less as weapons and more as tools for their own personal
development (Staley, 2009). According to Steiner (1967), adolescents are not fully able to apply
judgment formed by abstract thinking alone until the ages of 18 or 19.
Steiner's fundamentally holistic and developmental picture of the human being is the
philosophical starting place for pedagogical practice in the Waldorf school (Rawson & Richter,
2000). A basic understanding of some of the more unique and idiosyncratic Waldorf educational
methods and practices may prove integral to interpreting the high school transition experience of
Waldorf elementary graduates. Next I offer a brief explanation of some of those unique
practices.
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Waldorf Pedagogy in Practice
Waldorf pedagogy stems from a holistic and developmental understanding of children
and their learning, requiring teachers to consider the “whole” child in a developmentally
appropriate or child-centered way. This includes consideration of the thinking, feeling, and
willing aspects of learning as well as the quality of students' relationships with their world at
their particular developmental stage (Steiner, 1996a). Holistic and developmentally designed
practices employed in the Waldorf school include the use of pictorial imagery, the use of
narrative, having the same class teacher for eight years in the elementary school, whole class
learning strategies, student-created portfolios instead of textbooks, the integration of art in every
subject, a whole-language approach to reading instruction and literacy, organizing subjects into
longer units, a technology curriculum of practical activities, a phenomenological approach to
science, and the use of narrative evaluations instead of grades (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Pictorial imagery. The prepubescent child understands their world primarily through
emotional connection and feelings before the full appearance of the intellect after puberty
(Steiner, 1996a). Pictorial images and metaphors elicit the internal imaginative movements
helpful in developing the inclinations, habits, conscience, and character of the elementary-aged
child, not abstract concepts (Steiner, 1996a). Therefore, Waldorf educators employ pictorial
imagery, metaphors, allegories, or analogical thinking as much as possible in their teaching of
Waldorf elementary school students (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Pictorial imagery elicits strong feelings and sensory impressions in the elementary-aged
child. However, the use of imagery continues to be important in a different way after the birth of
the intellect in adolescence. Now pictorial or analogical descriptions help flesh out abstract or
intellectual concepts with deeper levels of symbolic meaning (Steiner, 2004). Underlying
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Waldorf pedagogy at all ages is the belief that concepts should be presented so they may grow
and stretch as the child grows (Steiner, 1996a). Steiner (1967) compared the growing intellect to
the growth of the physical body:
We should educate children so that all their concepts are capable of growth, that their
concepts and will impulses are really alive. This is not easy. But an artistic education
succeeds in doing it. And the children have a different feeling when we offer them living
concepts instead of dead ones, for they unconsciously know that what is given them
grows with them, just as arms grow with the body. (p. 148)
Waldorf educators believe pictures, metaphors, and analogies have a more living quality than
hard and fast, intellectual concepts. They believe pictorial images can grow and change as the
children stretch and metamorphose the pictures to fit new and increasingly complex situations
(Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Narrative. Steiner (1996a) believed children emulate stories in their feelings and
imagination. Unlike dry textbook accounts, stories provide conceptual frameworks in which the
students may place themselves. The students imagine themselves in stories in a way that
enriches their emotional connection to the material (Steiner, 1996a). Stories provide a rich
implicit curriculum as well as the explicit one evident in the story content itself (Rawson &
Richter, 2000). Narratives contain beginnings, middles, and ends; they contain causes and
effects, and they convey meaning. In this way, listening to stories enhances literacy overall,
strengthening oral and listening skills, and providing the foundation for critical thinking (Rawson
& Richter, 2000).
The use of narrative is just as important in the high school as the elementary school
(Steiner, 2004). Biographies, for example, elicit the same soul movements in the adolescent as
do fairy tales in the younger student. However, the biography appeals to the adolescent's
burgeoning intellect as well as their feelings (Steiner, 2004). The younger child hears fairy tales,
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fables, and myths from around the world, while the adolescent hears not only biographies, but
fictionalized accounts of different historical epochs. Narratives emphasize processes, sequences,
and outcomes for older children, laying the groundwork for dialogue, debate, and deeper
understandings (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Class teacher. One of the most idiosyncratic aspects of Waldorf pedagogy in practice is
the class teacher, who loops with their class for eight years from grade one through grade eight
(Steiner, 2000). Children in their second stage of development (7-14) long for direction and
authority; they look to adults to provide a sense of security and wholeness (Steiner, 1996a). Part
of this security comes from feeling the interconnectedness of the world and all things. Unlike
schools which tend to departmentalize knowledge and experience with specialist teachers, the
class teacher teaches all core academic subjects as well as art, music, and theater, demonstrating
for the children the unity of knowledge (Steiner, 2000).
The class teacher is many things including artist, scientist, historian, mathematician, and
naturalist. Children in their second stage of development learn primarily through a feeling,
emotional connection with the world (Steiner, 1996a). The class teacher inspires not through her
expertise in any one subject or curriculum but through her relationship to the world, which is
defined by interest and imagination (Steiner, 2000). In terms of discipline, the students'
relationship with their class teacher is far more real and provocative than any abstract set of
rules. Discipline in the Waldorf elementary classroom arises through the natural authority of the
teacher and their relationship with the class (Harwood, 2001).
Ashley (2008) argued against “closure,” the tendency to mute or shut down children's
innate curiosity with departmentalized approaches to instruction and learning and the
marginalization of art. He argued departmentalized curriculums and programs make it hard for
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students to obtain higher levels of meaning and purpose. Although Waldorf elementary
education is based on the authority of the teacher, Ashley (2008) found that through the teacher's
relationship to the world and her students, Waldorf students are less likely to experience closure
than their non-Waldorf counterparts (Ashley, 2008).
Whole-class learning strategies. The roots of the whole-class learning mood and
strategies promoted in Waldorf schools are implicit in the very founding of the first Waldorf
school, which was part of a larger mission of social renewal (Barnes, 1991). Echoing the
sentiment of critical pedagogues, Steiner (1967) wrote of the social mission of the Waldorf
school:
The question to be asked is not: What does an individual need to know and be capable of
doing so as to fit into the existing social order? But rather: What potential does an
individual have and what can be developed in him or her? When this is taken into
account each new generation can bring forces of continuous renewal to the social order.
In this social order there will then live all that the fully mature human beings in it cause it
to be. For the existing social order to mold the coming generation in its own image is
something that must not happen. (p. 250)
Whole-class teaching and learning in the Waldorf school is complemented with small
group learning and differentiation on the part of the teacher (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Lessons
always move from the whole class to smaller groups and back to the whole again. A class of
mixed ability students is an ideal model for a community. The cultivation of social awareness
and cohesion is equally important as any academic goal (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Engagement with the arts is one of the main ways Waldorf schools engender whole-class
learning (Chauncey, 2006). Music, for example, is not only a mode of learning through which
children sense, move, and feel, it is also a mode for working collaboratively. Playing music
together requires a high order of collaboration in which each individual shares their own gifts;
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yet as in any art, the whole is more than the sum of the parts (Chauncey, 2006). This spirit of
collaboration is engendered in the following verse popular in Waldorf communities:
A healthy social life is found only, when in the mirror of each soul the whole community
finds its reflection, and when in the whole community the virtue of each one is living.
(Steiner, n.d.)
Student-created portfolios instead of textbooks. Steiner (1997a) bemoaned the use of
modern text books in teaching. He went so far as to say textbooks are actually a source of pain
for adolescents because of their need to experience the world and their teachers (on a soul level)
directly (Steiner, 1977). He criticized teachers for presenting material in a dry way, either by
giving students pedantic text books or by lecturing in a pedantic, text-book manner. He further
said even the best material read in books has only a fraction of the value of material digested
creatively and imaginatively by the teacher before being presented to the students (1997a). The
content in this case is not only explicit, as in the curricular goal, but implicit, as in the teacher's
relationship to the material and the world at large. In the holistic language of Steiner (1997a),
the quality of such learning is soul-to-soul, as opposed to brain-to-brain. As such the teaching
material in the Waldorf school comes largely through the imagination of the teacher, who uses
primary texts in his preparation as needed (Steiner, 1977).
Imaginative, oral presentations supported by diagrams, maps, and other materials as
needed, take the place of textbooks in the Waldorf school (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Assignments arise out of the subjects covered and include artistic renderings, projects, writing
assignments, models, plays, and practical tasks, many of which are recorded in student-created
portfolios called “lesson books” (Rawson & Richter, 2000). In this way, students create their
own textbooks and workbooks. They understand their work as unique and special, and they
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understand the work they do is of great importance. Students and families alike treasure these
lesson books (Petrash, 2002).
The integration of art. Art provides one of the main mediums of emotional connection,
the primary locus of learning in the elementary school years (Steiner, 1996a). Art may have a
descriptive purpose or it may have an expressive purpose, and in the Waldorf curriculum it
serves both purposes (Steiner, 1996a). Art is integrated into every subject in the Waldorf school
and every part of the school day. Artistic integration in not limited to language arts and the
humanities; it extends to math and science as well (Petrash, 2002).
Considering the whole person and holistic notions of intelligence, art is not simply an
expressive activity, it is a way of knowing (Steiner, 1996a). One may comprehend the world
through intellectual pursuits. But one may only fully understand oneself as part of the world
through creative and artistic engagement with the world. When children merely comprehend,
they can most certainly grow and apply their knowledge. But when they are artistic, they are
engaged in a whole other level of growth, both creative and generative for themselves and the
world around them (Steiner, 1996a). In simple terms, art allows children to express their
humanity (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Petrash (2010) reviewed research concerning the increase in intellectual approaches to
education since the institution of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation in 2001. Pink (2006)
explained education is increasingly focused on cognitive abilities which can be tested, capacities
centered in the left side of the brain. He argued such a focus on left-brain activities is making
American workers obsolete to computers performing the same tasks faster, and workers from
other countries training for the same tasks more cheaply. Pink (2006) called for a more holistic
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approach to education which exercises the right side of the brain as well the left through
activities such as art, storytelling, and play (as cited in Petrash, 2010).
A whole-language approach to reading instruction and literacy. Literacy
development in the Waldorf school proceeds in a developmentally appropriate progression from
orality, to writing, to reading (Steiner, 1977). Writing is introduced in an imaginative way
involving pictorial images. Writing proceeds reading because writing engages more of the
sensory motor system than reading (Steiner, 1977), mirroring the learning process which moves
from concrete, to representational, to abstract (Pearce, 2003). The Waldorf pre-school
curriculum is literacy-rich with storytelling, music, poetry, and play, although students are not
explicitly instructed in reading until first grade, after the introduction of writing, and later than in
many other educational models. Several methods of reading instruction are integrated in the
Waldorf school, including whole-word and phonetic methods (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Students in the early grades write their own short stories and encapsulations of narratives
heard in class. The texts they write are beautiful and meaningful and they act as the student's
first “readers.” Learning to read and write in this manner has the overall quality of encoding
rather than decoding (Rawson & Richter, 2000). An important distinction to be made is this:
emergent readers in the Waldorf elementary school first learn reading and writing as a form of
expression, an enhancement to overall learning, not as a prerequisite to learning. The main
learning continues to happen through narrative and artistic expression, experiential activities, and
through the relationship of the students to each other and their teachers (Rawson & Richter,
2000).
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The Waldorf approach to literacy emphasizes a mode of learning not only extrinsically
but intrinsically educative. Kane (2011) connected the whole language approach to the whole
person, explaining:
To know is not only to be informed but transformed, to be moved imaginatively, to dwell
on ideas, and to let them lend their form to both our thinking and being. To learn is not
merely to acquire explicit facts and figures, but to experience inwardly that which
undergirds them. The object, in the final analysis, is not only to educate so that we
acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to control the environment or grapple with
practical problems, however large, but more fundamentally to so encounter the creative in
the world so that we, ourselves, come more fully into being. (p. 131)
Organizing subjects into longer units. Steiner (1977) believed students should never
experience an arbitrary break in their study of a subject. Therefore students in Waldorf schools
study core subjects such as math, language arts, history, and science in intense three to six week
units (blocks in Waldorf parlance; Steiner, 1977). The majority of student work in one of these
units occurs during the first two hours of the school day in what is called the morning lesson.
The subject is allowed to rest at the conclusion of a block, while another subject is taken up with
equal intensity (Steiner, 1977). The morning lesson units are integrated and cross-curricular.
Activities include “oral and written practice of basic skills, mental arithmetic, music and
drawing, presentation of new material, recall and discussion of the previous day's (or earlier)
work, individual working, conversation, narrative and practical work” (Rawson & Richter, 2000,
p. 19).
Subject classes and other specialist classes focused on artistic elements such as music and
art are often scheduled in the middle of the day. Classes at the end of the day—practical arts
and movement classes—are typically more active. In this way, the daily schedule allows
students to engage in thinking, feeling, and willing activities in a rhythmic and natural manner
(Petrash, 2002).
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A technology curriculum of practical activities. Steiner (2000) bemoaned the
specialization and fragmentation of modern life and believed the fragmented curriculum in
schools helps to perpetuate the industrialized quality of society as a whole. Steiner (1977)
believed education could help heal society by teaching children to understand the wholeness and
connectedness of all creation. He believed children might help heal society in the future in ways
he did not pretend to anticipate (Steiner, 1977). One of the best ways to help children understand
the wholeness of creation involved teaching students practical activities, such as farming,
spinning, weaving, baking, knitting, and building (Steiner, 2000). These and many other
practical activities and traditional crafts are taught in the Waldorf elementary school. More
complex practical activities such as metal working and soap making are part of the high school
curriculum (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Bucking almost every modern educational trend in one fell swoop, Waldorf schools do
not use computers and other forms of modern, electronic technology until high school (Rawson
& Richter, 2000). But Waldorf schools are not Luddite; they are not technophobes or antitechnology. Rather, Waldorf schools teach children to use technology of increasing order of
complexity. Steiner (1977) believed if adults are to truly exercise their freedom, it is important
they learn as children to understand on a visceral level how technology works. Conversely, he
believed adults who do not understand how simple technology works are not wholly free.
Steiner (1977) believed any modern specialization requires the individual (and society) to
broaden their consciousness in some other area. He gave the example of a statistician working
with data on the consumption of soap. Steiner believed such a statistician could not arrive at a
proper understanding of her statistics without having a direct experience of how soap is made
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(Steiner, 1977). Steiner (1996b) was not joking when he said he wouldn't trust a professor who
could not mend his own shoes!
A phenomenological approach to science. Just as art is considered a way of knowing in
the Waldorf school, so science is another way of understanding the world, equal in importance to
other ways of knowing (Steiner, 2007). The focus of science in the early elementary years is
sense impression and feeling rather than abstract thought, while in the later elementary school
years students must develop some familiarity with the scientific concepts and terminology they
will need to succeed in other educational settings (Fenner & Rivers, 1992). The Waldorf
phenomenological approach places great emphasis on direct experience and observation of
natural phenomena as well as a feeling for the phenomenal whole (Steiner, 2007).
Wright (2103) argued in favor of a theoretical shift from the notion of knowledge existing
outside the child towards an understanding of how, for example, sense perception and
imagination impact the nature of knowledge and its meaning. He explored the dominance of
scientific paradigms working within mainstream educational models and resistance to alternative
ways of knowing such as through direct experience. He argued a key component of knowledge
was the ability to inspire feelings (Wright, 2010).
Chauncey (2006) contrasted the Waldorf approach to science with mainstream
approaches where—even when there is a commitment to experiential learning—teachers first
explain concepts before having students participate in hands-on activities to illustrate the
concepts. Teachers demonstrate phenomena without explanation in the Waldorf school, allowing
students to engage with their full senses and feelings, and allowing them to develop active
powers of observation. Discussions of concepts come only later, after direct experience
(Chauncey, 2008). The National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching for the 21st
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Century (2000) described the process of inquiry, not the presentation of facts, as the hallmark of
quality science teaching (as cited in Chauncey, 2008). In perhaps my favorite Steiner (2000)
quotation, he addressed an education which passively appeals only to the intellect:
[We] cannot force the will to emerge by throwing a strong light on the meaning of
anything. The will wants to sleep; it does not want to be awakened fully by what I might
call the perpetual unchaste laying bare of meaning. (p. 79)
Simply, if children are to learn with their whole being, they must do something.
Avoiding the reduction of the wholeness of phenomena by applying abstract concepts is
only one way Waldorf pedagogy seeks a more holistic approach to science. Waldorf schools
integrate science with the humanities by emphasizing the story of science and the biographies of
scientists. The stories of the scientists provide students an understanding of how individual
discoveries fit into a larger context (Fenner & Rivers, 1992).
Narrative evaluations instead of grades. Steiner (1977) admitted he could not tell the
difference between “'satisfactory' and 'near-satisfactory' or between 'fair' and 'fairly good'” marks
on a student's report card. Nor could he understand what he called the “occult relationship”
between the human being and numerical grading systems (Steiner, 1977, p. 132). He suggested
instead of grades, students should receive written reports or narratives acting like a biography or
mirror of their progress over the course of the year (Steiner, 1977). Some Waldorf schools do
give grades during the middle school years or in high school, although these grades often
encompass affective areas such as motivation, participation, and effort, as well as more
summative indications of academic progress (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Narrative evaluations in
the elementary school typically contain characterizations of the student's individual strengths and
weaknesses in various realms of endeavor including the affective, artistic, and academic
(Rawson & Richter, 2000).
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Steiner (1977) did not believe tests and exams were true measures of human potential.
He believed anyone could be made to fail a test, no matter their expertise in a given area. And he
gave examples of extraordinary and accomplished individuals who did poorly on exams in
school (Steiner, 1977). Reflecting Steiner's mistrust of examinations, Waldorf students take far
fewer tests than their non-Waldorf counterparts, and formative assessments take precedence over
summative (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Formative assessments inform the practice of teachers as
well as students. Waldorf teachers recognize their students are on a developmental path and have
far more potential than could ever be revealed in a simple test (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
Summary
An understanding of Waldorf philosophy and pedagogy may prove integral to any
interpretation of the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending nonWaldorf high schools. At the very least, it provides a picture of the educational experience of
Waldorf graduates prior to high school. Next I review a second body of relevant literature
concerning the normative high school transition experience. The self-selecting nature of Waldorf
families—their choice to support an alternative form of education and their ability to fund it—
locates them securely in a population typically weathering many of the challenges associated
with the transition to high school with relative ease (Baldwin et al., 2005). Still, there is much of
interest for Waldorf educators. Specifically, a review of the literature regarding the normative
high school transition experience may prove helpful in providing a backdrop or context with
which to interpret possible unique aspects of the transition experience of Waldorf elementary
graduates.
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The Normative High School Transition Experience
The last 30 years has seen a spike in the amount of research into the transition to high
school. Interest in the transition stems from two basic lines of inquiry representing competing
agendas. First, researchers have been concerned with academic outcomes in the wake of claims
of American public school mediocrity such as those outlined in the 1983 report Nation at Risk
(National Commission on Excellence in Education). Research following this line of inquiry has
tended to focus on factors such as dropout rates or academic success as measured by
standardized tests or as compared internationally (George, n.d).
Researchers have been concerned with the developmental needs of early adolescents in a
second line of inquiry. The question of the developmental appropriateness of school
environments for early adolescents represents a long-standing debate. This debate led to the
founding of the first junior highs in the early 1900s, instituted in an attempt to bring more socalled academic rigor to young adolescents, and the founding of the first middle schools in the
1960s, instituted to undo some of the perceived developmental inappropriateness of junior highs
(Manning, 2000). Research following this line of inquiry has tended to focus on measures of
developmental appropriateness such as emotional health or motivation.
Topics within the transition literature fall roughly into three basic categories regarding
academic, socioemotional, and structural challenges associated with the move to high school. In
addition to these three areas of focus, a separate body of literature addresses the effectiveness of
various school transition programs designed to ease some of challenges associated with the
transition to high school. Next I go into more detail regarding the academic, socioemotional, and
structural challenges associated with the transition to high school. I then review research into
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transition programs designed to ameliorate some of the aforementioned challenges. Finally, I
provide some insight into gaps and tensions in the literature.
Academic Challenges
Researchers found students face significant academic challenges in their transition to
high school (Barone, Aguirre-Deandreis & Trickett, 1991; Roderick, 1993; Newman, Myers,
Newman, Lohman & Smith, 2000). Studies explored aspects of academic performance such as
grades (Barone et al., 1991), attendance (Scott, Rock, Pollack & Ingels, 1995), promotion
(Wheelock & Miao, 2005), dropping out (Roderick, 1993), and problem behaviors/delinquency
(Jackson & Schulenberg, 2013).
Grades. Researchers found many students experience an initial decline in their overall
average GPA across their transition to high school (Barone et al., 1991; Gillock & Reyes, 1996a;
Weiss & Bearman, 2007). While this decline is generally temporary for average and highachieving students, it tends to persist for low-achieving students (Catterall, 1998). Previous
studies identified several major variables significantly associated with declining grades across
the transition including student relationships with teachers and peers (Newman et al., 2000), and
structural factors such as teaching styles (Felner et al., 1982; Schiller, 1999).
Attendance. Using data from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS; 1988),
Scott et al. (1995) found absenteeism rates rise nationally across the transition to high school.
Researchers attribute absentee rates to several variables including the changing composition of
peer groups across the transition (Felner et al., 1982; Reyes et al., 1994). Benner and Wang
(2014) found some of the most significant factors in rates of absenteeism during the transition to
high school were structural differences between students' former schools and their new high
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schools. These structural differences included developmental appropriateness in programs, racial
and ethnic diversity, and the experience level of teachers (Benner & Wang, 2014).
Promotion. Students in the ninth grade comprise the highest percentage of secondary
students nationally because of the disproportionate number of freshmen being held back due to
inadequate academic performance (Wheelock & Miao, 2005). In the last 30 years, the so-called
“bulge” of students in the ninth grade has more than tripled from approximately four percent to
13% (Haney et al., 2004). Promotion rates between the ninth and tenth grades are the lowest
between any two grades (Wheelock & Miao, 2005). Furthermore, tenth grade promotion is a
significant predictor of student dropout. Balfanz and Legters (2004) reported up to 40% of
ninth-graders in cities with high dropout rates are not promoted to the tenth grade.
Dropping out. Studies linked difficulties associated with the transition to high school to
higher dropout rates (Alspaugh, 1998; Catterall, 1998; Roderick, 1993). Additional research on
the topic found high school dropouts fail at least 25% of their ninth grade classes, while only
eight percent of high school graduates have failed as many freshman classes (Legters & Kerr,
2001). Scholars found academic achievement is one of the most significant predictors of high
school dropout. Scott et al. (1995) found students in the bottom 25% of standardized
achievement tests are 26 times more likely to drop out of school than those in the highest 25%.
Roderick (1993) found a one-point decrease in GPA across the transition doubled the likelihood
of dropping out.
Problem behaviors/delinquency. Researchers identified delinquent or problem
behaviors to be significant predictors of academic performance challenges across the transition to
high school (Berndt & Mekos, 1995). McIntosh et al. (2008) found a negative relationship
between office referrals in the eighth grade and academic performance in the ninth grade.
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Anderman and Midgley (2004) reported that while incidences of self-reported cheating remain
stable in the year prior to the transition to high school, they increase after the transition to high
school. Jackson and Schulenberg (2013) found alcohol use was one of the strongest correlates to
problem behaviors in the transition to high school.
Social and Emotional Challenges
In addition to the academic challenges described above, research reported students face
increased social and emotional challenges across the transition to high school (Mizelle & Irvin,
2000; Morgan & Hertzog, 2001; Reyes et al., 2000; Roderick, 1993). Among the many factors
exasperating the transitional emotional and social demands are increased diversity in student
populations (Roderick, 1993), a greater emphasis on rules and less tolerance for misbehavior
(Scott et al., 1995), a greater emphasis on relative ability and competition (Hertzog & Morgan,
1999), impersonal relations with teachers (Mizelle, 1995), and a more anonymous environment
(Roderick, 1993).
Social challenges. The transition to high school often involves significant changes to
existing social networks, such as those with peers and teachers (Roderick 1993; Seidman et al.
1996). Research concerning the social aspects of the transition to high school includes studies on
social competence (Beresford, 2013), as well as relationships (Langenkamp, 2009). In his
dissertation on the freshman transition experience, Beresford (2013) found the highest level of
student concern was in the area of what he termed “academic nuts and bolts.” These were
defined as the knowledge of how high school works—requirements, structures, and
terminology—and more importantly, the knowledge of where to go to get help. His study further
revealed students with older siblings in high school had significantly lower levels of concern
going into the transition (Beresford, 2013).
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The transition to high school presented new social challenges for many students (Mizelle
& Irvin, 2000; Morgan & Hertzog, 2001; Roderick, 1993). Students, particularly those from
underrepresented groups, perceived less social support across the transition (Reyes et al., 2000).
Students experienced significant challenges in relationships including those with peers
(Langenkamp, 2009; Isakson & Jarvis, 1999; Seidman et al., 1996; Murdock, 2000), teachers
(Reyes et al., 1994; Seidman et al., 1996; Wit, Karioja, Rye & Shain, 2011), parents (Barone et
al., 1991; Catterall, 1998; Chen & Gregory, 2010; Falbo, Lein & Amador, 2001; Newman et al.,
2000; Rice, 2001), and with the school as a whole (Barber & Olsen, 2004; Isakson & Jarvis,
1999; Newman et al., 2007).
Emotional challenges. Researchers found many students move to high schools which
are larger, more impersonal, teacher-centered, and competitive (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999;
Mizelle & Irvin, 2000). In this new environment, some students developed a more negative view
of themselves than they had in middle school (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999). Studies explored
different emotional challenges students face in their transition to high school including anxiety
(Lucey, 2000; Slater & McKeown, 2004; Suldo and Shaunessy-Dedrick, 2013), loneliness
(Benner and Graham, 2009; Mizelle, 1995; Roderick, 1993; Simmons & Blyth, 1987),
depression (Barber and Olsen, 2004; Newman, Newman, Griffen, O'Connor & Spas, 2007), as
well as declines in self-esteem (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Seidman et al., 1994; Wigfield et al.,
1991) and group-esteem (French et al., 2000). Other studies have described important changes
in the areas of autonomy (Rice, 2001; Smith, 1997), motivation (Eccles & Midgley, 1989;
Jacobs, Lanza, Osgood, Eccles & Wigfield, 2002; Roderick, 2003) and involvement (Barber &
Olsen, 2004; Catterall, 1998; Roderick, 1993; Simmons & Blyth, 1987). Further studies have
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explored identity development (Kinney, 1993) and emotional intelligence (Qualter, Whiteley,
Hutchinson & Pope, 2007) across the high school transition.
Structural Factors
In addition to academic and socioemotional challenges, students also experienced many
structural changes in their transition to high school (Alspaugh, 1998; Eccles et al., 1991;
Langenkamp, 2010; Schiller, 1999). Studies explored important structural elements in the
transition associated with declines in academic performance and/or increased socioemotional
challenges. These structural elements included the nature of the transition itself, such as whether
it involved a school change (Weiss & Bearman, 2007), structural differences between pre- and
post-transition environments (Alspaugh, 1998; Rice, 2001), demographic features (Felner, 1981),
and curricular and programmatic differences between schools (Mizelle, 1995).
The nature of the transition itself. Several studies attempted to explore the effects of
the transition to high school itself, seeking to isolate the transition effect from other variables.
Studies such as these focused on structural elements such as transitions involving a change of
school vs. no change of school (Rice, 1995, 1997; Simmons & Blyth, 1987; Weiss and Bearman,
2007), the number of cumulative school changes (Alspaugh, 1998; Seidman et al., 1994; Weiss
& Baker-Smith, 2010), and schools with transitional programming vs. schools without (Allen,
2001; Hertzog & Morgan, 1999).
Structural differences between pre- and post-transition environments. Researchers
explored some of the structural differences between pre- and post-transition educational
environments. Research into these structural differences included studies on school
disorganization (Seidman et al., 1996; Weiss, 2001), and school safety (Catterall, 1998; Rice,
2001). Research regarding pre- and post-transitional environments (which may be particularly
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relevant to the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf
high schools) includes studies on feeding patterns (Seidman et al., 1996), transitions to
mainstream high schools from private and non-traditional schools (Weiss, 1984), differences in
school size (Alspaugh, 1998), and departmental vs. self-contained school organization (Felner et
al., 1982).
While the average student experienced a decline in academic performance across the
transition to high school (Reyes et al., 1996; Roderick, 1994; Seidman et al., 1996), studies
found students transitioning to high school from middle schools experience more challenges than
their peers transitioning to high school directly from K-8 elementary schools (Alspaugh, 1998;
Seidman et al., 1994; Weiss & Baker-Smith, 2011). Weiss and Baker-Smith (2011) found former
middle school students are more likely to experience lower grades and receive at least one failing
grade than elementary students. Alspaugh (1998) found former middle school students were also
more likely to drop out.
Several dissertations explored the transition from private and non-traditional school
models to more “traditional” public high schools (Shaikh, 2012; Weiss, 1984). Shaikh (2012)
studied the high school transition experience of a group of students from a private, K-8 Islamic
school. Challenges identified by the students included insufficient social support during the
transition, inadequate religious accommodations, and stereotyping and prejudice (Shaikh, 2012).
Several studies explored the transition to junior high and high school from Montessori
elementary schools. In interviews, Hanson (1998) found junior high school teachers rated
former Montessori students higher-than-average on measures of student success including
organization, effort, respect, creativity, confidence, and academic skills. In his dissertation, Ward
(2013) investigated teacher perceptions of Montessori elementary graduates in their transition to
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high school. While students had what would be considered a normative transition experience to
high school, Ward identified several challenges possibly related to their former Montessori
experience. These challenges included meeting deadlines and understanding the grading system
(Ward, 2013).
Alspaugh (1998) found students entering smaller high schools experienced fewer
academic disruptions than those entering larger high schools. Rice (2001) found no association
between school size and test scores across the transition. Although it is outside the focus of this
review, there has been ample research in the last 20 years into the negative effects on academic
performance and social health associated with large school populations (Fowler & Walberg,
1991; Lee & Smith, 1997).
Students experienced transitional challenges moving from more self-contained school
organizations to more period-based, departmentalized environments (Felner et al.m 1982).
Alspaugh and Harting (1995) found students moving from self-contained to departmentalized
school organizations experience a decline in academic performance. Organizational challenges
associated with such transitions include lower levels of student trust, a higher emphasis on
discipline on the part of teachers (Eccles & Midgley, 1989), and lower levels of student
engagement and connection (Eccles et al., 1991).
Demographic features. There has been ample research concerning some of the
demographic aspects of challenges associated with the transition to high school. Studies focused
on demographic features such as race (Roderick, 2003), gender (Akos and Galassi, 2004a) and
socioeconomic status (SES; Gillock & Reyes, 1996).
Results of studies on the effect of racial and ethnic differences across the transition to
high school have been mixed. Some studies found underrepresented groups experience more
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transitional challenges (Benner & Graham, 2009; Felner et al., 1981; Gillock & Reyes, 1996;
Roderick, 2003). By contrast, other studies found no differences in the transition experience
based on race (Barone et al., 1991; Rice, 2001; Seidman et al., 1996).
African American students received lower grades across the transition to high school than
their peers (Gillock & Reyes, 1996; Roderick 2003). Felner et al. (1981) found White students
attending low-income, predominantly minority high schools experienced less of a decrease in
grades across the transition than African American students. In a study of multi-ethnic urban
youth, Benner and Graham (2009) found as African American students enter more racially and
ethnically diverse high schools, their feelings of belonging increase at the same time their grades
decrease. By contrast, in a low-income sample, Seidman et al. (1996) found no differences in
grades during the transition along racial lines. Latino students viewed the transition to high
school as more difficult than their White and African American classmates (Akos & Galassi,
2004).
Several studies found differences in the ways boys and girls experience transitions in
general (Simmons & Blyth, 1987; Wigfield et al., 1991). Simmons and Blyth (1987) found girls
were more vulnerable to decreases in self-esteem brought on by systematic changes than boys.
The negative effect on self-esteem was magnified when accompanied by other factors such as the
divorce of parents, puberty, or change of residence (Simmons & Blyth, 1987). Wigfield et al.
(1991) found girls appeared more sensitive to changes in social relationships than boys. Akos
and Galassi (2004a) found boys felt significantly more socially connected across the transition to
high school than girls. Mizelle & Irvin (2000) found girls responded better than boys to
transition programs focused on social supports. In a study of academic trajectories from
kindergarten through high school, Jacobs et al. (2002) found that while elementary-aged boys felt
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more academically competent than girls, this difference lessened over time and became
insignificant after the transition to high school.
Benner and Graham (2009) found, as the socioeconomic status (SES) of the high school
increased, grades decreased across the transition. Several studies found students whose parents
have lower levels of education received lower grades across the transition to high school (Gillock
& Reyes, 1996; Roderick, 2003). Baker and Stevenson (1986) found mothers who have a
college education know more about their child's academic performance, have more contact with
teachers, and are more likely to advocate directly on their child's behalf at school. They also
found mothers with college educations are more likely to choose freshman college-preparatory
courses for their children (Baker & Stevenson, 1986). Gamoran (1992) found SES played no
part in placement in freshmen honors classes for high-achieving students, but found higher SES
was linked to higher placement in honors classes among low and average-achieving students.
Curricular and programmatic differences between schools. An important but
underrepresented body of research involved curricular and programmatic differences between
high schools and the elementary schools, middle schools, or junior highs which fed them, and the
effectiveness of these programs in supporting the transition to high school. Many references
have already been made to the types of curriculums, methodologies, and programming which
support students across the transition to high school. For instance, Benner and Wang (2014)
reported absentee rates increased for those students attending high schools with developmentally
mismatched programs, while attendance rates were stable for students attending schools with
more developmentally sensitive programming. Other Researchers identifying effective programs
included Gutman (2006) and Anderman and Midgley (2004), who found mastery-oriented
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programs supported students in their transition to high school more than performance-oriented
programs.
Davis, Chang, Andrzejewski, and Poirier (2014) found relational engagement remained
stable across the transition to high school in schools with small learning communities (SLCs),
while relational engagement declined in schools without SLCs. Mizelle (1995) compared the
transition to high school for students in two middle school programs within the same school.
One group experienced the traditional middle school curriculum. The other group had the same
teachers from grades six through eight, experienced more hands-on, life-related activities,
received more integrated instruction, and experienced more cooperative learning activities.
Students in the second group received higher grades in ninth grade language arts, science, and
social studies classes, and were more likely to enroll in higher-level freshman math classes than
their counterparts (Mizelle, 1995).
Transition Programs
In addition to exploring academic, socioemotional and structural challenges, researchers
explored the effectiveness of transitional programming in mitigating these same challenges.
Researchers associated transition programs with decreases in some of the academic and
socioemotional challenges associated with the move to high school (Felner et al., 1982; Hertzog
& Morgan, 1999; Mac Iver, 1990; Smith, 1997). Mac Iver (1990) found fewer students were
held back after ninth grade when they participated in transitional programming. Hertzog and
Morgan (1999) found schools with transition programs had lower failure and dropout rates than
schools without transitional programming.
Smith (1997) compared schools with transition programs targeting three groups (students,
teachers, and parents), schools targeting only two of these groups, and schools with no
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transitional programming. She found students in schools with programs targeting all three
groups had better grades and were less likely to dropout during their transition to high school.
Furthermore, students in schools without transition programs fared worse with respect to grades
and dropouts than those who attended schools with partial programming (Smith, 1997). Studies
found effective transition programs include giving students information (Mizelle & Irwin, 2000),
involving parents (Mac Iver, 1990), providing social support for students (Maher, 2010), and
bringing middle and high school teachers together to share information (Mac Iver, 1990).
Summary
My review of the literature concerning the normative high school transition experience
reported some of the academic and socioemotional challenges associated with the transition.
Academic challenges included declines in grades (Barone et al., 1991), attendance (Scott, Rock,
Pollack & Ingels, 1995), promotion rates (Wheelock & Miao, 2005), increases in dropout rates
(Roderick, 1993), and problem behaviors/delinquency (Jackson & Schulenberg, 2013).
Socioemotional challenges included relational challenges (Langenkamp, 2009; Seidman et al.,
1996), anxiety and depression (Barber and Olsen, 2004; Slater & McKeown, 2004), and declines
in self-esteem (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Seidman et al., 1994). Other emotional challenges
included decreases in motivation (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Eccles & Wigfield, 2002), and
involvement (Barber & Olsen, 2004; Catterall, 1998).
In addition, my review pointed to some of the structural factors associated with various
academic and socioemotional challenges. These structural factors included demographic features
such as SES, race, and gender (Gillock & Reyes, 1996; Roderick, 2003), as well as structural
differences between former schools and high school (Alspaugh, 1998; Rice, 2001). Finally, my
review outlined transitional programs found to ameliorate some of the academic and
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socioemotional challenges associated with the transition to high school. Programs found
effective in easing transitional challenges included those giving students information (Mizelle &
Irwin, 2000), involving parents (Mac Iver, 1990), and providing social support for students
(Maher, 2010).
An understanding of the normative high school transition experience may be important to
understanding the transition experience of Waldorf graduates. While Waldorf graduates belong
to a demographic population typically weathering many transitional challenges (Baldwin et al.,
2005), such research may prove helpful both in describing general school transition experiences
and providing a backdrop against which to interpret possible unique aspects of the transition
experience of Waldorf elementary graduates.
Literature on the transition to high school is voluminous, although there are still gaps and
opportunities for further research. Tensions also exist in the literature, but these are somewhat
less explicit and hidden between the lines and within the gaps themselves. Next I outline some
of the more important content and methodological gaps in the literature concerning the
normative high school transition.
Gaps and Tensions in the Literature
Especially significant to my study is the obvious gap in research concerning the
transition experience of former Waldorf students. This gap extends to research concerning the
experiences of students transitioning from other alternative and non-traditional models of
education as well. Gaps in the high school transition literature may also be found in the paucity
of research regarding non-traditional curriculums, methodologies, and programs which might
ease transitional challenges, as well as aspects of mainstream curriculums, methodologies, and
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programs which might exacerbate or even cause transitional challenges. Related to this gap are
the lack of studies isolating the possible effects of a change of schools.
A second major gap in the literature regards methodology, as evidenced in the larger
number of academic-focused, domain-specific, and quantitative studies compared to the smaller
number of affective-focused, integrated, and qualitative studies. A second methodological gap
may also be found in the fewer number of longer-range longitudinal studies. Next I explain in
more detail some of the gaps and possible tensions in the normative high school transition
literature. I begin by explaining some of the gaps in content before addressing methodological
gaps.
Content Gaps
There is very little research on the transition experience of students moving from privateschool and alternative-school-models of education to mainstream high schools, and no research
on the transition from Waldorf schools. The exception to this gap is research concerning the
transition of students with developmental needs (not included in my review). It should be noted,
however, studies mining data from national longitudinal studies such as the National Education
Longitudinal Study of 1988 included information from private school students as well as students
from public schools.
There seems to be ample research comparing academic outcomes between private and
public school students, while I located only one journal article regarding the transition
experience between private or alternative school programs and public schools. However, I found
several dissertations examining the transition from private or alternative schools to public high
schools (Shaikh, 2012; Weiss, 1984), and included these findings in my review. In terms of
underlying tensions, the existence of these dissertation studies may indicate a burgeoning interest
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in alternative models of education. They may just as easily demonstrate the hegemony of
“traditional” school models as well as governmental funding agencies.
While numerous studies identified successful transition programs, a majority of these
studies emphasized transition programs meant to ease the transition to the high school as a fait
accompli. There is ample research regarding what programming can do to help students
transition to existing structures, while there is much less research examining how high schools—
or middle schools for that matter—might change methodologically or programmatically to make
the transition easier. The majority of studies in the transition literature utilized social address
models (Bronfenbrenner, 1986), which seek to locate students who struggle and associate their
struggles with external structural factors such as SES. Fewer studies explored internal teaching
practices, which may ease transitional challenges.
The Gutman study mentioned in the literature review is an interesting example of the
latter type of research exploring actual teaching practices. Gutman (2006) found mastery-goal
orientation as opposed to performance-goal orientation eases the negative effects of the high
school transition on academic outcomes in math. Apart from its findings, Gutman's study is
interesting because it points to non-traditional methods which actually increase traditional goals
such as performance on standardized tests. Gutman (2006) also found mastery-oriented goals
increased student confidence in math, pointing to a more developmentally appropriate approach
(Eccles et al., 1993). In addition to highlighting the gap in studies regarding internal pedagogical
processes, Gutman's (2006) study pointed to gaps involving domain-specific vs. more integrated
methodologies, and studies which utilized theoretical frameworks such as developmental
appropriateness. The Gutman study was one of few studies illustrating methods and providing
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descriptions of actual internal processes as opposed to outcomes based on external attributes
such as ability level or SES.
The overwhelming majority of the high school transition research is focused on
transitions involving a school change. Few studies compared the academic and socioemotional
challenges of ninth-graders who changed schools between eighth and ninth grade with those who
did not change schools. Weiss and Bearman (2007) pointed out this made it difficult to argue for
any supposed high-school-transition effect. Both Weiss and Bearman (2007) and Rice (1995,
1997) found no differences in the academic and socioemotional challenges faced by students
who changed schools as compared with those who did not change schools. Both groups
experienced similar declines in academic performance and increases in socioemotional
challenges across the transition to high school (Rice, 1995, 1997; Weiss & Bearman, 2007).
These findings seem to suggest the need for more focus on the effectiveness and
developmental appropriateness of traditional high school programs, reflecting a tension already
explored. Focus on developmental appropriateness requires not only more qualitative
methodologies exploring socioemotional domains, such as motivation and connectedness, it begs
for theoretical lenses to interpret transitional experiences.
Methodological Gaps
Most of the studies included in this review employed quantitative methodologies
focusing for the most part on external measures such as GPA or scores on various psychological
instruments. These studies used statistical analyses to establish potential relationships between
different variables in large sample sizes. An example of such a study is the one conducted by
Reyes, Gillock, Kobus, and Sanchez (2000), who compared student perceptions of school as
measured by a survey of student attitudes with academic achievement as measured by GPA.
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Other studies mined larger national surveys such as the National Education Longitudinal
Study of 1988 (NELS; Catterall, 1998), the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health of
1995 (ADD Health; Langenkamp, 2010) and the National Longitudinal Study of Youth of 1997
(NLSY; Jackson & Schulenberg, 2013). Still other studies employed these same quantitative
measures to describe stakeholder perceptions of the transition to high school (Akos & Galassi,
2004b). Relatively few studies utilized more qualitative methodologies such as extensive
interviews (Roderick, 2003), case studies (Newman et al., 2000), and field observations (Kinney,
1993) of smaller sample sizes to explore more of the contextual relations between the infinite
variables at play.
Research on the transition to high school tended to be domain-specific, focused primarily
on academic, socioemotional, or structural aspects of the transition. In the domain-specific
research there are more studies devoted to academic outcomes than socioemotional challenges.
For instance, many studies examined ways to curb dropout and class failure rates. Fewer studies
took a more integrated or holistic approach by including the social and emotional aspects of
student life. Often socioemotional factors were discussed only to the extent they influenced
academic performance. This domain-specific approach was largely mirrored in the
methodologies employed. Quantitative studies in the literature seemed to support a more
domain-specific approach. Only one study in my review involved field observations (Kinney,
1993), and this study reached conclusions hinted at in only one other study. Kinney (1993)
found the more polymorphous environment of large high schools to be largely positive for those
students who experienced marginalization in their more hierarchically-structured middle schools.
The preponderance of quantitative studies focused on academic outcomes highlighted a
tension as well as a gap in the literature. Anyon (2009) wrote of the possible political motivation
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for federal support of quantitative studies focused on academic outcomes while at the same time
addressing the lack of supporting theoretical frameworks in these same studies:
In the early years of the twenty-first century, federal grant funding agencies under George
W. Bush defined education research so that empirically randomized controlled trials
where the standard by which research was evaluated for government support. Qualitative
studies received little attention, and the use of systematic theory to guide research was
not valued. Such a position on what constitutes acceptable research often not only
expresses conservative political attitudes but – in the case of theory – constitutes a formal
acknowledgment of the long-standing avoidance by many in the US of theory as
impractical. (p. i)
In other words, the preponderance of quantitative studies measuring academic outcomes
may not be as value-free as researchers often imply. There is a local radio host who refers to
theories of any kind as “The Mysteries” and the so-called liberals who espouse them as
“Mysterians.” This mindset often fails to see or acknowledge the underlying theoretical
frameworks underlying its own assumptions. The lack of theoretical frameworks informing
research leads to what Foucault (1977) termed “blind empiricism,” in which some erstwhile
theoretical framework remains operative, but hidden and unexamined.
In the McIntosh et al. (2008) study described above, the researchers explored the link
between office referrals in the eighth grade and academic performance in the ninth, finding an
obvious inverse relationship between the two. Without any larger theoretical lens through which
to explore the antecedents of the middle school problem behaviors, and with the implicit goal of
increasing academic performance, the researchers are left to conclude schools must institute
programs to remediate the problem behaviors (McIntosh et al., 2008). In this example, several
important factors are left unexamined. These factors include the developmental needs of the
students, the organization and mission of the school, and larger social and environmental
influences.
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This is not to suggest information regarding office referrals and academic performance is
not valid or useful. Bonfenbrenner (1986) pointed out studies such as McIntosh's serve a useful
purpose in identifying areas in need of further study. However, the McIntosh study is an
example of a study externalizing environmental factors. It simply associates office referrals with
transitional challenges, attempting to identify a symptom (office referrals) without addressing
underlying causes.
While most of the studies in the high school transition literature were longitudinal, the
vast majority of these studies utilized relatively short time frames, averaging one to two years or
the year preceding and following the high school transition. Only one study in my review
studied the predictors to challenges experienced in the transition to high school on a much longer
time frame. In their eight-year, longitudinal study, Duchesne et al. (2005) found very few
students veer from academic trajectories established early in elementary school even across the
transition to high school. The Duchesne (2005) study is an example of research indicating all the
focus on the transition experience itself may be shortsighted.
The underlying tension in the lack of longer-range studies (also apparent in quantitative,
domain-specific approaches) may be sociopolitical. The question for some may be, “How
efficacious or digestible are studies identifying social and economic factors, such as racism,
violence, lack of opportunity, or poverty in early childhood as major predictors of success or
failure twelve years later in the transition to high school?” Anyon (2009) wrote about education
research funding in the wake of No Child Left Behind (2001):
Throughout US history, education policies, practices and politics have been described and
tested to yield empirical data, often with little attempt to place findings in a larger
theoretical infrastructure that could provide them with increased explanatory, critical, or
even liberatory power. (p. i)
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To refer again to the McIntosh (2008) study described above, in a society where one percent of
the population may control up to 40% of the nation's wealth, it may be simpler to wrap one's
mind around the relationship between the number of office referrals in eighth grade and
academic performance in ninth grade than the mystifying antecedents of those same office
referrals.
Next I review analytical theories useful in understanding and interpreting the high school
transition experience. Steiner’s (1996a) holistic and developmental picture of the human being,
of course, provides an important theoretical framework with which to interpret the transition
experience of Waldorf graduates. First I compare Steiner’s (1996a) understandings of human
development with the theories of leading educational theorists. I further describe some of the
theoretical frameworks employed in the literature concerning the normative high school
transition. Finally, I describe some of the methodological implications arising from these same
analytical theories.
Analytical Theory
I gave a short explanation in the preceding literature reviews of the philosophy and some
of the unique pedagogical practices defining the Waldorf methodology, and I reviewed recent
research concerning the normative high school transition experience. Background information
on Waldorf philosophy and practice may provide an important context for understanding the
transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates. The Waldorf educational philosophy
informed by Steiner's (1996a) understanding of the human being also provides an important
theoretical framework for interpreting and explaining possible transition experiences.
In case after case, Steiner's (1996a) picture of human development aligns with the interpretations
of mainstream educators, psychologists, and medical doctors. As part of my review of analytical
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theories useful for interpreting the transition experience, I reiterate some of the basic
philosophical understandings of human development underlying Waldorf education, and
compare them to the theories of some leading educational thinkers. Steiner's fundamental
picture of the human being may offer an important framework for analyzing the transition
experience of Waldorf elementary graduates. It may also be important to understand how his
philosophy intersects with those of mainstream theorists.
I provided an explanation of Waldorf philosophy and practice along with my review of
literature concerning the normative high school transition in my review of relevant literature
experience. I identified the sparse use of theoretical frameworks in my review of gaps in the
literature, and explained how this theoretical gap represents a tension as well. Researchers
interpreted the experiences of students transitioning to high school through various theoretical
lenses or frameworks, although this is the exception rather than the rule. These frameworks may
be organized broadly into two categories encompassing developmental and ecological
perspectives. Both perspectives have important methodological implications for future research
concerning the high school transition experience.
Next I compare Waldorf philosophy and practice to the educational theories of some
leading educational thinkers as well as current research into the cognitive and emotional profile
of the adolescent. Theories from educational and psychological developmentalists, such as
Piaget (1980), Dewey (1997), Erikson (1968), and others, resonate with the educational
philosophy of Steiner (1996a) and many of the pedagogical practices employed in Waldorf
schools. Following the comparison of educational theories, I then review some of the
developmental and ecological theories appearing in literature on the normative high school
transition. These theories include Bronfenbrenner's (1979) Ecological Systems theory and
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Elder's (2006) Life Course theory. I conclude by reviewing some of the methodological
implications inherent in developmental and ecological perspectives of human development and
their relevance to the topic of the transition to high school.
A Comparison of Mainstream Theories of Education,
Current Research, and the Waldorf Approach
As illustrated in the review of Waldorf philosophy and practice, holistic and
developmental approaches to learning and teaching serve as the central tenants of Waldorf
education. Holistic perspectives encompass what we learn and how we learn. They also
encompass the nature of overarching educational goals and purposes. Developmental
perspectives encompass what and how we learn, but also when. Below I compare traditional
educational theories and current research to the Waldorf approach. I begin with a discussion of
general holistic and developmental perspectives. I then focus on adolescent development,
including cognitive and emotional development.
Holistic Perspectives
Part of Steiner's (1996a) holistic understanding of the human being pertained to the
nature and seat of intelligence, which he understood to reside in the whole organism. In
Steiner's (1996a) picture, individual consciousness and intelligence encompass the acts of
thinking, feeling, and willing. Holistic understandings of intelligence include conscious,
subconscious, and unconscious activity. Overall intelligence consists of conscious activity
(thinking), associated with the brain or nervous system, subconscious or dreamlike activity
(feeling), associated with the heart and the body's rhythmic systems, and unconscious activity
(willing), associated with the limbs, metabolic, and sensory-motor systems (Steiner, 1996a).
Steiner (1996c) said of the modernist's tendency to understand intelligence solely in terms of the
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intellect: “DesCarte's dictum 'I think, therefore I am' should really be changed to: on June 2,
1867, I was from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. because I thought during that time" (p. 58).
Gardner (2011) understood individuals learn in different ways representing different
domains of human activity. He listed seven different modes of learning—multiple ways humans
may understand and know their world. Gardner's (2011) multiple intelligences included visualspatial, bodily-kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, intra-personal, linguistic, and logicalmathematical. These seven intelligences represent different focuses and strengths in the areas of
willing, feeling, and thinking. Visual-spatial and bodily-kinesthetic ways of knowing may be
associated with the sensory-motor system and the act of willing; musical, interpersonal, and
intra-personal, may be associated with the body's rhythmic systems and the act of feeling; and
linguistic and logical-mathematical ways of knowing may be associated with the nervous system
and the act of thinking. While all humans learn in all seven modes, different individuals possess
different strengths and gifts (Gardner, 1983). Gardner (2011) believed the individual and society
as a whole would benefit from an educational approach honoring the multiple ways humans
know and learn.
Gardner (1983) proposed three ways to engage multiple intelligences: find entry points,
tell analogies, and approach the core. Entry points are ways to engage the learner and “place
[them] within the topic” (Gardner, 1983, p. 108). Different entry points may align with different
types of intelligences or modes of learning. Examples of entry points include narrative, artistic,
experiential, and social activities (Gardner, 1983). In the second phase of engagement, the
teacher or student works analogically, representing the entry point activity symbolically and
imaginatively in many different ways. In a third phase, teachers and students attempt to
synthesize or concretize material into some abstract concept, principle, or core of understanding
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(Gardner, 1983). Gardner's (1983) three phases of engaging intelligence relate to willing,
feeling, and thinking respectively.
Pearce (2003) described thinking, feeling, and willing in terms of brain function and
evolution. He explained what we think of as one brain is actually made up of three different
brains superimposed one on top of the other and related to different epochs in human evolution.
These include the reptilian or lower brain, the old mammalian or mid-brain, and the new
mammalian brain (Pearce, 2003). Our intelligence consists of the interpretation of three types of
images related, again, to these three evolutionary parts of our brains. Physical imagery relates to
the physical world; imaginative and dream imagery relates to an inner world of feelings; and
pure abstract imagery relates to thinking (Pearce, 2003).
The reptilian brain, the oldest part of our brain, processes sensory-motor information.
Much of the processing in the reptilian brain is unconscious (i.e. the metabolic process; Pearce,
2003). The old mammalian brain, or mid-brain, evaluates feelings or relational qualities (Pearce,
2003). These relational qualities include relationships between subject and object, between
things or events, or between ourselves and our experience. Much of the activity of the mid-brain
is semi-conscious or dreamlike. Importantly, the mid-brain forms a bridge between the old
reptilian brain and the new brain (Pearce, 2003). The new mammalian brain is what we
commonly mean when we say “brain.” It is the seat of higher order thinking skills such as
abstract thinking, judgment, analysis, and synthesis (Pearce, 2003). Much of the activity of the
new brain is fully conscious. According to Pearce (2003), overall intelligence depends on each
part of the brain doing its part in concert with the others. The mid-brain must translate the
concrete imagery of the old brain into the abstract imagery of the new brain in order for the new
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brain to play its part. The intermediary imagery of the mid-brain is representational, symbolic,
metaphorical, or analogical (Pearce, 2003).
Waldorf pedagogical practices designed to meet the whole person (including their
thinking, feeling, and willing) include an integrated curriculum, the class teacher, and wholeclass learning strategies (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Another holistic aspect of the Waldorf
curriculum is its social mission of cultural renewal (Barnes, 1991). Unlike schools which tend to
departmentalize knowledge and experience with specialist teachers, the Waldorf class teacher
teaches all core academic subjects as well as art, music, and theater, demonstrating for the
children the unity of knowledge (Steiner, 2000). Furthermore, traditionally departmentalized
disciplines are integrated in Waldorf schools (Harwood, 2001).
Art is an example of a traditionally discreet subject integrated with all other subjects in
the Waldorf school. Art is not simply an expressive activity; it is a way of knowing (Steiner,
1996a). Finally, the Waldorf classroom is not a factory for learning; it is a community. The
cultivation of social awareness and cohesion is equally important as any academic goal (Rawson
& Richter, 2000). From a larger societal or political standpoint, Steiner (1996c) said our modern
tendency to departmentalize knowledge and appeal only to the intellect works to maintain the
status quo of society. He believed only a holistic education recognizing the importance of will
and feeling could help create the conditions for social renewal (Steiner, 1996c).
Pearce (2003) believed different aspects of the traditionally differentiated curriculum
represent different parts of the brain, as well as different ways of knowing. Pearce related
science to the sensory-motor imaging of the old brain; art he related to the representational
imaging of the mid-brain; and thinking he related to philosophy (Pearce, 2003). Integration in
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the Waldorf sense means the integration of scientific, artistic, and philosophical ways of knowing
the world and ourselves.
Expounding on the subject of the compartmentalization of knowledge, Dewey (1997)
explained individuals are integrated psychologically because they are able to integrate their outer
experiences into a related whole. A divided personality on the other hand is one unable to
perform the essential function of integration. Dewey (1997) believed the divided nature of the
modern world at large was mirrored in the departmentalization of schools, where different
subjects are learned in isolation. Isolated knowledge does not provide the opportunity for
integration of (and relation to) the whole. Therefore isolated knowledge may have to be
unlearned to be of practical use (Dewey, 1997). Dewey (1997) believed departmentalized
knowledge was both a “sign and a cause” of divided psyches (p. 44). What he called the
collateral education of attitudes, likes, dislikes, and most importantly, the desire to continue
learning, was more important than the explicit academic content of any lesson (Dewey, 1997).
The whole class learning mood and strategies exemplified in the Waldorf classroom stem
from the original social mission of the school (Barnes, 1991). The Waldorf classroom is a
community; the integrated and artistic curriculum allows each individual to contribute to the
whole in their own unique way (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Dewey (1997) remarked on the
institutional qualities of the traditional classroom where students are not united by common
activities and purposes but by authority exerted from outside, be it from the teacher, the school,
or economic or political forces in the society at large. He recommended classrooms be organized
around community, where the “moving spirit of the whole group” provides healthy social control
(Dewey, 1997, p. 54). The challenge for the educator is designing activities in such a way that
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the activity itself provides a natural and lawful form of control and each individual within the
community has opportunities for growth (Dewey, 1997).
Like Dewey (1997) and Steiner (1996a), Freire (1993) understood the overarching
purpose of education was the development of the individual—in terms of their own existential
purposes—and society as a whole. Freire (1993) said the purpose of education was to help
students transform the world so they could fulfill their individual purposes or life projects. By
this he meant to assert the students’ subjectivity in the world, what he believed to be their right as
humans to take part freely and actively in the creation of society. Freire (1993) wrote
extensively about the relationship of the whole to the parts, or focal vs. peripheral views of
reality. Freire (1993) believed, to truly understand reality, individuals must have a feeling sense
of the phenomenal whole.
The development of what Freire (1993) called criticality entailed the developmental
extension of consciousness. He said of criticality, “the cognizant subject knows critically… by
perceiving the relationships among objects and their reasons for being” (Freire, 1993, p. 182).
Freire (1993) believed education was most critical when it avoided partial or focalized views of
reality in favor of some comprehension of a total reality. He also recognized that a dis-integrated
view of human consciousness as represented by traditionally departmentalized curriculums was
dehumanizing and oppressive. The ideology of oppression, he wrote, “separates the cognitive,
the affective, and the active aspects of the total, indivisible personality” (Freire, 1993, p. 173).
The cognitive, affective, and active aspects of the personality represent thinking, feeling, and
willing respectively.
A holistic understanding of the human being includes recognition of the ways thinking,
feeling, and willing are all part of overall intelligence. The integrated curriculum, the class
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teacher, whole-class learning strategies, and the mission of social renewal are but a few of the
Waldorf holistic philosophies and practices intended to engage the whole person (Rawson &
Richter, 2000). A holistic understanding of the human being, including the way they learn, is a
central tenant to the Waldorf educational philosophy. Next, I focus on a second tenant—the
developmental perspective.
Developmental Stages
Steiner (1996a) believed humans progressed through archetypal, developmental stages.
Instead of some mechanical processes by which knowledge or skills are accumulated, he
believed human development was more sculptural in nature, each successive stage resulting from
the metamorphosis or gestalt of the former stage (Steiner, 2007). Instead of viewing children as
emerging adults, Steiner (1996a) based his pedagogy on the understanding that children are
qualitatively different than adults in their relationship to the world. Steiner (1977) argued against
basing pedagogy on anticipated capacities such as thinking and judgment, and then attempting to
call forth these latent capacities in the developing child. He explained the human intellect
doesn't fully absorb anything forced upon it from the outside; instead the intellect absorbs what is
already taken in through the senses or feelings (Steiner, 1977).
Dewey (1997) believed traditional education did not recognize the qualitative differences
in the way children and adults learn. Dewey, like Steiner, bemoaned modern education's
tendency to “brutally” impose knowledge beyond young learner's capacities and learning styles
(Dewey, 1997). Remarkably Steiner (1997b) used the same terminology when he remarked that
teaching abstractions beyond the child's capacity to understand is like “laying brutal hands upon
the self within him” (p. 149). Dewey (1997) believed teaching methods appealing directly to the
intellect or thinking capacities of children precluded them from actively participating in the
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construction of their own knowledge, leading to future difficulties in the application of reasoning
and judgment. Dewey (1997) believed educational methods must be developmental in the sense
of supporting the overall growth of the individual. He wrote of the larger ramifications of his
developmental perspective:
From the standpoint of growth as education and education as growth…. [the] question is
whether growth in this direction promotes or retards growth in general. Does this form of
growth create conditions for further growth, or does it set up conditions that shut off the
person who has grown in this particular direction from the occasions, stimuli, and
opportunities for continuing growth in new directions? (Dewey, 1997, p. 36)
Dewey (1997) was referring not just to the materialistic needs of the individual or society
when he spoke of overall development, but to larger existential life-projects consisting of
intrinsically worthwhile purposes. The formation of existential purposes, he said, was the
purpose of education (Dewey, 1997). Echoing the holistic understandings of intelligence
outlined above, Dewey (1997) described the formation of purposes as a threefold process
involving observation, imagination (representation), and finally judgment. It is important to note
observation (willing), representing (feeling), and judgment (thinking) represent what was for
Steiner (1996a) a developmentally appropriate order of activities, each activity creating the
foundational structure for the next stage.
Developmental understandings of intelligence built upon direct experience and feeling
lead directly to pedagogical practices in Waldorf schools, such as the phenomenological
approach to science and the technological/practical arts curriculum (Rawson & Richter, 2000).
The Waldorf phenomenological approach to science places great emphasis on direct experience
and observation of natural phenomena as well as a feeling for the phenomenal whole (Steiner,
2007). The practical arts curriculum helps combat the fragmentation of modern life by teaching
children practical activities such as farming, spinning, weaving, baking, knitting, and building
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(Steiner, 2000). From an intellectual perspective, practical activities build the banks of
experience and felt connection needed to provide the foundation for future judgments.
Dewey (1997) explained the principle of cause and effect is one of the fundamental
propositions of the scientific method. However, for Dewey (1997), understanding the cause and
effect relationship was not an end in and of itself, but a means to order human relations more
intelligently. Dewey (1997) said one of the biggest challenges of education was retaining the
social and human-centered quality of early education programs as curriculums become
increasingly intellectual and abstract with the growing age of the student and the requirements of
society. Elementary experiences such as cooking and building are full of cause and effect
relationships. In a developmental sense, they are a perfect means for developing a foundational
understanding of cause and effect, of complex relationships (Dewey. 1997).
Dewey’s (1997) problem with teaching abstract and scientific principles was not the lack
cause and effect relationships, but the ability of children to integrate such principles into their
understanding and life purposes without a rich foundation of direct experiences to provide the
relational understanding. Dewey (1997) may have been addressing a group of potential Waldorf
families when he wrote:
The final justification of shops, kitchens, and so on in the school is not just that they
afford opportunity for activity, but that they provide opportunity for the kind of activity or
for the acquisition of mechanical skills which leads students to attend to the relation of
means and ends, and then to consideration of the way things interact with one another to
produce definite effects. It is the same in principle as the ground for laboratories in
scientific research. (p. 85)
Steiner (1996c) said all learning in adolescence should be directed towards identifying
interrelationships in every part of life. His recommended curriculum for the high school was one
informed by human nature itself, instead of the needs of society, proceeding from simpler to
more complex technologies (Steiner, 1977). Steiner (1996c) believed a more abstract scientific
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and technological education was appropriate only in later adolescence and after high school.
Only in later adolescence have humans developed their understanding of interrelationships and
connections to allow them to retain a holistic understanding of life while learning specializations
(1996c). In earlier adolescence, Steiner (1996c) said students learn with their whole being
(sensory-motor, feelings), and are particularly susceptible to being locked in fragmented and
disintegrated ways of understanding themselves and their world.
Erickson (1980) said—echoing Steiner's (1996a) views on the importance of experience
and relational connection—the pace of technological advancement in the modern age has made it
difficult for communities to transmit a sense of “cosmic wholeness” and “technological
planfullness” to adolescents. He bemoaned the passive stimulation provided by modern
technology (Erikson, 1980). Freire (1993) related volition or active participation to the
development of consciousness. He believed no one can reveal the world for another (Freire,
1993). Freire (1980) wanted to create an education capable of releasing forces of cultural
renewal, and he believed the creative consciousness required for such renewal could not be fully
developed by passive stimulation of the intellect.
A developmentally appropriate and active approach to technology seeks not only to
educate what students know, but how they know. When students develop how they know, their
new thought structures may be applied to any new situation. When students simply learn more
information, they are somewhat bound by their existing cognitive structures. Kegan (2009)
distinguished between informational and transformational learning. Informational learning
increases knowledge within an existing cognitive structure. In other words, it adds to “what” we
know but not “how” we know. Transformational learning changes existing structures and ways
of knowing; it changes how we know (Kegan, 2009).
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Transformational learning requires a developmental understanding of learning seeking to
understand students' current ways of knowing (epistemologies) lest it “presuppose the very
capacities in the students their designs might seek to promote” (Kegan, 2009, p. 41).
Transformational learning further requires a constructivist understanding of learning in which
students actively play a part in the construction of new cognitive structures (Kegan, 2009). The
construction analogy, however, is a bit misleading, for each new structure is not built on top of
the preceding one. In a process more like building with clay than Legos, each new structure is a
reformation or metamorphosis of former stages.
Steiner (1996a) believed all concepts should be clay-like, so they may grow and stretch
as the child grows. He believed imaginative images were capable of growth and change as
children reconstructed or reshaped them to fit new and increasingly complex situations (Rawson
& Richter, 2000). As constructive developmentalists, Dewey (1997) and Kegan (2009) both
understood the task of education is to create the proper environment for transformational
learning to take place. The challenge from Dewey's perspective was not the absence of
experiences, but their defective character (1997). He said the central problem of education is to
“select the kind of present experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent
experiences” (Dewey, 1997, p. 27). Steiner (2001) said giving a student an abstract concept
without building up the proper experiences and feelings was like giving him “stones for bread”
(p. 29). “Bread” is nourishing, transformational; the carbohydrates are converted to energy, the
proteins to muscle mass. “Stones” are not transformed; they are a weight that must be carried or
cast away.
Freire (1993) described the process of criticality or conscientization, as the process
through which human beings develop and extend their consciousness. Criticality is a
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transformational process by which humans become conscious of the limits on their freedom, and
engage in struggle to overcome those limits (Freire, 1993). In the process of conscientization,
the individual moves from a state of naive consciousness to a state of more critical
consciousness, or criticality. Freire (1996) explained that in a more naive consciousness
knowledge is fragmented and locked into particular cognitive structures. Humans locked into
naive cognitive structures are unable to understand true causality, and as such they fall prey to
the explanations and manipulations of others (Freire, 1980). In moving to a more critical
consciousness, he said, “the cognizant subject knows critically… by perceiving the relationships
among objects and their reasons for being” (Freire, 1996, p. 182). Naive consciousness relates to
informational learning, which increases knowledge within an existing cognitive structure; it adds
to “what” we know but not “how” we know. Critical consciousness relates to transformational
learning, which changes existing structures and ways of knowing; it changes how we know.
Pearce (2003) explained the foundation of the holistic, fully functional brain is analogical
thought (occurring in the mid-brain). Analogical or representational thought is imaginary and
dreamlike; it has a feeling quality capable of encompassing complex relationships. Analogical or
metaphorical thought acts as the bridge between the sensory-motor processing of the old brain
and the abstract reasoning of the new (Pearce, 2003). In other words, analogical thought is like
“bread.” Imaginative images must be able to stretch and grow as they act as an intermediary or
translator between the concrete imagery of the “old” brain and abstract imagery of the “new”
brain. Without internal/transferring imagery, individuals are locked in sensory-motor modes of
understanding (Pearce, 2003). Feeling acts as a bridge between experience and thinking.
Kegan (2009) compared the proper learning environment to a bridge, and gave three
injunctions to educators:
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First, we need to know which bridge we are on. Second, we need to know how far along
the learner is in traversing that particular bridge. Third, we need to know that, if it is to be
a bridge that is safe to walk across, it must be well anchored on both sides, not just the
culminating side. We cannot overattend to where we want the student to be – the far side
of the bridge – and ignore where the student is. (p. 48)
Kegan (2009) referred to two processes at the heart of the transformational educational
experience. The first is a meaning-forming process in which the individual constructs his or her
meaning from the “raw material of outer and inner experiencing” (Kegan, 2009, p. 44). The
outer and inner raw material is willing (sensory-motor activity) and feeling respectively; the
construction of meaning is thinking. Kegan (2009) called the second process in transformational
learning reforming the meaning-forming. This meta-process involves the larger meaningforming of many, many smaller meaning-forming processes, and it is an epistemological process
transforming how we know.
One key educational challenge is choosing developmentally appropriate material. Kegan
(2009) said educators must be familiar with the architecture of forms of knowing—how their
students think and know—and the “dynamic architecture” of the psychology of reforming forms.
Dewey (1997) said no activity is inherently educative. Expounding on the nature of
developmentally appropriate activities, he wrote:
It is no reflection upon the nutritive quality of beefsteak that it is not fed to infants it is
not an invidious reflection upon trigonometry that we do not teach it in the first or fifth
grade of school. It is not the subject per se that is educative or that is conducive to
growth. There is no subject that is in and of itself, or without regard to the stage of
growth attained by the learner, such that inherent educational value can be attributed to it.
(Dewey, 1997, p. 46)
In addition to the challenge of identifying developmentally appropriate activities, there is
the educational challenge of pacing. Steiner said the purpose of education was to teach
individuals how to breathe (Harwood, 2001). Life and death, sleeping and waking, the process
of the lungs, and learning are all breathing processes. All activity is rhythmic, and so learning
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must have a rhythmic quality as well (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Developmentalists such as
Steiner (1996a) understood that within the sculptural process of development there must be times
of rest to allow for inner movement and metamorphosis. Examples of this philosophy in practice
in the Waldorf school include block scheduling (subjects organized into longer units) and the
emphasis placed on recall.
Subjects in the Waldorf school are taught in three to six week units. One topic is taken up
intensely for a period of weeks before being allowed to rest or lay fallow, while another subject
is taken up (Rawson & Richter, 2000). Steiner (1996c) likened review (recalling or
remembering material previously learned) to perceiving. He said remembering was more like
the original act of perceiving than what many think of as the mere act of retrieving information
from the unconscious (Steiner, 1996c). However, whereas perception is a sensory-motor activity,
memory is an imaginative, feeling activity. Steiner (1996c) spoke of the importance of
contemplation in the rhythm or pacing of learning. The opportunity for contemplation is part of
the overall breathing process of learning (Steiner, 1996c).
Dewey (1997) said periods of quiet reflection or contemplation should follow periods of
overt activity. He believed the old adage “stop and think” is sound educational psychology. He
described the first two acts of the learning process as sensory-motor (observational) and recall
(remembering what has happened in the past), and recommended the postponement of thinking
until after a period of rest (Dewey, 1997). He defined thinking as “the stoppage of the immediate
manifestation of impulse until that impulse has been brought into connection with other possible
tendencies” (p. 64). In Dewey's (1997) view, self-control was a process of withholding action
long enough for observation and memory to be brought together in concert. He said one of the
ideal aims of education is to help individuals develop self-control (Dewey, 1997). In Steiner's
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(1996c) view, bringing impulse “into connection” with higher purposes is an imaginative, feeling
act. He further believed the first 14 years of life was given to the overall development
experience and felt connection (1996a).
Steiner (1996a) understood the first three phases of human development correspond
respectively to the three soul qualities of willing, feeling, and thinking. From the ages 0-7, the
child learns primarily unconsciously through willing activities (direct experience) such as
imitation. From the ages of 7-14 the child learns primarily subconsciously through feeling
activities such as art. And from the ages of 14-21, the adolescent learns primarily through
thinking (Steiner, 1996a). Although holistic learning continues to rest upon the foundation of
experience and felt connection, in adolescence the intellect comes to the forefront (Steiner,
1996a).
Pearce (2003) connected holistic notions of intelligence with a developmental
understanding of growth by pointing out that the development of willing, feeling, and thinking
happens according to a developmental and evolutionary timeline corresponding to the evolution
of our brains. Pearce (2003) quoted the aphorism “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,”
explaining each successive stage in a child's development is a time for concentration and focus
on different aspects of intelligence centered in different regions of the brain. All learning, he
explained, proceeds from the concrete, to the representational, to the abstract, or in Steiner's
(1996a) language, from will, to feeling, to thinking (Pearce, 2003).
Just as all learning is from the concrete, to the representational, to the abstract, so the
overall character of development through the first three stages of child development moves from
the concrete, to the representational, to the abstract (Pearce, 2003). Pearce (2003) gave the
example of the development of language, which proceeds from small muscular movements in the
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fetus associated with each phoneme in the mother tongue, to vocalisms as a means of expression
in the infant, to language as words with abstract meanings. Our ability to communicate abstract
meaning, in other words, starts with simple muscle movements. Those muscle movements are
then connected to feelings, which in turn are translated into more abstract forms of meaning.
Developmental understandings of the human being include recognition of the qualitative
differences in individual learning at different stages in their development (Kegan, 2009), and the
sculptural quality of development (Steiner, 1996a). Other developmental understandings include
recognition of the importance of willing and feeling experiences in the overall development of
thinking (Dewey, 1997; Steiner, 1996c). Direct experience and emotional connection help build
the understandings of cause and effect and interrelationships needed to support future thinking
(Dewey, 1997; Pearce, 2003). Developmentally appropriate activities are those meeting students
where they are and anticipating where they are going (Dewey, 1997; Kegan, 2009). A
developmental curriculum is a transformational curriculum, which seeks not simply to increase
what students know, but transform how they know (Freire, 1993). Finally, developmental
perspectives on learning recognize the importance of rest and the opportunity for contemplation
in the learning process (Dewey, 1997; Steiner, 1996a).
Adolescent Development
The intellect proper is born at adolescence in Steiner's (1996a) picture of development.
Thinking forces have always been present, but now thinking comes to the forefront as the main
mode of learning, still supported by the will and feeling (Steiner, 2007). Forces such as heredity
propelling development from the past now shift as the force of the adolescent's own individuality
and destiny propel further development from the future. Individuals enter what might be termed
a post-biological phase of development devoted to the individual's personal, unique, or spiritual
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destiny (Pearce, 2003). The force propelling development from the future may be thought of as
the individual's own ego.
The birth of the intellect in adolescence unleashes powerful spiritual forces (Steiner,
1996a). Just as the birth of the physical body is a painful experience, so the birth of the intellect
may be painful too, bringing with it emotional insecurity and uncertainty (Schwartz, 1991). Next
I describe development further in terms of some of the cognitive and emotional changes often
accompanying adolescence.
Cognitive development. Piaget's (1972) formal operations stage of cognitive
development echoed Steiner's (1996a) picture of the birth of intellect at adolescence. In the prior
concrete operations stage (which represents the period of elementary school), individuals are
able to use concrete representations to reason abstractly. Now in the formal operations stage
beginning with adolescence, individuals are able to understand abstractions and symbolic logic
without intermediary concrete representations (Piaget & Inhelder, 1969). Adolescents begin to
be able to reason both hypothetically and deductively (Piaget, 1972).
Staley (2009) applied Steiner's (1996a) picture of adolescent development to illustrate
differences in the formal operational skills of early adolescents (high school transition age) and
older adolescents (age 16 and beyond). Staley (2009) called these two phases negation and
affirmation. Adolescents in the negation phase flex their new intellectual capacities in a process
akin to cutting teeth. They flex their new intellects by negating, refuting, and criticizing the
world around them, especially the world as represented by authority (Staley, 2009). They are
fascinated with thought, but their lack of experience with the exercise of reason makes their
judgments premature and brittle. In the affirmation phase, older adolescents begin to control
their thinking capacities and apply them to their personal development, gaining the ability to
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rudimentarily discern, judge, analyze, and synthesize information (Staley, 2009). According to
Steiner (1967), adolescents are not fully able to apply judgment formed by abstract thinking
alone until the ages of 18 or 19.
Indeed, recent research has shown older adolescents are more likely than younger
adolescents to display evidence of formal operational skills, such as understanding the
difference between opinions likely to satisfy their goals, and learning from prior decisionmaking successes and failures (Byrnes & McClenny, 1994). Whereas early adolescents
vacillate between relativism (believing any idea or anyone's perspective is as good as the next)
and dogmatism, older adolescents begin to use evidence and reason to discern the accuracy and
validity of evidence (Byrnes, 2005).
Steiner (2007) believed the intellect may only work appropriately with material already
learned through direct experience and through emotional connection, which continues to be the
model for all learning even into adolescence. Researchers identified several factors affecting the
reasoning skills of adolescents. Echoing Steiner (2007) and Dewey (1997), reasoning skills are
enhanced when applied to an existing knowledge base familiar and appropriately structured
(Byrnes, 2005). A second factor affecting reason is motivation. Researchers found adolescents
reason better when they are personally interested in the subject matter (Klaczynski et al., 2001).
The third factor affecting reason is the processing demands of the task. The more abstractions
needing to be held simultaneously, the greater the likelihood the individual will resort to former
methods of reason or focus only on a few salient aspects of the whole (Byrnes, 2005).
Emotional development. The birth of the intellect in adolescence may be a painful
process bringing with it emotional insecurity and uncertainty (Schwartz, 1991). According to
Steiner (1977), adolescents go through a process of adapting their inner life to the outer world as
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they learn to differentiate subjectivity from objectivity. Differentiating subject from object
manifests as an inner struggle; it is unavoidable and expresses itself as denial and negation of
everything coming before (Steiner, 1996c). It is only at adolescence that individuals arrive at
full-consciousness—an awareness of their own ego-individuality (Steiner's, 1977). The
adolescent begins to relate to their own life of feeling in a more objective way, and begins to
seek out knowledge based on their own individual and unique efforts and existential purposes
(Steiner, 1996c).
Identity vs. role confusion marks Erikson's (1980) fifth stage of psycho-social
development. Erikson (1980) identified eight stages of psychosocial development defined by the
conflicts and crises occurring at each developmental stage between the needs of the individual
(ego) and the requirements of society at large. The identity vs. role stage spans the adolescent
years of 12-18, when, according to Erikson (1960), the child experiences a conflict between their
burgeoning sense of self (identity) and their role in society. It is a time of exploration for the
individual as they experiment with possible identities and future societal roles in an attempt to
resolve internal conflicts and secure solid footing (commitment) for subsequent stages of
psychosocial development (Erikson, 1960)
Erikson’s (1980) notion of identity referred to a conscious sense of unique individuality
as well as an unconscious desire for continuity of experience. A positive sense of identity is
accompanied by a psychosocial sense of well-being. Erikson (1980) described ego-identity as a
“sense of ‘knowing where one is going', and an inner assuredness of anticipated recognition from
those who count” (p. 165). Echoing Staley's (2003) negation phase of early adolescence (in
which individuals negate and criticize the world around them), Erikson (1980) explained some
adolescents may struggle to free themselves from the alignments of childhood:
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For a while he may not trust what he once trusted implicitly; may be ashamed of his
body, and doubtful of his future. He experiments, looking for affirmation and recognition
from his friends and from the adults who mean most to him. Unconsciously, he revamps
his repertory of childhood identifications, reviving some and repudiating others. He goes
in for extremes – total commitments and total repudiation's. His struggle is to make sense
out of what has gone before in relation to what he now perceives the world to be, in an
effort to find a persistent sameness in himself and a persistent sharing of some kind of
essential character with others. (p. 256)
Erikson (1980) cautioned this phase of exploration is far from a pathology from which
the adolescent must be cured. The individual's own searching and striving is not only the source
of his or her own rejuvenation, but potentially the source of cultural rejuvenation as well
(Erikson, 1980). This resonates with the social and culturally revitalizing mission of the Waldorf
school. Also resonant are notions of post-biological development, a phase of what one might call
spiritual development beginning with adolescence (Pearce, 2003). The first step in the process of
post-biological development is the reintegration and rejuvenation of what has been learned
previously in childhood (Pearce, 2003). This may be considered the first step in a continually
creative process of rejuvenation and change starting with the individual, but having potentially
renewing effects on the society at large.
Marcia (1967) offered an important expansion of Erickson's ego-identity vs. role
confusion stage of psychosocial development (Muuss, 1996). According to Marcia (1967), the
attainment of a mature ego identity is based on two essential variables: crisis/exploration and
commitment. Marcia created a taxonomy which describes four distinct modes for
conceptualizing identity development during adolescence based on the presence or absence of
crisis/exploration and commitment. The four identity statuses identified by Marcia are:
diffusion, moratorium, foreclosure and identity achievement (Marcia, 1967).
The individual experiencing diffusion has not yet experienced an identity crisis and
therefore has not explored or made any commitments to a vocation or set of beliefs. The
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individual experiencing foreclosure has not yet experienced an identity crisis but has made
definite commitments to a set of beliefs. Foreclosed individuals, in other words, have accepted a
de facto identity without going through a stage of crisis and recommitment (Marcia, 1967). The
individual in the moratorium stage is in a state of identity crisis and active exploration, but has
not yet made any commitments. Finally, the identity-achieved individual has gone through a
stage of crisis and exploration, and has made commitments to a vocation, lifestyle, or value
system (Marcia, 1967). Marcia also proposed racial/ethnic identity progresses through stages
similar to those in identity formation (Marcia, 1966).
Erikson (1980) remarked that the inner quality of the ego-identity vs. role confusion stage
of development is the search for truth. By truth, Erikson (1980) meant “true” in any number of
scientific, religious, philosophical, and personal meanings of truth. Waldorf schools associate
the higher purpose of willing with working for good, feeling with the appreciation of beauty, and
thinking with the search for truth (Harwood, 2001). The mission of the Waldorf high school is to
assist young people in their search for the truth (Harwood, 2001). Erikson (1980) further
believed the adolescent's search for truth was driven by an inner developmental desire for
devotion and fidelity. Truth, one might say, is properly warmed by love—brotherly/sisterly love
as in “fidelity,” or universal human love. Steiner (1997a) believed education during adolescence
should be organized around principles of “brotherliness” and “fraternity.” If education does not
work consciously during adolescence out of an attitude of universal human love, Steiner (1997a)
believed individuals would not be able to develop true independence of thought.
Research has shown emotional changes occur in concert with cognitive changes
(Rosenblum & Lewis, 2005). The adolescent's increased capacity for abstract thought, in other
words, has emotional implications. Whereas children are more likely to attribute emotions to
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immediate events, adolescents are more likely to attribute emotions to past or future conditions
(Rosenblum & Lewis, 2005). Adolescents are further sensitive to smaller events throughout their
day than younger children because of their cognitive ability to hold more complex events in their
memory and understand increasingly subtle cues. Emotions in adolescence may now be
triggered by abstract thoughts, memories of past events, or anticipated future events (Rosenblum
& Lewis, 2005).
Adolescents are more able to examine and evaluate their own emotions with the
development of formal operational thought (Rosenblum & Lewis, 2005). They hold
representations of their own and other's ideas and emotions simultaneously, leading them to an
understanding of the nature of subjectivity. They begin to understand the same event may trigger
different emotional responses in different individuals. This, in part, explains the “painful”
aspects of the birth of the intellect alluded to earlier. As in the story of The Fall, individuals
grapple with a loss of know-ability, a potentially painful process. The dogmatism or relativism
of younger teenagers may be an attempt to achieve some cognitive consonance by regaining
some measure of know-ability, or by discounting it wholesale (Chandler, 1987).
Steiner (1996c) noted differences in adolescent boys and girls. Essentially, he said girls
connected their intellects with their ego-identity earlier in adolescence than boys (Steiner,
1996c). He described adolescent girls as freer, more forward, and more at ease in their
interpersonal relations than boys (Steiner, 1996c). Current research found interpersonal
relationships take on more salience in adolescence for girls than boys; girls experience a greater
number of emotions of higher complexity in their relationships than boys (Rosenblum & Lewis,
2005). While both boys and girls maintain emotional connection to activities in adolescence,
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boys do not experience an increase in emotional connection in their relationships as do girls
(Haviland-Jones, Gebelt, & Stapley, 1997).
Steiner (1996c) believed the love of one human for another could only begin to develop
at adolescence. He understood this new capacity for love was due to the birth of the intellect and
its attendant intersubjective qualities of understanding (Steiner, 1996c). He described the sexual
or sensual aspects of love as only part of a larger mood of universal love of life and others.
Steiner (as cited in Mitchell & Clouder, 2001) believed eroticism, which he described as a
materialistic manifestation of sensual love, might be mediated through a holistic, nonmaterialistic education designed to inspire wonder and interest in the outer world. Researchers
found romantic relationships in adolescence are one of the major sources of stress and anxiety
(Larson, Clore, & Wood, 1999). Researchers recommended various ways to help individuals
deal with the emotional stress and uncertainty accompanying adolescence. These
recommendations include emphasizing the development of close friendship ties, promoting
cooperation, reducing materialism, and using humor (Valiant, 2000). Humor for Steiner (1996c)
was not only an important imaginary aspect of thinking, it was a way to allow adolescents
freedom to develop without the undue influence of authority.
Summary
Steiner's (1996a) holistic and developmental understandings of the human being served
as the foundational tenants of Waldorf education. Similar holistic and developmental
perspectives may be found in the works of educational theorists such as Freire (1993), Dewey
(1997), Erikson (1980), and Gardner (2011). Holistic understandings echoed in the works of
such mainstream theorists include the recognition of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1983), the
understanding that intelligence is related to different brain functions (Pearce, 2003), the
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recognition of the importance of integrated curriculums and cooperative learning strategies
(Dewey, 1997), and the overall educational goal of self and cultural renewal (Dewey, 1997;
Freire, 1993). Developmental understandings include recognition of the need for experiential
and feeling activities to proceed intellectual activities (Dewey, 1997; Pearce, 2003), recognition
of the need for practical activities to provide understandings of relational qualities such as cause
and effect (Dewey, 1997; Freire, 1993), an understanding of the importance of activities
structured to allow for transformational learning (Kegan, 2009; Dewey, 1997; Erikson, 1980),
and an understanding of how learning proceeds from the concrete, to the relational, to the
abstract (Pearce, 2003; Dewey, 1997; Kegan, 2009).
Current research into the cognitive and emotional changes occurring in adolescence
corresponded with many of Steiner's interpretations. The adolescent's increased capacity for
abstract thought has emotional implications (Rosenblum & Lewis, 2005). For instance, older
adolescents are more likely than younger adolescents to display evidence of formal operational
skills (Byrnes & McClenny, 1994). Whereas early adolescents vacillate between relativism and
dogmatism, older adolescents begin to use evidence and reason to discern the accuracy and
validity of evidence (Byrnes, 2005). Adolescents are also more able to evaluate and introspect
their own emotions with the development of formal operational thought (Rosenblum & Lewis,
2005). Adolescents hold representations of their own and other's ideas and emotions
simultaneously, leading them to an understanding of nature of subjectivity (Rosenblum & Lewis,
2005).
The Waldorf educational philosophy informed by Steiner's understanding of the human
being provides an important theoretical framework for interpreting and explaining possible
transition experiences. Steiner's views are bolstered by their correspondence with the
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philosophies of other educational theorists. The theoretical frameworks employed in the
literature on the normative high school transition are also potentially useful in interpreting the
transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates. Next I review some of the developmental
and ecological theories employed in literature concerning the normative high school transition. I
conclude by reviewing some of the methodological implications inherent in developmental and
ecological perspectives of human development and their relevance to the topic of the transition to
high school.
Analytical Theories in the Normative High School Transition Literature
One of the gaps in the literature regarding the normative high school transition is the
sparse use of theoretical frameworks. This gap also represents a tension in the literature. Part of
this tension may be due to the unwillingness on the part of researchers and funding agencies to
make their operating principles explicit. Researchers have interpreted the experiences of
students transitioning to high school through various theoretical lenses or frameworks, although
this is the exception rather than the rule. These frameworks may be organized broadly into two
categories: developmental and ecological perspectives.
Developmental perspectives concern changes in the individual over different
developmental stages throughout their lives and at important transition points (Cherry, 2015).
Although their focus is on developmental stages, developmental perspectives take into account
the social and historical contexts in which development takes place. Erikson (1980) said, “Life
is a sequence not only of developmental but also of accidental crises” (p. 252). Ecologists
employ a dual focus on inherent qualities in the individual, which can include developmental
stages or individual proclivities such as personality or temperament, and environmental
influences such as socialization. Ecological perspectives employ methodologies attempting to
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account for environmental influences, both spatial and temporal, which are not limited to the
immediate area or timeframe of interest (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
In the following review of analytical theories, I first give examples of developmental and
ecological theories employed in the normative high school transition literature. I then review
some of the methodological implications inherent in developmental and ecological perspectives
of human development and their relevance to the topic of the transition to high school.
Developmental Theories
Researchers interpreted the transition to high school through developmental and
ecological theoretical frameworks. Examples of developmental frameworks are Erikson's (1980)
theory of psychosocial development (including identity development) and Eccles' (1991) stageenvironment fit theory. Next I offer brief explanations of these developmental theories as well as
examples of their use in the literature.
Erikson's theory of psychosocial development including identity theory. Like Piaget
(1972), Steiner (1996a), and many others of his era, Erickson (1980) believed individuals
developed in a stage-like manner, with each developmental stage occurring in a predetermined
order and building upon the former stages. Erikson (1980) identified eight stages of
psychosocial development defined by the conflicts and crises occurring at each stage between the
needs of the individual (ego) and the requirements of society at large. According to Erikson
(1980), failure to overcome the inherent conflict in any stage arrested development and reduced
the individual's ability to complete further stages.
Erickson (1980) defined the fifth stage of psychosocial development as ego-identity vs.
role-confusion. This stage spans the adolescent years of 12-18, where, according to Erikson
(1980), the child experiences a conflict between their burgeoning sense of self (identity) and their
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role in society. This is a time of exploration for the individual as they experiment with possible
identities and future societal roles in an attempt to resolve internal conflicts and secure solid
footing for subsequent stages of psychosocial development (Erikson, 1960). Marcia (1967)
offered an important expansion of Erickson's ego-identity vs. role confusion stage of
psychosocial development (Muuss, 1996). According to Marcia (1967), the attainment of a
mature ego identity is based on two essential variables: crisis/exploration and commitment.
Marcia's (1967) described four distinct modes for conceptualizing identity based on the presence
or absence of crisis/exploration and commitment.
French, Seidman, Allen and Aber (2000) explored racial/ethnic identity formation across
the transition to high school. Using Marcia's principles of crisis/exploration and commitment,
they explored identity formation and group self-esteem against the backdrop of racial congruence
in the move from middle to high school. Racial congruence was defined as the extent to which
the racial make-up of the individual was mirrored in peers and teachers. French et al. (2000)
found the transition to high school may be a racial/ethnic consciousness-raising event for African
Americans and Whites, but in dramatically different ways. For instance, they found moving
from more homogenous middle schools to more racially diverse high schools was a
consciousness-raising event for Whites only. They also found—in another example of the
differences between the experiences of African American and White students—group self-esteem
for African American students increased as the number of African American teachers decreased,
while the opposite was true for White students (French et al., 2000).
Eccles' Stage-Environment Fit Theory. Eccles' and her colleagues (Eccles, Lord &
Midgley, 1991; Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Eccles, Midgley, Wigfield, Buchanan, Reuman,
Flanagan, Mac Iver, 1993) drew on person-environment fit theory to develop their stage-
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environment fit theory. Person-environment theory argues characteristics such as behavior,
motivation, and mental health are influenced by the fit between the characteristics individuals
bring to their environment and the inherent characteristics of those environments (Hunt, 1975;
Lewin, 1935, as cited in Eccles et al., 1993). Stage-environment fit theory argues behavior,
motivation, and mental health are influenced by the developmental fit between the individual and
their environment.
According to stage-environment fit theory, an optimal school environment provides a
developmentally appropriate environment which meets the students' current developmental needs
while simultaneously providing the appropriate challenges to guide them to subsequent
developmental levels (Eccles et al., 1993). Eccles and her colleagues hypothesized that when
students' developmental needs and the structure of the school are in alignment, researchers
should see positive growth in areas such as behavior, motivation, and self-concept. Conversely,
they hypothesized that if there is a mismatch between students' developmental needs and the
structure of the school environment, researchers should expect to see declines in areas such as
behavior, motivation, and self-concept. Using stage-environment theory as a lens to interpret the
transition from elementary school to middle school and junior high in early adolescents, Eccles
et al. (1993) hypothesized many of the negative consequences associated with the transition
were due to an inappropriate fit between the developmental needs of the adolescents and their
new school environments.
Eccles et al. (1993) found most empirical studies concerning the challenges experienced
by adolescents in school focused on larger structural elements such as school size or degree of
departmentalization or bureaucracy as opposed to the nature of the classroom or school
environments. In terms of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological systems theory, these studies
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utilized a social address methodology, seeking to name associated structural factors instead of
describing internal processes. Studies employing a social-address methodology associated
outcomes such as GPA with various structural indicators (i.e. high-achieving students
experienced less decline in GPA across the transition than low-achieving students). Furthermore,
most studies in the transition literature focused on academic outcomes alone, such as scores on
achievement tests, as opposed to measures of developmental appropriateness such as motivation
or self-concept (Eccles et al., 1993).
Stage-environment fit theory influenced educational research in general as well as
research into school transitions by providing a set of researchable questions, including: What are
the developmental needs of adolescents? What types of school environments meet these needs?
Do current school environments fit with the developmental needs of students? What changes do
students experience as they transition to middle or junior high schools? Might these experiences
be entirely explained by normative physiological, psychological, or cognitive changes associated
with puberty? And if not, might these changes be explained by a developmental mismatch
between the developmental needs of adolescents and their school environments (Eccles et al.,
1993)?
Barber and Olsen (2004) used stage-environment fit theory as a framework for an
important study of the transition to middle and high school. Barber and Olsen (2004) focused on
variables associated with motivation and self-concept as well as measures of academic
performance, and assessed factors such as connection (e.g., perceived support from teachers),
autonomy (e.g., classroom decision-making), and regulation (e.g., teacher monitoring) across
multiple grade levels and in grade transitions including a change of schools as well as those
within the same school. Findings associated the developmental mismatch of school
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environments with declines in student functioning in several important areas including academic
performance, psychological health, and interpersonal relations (Barber & Olsen, 2004). Of the
many aspects of the school and classroom environment assessed, Barber and Olsen (2004) found
one of the most important and predictive of school success involved the quality of studentteacher relationships. Barber and Olsen's (2004) research underscored the developmental
significance of the teacher-student relationship in adolescence as well as the developmental
mismatch between highly departmentalized and bureaucratized school organizations and student
needs.
One obvious limitation to the developmental perspective concerns the lack of focus
placed on the social or environmental setting. Developmental perspectives may view the social
landscape simply as a setting through which the individual progresses (Elder, 2006). For
instance, in the French et al. (2000) study outlined above, researchers never explored internal
processes in or outside the school. The racial make-up of staff, for instance, is treated as a
backdrop against which identity develops. Another potentially problematic and limiting aspect
of the developmental perspective is the claim of universality, as in the understanding that the
human progresses through universal stages of development.
Gilligan (1982) and Elkind (1996) offered postmodern appraisals of the work of
developmentalists such as Kohlberg and Piaget respectively. Gilligan (1982) demonstrated how
psychological theories, such as Kohlberg's theory of moral development (Kohlberg & Kramer,
1969), are male-oriented and have failed to take into account the female perspective. Elkind
(1996) similarly questioned several of Piaget's (1972) assumptions, including the understanding
that adolescents universally progress by assuming adult roles. In one example of the lack of
developmental universality, Elkind (1996) argued that in our current technologically-oriented
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society, adult roles are often obsolete by the time adolescents achieve adulthood. Eccles' theory
skirted some of these potential limitations. Stage-environment fit theory posited not a universal
developmental profile, but suggested the emotional well-being of students was connected to the
developmental appropriateness of their school (Eccles & Midgley, 1989). Stage-environment fit
theory integrated the academic and affective domains and offered a methodology for exploring
developmental appropriateness.
Ecological Theories
The transition to high school has been interpreted through ecological frameworks in
addition to the developmental frameworks already described. Examples of ecological
perspectives of human development from the high school transition literature include
Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological systems theory and Elder's (2006) life-course theory. Next I
offer brief explanations of these ecological theories.
Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Systems Theory. Bronfenbrenner (1979) based his
ecological theory of human development on the understanding that human development is
influenced by an individual's interactions with their environment. Furthermore, the ecological
perspective seeks to explain not only how the environment influences the individual, but how, in
turn, the individual influences their environment. Bronfenbrenner (1979) further extended the
setting in which individuals and their environment interact to include non-localized
environmental settings and times. He identified five environmental systems with which the
individual interacts including the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem, and
chronosystem (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
Microsystem refers to those institutions and groups directly interacting with the
individual such as family, school, peers, and so on. Mesosystem refers to the interactions
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between microsystems such as the interactions between family and school (Bronfenbrenner,
1979). Exosystem refers to the interactions between microsystems experienced only indirectly
by the individual such as those between the child and the parent's workplace. The child does not
experience the workplace directly, but indirectly through the workplace's influence on the parent,
which in turn influences the child (Bronfenbrenner, 1986). Macrosystem refers to the culture in
which the individual lives, including factors such as socioeconomic status and ethnicity. The
macrosystem is dynamic and changes over time as successive generations interact with and
reform culture.
Finally, chronosystem refers not only to the individual's development over time but also
to environmental changes over time and the dynamic relationship between the two
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979). A relevant example of the chronosystem is the transition to high school,
which encompasses changes in the individual of a developmental nature and environmentally
produced structural changes. Bronfenbrenner (1986) found most empirical studies concerning
child development focused on microsystems, including intrafamilial processes such as the
interaction between parent and child. By contrast, an ecological perspective focuses on the
interplay between different environmental systems such as mesosystems or chronosystems,
including how extrafamilial conditions influence intrafamilial processes.
Using Bronfenbrenner's ecological systems approach as a theoretical framework in an
influential study, Newman, Newman, Lohman, and Smith (2000) explored the transition to high
school of a group of low-income, academically promising African American students. Through
interviews with students as well as student responses to standard measures of academic
motivation, self-esteem, and self-efficacy, Newman and her colleagues explored the transition
experience of students with regard to different microsystems including school, family, peers, and
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neighborhood. The Newman study emphasized the importance of multiple, interacting
microsystems on the high school transition experience. Newman's study (2000) revealed, among
other findings, the prominent role of mothers in successful transitions to high school, particularly
for low-income, minority populations. Newman also identified (like Barber and Olsen's 2004
study) the importance of positive student and teacher relations in easing challenges associated
with the transition to high school (Newman et al., 2000)
Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological perspective requires new research methodologies and
scientific paradigms capable of investigating the relationships between development and
environment in increasingly complex ways. Bronfenbrenner (1986) distinguished between three
increasingly complex research paradigms: social address, process-context, and person-processcontext. In the social address model researchers compare developmental outcomes for
individuals living in contrasting environments; researchers do not compare internal processes
within these differing environments, just the outcomes of interest. An example of the social
address model would be a comparison of the high school transition experience for rural vs. urban
students or for Waldorf elementary vs. mainstream middle school students.
The process-context research paradigm focuses on differences in process rather than
merely outcome. Bronfenbrenner (1986) gave the example of Tulkin and Kagan who conducted
studies comparing the family functioning processes between groups of differing socioeconomic
status. Based on observations in homes, Tulkin and Kagan found middle-class mothers engaged
in more reciprocal and verbal interactions with their children than lower-income groups, and
those same children performed better on tests measuring mental and verbal acuity upon entering
first grade (as cited in Bronfenbrenner, 1986). When Eccles and her colleagues (1993) reported
that many school studies investigate educational outcomes based on structural factors such as
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school size or level of departmentalization, they described a social address research paradigm.
When Eccles (1993) stressed the importance of studies examining environmental differences
between classrooms, they referred to a process-context paradigm, which compared internal
processes such as teaching methods with various academic and affective outcomes (Eccles et al.,
1993).
Bronfenbrenner's (1986) person-process-context research paradigm adds a third element
to the process-context model. The process-context model assumes the environmental effect will
be the same for any individual regardless of any personal characteristics such as personality. The
person-process-context paradigm attempts to account for individual differences. An example of
a study utilizing the person-process-context model was Crockenberg’s study regarding the
amount of social support mothers received for their three-month-olds. In the study, social
support was positively associated with the infant attachment to his or her mother at age one (as
cited in Bronfenbrenner, 1986). However, Crockenberg found positive effects varied based on
the temperament of the infant. Calm babies were more likely than their more irritable
counterparts to develop positive attachments to their mothers at age one, regardless of the
measure of social support given the mother (Crockenberg as cited in Bronfenbrenner, 1986).
The vast majority of studies in my review of literature on the transition to high school
were of the social-address-model variety. One interesting study incorporating qualities of the
process-context paradigm was Catterall's (1998) study of high school transitions. In a study
examining risk and resilience in students labeled “at risk” because of SES, race, or other socalled “adversity-predicted” labels, Catterall (1998) attempted to go beyond such social address
labels to explore processes potentially leading to success or failure at school. Catterall (1998)
explained classifications, such as “culture of poverty,” ignored individual differences within
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groups as well as possible discriminatory practices and conditions. Furthermore, classifications
and labels may have stigmatized certain group members. Catterall (1998) wrote of an abiding
interest in classification:
Criticisms of the use and interpretation of the concept of risk for children, along with the
perceived nature and scope of the embedded problems, have spawned interest in what
society can do to counter the presence of risks; examples include increased emphasis on
preventing dropping out of school rather than describing the problem and increased
attention to programs intending that all children will learn rather than identifying
achievement gaps. (p. 305)
Catterall (1998) further pointed to research into resilience, which attempted to uncover
individual or process-related differences within groups, leading one member to succeed while
another member failed. Catterall’s (1998) research explored characteristics such as personality,
home, school, or community relations, and qualities of relationships with teachers.
Catterall's (1998) findings provided glimpses into resilient processes in adolescents who
struggled in school and suggested these processes may be influenced by educators and policymakers. Results called some prevalent notions regarding at-risk students into question. Using
data from NELS (1988), Catterall (1998) found large percentages of students within labeled “at
risk” groups performed well at school. Furthermore, he found a significant percentage of
students migrating in and out of low-achieving, at-risk categories, suggesting students were more
fluid and mobile than classifications may suggest. Finally, Catterall (1998) found in some cases
resilience was not a function of membership in an at-risk group. As an example of processes in
context, the study found students whose parents checked and discussed their homework,
provided a dedicated work space within the home, and had books around the house were more
resilient (Catterall, 1988).
Elder's Life-Course Theory. Like Bronfenbrenner's (1979) ecological theory, Elder's
(1998) life-course theory viewed human development as a dynamic interplay between
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sociocultural, biological, and psychological forces which interact over time. Individuals play an
important part in shaping their own life-course, although limitations and constraints are placed
upon individual choices by particular social and biological contexts (Elder, 2006). In Elder's
version of Bronfenbrenner's (1979) intersecting systems, several fundamental principles
characterized the life-course perspective. These included historical time and place, timing,
variability, social ties, human agency, and cumulative advantage or disadvantage (Elder, 2006).
Elder's (2006) principle of historical time and place refers to the historical and
geographical conditions and events influencing human development. These events may be
geopolitical (e.g. war), economic (e.g. depression), or socio-cultural (e.g. ideologies such as
patriarchy). The life-course perspective maintains human development does not happen in a
vacuum; it is constrained and informed by historical and geographic location (Elder, 2006). The
principle of timing refers to the understanding that the developmental impact of a succession of
life events relates to the order and context in which these events occur (Elder, 2006). Life-course
theory identifies several important types of time. Contextual understandings of time include
individual time (which refers to chronological age), generational time (which refers to groupings
based on generational differences), and socio-historical time (which refers to large-scale events
which occur over time). Ordinal understandings of time include trajectories and transitions.
Trajectories are a longer series of transitions or events occurring over time (Elder, 2006).
Many transitions are associated with particular times and stages in life (Elder, 2006). The
transition to high school, for example, is a normative event happening for most around the age of
fourteen or fifteen. Transitions occurring too soon or too late may affect larger life-course
trajectories (Elder, 1998). For instance, a teenage pregnancy may change an overall educational
trajectory.
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Elder's (2006) concept of variability echoes Bronfenbrenner's (1986) process-context
model and refers to differences within identified groupings and the need to identify not only
trends and average outcomes, but also variability within groupings. In methodological terms,
researchers must look beyond social addresses to the internal processes revealing heterogeneity
within larger social groupings. Elder's (2006) concept of social ties (again, echoing
Bronfenbrenner) refers to the understanding that lives are interdependent and connected on many
levels, and social and historical events are expressed through this network of shared
relationships. For example, events occurring at the macro-level may affect individuals at a
micro-level, which in turn may affect other micro-level ties at the family or school level.
Moreover, individual traits in one family member, such as personality, may affect all other
family members (Elder, 2006).
The principle of human agency refers to the understanding that individuals actively shape
their social surroundings through planned and thoughtful action (Elder, 2006). However,
individuals are limited and constrained in their decisions by the historical and geographical
conditions of their environment (Elder, 2006). Finally, cumulative advantage or disadvantage is
the understanding that decisions or actions occurring early in the life-course affect the conditions
and opportunities available later in the life-course (Elder, 2006). Events in the early stages of the
life-course may be envisioned as ripples, which reverberate through the entire life-course (Elder,
2006). Among different interpretations of the successful transition to high school is the
explanation that students enjoy cumulative advantage in the quality of previous schools and
instruction, in their parental and peer support, and with regard to myriad other structural factors.
The methodological implications of the life-course perspective of human development
are manifold. One obvious implication is the importance placed on transitions, as they may have
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such a significant effect on overall trajectories. Secondly, since transitions are embedded within
larger trajectories, the life-course perspective necessitates longitudinal studies with longer
timeframes. Concepts such as variability, heterogeneity, and cumulative advantage demand not
only longer research timeframes, but also the study of internal processes.
Benner and Wang used life-course theory in a 2014 study as a lens to explore shifting
attendance trajectories across the transition to middle and high school. The study utilized a
longer timeframe than is typical for many school transition studies. Benner and Wang (2014)
explored the transition across seven years—three years of middle school and all four years of
high school. Looking for variability within the larger population, they found while school
transitions signaled a decline in school engagement, 44% of the population maintained
attendance trajectories throughout middle and high school.
Benner and Wang (2014) used Elder's (1998) principle of cumulative advantage to
interpret the data regarding students who suffered no declines in attendance. For instance, they
found students who transitioned from highly experienced teachers in middle school to highly
experienced teachers in high school maintained attendance trajectories. This was not equally the
case for those students moving from less experienced teachers in middle school to more
experienced teachers in high school. Benner and Wang (2014) theorized students of experienced
middle school teachers learned how to maximize the benefits of having experienced teachers.
Benner and Wang (2014) also employed Elder's (1998) theory of cumulative disadvantage to
explain their finding that attendance trajectories declined significantly when students transitioned
to schools with overall lower SES status than their previous schools. While the search for
variability within the population in this study is to be applauded, and while some measure of
accumulated advantage may be at play, identifying differences between students of experienced
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teachers and less experienced teachers employed a social address methodology. It should be
noted, this study did not identify actual teaching practices or internal processes differing between
experienced and inexperienced teachers; the study simply described outcomes.
Summary
Theoretical frameworks employed in the literature concerning the normative high school
transition fall into two categories: developmental and ecological. Developmental perspectives
concern changes in the individual over different developmental stages throughout their lives and
at important transition points. From a methodological standpoint, developmental theories
provide the means for interpreting qualitative or affective aspects of the transition experience
such as meaning, connection, or motivation (Eccles et al., 1991). Research has shown
motivation and meaning relate not only to the socioemotional aspects of learning, but the
cognitive aspects as well (Eccles et al., 1991). Students learn better when they are motivated
(Byrnes, 2005).
Ecological theories provide the framework for exploring environmental factors associated
with the transition experience (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Ecological perspectives account for
environmental influences—both spatial and temporal—which are not limited to the immediate
area or timeframe of interest (Elder, 2006). From a methodological standpoint, ecological
theories call for the investigation of internal processes as well as longer research timeframes
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
Methodological Implications
In a previous section I compared some popular holistic and developmental educational
theories to those of Steiner. I also reviewed some of the developmental and ecological
perspectives of human development employed in the high school transition literature. I noted
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several of the more significant methodological implications of the theories described. Innovative
methodological implications include the need to broaden:


understanding of the developmental needs of adolescents from multiple perspectives
(Dewey, 1997; Eccles et al., 1993; Erikson, 1980; Pearce, 2003; Steiner, 1996a)



measures of developmental appropriateness, such as motivation or self-concept (Dewey,
1997; Eccles et al., 1993; Kegan, 2009; Steiner, 1996a)



research paradigms to include the study of internal processes, not just social addresses
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986), groupings (Elder, 2006), or outcomes (Eccles et al, 1993)



the definition of environments to include ever-widening areas of study, such as
mesosystems, exosystems, or macrosystems (Bronfenbrenner, 1986), or as represented by
the principle of social ties (Elder, 2006)



concepts of time, such as chronosystems (Bronfenbrenner, 1986), the intersection of
transitions and trajectories, and generational or socio-historical time (Elder, 2006)



research timeframes to include longer longitudinal studies encompassing systematic
effects over time, as in Elder's principle of trajectories (2006), across environmental
systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1986), or involving larger life-projects (Dewey, 1997; Freire,
1993; Steiner, 1996a)

Several important methodological implications may be added to the ones listed above. First,
it seems imperative research into the transition to high school employ more qualitative
methodologies. Qualitative data collection strategies, such as in-depth interviews and field
observations, may yield the thick, complex, descriptive data necessary to understand internal
processes. Secondly, echoing Steiner (1996a), Dewey (1997), and Freire (1993), to understand
the experience of adolescents in their transition to high school, researchers must not only employ
theoretical frameworks to understand the developmental needs of students in a cognitive or
emotional sense, they must also employ existential frameworks asking broader questions like:
What does it mean to be human? What are the purposes of education? Does our education align
with our understandings of what it means to be human and the purpose of education? Without
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adopting a framework to ask the above questions, and also interpret research findings,
researchers are thrown to the winds of implicit, often mystifying assumptions.
The methodological implications explored above have many ramifications with regard to
the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools.
These include the need to explore longer timeframes encompassing longer educational or lifeproject trajectories, specific curricular and methodological processes in pre- and post-transitional
environments (including how these processes relate within a developmental framework), and
developmental frameworks and measures of developmental appropriateness such as motivation
and meaning. A further overarching implication is the need for a qualitative research approach
encompassing these aforementioned longer timeframes and curricular/methodological processes.
One qualitative data collection strategy which seems to address many of these criteria, and one
largely missing from the high school transition literature, involves the in-depth interview.
Qualitative research potentially explores not only longer-range educational trajectories
(such as organizational habits or motivation), but also more existential trajectories related to
future plans, hopes, and dreams. Qualitative methods are also potentially useful in examining
student experiences of curricular and methodological processes at play in pre- and posttransitional environments. Qualitative research designs may also prove invaluable in uncovering
issues related to meaning making, such as connectedness, motivation, and interest. In terms of
academic performance, qualitative methods may further be helpful in uncovering the relationship
between meaning, grades, and other outward measures of success, as well as the relationship
between academic performance and longer-range aspirations.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The methodologies employed in the high school transition literature are
overwhelmingly quantitative in nature and tend to focus on one domain or area of the school
transition experience, such as academic performance. Therefore, as evidenced in the review of
theoretical frameworks, there exists the need for more qualitative studies including longer
timeframes encompassing educational or life-project trajectories (Elder, 2006), specific
curricular and methodological processes in pre- and post-transitional environments
(Bronfenbrenner, 1986), and developmental frameworks and measures of developmental
appropriateness, such as motivation and meaning (Eccles et al., 1993).
I chose to employ a more holistic view of the transition experience in my study of the
high school transition experience of Waldorf graduates by utilizing a qualitative methodology to
address longer timeframes and specific curricular/methodological processes. This allowed for
measures of developmental appropriateness such as meaning. I further employed a
phenomenological approach within the qualitative tradition, focused on the phenomenon of the
students' experience of their transition (Creswell, 2013). In keeping with the primary concern of
qualitative research, I focused on the meaning students gained from their transition experience as
a measure of developmental appropriateness and motivation (Bogden & Biklen, 2007; Eccles et
al., 1993).
Next I provide explanations of the qualitative research paradigm and the
phenomenological approach within the qualitative tradition. I then describe my data collection
and analysis strategies, starting with a review of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) process,
and a description of my position as researcher.
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Qualitative Research
My research into the transition experience of Waldorf elementary students attending nonWaldorf high schools was qualitative in nature. The focus of my investigation was the
phenomenon of the transition experience of Waldorf students. Berg and Lune (2012) explained
the essence or quality of an experience refers to descriptions, characteristics, concepts, symbols,
and most importantly meanings—the “what, when, where, how and why” of an experience (p. 3).
Qualitative understandings are subjective, different for all who experience a particular
phenomenon (Lichtman, 2011). Qualitative research is a general term encompassing many
different ideas and definitions. However, Lichtman (2010) established ten critical elements,
including the use of descriptive language, the employment of inductive reasoning, the use of
contextual approaches, research in natural settings, acknowledgment of the subjectivity of the
researcher, looking more deeply or holistically at fewer cases, using words rather than numbers,
and taking a non-linear approach.
The meaning students ascribe to the transition experience—the way they make sense of
it—is of central concern to the qualitative researcher. Creswell (2013) explained qualitative
designs address “the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (p.
44). The research problem—in terms of the high school transition experience of Waldorf
graduates—is to understand the meaning of the transition experience. Johnson and Christensen
(2012) explained qualitative research is used when very little is known about a topic or
phenomenon to understand experiences and perspectives. And little research exists concerning
the transition experiences of Waldorf students. I was not able to locate any formal studies
regarding the transition experience of Waldorf students at any level.
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The term “research” in popular usage is often synonymous with quantitative
methodologies (Bogden & Biklen, 2007). The image of labs and lab coats comes to mind.
Because quantitative research tends to involve numbers and qualitative research involves words
and descriptions, quantitative research is often thought to be more “scientific.” Walford (2001)
argued one error in this type of thinking is quantitative science is not as “objective” or rigorous
as it often claims to be. Berg and Lune (2012) pointed out that a more important error
underlying the belief that qualitative research is not rigorous is “confusing the study of imprecise
subject matter with the imprecise study of subjects” (p. 4).
Berg and Lune (2012) offered an illuminating metaphor: “Qualities are like smoke; they
are real and we can see them, but they won't stand still for us or form straight lines for our rulers
to capture” (p. 4). Like smoke, transitions do not stand still. Another attribute of qualitative
research pertaining to my study is a concern with process (Bogden & Biklen, 2007). The
transition experience is a process, a phenomenon occurring over time. The student transition
experience may not be summed up by taking the measure of one moment, or one aspect of the
whole. The transition to high school is a journey. Taking a measurement at any single point
along the road does not describe the trip.
The transition experience of Waldorf elementary students attending non-Waldorf high
schools might be investigated using various quantitative measurements. For example, student
grade point averages (GPAs) might be calculated or the number of honors classes or the number
of behavioral referrals might be counted. Students might have filled out surveys about their
transition experiences; the survey results might then have been tabulated or quantified using
various statistical measures. However, there is no “ruler” for measuring the “smoke” of the
transition in terms of the students' subjective experiences taken individually or as a whole. There
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is no ruler for the meaning they make of their transition experiences. Meaning is related to the
qualities of the experience as understood and explained by participants (Bogden & Biklen,
2007). The adoption of qualitative methods was more appropriate to this specific investigation.
Both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies share a concern for
systematized and disciplined data collection techniques (Bogden & Biklen, 2007). Creswell
(2013) explained that in addition to a concern for meaning, qualitative research includes
important theoretical/interpretive frameworks:
To study [a] problem, qualitative researchers use an emerging qualitative approach to
inquiry... and data analysis that is both inductive and deductive and establishes patterns or
themes. (p. 44)
Qualitative researchers do not start with hypotheses they attempt to prove or disprove. They
build patterns and categories by organizing emerging data inductively into more and more
abstract units of meaning (Creswell, 2013).
The interpretive methods I applied to my analysis of the transition experience involved
both inductive and deductive reasoning. While deductive reasoning works from the general to
the specific, inductive reasoning attempts to move from specifics to the general case (Lictman,
2010). Inductive reasoning is built from “the bottom up” (Creswell, 2013, p. 45). Deductive
reasoning is also employed in qualitative research as investigators check emerging themes (the
beginnings of propositions, hypotheses, or theories) back against the data (Creswell, 2013).
Creswell (2013) outlined four philosophical assumptions underlying the qualitative
approach to research: ontological, epistemological, axiological, and methodological. Some of
the methodological assumptions, such as the use of inductive reasoning, have already been
identified. The ontological philosophical assumption relates to the nature of reality. Qualitative
researchers assume multiple realities, both in term of researchers and the phenomena being
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studied (Lichtman, 2010). In the case of my study, I assumed participants had their own
experiences constituting their reality. The purpose of my study was to report these multiple
realities, looking for commonalities or themes within the multitude of experiences.
The epistemological assumption relates to the nature of knowledge (Creswell, 2013).
Epistemology refers to theories of how knowledge is constructed (Johnson & Christensen, 2012).
Qualitative researchers assume knowledge is subjectively constructed by the knower (Creswell,
2013). This includes both researchers and participants. Students possess their own unique
knowledge of their transition experiences, situated in unique contexts. I also have my own
unique and situated knowledge as the researcher. The students revealed their truth in their
statements. In my role as researcher, I have also made my situation explicit not only in
explanations of my background and experience, but in my analysis of the data.
The axiological assumption relates to values (Creswell, 2013). While all researchers
bring values to their work, qualitative researchers make their operant values explicit in their
studies. They are said to “position themselves within a study” (Creswell, 2013, p. 20). I
explicitly state some of my values and positions in following sections.
Phenomenology
The focus of my research is the phenomenon of the high school transition experience of
Waldorf graduates, and as such my research is phenomenological. Phenomenological research is
qualitative in nature and follows the tenants and philosophical assumptions espoused in the
qualitative tradition (Creswell, 2013). Phenomenology emphasizes the subjective experiences of
individuals (Lictman, 2011). Some of the other defining characteristics of the phenomenological
approach are an emphasis on an identified phenomenon, an investigation of a group of
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individuals who have experienced the phenomenon, and an exploration of the subjective,
individual experiences as well as the objective, shared, common experiences (Creswell, 2013).
The phenomenon of interest in my study is the transition experience. The participants in
my study have firsthand experience in making the transition from a Waldorf elementary school to
a non-Waldorf high school. I explored the subjective experiences of student transitions in my
analysis, looking for objective commonalities in their collective experience. Phenomenological
understandings are derived from first-person reports of experience (Moustakas, 1994). Although
each student in my study had their own unique transitional experience, I was particularly
interested in the experiences they shared in common. This search for the common experiences of
phenomena is one of the defining characteristics of a phenomenological study (Creswell, 2013).
My study drew heavily on the phenomenological methodology described by Moustakas
(1994). Moustakas (1994) described his transcendental or psychological phenomenology as
focusing less on the interpretations of the researcher and more on descriptions of the
phenomenon being studied. In this approach, researchers attempt to “bracket” their own
experiences, setting their personal experiences aside so as to perceive or interpret the
phenomenon free (as much as is possible) from bias (Lichtman, 2011). Moustakas (1994)
explained bracketing, or what phenomenologists often call epoche, as the process of “setting
aside predilections, prejudices, predispositions, and allowing things, events, and people to enter
anew into consciousness, and to look and see them again, as if for the first time” (p. 85).
The phenomenological researcher makes both textural and structural descriptions of the
phenomenon during data analysis (Moustakas, 1994). Textural descriptions describe what the
participants experienced. Structural descriptions describe how participants experienced the
phenomenon, including the conditions, situations, and context in which the experience occurred.
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Textural and structural elements are combined to communicate the essence of the phenomenon
(Moustakas, 1994). The essence is, in fact, a description of the quality of the experience
(Creswell, 2013). Lichtman (2010) explained the essence of an experience moves analysis to a
deeper level beyond mere descriptions towards understandings.
The phenomena of interest in my study involves “what” the Waldorf students experienced
in their transition to high school and “how” they experienced it. Since this is subjective to each
student experiencing the transition, and since one of the most important qualities defining the
experience is meaning (Creswell, 2013), I used interviews as my main method of data collection.
Qualitative research is concerned with process (Bogden & Biklen, 2007), and the transition
experience is a process happening over time. Students need time to process the overall quality of
transition experiences. The interview, as opposed to other collection methods such as field
observations, allowed for participant reflexivity on the transition experience. One of the
important goals of phenomenological research involves understanding participant perspectives
(Bogden & Biklen, 2007). I believe the interview was the best instrument for the collection of
data concerning student perspectives of the transition experience. Creswell (2013) described the
interview as a defining characteristic of phenomenological approaches.
Next I provide a detailed description of my methods, beginning with a description of the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) process and their approval to begin my study. I then situate
myself as a researcher, explaining my relationship to Waldorf education as well as the
participants in my study. I conclude with a full description of my data collection and data
analysis procedures, including a description of the selection and recruitment of participants.
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The Institutional Review Board (IRB) Process
Before gathering any research or conducting any interviews I gained approval from the
University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB is instituted to protect
human research subjects from suffering harm due to participation in research projects (Johnson
& Christensen, 2012). The IRB committee assesses the ethical acceptability of research
proposals by reviewing issues such as privacy, anonymity, and confidentiality. The IRB process
also helps researchers and participants identify potential risks associated with participation in
research (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). As per IRB protocols, I prepared consent forms
informing participants of the nature of my study, including the background and purpose of my
research, participant expectations, measures to protect confidentiality, the voluntary nature of
participation, and an assessment of risks associated with participation.
I provided the IRB committee with an explanation of the nature and purpose of my
research in writing, followed by a full discussion of protections. I explained how my research
concerned the experience of Waldorf elementary graduates in their transition to high school and
how the research may help Waldorf schools better prepare students for the high school transition.
I informed participants in an informed consent form of the confidentiality of their personal
information. I disclosed any possible risks associated with participation, including the possibility
that talking about the transition might bring up difficult memories.
I assigned participants and organizations pseudonyms in interview transcripts and all
subsequent written materials to ensure confidentiality. I will destroy research documents, such
as transcripts and recordings, six months after the completion of my dissertation. I informed
participants of possible risks, stressed the voluntary nature of their participation, informed
participants of their right to withdraw from the study at any time (and the elimination of data
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previously collected), and asked them if they had any questions concerning these provisions
before requesting a signature on the consent form and before beginning any interviews. A copy
of the consent form is attached as Appendix A.
Role of Researcher
Qualitative researchers assume knowledge is subjectively constructed by the knower
(Creswell, 2013). I possess my own unique and situated knowledge as a researcher. The
researcher is the primary tool of data collection and processing in qualitative research; all
information is “filtered” through the eyes and ears of the researcher (Lichtman, 2010).
Qualitative researchers also bring values to their work (Creswell, 2013). One of the threats to the
perceived trustworthiness of qualitative research (commonly referred to as validity in
quantitative research) is researcher bias (Johnson & Christensen, 2012).
One of the ways qualitative researchers attempt to reduce their own personal biases
within their analysis is by using techniques such as bracketing (consciously setting their own
personal experiences aside), so as to perceive or interpret the phenomenon more objectively
(Lichtman, 2011). Moustakas (1994) described the meditative aspects of bracketing, whereby
the researcher attempts to bring unconscious preconceptions to consciousness, and then lets them
go again. The researcher repeats this contemplative process many times, naming and writing
down the biases and prejudgments (Moustakas, 1994).
Another way researchers attempt to reduce bias is by having other researchers or
colleagues interpret the same data or by collecting data from multiple sources (often called
triangulation; Lichtman, 2010). Still another way of checking against bias in analysis is
soliciting participant feedback (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). I used this strategy as needed by
selectively returning to participants to check my assumptions with regard to points made in
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interviews. Johnson and Christensen (2012) explained the researcher's experiences and insights
are often critical to understanding a phenomenon; this involved reducing bias through reflectivity
and achieving authenticity of the researcher's voice (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). Next I
describe several ways I attempted to reduce bias in my analysis. I also share some of the
experiences and values I believe are critical to understanding the transition experience of
Waldorf elementary graduates.
I possess several biases as a teacher at a Waldorf school. It is important I express up front
my love of and admiration for Waldorf education. I am an advocate for Waldorf schools.
Having said this, I am also the product of public education. I loved each and every one of my
schools; they are part of my identity. I was also a public school teacher, and I understand the
challenges public school teachers may face, especially with regard to the standards forced upon
them from the outside and the stress of standardized testing. It is not my intention to criticize
more “traditional” schools. To do this would be unfair to my former Waldorf students. I am sure
they loved their high schools as much as they loved their Waldorf elementary school.
One of the several ways I attempted to keep my own personal bias out of the study was to
focus strictly on the transition phenomena by utilizing the methodologies of Creswell (2013) and
Moustakas (1994), particularly the use of disciplined textural and structural analysis, as well as
bracketing out my own beliefs and experiences. For example, in recalling the first time they
used textbooks in high school, students reported boredom and difficulty remembering facts.
Without further prompting students also reported enjoying the stories told by their teachers in the
Waldorf school, and more easily learned and remembered the facts. The first part of the students'
description, involving their boredom and difficulty remembering facts, was a purely textural
description of the transition experience. The second part, learning was easier before high school,
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begged structural analysis. It also pointed to the possible uniqueness of the transition experience
of a Waldorf student.
Students from all backgrounds may experience boredom from reading textbooks. Those
same students may have a harder time remembering concepts as they come faster and become
more complex in high school. However, the fact that a Waldorf student is experiencing
textbooks for the first time at an age when he/she can rudimentarily analyze the experience using
alternative experiences to draw from in their analysis, created a unique and fresh perspective on
the use of textbooks. However, as a researcher, I endeavored to keep that analysis separate from
textural and structural descriptions of the phenomenon. Furthermore, in my analysis, I stated the
theoretical framework employed up front and clearly. I believe the real test to my objectivity is
not the way I handled any negative feelings participants expressed towards their high school
transition experience, but the positives. If I have represented those positive experiences in the
way intended by students, then I can feel comfortable I have been true to the data and respectful
of former Waldorf students.
Another area of potential bias was my relationship with many of the participants in my
study. I describe how some participants were former students in the next section on data
collection. Although I interviewed students from other classes as well, my relationship with
former students is one subjective experience potentially powerful enough to introduce bias into
my study and taint the data. To my former students I am and probably always will be “Mr.
Lawton.” I am the teacher who came to their houses to visit them the summer before first grade,
and the teacher who shook their hands as I handed them their eighth-grade diplomas. It would be
reasonable to assume they would try to protect my feelings in their answers to questions about
their Waldorf experiences and their preparedness for high school.
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I do not pretend to expect the encouragement I gave them to be honest about their
experiences or the assurances I gave them they could not hurt my feelings—that I was truly
interested in learning about their experience to help myself and others—did any good. I could
not address this issue confidently until I conducted three interviews as part of previous
coursework and a pilot study. I learned in those first interviews and in subsequent interviews
that the participants were incredibly mature and adept in their communication skills. All of the
interviewees, former students and others, impressed me with their ability to give an honest and
critical appraisal of not only their high school experience but their Waldorf experience as well.
Elsewhere I describe the conversational, free-flowing style of the semi-structure interview
(Creswell, 2013). I believe the conversational style of my interviews contributed to the students’
comfort level and confidence in sharing difficult transition experiences.
Recruitment and Selection of Participants
For this study I conducted in-depth interviews of former Waldorf students who attended
non-Waldorf public and private high schools. I recruited Waldorf elementary graduates from
Great River Waldorf School who went on to attend non-Waldorf high schools both public and
private. I recruited 13 Great River graduates both from my former class of students (eight) as
well as students from other classes (five). Of the 13 participants, eight attended large urban
public high schools, two attended smaller urban parochial schools, two attended large suburban
schools (one public, one parochial), and one attended a small performing arts charter high
school. I limited my recruitment to students over 18 who have recently graduated from high
school. I interviewed students just graduated from high school as well as those one to three years
out of high school.
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I collected the email addresses of Waldorf graduates directly from their former teachers,
and I emailed students explaining the nature and purpose of my research and soliciting their
participation. I explained in my email how my research concerned the experience of Waldorf
elementary graduates in their transition to high school and how the research may help Waldorf
schools better prepare students for the high school transition. I asked students to participate in a
90-minute interview to be held at a location of their choice. I disclosed any possible risks
associated with participation in writing, including the possibility that talking about the transition
might bring up difficult memories.
I explained in writing how I would use pseudonyms to ensure confidentiality in interview
transcripts and all subsequent written materials. I further described how I would keep research
materials on my personal password-protected computer, and how I would destroy all research
documents (transcripts and recordings) six months after the completion of my dissertation. I
again informed participants of possible risks, stressed the voluntary nature of their participation,
informed them of their right to withdraw from the study at any time (and the elimination of data
previously collected). I secured participant signatures on a consent form and asked if there were
any final questions before beginning interviews.
Data Collection
I conducted two interviews of former Waldorf graduates as part of a pilot study on the
high school transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates in the summer of 2014. I
emailed students from my former class introducing the topic of my pilot study (their transition
experience to high school) and soliciting volunteers to be interviewed. Several students initially
volunteered to be interviewed, and I contacted them in the order they volunteered. These
interviews are included for analysis in my data. Also included in my data is an interview I
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conducted as part of a survey research class at the University of St. Thomas. I contacted this
student directly to ask for an interview. These three students chose the location of our interview
(all coffee shops) and read and signed confidentiality and consent forms. Once my research
proposal was approved, I contacted former Waldorf graduates, introduced my full-scale study,
and requested participants to be interviewed in the spring and summer of 2015. These interviews
followed the same protocols described above for the pilot interviews.
I chose my former students as participants in my pilot study and for inclusion in my full
study because I think the uniqueness of our relationships—both in terms of how well and how
long we have known each other—adds to the richness of the data collected. My knowledge of
their temperamental and behavioral dispositions potentially adds to the complexity of my
structural analysis. For example, shy and outgoing temperaments provide different contexts
through which the transitional experience may be analyzed. I asked participants in the
background section of my interviews to describe their personality, temperament, and working
habits to corroborate my understanding of them.
I collected 13 student interviews, including the three interviews already conducted as a
part of my coursework. A data saturation point is reached when the data gathered from
interviews starts to become redundant (Berg & Lune, 2012). Charmaz (2014) pointed out that in
a phenomenological study of common experiences, a saturation point may be reached around 12
interviews. Other sources recommend interviewing between five and 25 individuals
(Polkingmore as cited in Creswell, 2013). I continued with interviews until I reached what I
determined to be a saturation point.
Interviews followed a semi-structured format and lasted approximately 90 minutes each.
Semi-structured (or semi-standardized) interviews combine elements of structured interviews—
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interviews, which follow a scripted question format—and unstructured interviews, which follow
no format (Berg & Lune, 2012). The semi-structured interview format made allowances for the
fact that individuals experienced realty in multiple ways (Charmaz, 2014). The semi-structured
format allowed me to follow a somewhat consistent and standardized format while probing into
unscheduled areas as they arose in the interview (Berg & Lune, 2012). It also allowed for an
emerging, flexible technique, addressing ideas and issues as they arose and further allowed for
the immediate follow-up and probing of ideas and issues (Charmaz, 2014).
Creswell (2013) reviewed literature regarding the potential unequal power distribution
between researchers and interviewees. Kvale and Brinkmann argued a more symmetrical power
relationship may be established by employing more conversational interview techniques, where
interviewers ask questions of the researcher as well (as cited in Creswell, 2013). The
conversational quality of my first three and subsequent interviews exerted a positive effect on
rapport and participant engagement.
I arranged my standard interview questions to lead participants chronologically from their
Waldorf experience through the high school transition experience. Questions were also arranged
to address three different domains constituting the regions of my focus within the transition
experience: academic, affective (emotional), and behavioral (volitional). Starting with
demographic questions to break the ice, and after a short section of questions concerning
takeaways from their experiences in the Waldorf school (e.g. What was learning like in the
Waldorf school?), I asked students general questions about their high school transition
experience. Interview prompts started out broad (e.g. Tell me about a time you faced a challenge
in your freshman year.), before moving on to more focused questions (e.g. How was science?
Did you write any papers?). Finally, I asked more specific and probing questions to flesh out and
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investigate significant statements as they arose (e.g. Can you say more about that? What did you
mean when you said X?). A copy of interview questions is included as Appendix B.
I made audio recordings of all interviews using a digital audio recorder, and took written
notes to record non-verbal cues and keep track of unanswered questions or areas of interest for
further questioning. I then had the interview recordings transcribed into word documents using a
transcription service. The transcription service signed a confidentiality agreement for the
participants' protection (see Appendix C). Participants and organizations were given
pseudonyms in the transcripts and all subsequent written materials. I kept a master list of
pseudonyms on my computer using a password to prevent access to the computer. All data and
subsequent documents arising from it will be destroyed after six months following the
completion of my dissertation.
Data Analysis
My process for analyzing data was heavily influenced by Moustakas (1994). Moustakas'
phenomenological methodology begins with the contemplative process of “bracketing” out
personal experiences and biases. One of the ways I bracketed out my own preconceived ideas
was by keeping copious notes with descriptions of my interpretations and presuppositions,
especially during the initial coding processes. Moustakas (1994) explained the bracketing
process, often referred to as “epoche,” involves returning again and again to preconceived ideas,
and setting them aside each time to see data with fresh eyes.
The bracketing process is aided by various coding and memo-writing techniques. My
process for analyzing pilot interview transcripts was influenced by the work of Bazeley (2013). I
employed similar analytical processes for my dissertation analysis. After reading through an
entire transcript initially to get a feeling for the overall quality and narrative arc, I added notes
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and memos to myself. I added to these memos with each successive analytical pass through the
transcript.
I used a line-by-line coding technique in a second pass through the transcripts to initially
code the data. Line-by-line coding is a strategy used to generate ideas and rudimentary
categories. Line-by-line coding involves writing a descriptive word or short phrase in the margin
for each line of the transcript (Bazely, 2013). The objective of initial coding techniques such as
line-by-line coding is to build ideas and categories for further analysis. Although interpretations
may arise early in the coding process, it is important to hold these until all data has been coded
(Berg & Lune, 2012). The goal for the researcher is to remain as open as possible to the actual
content by describing the data as objectively as possible (Charmaz, 2014).
The second step in Moustakas' (1994) analytical process after bracketing involves
reduction. In phenomenological reduction, the researcher's task is to describe only what she can
“see,” both in terms of external objects and internal “acts of consciousness” (Moustakas, 1994, p.
90). The internal conscious acts refer to the experience in terms of meaning. The reductive
process involves reducing textural descriptions of phenomena—the what—to their essential
qualities (Moustakas, 1994). The researcher first makes lists of significant statements and
reduces them by removing irrelevant as well as repetitive and overlapping statements. Finally
the researcher organizes the significant statements into themes and provides textural descriptions
of each theme (Moustakas, 1994).
Strategies, such as concept mapping and debriefing data with colleagues, aided me in the
reduction process (Bazely, 2013). Concept mapping is a graphical technique designed to help
researchers identify potential relationships between different concepts or variables as well as
possible categorical hierarchies (Berg & Lune, 2012). Concept mapping involves making
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propositions (emerging theories) about the relationship between different concepts (Bazely,
2013). Charmaz (2014) described the concept-indicator model of theory construction in which
the researcher builds concepts to account for perceived relationships. Each concept is said to rest
or be “grounded” on empirical indicators in the data (Charmaz, 2014).
In the initial concept maps I designed, I chose some of the most relevant and recurring
themes from my line-by-line coding and represented the themes geometrically in circles. I then
drew arrows representing possible connecting relationships between different circles. The arrow
patterns began to reveal hierarchical patterns and relationships. This process revealed not only
some of the more overarching themes but an organizational structure as well. In one of the
iterations of my concept maps I realized each theme fit into one of the three domains of
experience mentioned already: academic, affective, and behavioral. I later folded behavioral
themes into larger academic and social themes. Several times during my study I met with
colleagues to discuss and debrief my initial data. This peer-review process seemed especially
important given the solo-nature of my research (Bazeley, 2014). My colleagues' feedback
proved especially helpful in refining my interview questions and brainstorming theoretical
frameworks for further study.
The next step in Moustakas' (1994) analytical process after bracketing and reduction is
something he called “imaginative variation.” The aim of imaginative variation is arriving at
structural descriptions of the phenomenon—the how. Imaginative variation techniques include
“varying the frames of reference, employing polarities and reversals, and approaching the
phenomenon from diverging perspectives, or different positions, roles, or functions” (Moustakas,
1994, p. 97-98). Structural descriptions regard the “how” of the phenomenon, including the
“underlying and precipitating factors accounting for what is being experienced (Moustakas,
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1994, p. 98). In layman's terms, imaginative variation is playing with the data. It is meditative
and intuitive in the sense that different possibilities are allowed to enter in and out of
consciousness (Moustakas, 1994). Imaginative variation is the process through which the
researcher develops an essential structural description of textural elements and themes.
I found one imaginative variation technique particularly useful in my pilot study, namely
the employment of conceptual metaphors. LaMagdeleine and Dexter (2002) showed how
metaphors may help researchers identify new relationships in existing data and even take the
research in new directions not previously imagined. One conceptual metaphor I found useful in
illuminating academic, affective, and behavioral themes was the human body and its respective
nervous, circulatory, and metabolic/motor systems. Employing this metaphor, I identified a hole
in my data concerning the behavioral domain. I refined my interview questions to better capture
this elusive aspect of the transition experience.
Moustakas (1994) explained that in the final step of phenomenological analysis the
researcher integrates textural and structural descriptions into a unified and essential description
of the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994). This process is, again, intuitive or meditative in quality.
Essence refers to the general or universal aspects of phenomena. However, Moustakas (1994)
explained how the essence described should never be considered an exhaustive description of an
experience or phenomenon:
The fundamental textural-structural synthesis represents the essences at a
particular time and place from the vantage point of an individual
researcher following an exhaustive imaginative and reflective study of the
phenomenon. (p. 100)
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Summary of Research Quality and Ethical Considerations
I selected a qualitative design because of its emphasis on experience (Berg & Lune,
2012), process (Bogden & Biklen, 2007), and meaning (Creswell, 2013). The transition of
Waldorf elementary graduates to high school is an experience, a process happening over an
extended period of time. The meaning of the transition experience is central to my focus and
qualitative methodology. I selected a phenomenological approach within the qualitative tradition
because it emphasized the subjective experiences of individuals (Lictman, 2011), and explored
their objective, shared, common experiences (Creswell, 2013). My goal was to identify common
high school transition experiences among Waldorf elementary graduates.
The research quality of my study was based on methods employed in my data collection
and analysis processes. I used the interview in my data collection phase to solicit student
perspectives. Creswell (2013) described the interview as a defining characteristic of
phenomenological approaches. I utilized a semi-structured interview to explore subjective
realities (Charmaz, 2014) and allow for deeper probing into unscheduled areas (Berg & Lune,
2012). Furthermore, my interviews allowed for a more conversational style, establishing a more
symmetrical power relationship (Kvale & Brinkmann as cited in Creswell, 2013).
I employed various methods in my data analysis such as bracketing to help me more
consciously set aside my personal biases and interpret the data more objectively (Lichtman,
2011). I wrote extensive notes to bracket out my perspectives up front, and as part of the
analytical process. I employed several coding techniques in addition to the bracketing process
designed to help researchers interpret data more objectively (Bazely, 2013). I used further
employed concept mapping techniques (Bazely, 2013) and conceptual metaphors (LaMagdeleine
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& Dexter, 2002) to identify possible relationships between variables. Finally, I selectively
solicited participant feedback to check my assumptions (Johnson & Christensen, 2012).
Limitations of this study included my relationship to Waldorf education as well as my
relationship to some of the participants in the study. I am a proponent of Waldorf education, and
the former teacher of some of the interviewees. It is possible participants felt uncomfortable
sharing negative views of their Waldorf experiences. Further limitations may include the selfselected nature of Waldorf students as well as the self-selected nature of the interviewees for this
study. As middle class students with highly educated parents, Waldorf graduates belong to a
demographic population typically weathering many transitional challenges (Baldwin et al.,
2005). I chose the participants for this study on a first come, first serve basis. I applied no
sampling methods.
I addressed ethical considerations by providing full descriptions of the nature and purpose
of my research, assuring participant anonymity and confidentiality, identifying potential risks upfront, and by assuring the voluntary nature of participation. Data was kept confidential on a
personal, password-protected computer. I assured participant anonymity by assigning
pseudonyms to be used in all subsequent writing. All data will be destroyed six months after the
completion of my dissertation. Participants were assured in writing and verbally of the risks
associated with participation in my study as well as the voluntary nature of participation.
Finally, in my analysis of their stories, I endeavored to faithfully represent participant transition
experiences.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ACADEMIC RESULTS—
ADJUSTING TO NEW LEARNING STYLES AND TEACHING METHODS
Students transitioning from a K-8 elementary learning experience in a Waldorf school to a
high school learning environment with a more “traditional” school curriculum in comprehensive
9-12 high schools experienced important changes in the academic and social realms. Changes in
the academic program required Waldorf students to adapt to differences in teaching methods and
learning styles during their four-year high school career. Changes in educational environments
also required students to forge new relationships with peers and teachers. I begin by reporting
how students described their academic experiences in this chapter, and then continue describing
the nature of changing relationships in the next chapter.
Participants reported their most significant transitional challenge academically was
acclimating to new methods of teaching and learning. Participants also reported a decline in
their interest and engagement with academic material, which improved only slightly during their
junior and senior years. Students reported teaching styles in high school became more fact-based
and concept-driven, while visual learning became the overwhelming learning style. While the
challenge of adjusting to new methods of teaching and learning styles passed quickly, mostly
within the first few months of the transition, the second challenge of engagement with academic
material continued throughout high school. Interviewees reported their interest and engagement
in academic material decreased in high school (especially in the first two years) and rebounded
only slightly during junior and senior years depending on the particular class or teacher.
Students reported experiencing a decrease in their personal connection to material and an
attendant decrease in meaning. In the following sections, I focus first on the challenge of
adjusting to new methods of teaching and learning before moving on to the challenge posed by a
decrease in interest and engagement.
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New Methods of Teaching and Learning
Students reported the academic transition to high school had more to do with a change in
their relationship to teaching and learning than with any challenges with the academic material
itself. Twelve of the 13 interviewees (all except David; a pseudonym) reported doing very well
academically during their high school transition. Half of the students described the academic
program as basically “easy.” Comparing his high school transition experience to Waldorf, Andy
said, “I feel like my high school experience... the bar was dropped.” Referring to her academic
preparedness, Kit said, “There weren't any shocking curve balls or anything that I wasn't ready to
do.” Coco shared her theory behind the reason for what she experienced as an “academically
flat” freshman year:
I feel like the expectations were so low so that everyone could just get there and move
forward together, which is frustrating for me, because I didn't learn one new thing
freshman year. That was like what stood out to me was like... We did units in our classes
that we had done in 4th and 5th grade at Waldorf. Less critically and less in depth. It was
really a flat year as far as learning went.
Academic anxiety (the fear of doing poorly) generally passed very quickly. The
adjustment took from a few weeks to several months, as students acclimated themselves to new
teaching and learning styles. Coco summed up the feeling of initial adjustment, saying, “I think I
cared really a lot about doing well but didn't quite know how to do it yet, because it's a really
different way to be in school than Waldorf, and I just hadn't gotten it yet.” A large part of initial
anxiety concerned grades. Many of the interviewees made similar comments to Coco's regarding
initial academic anxiety. Sally said the adjustment period concerned learning how to earn a good
grade instead of the academic content of itself:
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In high school or public school, I guess, you’re really taught how to get an A, you’re not
taught how to do your best, it’s just do what you need to do to get an A and I think that
was really hard for people. I picked up on it pretty quickly.
Ellen made similar comments about understanding how to earn a good grade:
I was super confused about how grades actually worked, like the numerical values and
how that translated to a letter grade and how that translated to a GPA, so I was just kind
of lost about that for a while. Then I figured it out. I did pretty well because I found it
easy.
William overcame his fear over earning good grades by the end of the first semester:
At first it was nerve-wracking because I was worried about not being able to do well and
then getting bad grades. After my first semester, I realized that getting good grades
wasn't going to be an issue for me.
Riley also commented on the ease of his transition after an adjustment period, saying, “Once I
figured [the new system] out, I think it went pretty smoothly.”
After conquering their fears concerning different expectations and succeed within a
graded educational environment, students made their initial adjustment to “traditional” high
schools. Students described mainstream high schools as more fact-based and concept-driven in
their approach to learning than Waldorf. In general students described high school teaching
methods and learning styles as less holistic and integrated than Waldorf methods. Students
described less holistic and integrated approaches with regard to learning styles, teaching methods
(including grades and tests), quality vs. quantity of work, and the experience of time (process vs.
product).
Learning Styles
Participants reported learning in high school was largely visual, centered on reading and
the interpretation of texts, as well as the memorization of discreet facts. Students reported far
fewer learning experiences in modes other than visual learning. All of the interviewees reported
learning in high school was less holistic. Less holistic aspects of learning in high school
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included the engagement of fewer senses, a focus on discreet facts, a future-oriented approach,
rote memorization, passive modes of learning, and a decline in opportunities for creative and
imaginative learning.
Some students talked about the involvement of multiple senses or different modes of
learning. Riley commented on the engagement of fewer senses in high school:
Before high school, learning involves a lot more senses and stimuli than during high
school. At Waldorf, learning involved a lot of different, not necessarily simultaneous, but
a lot of different facets of what you can do as a living being.
Even though students commented on the use of lectures in high school, Riley explained how he
interpreted the visual nature of much of learning in high school:
I was almost going to say sound, because people are talking to you but it's not ... I don't
know. I don't want to say sound because they'll talk to you and then you go home and
read about it. It's primarily visual and sound isn't used in the same way that it was used in
Waldorf.
Some forms of listening, in other words, are more akin to visual experiences, as in the exchange
of information. Riley further explained the multi-sensory approach to learning at the Waldorf
school:
[The engagement of multiple senses] helped in what you're learning about. That was
really beneficial for me because it was nice to have all these other kinds of building
blocks behind what you're learning rather than just the core of what you're learning about
and go up from there. It's a multi-faceted education.
According to Riley, engagement of the senses provided the “building blocks” or the foundation
for future learning.
Several students commented on the overall quality of differences in the treatment of
knowledge in the Waldorf elementary school and high school. Liam commented that while some
learning encouraged making connections between facts, much of it was simply the exchange of
information:
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A lot of stuff was not necessarily very imaginative. The good teachers knew how to
engage your imagination. The bad ones just told you stuff and gave you work. A lot of
teachers went for just learning by reading and not really learning by thinking. More like
just giving out information... You need to digest it on your own.
Liam associated lectures and visual, reading approaches to learning with fact-based
approaches. Actual learning involved the imagination for Liam. Being “told” information and
simply learning it by reading about it did not fully involve thinking. Bad teachers did not
structure opportunities for actual thinking or “digestion.” Riley added that allowing for different
styles of learning helped aid deeper understanding. Also, Riley concurred with Liam that often
students had to work on their own to achieve a deeper or foundational level of understanding:
You're involving all these different processes in your brain, just around one concept. I
think it builds a stronger understanding. In high school, sometimes you can achieve that
by yourself, by going off and doing that same thing again if you want to. You don't have
time because you have homework to do.
Amy described a compartmentalized quality to fact-based learning:
…it was like trying to fit everything into a box. To fit everything into whatever the
teacher wanted. It was like a stepping stone. There [were] right ways to do everything
and wrong ways to do everything. It turned into right and wrong instead of different
ways, for me at least. At Waldorf you were learning in so many different ways.
The reference to “stepping stones” anticipates something I touch on in a different section, namely
what students reported as the future-orientated nature of focusing on outcomes or products in
learning. Learning in different ways in the Waldorf school allowed Amy to understand concepts
in a non-bifurcated, non-black-and-white manner. Certainly facts lend themselves to right and
wrong, while connections and relationships lend themselves more to shades of gray. Andy said
he didn't retain facts as well when he simply memorized them by rote. Andy reported he retained
information better when his learning was engaged in multiple ways or when his learning was
experiential:
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Learning before high school felt very natural. I retained information really well in the
Waldorf system, and it was very organic, whereas learning in high school felt very rote.
It was very rigid, or it felt so, and it wasn't lasting. I couldn't tell you what we learned in
AP Human Geography except for maybe a project.
All 13 interviewees reported a severe decline in opportunities for imaginative or creative
and experiential learning. Liam explained, “We were learning through doing things [at Waldorf],
drawing, playing music, doing things. I remember when we had science units, I swear there
were more labs than I've had in high school or college which is good.” Liam conflates artistic
and experiential learning in his comment; art is experiential. Riley also spoke about the
experiential aspects of art, as well as the pure sensory-motor aspects of experience:
[Waldorf] was a lot more experiential than high school. I guess we just did stuff rather
than watch other people do stuff. Another thing was that there was a lot of movement
involved in learning things, either with bringing in other media to the learning process,
visual arts, or music, or going to another location to learn about something or doing an
activity while learning about something.
William made several comments about artistic and experiential activities simply providing
balance to other scholastic activities. William referred to the amount of desk-time in high school
in one comment:
Before high school I feel like I really did a lot of things to help learn. It seemed more
active and involved, really, but then I felt like I was just sitting in a desk all day once I
went to high school. Very lethargic and boring.
Several times in our interview William admitted he didn't fully understand or always appreciate
learning in the Waldorf school while it was happening. However, in a second comment about
active learning, William admitted that he missed the balance it provided:
Another takeaway [from Waldorf] is how much art we did. I've come to understand that I
wasn't just wasting my time in woodwork and handwork all the time. It was actually a
thing. I think it just provided the balance for me that I started to miss in high school.
Students reported the most significant aspect of the transition in terms of adjusting to new
learning styles was the lack of opportunities for creative or imaginative and experiential learning.
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Next I delve more deeply into student responses regarding creativity and imagination, and
experience.
Creativity/imagination. In an excerpt from a longer statement I've already referenced,
Riley provided a laundry list of many different ways in which students learn:
There's lecture type learning and then there's learning where you send that information
back to someone else. There's learning where you involve a group and learn about the
same concept again and then you study it by doing it yourself in a lab setting or
something. Then you can also depict what you're learning artistically with music or with
[art] you're doing in your main lesson book or something like that. You're involving all
these different processes in your brain, just around one concept.
Riley first lists a more informational type of learning—sending information back and forth—
before listing several transformational types of learning: social learning, experiential learning,
and imaginative or creative learning. Interviewees explained repeatedly that high school
primarily utilized informational learning, whereas other forms of learning were more isolated.
Students commented on many different aspects of creativity in learning including the general
lack of opportunity, engagement and meaning, motivation, opportunities in the arts, quality vs.
quantity, the social aspects of creativity, art as representation, connections vs. facts, and memory.
Students commented on the general lack of opportunity fir artistic expression. Formal
arts classes helped Amy especially value artistic moments:
I think [art classes in high school] made me value those moments of creativity a lot more
because they seemed more isolated. Whenever I got the chance to be in a production, or
be in orchestra, or have an assignment that was less totally structured, I really valued
those moments of “I can take this and creatively run with it.”
Coco added that students were given more opportunities for creativity later on in high school:
[Creativity is] pretty rare. It got better towards junior and senior year. It got a little bit
more. That was definitely like a breath of fresh air whenever that happened. I'd be like,
"Yeah! Let's apply our learning to the real world. That sounds like a great idea." I'd say
at least three times that happened.
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Coco’s comment addresses a theme that converges with many other themes, namely the
differences between ninth and tenth, and 11th and 12th grade experiences.
Creativity in learning was most often referenced in interviews with regard to meaning.
The majority of interviewees said creativity and imagination provided a sense of personal
connection and meaning. William talked about the personal connection creativity afforded as
well as the pride he experienced as a result of that connection:
[Creativity in Waldorf] made it more personal. I didn't really have much of a connection
to many of the things I did in high school. I didn't really feel strongly about them.
David echoed William's sentiments of pride and likened creative or artistic work to experience:
I have something that I can be proud of, whether it's like a paper or a song, anything
artistic, especially, but anything where I have a project, especially one that I can present.
I just get a kick out of showing people things I made. That's very gratifying for me.
Janet referred to intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation in creative projects. Associating
intrinsic motivation with success, Janet said, “The creative projects I did more for myself more
than I did for [grades].” Coco reported proactively seeking out opportunities for creative
engagement by conversing with teachers, saying, “I would talk to the teacher about it and say,
'Here's how you're going to get my engagement.'"
Several students remarked on creativity in learning offering opportunities in the arts and
in other disciplines not present in more “traditional” curriculums. Andy remarked on the
intrinsically motivating nature of art as well as his experience with artistic geometry:
I think I thrived in the creative aspect... to push yourself even though you didn't really
notice that you were being pushed, or just doing things that you would never... I don't
know any of my friends who have done [artistic geometrical drawings].
In addition to his algebraic experience with geometry in high school, Andy also explored
geometry from a purely artistic angle (no pun intended) in elementary school. He didn't believe
any of his high school classmates had a similar experience with geometry. Andy’s comments
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about “pushing himself” echoed Coco's and Janet's comments above about intrinsic motivation.
David commented on the association between his experiences in the arts in elementary school
and his appreciation for the arts as a young adult:
At least from first grade on [in the Waldorf school], maybe even in kindergarten, it could
be like a kindergarten play, but you're performing all the time. I would attribute a lot of
my love for music to that because you start music in third grade. It's definitely a very
good environment to encourage arts of all kinds because every student basically tries their
hand at almost every art form so they can find one that they really love.
Several students commented on the qualitative aspects of creativity and imagination as
differentiated from other ways of learning. Jeff commented on the rigorous nature of qualitative
approaches to learning:
…trying to do quality work. It wasn't necessarily perfection, but it was like trying to be
as good as you can be and try to make it as good as possible, as good as you could
possibly get it. That was really hard.
Coco, who went to her teachers sometimes to discuss how she might be more creative in her
approach to assignments, had to pick and choose her battles. Commenting on the time-intensive
quality of creativity, Coco said, “I didn't have the actual hours in the day to put more creativity
into it.” Andy addressed the qualitative aspects of creativity from the perspective of the teacher
and evaluation, as well as class size:
That comes from a place like Waldorf where you have 26 kids writing extremely creative,
or maybe subjectively creative things. Inherently you're going to lose accountability for
quality and whatnot [in high school]. That was my experience, at least.
Andy comments specifically on the time-intensive nature of creative work from the perspective
of evaluation. In general, qualitative approaches are more time consuming for everyone
involved.
Riley listed social learning as one of many styles or modes of learning. Referring to the
social aspects of many creative and artistic endeavors, Riley said, “I think a lot of the things that
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you do [in Waldorf], like singing together or being in plays together, are emotionally exposing
experiences. When you do that as a group, that is very bonding.” David went on to say the
opportunities for bonding that creative endeavors provide allowed students to explore themselves
without prejudice:
[Art and creativity] played a significant role, I'm sure, in making me feel like I can be
anything that I want to because no social environment is totally free of prejudice or
expectations but I feel like Waldorf, at least for students, is a very accepting community
in a lot of ways.
Echoing comments given above on the opportunity for personal engagement afforded by artistic
or creative activities, David associated artistic and creative approaches with emotional safety.
Riley mentioned a high school class in which he felt a similar sense of community
through artistic expression:
It was a small class [IB film] and we were together for a year and a half. We all kind of
knew each other's style by the end and we knew what kind of movies we were interested
in and who was a good cinematographer or a good actor or whatever. A lot of the other
classes, the other IB classes that I took didn't give the opportunity for that kind of
intimate class setting.
Riley's is referring to a cohort of sorts in his comment, a small group who is together for a year
and a half. But he also seems to infer that the artistic content—making movies—also added to
the sense of community the class enjoyed. Interviewees overwhelmingly reported the sense of
community to which Riley referred is the exception in high school rather than the rule. The
theme of cohorts and small learning communities is addressed more fully in the next chapter.
Riley further commented on the social aspects of creative learning and part of the challenge
faced by high school teachers in introducing creative or imaginative elements into their teaching:
If you put a group of people together and tell them you're going to act as a character in
this play and you're going to act as this other character in this play, I don't think that
would work out very well. [Waldorf] creates an environment where [getting outside your
comfort zone is] something that you can do.
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Essentially Riley speculated in his comments that teachers might not be able to simply add
creative or artistic activities into traditional curriculums without first laying the groundwork for
such activities.
Several students commented explicitly on the differences between the use of art in the
classroom as a mode of learning, or way of knowing, and art as a representation of a concept.
Jeff reported that art was often used as a way of checking for understanding as opposed to a
mode of learning in and of itself:
[Art in the high school curriculum] was kind of just checking to see if you did it, whereas
at Waldorf, you had artistic standards and expectations for your art. It's not seen as a
method of learning [in high school] as much as it is at Waldorf.
Jeff compared the use of art in a more traditional high school curriculum to the addition of color
to a PowerPoint presentation, or highlighting in a lesson plan, saying, “[The use of art in high
school is] just kind of a color, no pun intended, color for like a lesson plan.” Jeff may be trying
to say that art in high school was used more as a spice in the educational stew as opposed to a
major ingredient. Janet commented on the seeming universal appeal of technology as well as
more representational forms of art, saying, “[Teachers] tried to make something appeal to
everyone and make it something that everyone could succeed in doing. It was more like iMovies
and posters and not necessarily paint this picture.” While posters involve creativity and artistic
expression, in form they tend towards the representation of concepts (think science fair placards).
Interviewees are not discounting the value or creativity involved in representational forms of art
in their comments; they are simply noting the differences in art as a representation of concepts
and art as a way of knowing in and of itself.
Several students commented on how imagination and creative thinking specifically
related to making connections or establishing relationships between facts. Liam commented,
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“[My AP US history class] really called on your imagination a lot. It encourages you to make
connections. A lot of stuff [in high school] was not necessarily very imaginative. The good
teachers knew how to engage your imagination.” Liam melds the use of imagination and the
ability to “make connections” in his quotation. Andy referred to the relationship between
imagination and understanding connections as he compared first grade math in the Waldorf
school to a college math class:
I'm trying to think of a good example of [imagination] at Waldorf with math. I guess you
can draw it all the way back to [the little math characters] Pasha Plus, Misha Minus, like
giving the numbers some emotion and beauty, and the golden spiral, which we learned in
fifth grade or seventh grade, phi, the golden ratio. Those are the things that we would talk
about [in Waldorf], and [my college math professor would] show us all these ... He'd just
show us math that by the end of it you were like, "Wow, that's so cool that that all fits
together like that," and I think that's a very Waldorfian way of structuring and doing math
that I lost in high school.
Liam's and Andy's comments specifically address imagination and the part it plays in relational
understanding, the understanding of connections between facts as opposed to the understanding
of the fact itself. One might refer to this relational or connective manner of thinking as analogic.
Over half of the interviewees reported retaining what they learned at the Waldorf school
better than high school. Memory is a recurring theme, intersecting also with themes such as
experiential learning as well as meaning. The theme of memory also comes up with regard to
discreet facts and rote memorization. Kit was one of several students who commented
specifically on the relationship between art and creativity and memory:
[It] also really helps if you're able to grasp any sort of memorization or anything on a
more creative level. I remember when we learned the song [at Waldorf] for how many
days each month had, in first grade we learned that song. I remember [our teacher] said
something along the lines of when you're all old, like really old in your 80's, you'll think
back to this song and that's how you'll remember how many days each month has. I still
can think back to that and say this month has this many days.
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Kit went on to say that even though she was not given the opportunities to learn as creatively in
high school as elementary school, her elementary experience continued to be helpful:
My experience is just that public schools have a very different base [where creativity is
not always considered a way of thinking]. I think it would be hard entering from a
different [base], but if you're able to think in that creative way it's a very nice experience
and helpful.
Echoing Andy's comments above about little math characters (whose exploits were told
in story form), Janet commented on memory and storytelling:
At Waldorf stuff was usually told to us in story form. It was easy to remember. When they
told information like a running list of all the stuff we should know [in high school] it was
harder to remember it.
Janet's comment is one of several illustrating the differences in student experiences with
expository vs. more narrative forms of communication.
Experiential learning. In a quotation introducing the last section on creativity, Riley
listed many different styles of learning including learning “by doing it yourself,” or experiential
learning. In addition to mentioning the lack of opportunities for creative and imaginative
learning, all 13 interviewees commented on the lack of opportunities for experiential learning in
high school compared to Waldorf. Students discussed different aspects of learning through
experience such as the holistic nature of experience, projects and products, field experiences,
applied learning, the social nature of shared experience, opportunities for different experiences,
memory, and relationship to time.
Several students directly addressed the holistic aspects of experiential learning. Amy
described experiential learning as three-dimensional:
From high school it's all paper. It's all these two-dimensional things. Waldorf for me was
very three-dimensional. Everything has its own feeling and different way of synthesizing
things. High school seemed very much like taking a whole bunch of different ideas and
synthesizing in the same way, bottlenecking everything down into a certain formula.
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For Amy, experience added another dimension to more abstract modes of learning. She also
indicated in her comments that different topics lend themselves to different modes of learning;
everything does not lend itself to the same learning process. Janet commented further on the
two-dimensional aspects of visual learning:
At Waldorf learning didn’t really feel like learning. It was more like experiencing
learning, more hands on, and more projects, and actually go out and experience the stuff,
whereas in high school it was more sit at a desk and focus and not really experience what
you’re learning. It was more like take the notes and watch the lectures.
For Janet, learning through experience “feels” different. In fact, it doesn't even feel like learning.
Kit added that experiential learning feels less abstract and more concrete:
[Waldorf] was very interactive, which I liked a lot. Everything we learned, we were
showed how to do it in a way that we were kind of given the opportunity to do it
ourselves. Even with math and stuff. It wasn't just some abstract thing but it was
somehow more grounded and I guess everything at Waldorf was more grounded in a lot
of ways.
Kit's comments about grounded-ness echo those of Riley who explained how more experiential
forms of learning provide the “building blocks” for future understanding. Students discussed
different aspects of experiential learning including the kinesthetic/hands-on nature of learning by
doing, the special nature of projects, the importance of tangible products, and the experience of
phenomena in the field.
Janet, Kit, Amy, and Liam all mentioned specifically the “hands on” quality of
experiential learning in the Waldorf school. Riley further connected hands-on learning and
movement in general, saying, “There was a lot of movement involved in learning things [in the
Waldorf school].” Four students (Janet, Riley, David, Andy) specifically mentioned having
fewer projects in high school. On the subject of projects, Riley returned to another theme
regarding the foundations of knowledge, explaining that projects involve “exploration:”
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I like to learn by doing projects a lot and what I find is that usually when I'm doing a
project I start from the ground up. For instance, Waldorf, in the eighth grade projects, I
built a small Maglev train. I knew nothing about magnets. Basically, what I had to do
was figure out everything about how Maglevs work and everything about how magnets
work and how to design things and how to build things. You have to do the entire process
from the ground up. That was really beneficial for me and eye opening. Since that
project, I've found that doing projects is probably my favorite way to learn.
In the above quotation, Riley, like Kit above, mentioned “grounded-ness” or building knowledge
from the “ground up.”
Several students remarked on the “products” of experiential learning. Liam commented
on the “tangible” nature of products:
[Theater] was a really big thing socially in terms of having something that I cared about
to do. I was never and I never will be a person who can be like, "Yeah, I want to put all
my energy into academics." It's too intangible for me. I'm learning, yes, but I like
producing things.
Amy, who commented above on the two-dimensionality of much of the learning she experienced
in high school, mentioned some three-dimensional products from Waldorf:
You were learning through doing things every day and making. I remember now that I
look back on it and think about how much I made physically in Waldorf it's really
amazing to me. It's everything from a mosaic in cement, to paper, and a blanket. I have a
blanket.
In a comment echoing his sentiments in the previous section regarding creativity and imagination
in learning, David commented on the motivational nature of tangible products, saying, “I have
something that I can be proud of... anything where I have a project, especially one that I can
present. I just get a kick out of showing people things I made. That's very gratifying for me.”
Another aspect of experiential learning is experiences in the field. Janet spoke of the
opportunities for field trips in the Waldorf school, saying, “Maybe it was with the hands on. [At
the Waldorf school] we’re actually going on field trips and experiencing what we are learning.”
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Riley also mentioned the importance of “going to another location to learn about something” as
part of a multi-faceted approach to learning.
One element of experiential learning some students reported missing in high school was
applied learning. Kit added to what she said above regarding the interactive nature of
experience. Commenting on the applied nature of learning by doing, Kit said, “[Waldorf] was
very interactive, in my opinion, which I liked a lot. It was applied, which I guess is similar to
interactive.” Kit went on to explain that experiential learning inherently involves application:
[Interactive experience] kind of goes with the hands-on sort of applied learning that I
already referenced. Like I said, [it] ended up applying to everything then after that
because if you're able to look at things in different ways that make more sense to you, it's
really helpful.
The ability to “look at things in different ways” stems from building knowledge “from the
ground up,” as Riley explained above. It is not insignificant, perhaps, as Riley mentioned,
applied learning is just plain fun:
Yeah, I think [projects] were fun. I only had one year where we did labs in math [in high
school] and that was the best. I really like math and I always think of it in terms of real
life situations and stuff like that. It's never taught with applications. Well, those are
always mentioned in class but we never actually do them. That was a lot of fun.
In the previous section on creativity in learning, Riley commented on the social aspects
of creative endeavors. Riley also spoke of the social nature of experiential learning in a senior
film class, saying, “Every time there was a project, everyone's work was shown in front of the
class. I think that helped bring everyone else together.” Riley further explained that more often
than not, classes in high school did not afford the opportunity for the group bonding his film
class provided:
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You have a lecture or a lab every day and you might have friends in that class, but there's
not really opportunities to bond with your classmates... [like] during these big filming
projects or these screenings or whatever that I had in film. In chemistry you'd have labs
and you'd have lectures and you watch videos sometimes and you read the textbook
sometimes or whatever. It's not a group-based class.
While science labs may offer the opportunity for group bonding, they may also be prescribed.
According to Riley, activities such as watching videos and reading textbooks do not allow for
bonding.
Robert said, echoing his comments on creative activities, experiential learning in the
Waldorf school provided opportunities to have experiences he might not have had otherwise:
I really wish that I could have gone to a Waldorf high school because there's so many
opportunities there that I didn't get to do. I hear about Waldorf high schools that do
welding and circuitry, you name it, stuff that I didn't get to do, stuff that people usually
don't get to do either ever or until they get to college.
Memory is a theme addressed several other places. Andy said of a geography class, “It
was very rigid, or it felt so, and it wasn't lasting. I couldn't tell you what we learned in AP
Human Geography except for maybe a project.” The thing Andy remembered is the one example
of experiential learning from the class—a project. Knowledge gained through experience is
flexible and plastic; it is learning capable of growth and transformation. Knowledge gained
through experience establishes the foundation for further learning. When Andy describes
learning as rigid, he may be referring to a top-heavy form of learning resulting in knowledge that
rests upon an unstable foundation. According to Andy, rigid knowledge is harder to retain. Janet
commented directly on the connection between experiential learning and memory:
That’s probably why I don’t think I retained as much and remember as much in high
school as I did in Waldorf. [High school] was more just like learning for the test and not
necessarily learning and remembering everything or experiencing what I was learning. I
remember stuff that I learned in 4th grade. I remember a lot more of what I learned in
Waldorf than I think I do in high school. I think, to remember what I learned as a
freshman, I’d have to look at my notes or go back and see exactly what I wrote down.
Then I’d remember it, but it would take a review.
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Janet's comment regarding “learning for the test” leads into the next aspect of experiential
learning—time.
“Learning for the test,” as in Janet's comment above, is learning oriented to the future.
Just because the payoff is in the future does not necessarily mean the learning is not meaningful
or robust. However, in Janet's case, she did not remember what she learned because she did not
“experience” it. Riley and William talked about the differences in the experience of time in
active vs. passive experiences. Echoing Janet's comments regarding learning for the test, Riley
spoke about a favorite high school film class, saying, “Film felt like it was more comprehensive
and it wasn't directed towards assessment at the end. Also, it was fun because you get to make
your own movies.” When Riley says his film class was “comprehensive,” he may mean the
learning was more holistic in the sense that it was inherently meaningful or engaging. The
process of making movies for Riley, was “fun.” The end product—the film—may be meaningful
as well, he does not say. However, Riley intimated that active learning is meaningful in the
moment. William, on the other hand, commented on the nature of passive learning and the
experience of time:
Before high school I feel like I really did a lot of things to help learn. It just felt more
active. We had botany a bunch and we would go outside and look at different trees or
whatever. It seemed more active and involved, really, but then I felt like I was just sitting
in a desk all day once I went to high school, very lethargic and boring.
One might say of Riley's film class, “Time flies when you're having fun.” The time William
describes experiencing at his desk just laid there.
Students described their experience adjusting to new learning styles in high school. In
particular, they described having fewer opportunities for creative and experiential learning.
Participants described their adjustment not only to new styles of learning during their high school
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transition, but to new methods of teaching. Next I describe student experiences acclimating to
new methods of teaching.
Teaching Methods
All 13 interviewees said teaching methods in high school were less holistic and integrated
than Waldorf methods. Students reported teaching in high school was more fact-based and
concept-driven than teaching in the Waldorf school. Less holistic aspects of teaching in high
school included fact-based and concept-driven teaching (including the use of grading and
testing), the increased use of lecture and its attendant note-taking, the use of textbooks, and
worksheets and other forms of busywork. Students also commented on what they experienced as
a negative shift in teacher connection with, and passion towards, their subject matter across the
transition to high school. Finally, students reported a shift from qualitative- to more quantitativeoriented activities, as well as a different relationship to time.
Half of the interviewees made comments specifically regarding the differences between
teaching facts vs. more holistic understandings. Touching on a theme Amy introduced in the last
section, Jeff spoke about the compartmentalized nature of knowledge in high school:
With the Waldorf School, I thought what I had to synthesize and analyze was more
natural. It felt like the knowledge was more kind of ingrained. I think [high school was
about] having to kind of construct... having to compartmentalize things,
compartmentalize, and just summarize these certain things.
Facts lend themselves to compartmentalization. When Jeff comments that analysis seemed more
“natural” or “ingrained” in the Waldorf school, he may be referring to more relational or analogic
modes of analysis. “Natural” modes of analysis may encompass what Kit refers to as the “bigger
picture:”
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A lot of [high school] was kind of worrying just because it was a lot of memorizing in
simple ways that didn't really matter or apply to any bigger picture, a lot of busy work,
kind of a lot of just worksheets and stuff. That's something that lasted all four years of
high school.
Kit referred to memorizing in “simple ways,” and “busywork,” which is a theme taken up below.
Facts certainly may relate to bigger pictures. However, they signify no relation in and of
themselves.
Andy explained one possible way to address the “bigger picture” is through making
connections or drawing analogies:
It popped up again in my international relations class in college, and when [my senior
econ class] tied to more real world things and it felt more valuable. Marxism was an
example, or feminist theory, or the Red Scare, because in [the college] class we drew
connections to fears today, or we compared our World War II knowledge in that class to...
It was very comparative, very relative to today as opposed to this other [high school]
class, which was pretty much the facts.
Andy experienced comparisons and connections as “more real” and “valuable” than discreet
facts. Andy further commented on connections in math:
[My college math professor] would just show us math that by the end of it you were like,
"Wow, that's so cool that that all fits together like that," and I think that's a very
Waldorfian way.
Jeff explained the importance of understanding connections and relationships in the work place:
I think it's just more how it's going to be when you're asked to summarize something in
the working world. It's more preparation for that than a multiple choice test. You have to
know facts. You do have to know facts, but you have to be able to convey them and be
expressive.
One might convey facts, but to “express” them, Jeff seems to be implying one needs to be able to
draw connections and paint a bigger picture. David made a very explicit comment regarding
learning facts and understanding, explaining that one might learn the facts but still have no
understanding:
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You would write about something or make a diagram [at Waldorf]. You wouldn't
memorize these facts, so that was something that I wasn't really familiar with. I found a
significant dilemma in that because maybe I could learn all of the facts but then I
wouldn't be understanding the subject.
David may be illustrating different learning styles to some extent in his comments. While some
students may understand larger concepts by exploring discreet facts, other students may require
other modes of learning to complete a larger picture.
Another characteristic of facts, which Amy touched on in the last section on learning
styles, is their black and white nature. Andy commented on the gray nature of more complex,
relational modes of thinking. Referring to a geography project in high school, Andy said:
I remember [the project] being about Target Corporation and trying to find the ideal
location with regards to population, and where other Targets were, and where competitors
were. That's like an outside-the-box thinking. You have to do trial and error, figure out
where things go, weigh the variables. The majority of my staying up until midnight was
reading this textbook and taking notes on it, and God knows what was in the textbook
because I sure don't.
It is perhaps no accident that Andy used the metaphor “outside-the-box” to refer to a less
compartmentalized form of thinking. The type of thinking Andy described is not black and
white; it requires “trial and error” and “weighing variables.” However, it was not the mode of
thinking generally required in his high school experience.
Several students commented that relational or analogic modes of thinking concern
knowing as opposed to knowledge, or thinking itself as opposed to discreet concepts. Liam
commented on the interactive nature of relational or analogic thinking in a high school history
class:
It was this new way of looking at history. It's not just stuff that happened. It's like, how
can you think about what happened and how one thing led to another. He was also big on
primary source documents. We read the constitution. We analyzed the constitution. We
interacted with history. A lot of history courses just look at it from afar.
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Liam mentioned “interacting” with history. In addition to the connections of how “one thing led
to another” in history, Liam's teacher also highlighted the connection between the students
themselves and history. Looking at history “from afar,” the observer has no direct relationship to
the material. Liam's comment addressed meaning, but it also spoke to his teacher's mode of
instruction, which focused on relationships. Liam seems to infer that this mode of instruction
allows the student a point of entrance, making interaction possible. Liam further described the
relational quality of the teaching in his history class:
He was also a really good teacher. He had a specific way of teaching. He had his theory
of history and whatever. He taught us a lot of really good ways to look at history which
was probably my favorite part of learning in the class.
Again, Liam described a teacher who addressed the process of thinking itself. The way we look
at history has to do with our thought processes as well as our relationship to history. William,
like Liam, was invigorated by a class that awakened his thought processes. Referring to a senior
level class, William said, “Econ was really cool to me because it made sense and it was a good,
logical way of understanding the world for me. I started to understand my decision-making
process a little better and that was really cool.”
A comment from David concludes this section. Returning to the theme of connections,
David commented on the transformational nature of relational thinking:
It's more [about] learning how to connect your mind and your body and just little neuro
pathways and just move around in the world. Really fundamental things like that are
totally left out of education, just like how you exist as a human being. I think that
Waldorf leaves a lot of space for that in a very good way.
Perhaps the most significant relationship in relational thinking is the relationship between the
individual and the world. As William, Liam, and David explained previously, relational or
analogic thinking allows us to understand the world around us as we understand ourselves as
human beings.
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Two teaching methods students consistently described as less holistic and integrated were
grades and tests. Eleven of 13 students commented on the one-dimensionality of grades in high
school, while nine of 13 complained about the inflexibility and unfairness of tests. Participants
reported their academic transition to high school was more about adjusting to new styles of
learning and methods of teaching than any academic content itself. Students reported the most
significant methodological adjustment across the transition concerned testing and grading. Next
I share participant responses regarding grading before moving on to testing.
Grading. Several students commented directly on the differences between grades in the
Waldorf school and high school. Liam did not remember at first even having grades at the
Waldorf school. Said Liam: “We had grades in Waldorf, right, did we? I remember in middle
school being aware that I had a grade. I just never knew what it was or really cared that much.”
Although Jeff and Andy were more aware of their grades at Waldorf than Liam, they both said
grades were not a concern for them. Ellen commented that Waldorf grades came with more
direct feedback than high school grades, saying, “At [high school] they would just hand you a
paper back with a grade on it with no explanation of why or talk to you about it or anything.
That was different.” And Amy said of the quantitative nature of grading in high school,
“Grading was heavily based on length also, the volume of work that you produced, which didn't
make any sense to me because it hadn't been an issue ever before. We never had word counts in
Waldorf.” Quantitative vs. qualitative approaches is a recurring theme in student comments.
Several students described their overall attitude towards grades and what they
experienced as the one-dimensionality of grading in high school. Jeff wondered about the
relationship of grades to actual learning:
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I've often thought in the middle of the year, "What's getting a good grade matter, apart
from just trying to look good in front of your friends? Why does getting a good grade
really matter?" I didn't really remember a lot of stuff that we learned. It is kind of a
game, in the long run.
Robert, who rarely looked at his grades, also spoke of the relationship of grades to learning,
saying, “I cared about the fact that the grade represented my growth as a musician. It was more
about my personal growth and whether that class made an actual difference or not, and less about
the grade itself.” William, echoing a theme in student comments regarding grading in high
school and its relationship to student work, said he “copied answers from the text book” rather
put answers in “his own words:”
I think the way it impacted me the most was the way I did my work, so I would do it
looking for grades. I would copy answers from the textbook, so if the question was about
the size of the cell, I would go to that exact passage in the textbook and write it word for
word because I didn't want to get it wrong, because then that's minus one. "Okay, now
I'm 90. That's an A- instead of an A." I wouldn't risk trying to put stuff in my own words
and developing a little better understanding to the point where I could give you my
answer that was saying the same thing, so grades were definitely different.
Less holistic aspects of grades in high school concerned one-dimensionality, motivation and
meaning, competitiveness, and anxiety. Students further explained the process of adjusting to
grades in high school.
Students commented on the one-dimensionality of grades with regard to their
standardization, lack of subjectivity, and their summative nature. Jeff, who described himself as
pragmatic and positive, entered high school expecting grades to be one-dimensional. Jeff
commented on the need for assessment in high school:
I mean obviously you anticipate that's what high school's about. I didn't really find
anything weird about it or think it was super unfair. Even since my freshman year, I've
always thought that it was such a one dimensional way of kind of describing people, but
at the same time, I can also see how it's necessary for assessment and stuff and figuring
out how good students are at certain things. It can be helpful.
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Jeff explained in another comment that quantitative or standardized grading was necessary
despite its one-dimensionality:
[Grades] didn't seem like [they] covered everything. I don't know if you understand what
I mean. The system itself was probably as good as it could have been, but obviously you
just can't assess everything that happens in a class. For a public school like that, you need
something quantitative on paper of how kids are doing. It served its purpose for that,
probably.
Jeff's argument has to do in part with the difficulty in making non-quantitative measurements.
“Measurement” and “non-quantitative” may even be a contradiction in terms. Amy also took a
pragmatic approach, explaining the one-sided quality of grades was to be expected:
Grading felt very reductive to me, and very judgmental, and too simple for what we were
trying to look for. It felt like assignments could have been more broad and more thought
provoking if teachers [didn't have to maintain] this grading system. They wouldn't have
had to think of what exactly does an A mean? What does a standard A mean? They
couldn't have this breadth of work from kids because it would take more time. It would
take more work to grade it or whatever.
Amy wondered if a standards-based approach to grading hamstrung teachers in evaluating
students more holistically. She hinted that standards-based approaches inhibited the “breadth” of
student work.
Several students spoke specifically about the differences in qualitative vs. quantitative
approaches to grading. Riley associated quantitative measures with triviality:
A lot of the times I felt like I was being graded on trivial things. Also, it was quantitative
rather than qualitative. It was not the best way to measure people.
Jeff and Coco commented on the differences between Waldorf and high school with respect to
qualitative and quantitative assessments. Ever positive and pragmatic, Jeff commented on the
need to practice efficiency for the “real world:”
Whereas at Waldorf, it was like do this and just don't cut any corners; do your best work,
take your time. I think in high school it's sort of how you kind of have to deal with things
in the real world, trying to be efficient about things. It kind of teaches that skill too. I
just thought high school emphasized that skill level more.
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Jeff's take on the “real” world is fairly accurate. One has to pick and choose their battles, and
managing and balancing one's attention is an important skill. Coco described her experience
adjusting to what she experienced as one of the “weirder” aspects of a more quantitative style of
grading:
It's quantitative. It would add up. I could've maybe gotten an A instead of a B in [a] class
if I had turned in C quality work, and that's just like such a weird way to look at learning
to me by the quantity of what you've done. It was just like a weird thing to adjust to. But
I figured it out towards the end.
Several students mentioned the rigidity of grades. Kit compared multi-dimensionality to
reality, saying, “[Grades are] given too much weight, definitely. Not flexible or understandable
or [there's] just completely no flexibility. All dependent on percentages and not on personal
situations or reality really.” Percentages, or purely quantitative measurements, according to Kit,
do not represent “reality.” Amy also commented on grades and their connection to reality:
[Grades] felt very clinical, and very standardized. I feel for me it took away a lot of the
individuality I felt, in education, and in the way I learned, because I felt it was so rigid.
You got a rubric that would tell you what an A is and what a D is.
Amy mentioned the “clinical” nature of grades. The word “clinical” engenders laboratories and
sterile environments. She went so far as to say the one-dimensionality of grading precluded “the
way” she learned, or, in other words, her learning style. Amy echoed several other students who
commented on a lack of individuality or subjectivity in grading.
Janet commented on the lack of subjectivity in grading in high school. Referring to the
process of trying to understand rubrics, Janet said:
Some teachers, I feel like you have to adapt to not necessarily what you want to talk
about but what will they like you to talk about and what you have to write down to get the
desired grade. For [a certain teacher], I never really figured out what he wanted to talk
about. His assignments are very vague.
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It is possible Janet's teacher's assignments were “vague;” it is equally possible she simply did not
understand her teacher's expectations. However, her comment equated getting good grades with
a loss of subjectivity. A lack of subjectivity also frustrated Sally:
We had to do it a specific way, and for me that was my hardest time trying to adapt to
how to get a grade, because I didn’t want to, and I didn’t think it was fair to make
students learn a specific way or do things a specific way if you could get the same result a
different way. So it kind of eliminated the creativity of the student I guess, or just their
ability to find things on their own.
Sally's comment about creativity echoed Amy's comment above about grades discouraging the
“breadth” of student work. Kit, taking a very pragmatic attitude like Jeff and Amy, said the
rigidity of grading was especially hard for some students, particularly with regard to learning
styles:
I think [grading]'s really difficult for some people because it's graded on such specific
things and that's kind of how grading is, it's on such specific things like test scores and it
doesn't really matter if you're able to discuss it and make it perfectly clear that you
understand the topic and all that stuff. If you're not able to do a multiple choice test you
can't get a good grade. Grades are just not very flexible at all.
Kit echoes Amy's comments above when she hints that grading in high school benefitted
particular learning styles. Kit described the type of learning style needed to succeed in a graded
world:
I was able to work hard and to do what I needed to do to get the grades that I wanted to
get but I don't think that that applied to everyone. I was fine with that but a lot of people
just aren't really able to do that style or to break that down because they really enjoyed
writing in different ways or however or whatever the reasoning.
The ability to “break down” may be important in a world of standards and rubrics. Kit wondered
about students who are able to “discuss” a topic, but who perform poorly on multiple choice
tests. In her comments, Kit may be referring in part to more analytic vs. synthetic modes of
understanding as represented by different learning styles.
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Several students said they appreciated more formative or “adaptive” methods of grading.
Riley said the adaptive grading scheme of a senior-level calculus class allowed for more freedom
and less busywork:
The grading scheme was very adaptive. You could be graded on homework, but if you
did well on the tests, then you didn't need to turn in homework because why would you
do the homework to prepare for the test if you already knew what you needed for the test.
I enjoyed that and I appreciated that because some teachers make the effort to not make
you do busywork. That was nice because it allowed you to control what you were doing
in order to learn.
Riley appreciated the autonomy and “control” offered by the more adaptive grading scheme.
The grading formula he described also benefited poor test-takers. Coco talked about an upperlevel math teacher who utilized more formative styles of testing and grading:
The tests were like 90% of the grade, which I would hate in any other class except for
that she was doing it so well, that it didn't matter. [The tests] were like in sections, and
you can retake a section, any of the sections, just one of them, as many times as you need
to get it right. Or if it was like multiple choice that you got wrong, write down your
explanation of what you did wrong, and it made so much sense. It was like most of my
learning happened during the test period of each unit, and then I was comfortable with
being graded on that, because that's what I was actually learning.
Coco felt this grading scheme not only represented what she was learning; she felt it was an
important part of the learning process itself. It is interesting that Coco, like other students
mentioned above, referred specifically to multiple choice tests. Coco spelled out how her teacher
gave students credit for explaining why they got multiple choice answers wrong. Again,
answering multiple choice questions and giving “explanations” may represent different learning
styles.
Over half the interviewees commented on the relationship between grades in high school
and motivation and meaning. Several students said their motivation to get good grades in high
school stemmed from factors unrelated to learning. Janet described her healthy sense of
competition with her friends and her desire to make the honor roll:
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[My friend] was on high honors and I was on the regular honor roll. Then I was like,
“Oh, I want to be on high honor roll.” Second semester I focused more on grades than I
did first semester. First semester was more like I’m just going to go to school and try to
learn everything but I didn’t really focus that much on grades.
Janet's desire to make the high honor roll spurred her to focus more on her grades. She further
explained that she was self-motivated to get good grades:
I pushed myself. I wasn’t pushed, but I pushed myself to get good grades and be at the
status of my friends. Beginning of freshman year I didn’t pay attention to grades. I focus
on grades more now than I did then.
Jeff and Liam spoke of the relationship between being motivated to get good grades and
meaning. Jeff's motivation to get good grades, in some cases, sprang from his innate interest in
the material. In most cases, however, Jeff was motivated simply by his belief in hard work. Jeff
spoke of the pride in accomplishment he felt from earning an A:
There's always a sense of accomplishment you feel after [getting a good grade]. That's
what you like about it. There's always certain instances where you're like, "It's a good
challenge. I'm really interested in this, and I want to be better." That's good. A lot of the
time, it's like, "Hey, I tried really hard. I didn't necessarily like it that much, but I feel like
I accomplished something."
For Jeff, if grades did not always represent transformation or learning, they represented effort.
Jeff commented on his work ethic, saying, “Hard work is really important to me. Just putting
that effort in was sort of my accomplishment in the end.” Liam said he was explicitly motivated
by grades only when the work itself was not inherently meaningful. Liam, like Jeff, said most of
his motivation did not come from the work itself. Liam commented on the relationship between
grades and motivation:
I'll do hard work for the grade if I have to. If I can do it just because I like it and because
I think the class is enjoyable and because I want to do the work, and I want to accomplish
the learning that happens in the work, then I don't care about the grade really. It doesn't
factor in the equation pretty much. Even still, on an assignment-to-assignment basis, a lot
of the work I do is like, "Well, this is my work. I got to do my work," still.
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David, the one interviewee who did not get good grades in his high school transition, said
grades were not a motivator at all during his high school transition:
I understood how grades worked. It's a straightforward system. It's percentage and stuff.
I still didn't really care about them even though I knew how they worked and what they
meant. I would have friends that might get a B and they would just be devastated but I
could get a D minus and really just not care at all because I was never trained to have sort
of a qualitative reaction to a grade. I was also just sort of unprepared. I wasn't as
motivated to get better grades. Then as high school went on, I started to value grades
more. Like I would care about what grade I got and shoot for an A basically all the time.
I still maintained the ability to, if I got a bad grade, just sort of not really be that upset by
it, which I guess is a good thing because your grade is your grade. There's no real sense
in being that upset about it. I guess I had the benefit of knowing that they don't matter
and also eventually gained the ability to get good grades anyways. I guess in a lot of
ways, they didn't stress me out as they did for some people.
David made several comments in our interview suggesting his Waldorf experience did not
prepare him for grades in part because he felt he did not receive natural consequences for
incomplete work. David and Liam, the two interviewees who described struggling with ADHD
and work completion in general, both struggled initially to get their work done and adjust to
more formal grading in high school. Whereas David described not caring about grades, Liam
experienced more anxiety. Liam described the differences in his attitude to grades in Waldorf
and high school:
I remember in [Waldorf] being aware that I had a grade. I just never knew what it was or
really cared that much. I got to high school, and I became not a lot more aware of it, but
definitely aware that I was being measured and that I had to produce stuff. It was just
really hard for me. It made me anxious. It made me get my work done more, not
completely, but more.
Liam was able to maintain good grades throughout high school despite struggling to complete his
work initially. David’s high school experience was a journey from “Ds to As.”
Several students described good grades as a key to opening doors in the future. Their
motivation to do well stemmed in part by their understanding that grades and GPA may be key to
college admission and future opportunities. Andy, Coco, and Ellen mentioned experiencing
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stress with regard to the future-orientated nature of high school grades. Andy's main academic
motivation his freshman year was the desire to not “screw up:”
[Grades] weren't really an issue at Waldorf. I don't know if I ever got a B, but regardless
it was never a big concern. It was more when I went into high school that I was like, "My
GPA matters. How well I do in school matters. Freshman year matters." I was very
motivated to make sure that I didn't screw up, and that was the basis of my learning that
whole freshman year, so I think grades just had an impact on that, even though the grades
themselves didn't change.
Coco put it in slightly more positive terms, saying, “I was really worried about my grade, and
that was always a priority, because I realized that would be a benefit down the road to have really
good grades.” Ellen commented on the stressful nature of how grades were presented in high
school:
They make grades in high school life or death. If you don't get good grades you're not
going to get into a good college. You're not going to whatever. It just makes it so
stressful for no reason I think. That was hard.
Liam, who had a difficult time with work completion, said maintaining good grades for
the future only became a motivating factor in his junior and senior years:
I maybe checked my grades once or twice sophomore year, but it wasn't a motivator, you
know? By the time I got to senior year, I was like, "Okay, I got to keep my grades up.” It
was more of a motivator.
Grades were not a motivator for Liam. However, they were still stressful, as he reported
previously. Ellen and Kit both reported that in retrospect the stress surrounding grades was
unnecessary. Ellen commented on the notion of grades as the key to success in college:
They just don't really tell you that if you get mediocre grades or even if you get bad
grades you can still get into a college.
Kit remarked on the differences she has experienced in the way grades are presented in high
school and college:
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What's frustrating is that once you are in college, it's a lot less dependent on the grade,
whereas in high school it's made into this huge thing.
Several students commented on the competitive aspects of grading in high school. Jeff
had quite a bit to say about the competitive atmosphere of his high school:
[My high school was] such a competitive school in terms of grades. It was such an
academically rigorous and competitive environment for kids. I would say, especially my
freshman and sophomore year, like 60, 70 percent of the conversations were about classes
and coursework.
It is interesting that the competition surrounding grades was more prevalent in ninth and tenth
grades. The differences between the first two years of high school and the last two is a theme
that intersects with many other themes. Andy, Coco, and Ellen commented on anxiety in the
previous section. Jeff made a conscious effort to disengage from the competitive rhetoric
surrounding grades:
I don't think I experienced anxiety as bad as certain people did. I sort of found a point
where I didn't talk about it. A lot of the kids, they're on that honors, the IB track. It's just
such a competitive atmosphere.
Ever pragmatic, Jeff made a conscious effort to opt out of conversations about grades. Amy,
unlike Jeff, got caught up in the competitive nature of grading. Amy described how grading
affected her self-esteem and work habits:
I felt like everybody was taking too much stock in the grading systems. Everybody was
so concerned about it that it started to make me put a lot more value in it, a lot more of
my personal value into whatever letter grade I got, which is just disappointing. I didn't
always get the grade I wanted to get and I don't think it made me work harder, or helped
me. It didn't help my organizational skills. It didn't help my procrastination. It was just
this thing that I didn't always live up to. I hated that, and I hated that about myself too.
That I felt bad about it, that I was spending any time worrying about it was disappointing
to me. It's all around you. The teachers think that way and a lot of your friends think that
way.
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Andy commented on the differences between the competitive nature of the grading he
experienced in high school and what he experienced in the Waldorf school. Referring to a more
cooperative mindset, Andy said:
I think that the Waldorf learning [is] so connected. You care how the other, or you're
conscious of how the other kids at your table are doing, not in a competitive way.
Not having a set grade, according to Andy, allowed for interest in others. Andy may be hinting
that quantitatively determined grades have a finality to them which preclude further conversation
and exploration, whereas more qualitative measurements invite continued conversation.
Students reported the academic transition to high school had more to do with a change in
their relationship to teaching and learning than with any challenges with the academic material
itself. Over half of the students interviewed commented on their experience adjusting to new
ways of grading. Coco explained her anxiety surrounding grading had more to do with a period
of adjustment and confusion concerning the grading system than her grades themselves:
I just didn't know how it worked when I started, and I felt really stupid for asking about
it, because everyone had been doing that all of their lives. I was like, "How does this
work?" "How am I being graded?" That was something I had to figure out quickly so
that I would know how to be successful. I think probably part of the anxiety was like I
didn't understand how it was going to work, so it was all really vague to me and I was
like, "I'm trying my best but I don't really know what's expected of me or how someone's
going to interpret that."
Riley echoed the comments of several other students when he shared how poorly he performed
on some of his first graded assignments:
Initially, I think my first couple graded assignments were probably low, low on the grade
scale, that is. I wasn't accustomed to how to do assignments in a non-Waldorf setting
because of what's expected, what entails during a homework assignment, what that means
and what kind of thinking you need to use and just what you do when you do a nonWaldorf homework assignment.
Riley referred to what “kind of thinking” he needed to use to be successful in his high school
work, intimating it was different than the type of thinking he employed in the Waldorf school.
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I mentioned earlier the challenges David, who struggled with ADHD, had in his first two
years of high school. David spoke more about the specific challenges he faced with regard to
grading:
I just didn't really know how to behave in a graded world. High school was just like a
totally linear journey from Ds to As. It was just like a perfect learning curve from totally
not knowing what I was doing to figuring it out. Now I know everything I need to know
but I think for the sake of my GPA, I would have preferred it to be some other way. I got
into colleges and stuff so it didn't really affect me that way but I probably could have
gone a little bit further if I had been more prepared for more conventional high school
experience.
Robert had a very different experience with grading. Robert simply didn't check his grades in
high school. Robert said he did not check his grades until college:
I never checked them because I wasn't used to getting them. By the time I got to college,
if I was worried about a class I would maybe check that one class, but only if I was
worried about it. Especially at the beginning of high school I just never checked. I didn't
really care just because I was so used to: do the work, turn it in, and you'll be fine. That
was the case. For most of high school it was the case that if you just do the work and turn
it in on time, you're fine.
Robert was similar in his learning style to William and Liam, who were able to understand and
retain complex and abstract concepts with relative ease. This may in part explain how some
students like Robert are able to take a more easygoing attitude towards grades.
Several students spoke about their experience “working for a grade.” Sally described her
experience working for a grade and how it was different than her experience in the Waldorf
school:
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I think that a lot of people had a hard time understanding how school works. They don’t
understand the grading as much, and maybe they don’t remember that they had issues
with that, but I clearly remember people just being frustrated. And I mean I was
frustrated too with grading, because I knew that I was good at school, but there were
times when I was just like “why am I not getting this grade?” Like I’m doing the best
work I can do, and I don’t understand how to get it. I think at Waldorf you never were
really taught how to get a grade, we were taught how to do our best, which is a lot
different than high school – like in high school or public school I guess, you’re really
taught how to get an A, you’re not taught how to do your best, it’s just do what you need
to do to get an A, and I think that was really hard for people. I picked up on it pretty
quickly.
Sally’s description of getting a good grade may relate to factors shared in previous sections like
the quantity of work, managing workloads, and reducing subjectivity. Jeff and Andy described
the process of grading as a game. Jeff, who spoke at length about grading in our interview, spoke
about the grade-centric nature of high school:
I mean it seems kind of a cynical way to put it, but it definitely did seem like you're doing
this to basically... It was more about the grade than Waldorf was. That was the main thing
for me. It was just more about, "Can I get an A in this class?"
Once Andy figured out the new grading system in high school, he began to put his energies into
other areas of interest, like Student Council:
Senior year especially I spent a lot of time doing Student Council things and working on
those projects as opposed to putting time in for school work and even going to class
sometimes, just because I knew how to do high school... it got me the grades that I
needed. It's kind of just playing the game of high school.
Whereas Andy described grading as a game, other students described grading as more of a dance.
Several students spoke about the experience of adjusting to the new quantitative nature of
grading in high school. Ellen and Sally's adjustment to new styles of grading in high school
largely concerned understanding the “numerical” aspects of grading. Ellen was confused by
letter grades and their relationship to GPA:
I was super confused about how grades actually worked, like the numerical values and
how that translated to a letter grade and how that translated to a GPA, so I was just kind
of lost about that for a while. Then I figured it out.
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The differences between qualitative and quantitative methodologies is a recurring theme in my
interviews. Coco shared Ellen's frustration. Coco spoke of the “disconnect” between effort and
meaning and her ultimate grade:
It was like the overall class grades that didn't make sense, like why one thing was more
important... I remember I would get A+ on things I just didn't try for and be annoyed
about it. I would turn in something, but I was like, "This is so bad, so bad, I'm sorry,"
then I'd get an A+ and I'd be like, "Oh, I see what's going on here. It doesn't even matter
what I do." It's not even important.
Coco also commented on quantitative measurements and her experience adjusting to how
grades work in high school:
There was a couple of times where I didn't turn something in because it wasn't done, and
then I realized I could've gotten 70% instead of 0 if I had just turned it in. I was like,
"Oh, I get it."
I know, as a Waldorf teacher, if a student turned in something unfinished to me, I would give it
back to them and ask them to finish it. I don't have a grading mechanism for giving partial
credit. The concept of turning in an uncompleted assignment may be especially difficult for a
Waldorf graduate. Jeff also commented on the importance of simply turning work in:
It's really easy to get pretty good grades, talking about like a B or B+ average. It's pretty
easy, but it's very hard to get all A's, and it's very hard to fail all of your classes. That's
probably my main assessment with grading. You would have to not do any assignments
ever to fail a class.
Echoing a theme from a previous section on grades in general, Amy said of the quantitative
aspects of grading, “Grading was heavily based on length also, the volume of work that you
produced. I hadn't had the experience of trying to think of more to say just to fill a quota of
words.”
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Another aspect of grading in high school requiring an adjustment period was grade
weighting. Janet spoke at length about aspects of her work given more weight in her ultimate
class grade. Janet remarked on the weighting of tests and quizzes in high school:
There was weighted grading [in high school] so the tests account for a lot of the grade.
The quizzes and tests were more than the homework.
Janet further commented on the weight of grades in classes with fewer assignments:
My English teacher, [with his] whole college-learning-mindset, he grades like a professor.
He doesn’t give us a lot of assignments. I think we have nine assignments in the grade
book and this is the end. He grades any grades really heavily.
Students consistently described the one-dimensionality of grading in high school. Another
teaching method students consistently described as less holistic and integrated was tests.
Testing. Nine of 13 interviewees complained about the inflexibility and unfairness of
tests. Less holistic and integrated aspects of testing reflected in student comments included
summative testing, teaching to the test, and testing methods which address fewer learning styles.
Five of the 13 interviewees commented on the summative nature of their grading
experience in high school. The summative measures in part related to the increased pace of
material and testing. Another aspect of summative grading related to combining formative and
summative aspects of testing. Several students commented on the summative nature of many
tests in high school. Janet referred to formative assessments as “surveys.” Janet spoke at length
about tests given to check for student comprehension, but then figured into overall class grades:
When we would get a challenging concept, [the teacher] wouldn’t take surveys. He
would assign quizzes to see how many people in the class understood it, and then before
the test he would go back and teach the stuff that we weren’t understanding and explain it
more.
Janet felt this method of testing actually inhibited her ability to learn and retain material. Janet
further related retention to summative testing:
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I think that’s the worst way of learning because when you don’t know something and then
you’re quizzed on it, then you learn after just to take the test. So still today I don’t really
remember much of what I learned in that class because I just retained it for a short period
of time to pass the tests.
Sally also commented on testing for comprehension early in the learning process:
In my freshman year, I had to kind of adapt to how my teacher taught. We had homework
every single night – which was fine – but we also had quizzes. We had a quiz a week,
and I just didn’t understand how that was going to benefit us, like having a quiz every
week on new material. I understood it, I guess it’s good to see people’s comprehension,
but I didn’t understand how it would benefit us and our drive to keep doing better if you
kept messing up on it.
Sally’s and Janet's comments point to the basic differences between formative tests, which test
for comprehension and understanding, aiding both the teacher and student during the learning
process, and summative tests, which provide a snapshot of a student's understanding at a
particular point in time. Janet expressed frustration with the degree to which her performance on
weekly quizzes affected her overall grade:
I had [quizzes] at the worst times, because I’d always not understand the material when
he decided them, so the testing, quizzes, more of his pop quizzes, brought down my grade
a lot in that class so that was part of the reason why I did not do so well at this class.
Another aspect of the summative nature of grading in high school was reflected in student
comments regarding teacher feedback. Both Kit and Sally explained how they only received
critical feedback on tests, feedback that would have proved more valuable earlier in the learning
process. Kit commented that teachers were never as attentive as they were during testing times:
I did struggle with [only getting feedback on tests]. No one's really as critical or as
attentive to what you're saying as they are when you're being tested. You might be
expressing those same things beforehand but they're not really being as attentive.
Since tests were often given more weight than other work, the lack of opportunity for
constructive feedback further frustrated Kit. Kit further commented about the conflation of
summative and formative assessments:
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[Tests were] my least favorite aspect. Part of it is because I didn't really have an
opportunity to have that critique before the test or the quiz. So then it was one of those
things that was graded so heavily but there wasn't that same opportunity for critique
beforehand so you couldn't really know that that's what you needed to work on. Then
your grade is so dependent on those grades and quizzes and that's when the teachers say,
"Well, that's why we have them so you know," but then it's like, “Well, that's what I'm
being graded on.” It wasn't detrimental for me because I was still able to do fine, but it
was very frustrating.
Sally, too, commented on the combination of the weight given tests and the lack of formative
feedback before tests:
Our math classes, we have it weighted, so your tests and your quizzes are 90% of your
grade, and your homework is ten percent. So even if you did all your homework, and you
kind of understood it and you understood it for the most part, they don’t necessarily check
that you do it right, they just make sure you’ve done it, and you get 100% if it’s all on
there.
In a previous section on grading, students shared comments regarding adaptive grading,
which they found to be the exception rather than the rule in high school grading schemes. One
type of adaptive grading is mastery-oriented grading, which may be distinguished from
performance-oriented grading. The focus of mastery grading is on the student's ability to master
different skills. The focus of performance grading is the student's performance on various
assessments and tests. Coco was very animated and excited as she described the adaptive,
mastery-oriented grading scheme of one of her senior-level high school math teachers, which, of
course, intersected heavily with this teacher's testing scheme. Coco's comments painted a
detailed picture of a teacher who did not mix or conflate formative and summative assessments.
Coco's description of her math teacher's testing scheme addressed an overall philosophy towards
testing, but also included many specific strategies:
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Again, I could tell you the best use of tests was in [a certain teacher's] class, because the
tests were about checking your own knowledge. She was testing us at the AP testing
level but not penalizing us for not being at that level yet. There were like 230 points in a
test, and she'd grade you out of 200 so that no matter what, it wouldn't be awful, because
she was testing you at a really high level. [The tests] were like in sections, and you can
retake a section, any of the sections, just one of them, as many times as you need to get it
right. The tests were like 90% of the grade, which I would hate in any other class except
for that she was doing it so well, that it didn't matter. We'd have a practice test that was
exactly the same format, and we would go through it in intense detail and you knew what
to expect, and you knew what your weak spots were and how to work on it, and then if
you did really poorly on a session, she would sit down and talk about it with you, and the
retake would be like, you could do it in a group of people or with her or with your notes
and figure it out. Or if it was like multiple choice that you got wrong, write down your
explanation of what you did wrong, and it made so much sense. It was like most of my
learning happened during the test period of each unit, and then I was comfortable with
being graded on that, because that's what I was actually learning.
Among other things, the grading and testing scheme described above addressed different learning
styles. While giving an “explanation of what you did wrong” might not be effective on a
multiple choice tests asking fact-based questions, it would certainly be valuable for more
process-based questions. And it addressed different learning styles, particularly for those
students who struggled with multiple choice tests or general test anxiety. Another modification
for different learning styles was the opportunity to work in small groups or with notes. While the
tests were weighted heavily in this math class, Coco did not express anxiety, since she felt her
performance on tests was a truer representation of her abilities; she did not feel she was being
“penalized” for not achieving mastery early in the learning process.
The types of testing strategies Coco described above are more time-intensive. Coco
further described two aspects of her math teacher's grading scheme requiring a slower, more
deliberate pace of instruction. First of all, Coco's teacher was very clear and upfront with her
students about what would be on the test:
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[Our math teacher] never tested you on anything you hadn't seen a couple times before,
because she was really clear about what would be on the test, and it was all like
processes, and she was like, "I want to see that you can do this process, so practice it a
bunch before I test you on it and then try it again afterwards if it didn't work out."
Secondly, her math teacher allowed retakes. Coco described the frustration she experienced with
teachers who did not allow retakes.
[You learn the material later] and feel stupid for not having gotten it right on the test.
That was a constant frustration. I also was definitely the first to advocate for retakes or
makeup work. I think I was a headache to a lot of teachers for that reason because I just
kind of wouldn't let it go, just out of it didn't seem fair or make sense.
Janet seconded Coco's comments regarding summative testing, saying, “Also we had pop up
quizzes, and at Waldorf we always are notified about quizzes and stuff. [High school] always
give them at random intervals.” In the mastery-based grading scheme Coco described in more
detail above, students are allowed to retake specific sections of a test as many times as needed.
The grading philosophy Coco described was more adaptive and flexible than the one typically
recounted by interviewees, both with regard to preparing students explicitly for tests and
allowing them the opportunity for retakes. It also may have required a slower pace to classroom
activities as well as testing.
Several students commented on the pace of testing in high school, which they found to be
much faster than the pace of testing in the Waldorf school. Part of the increased pace may have
related to the need to prepare for standardized tests. Jeff hinted at the driving force of
standardized tests:
At the beginning of the year, you get the syllabus. Being exposed to that for the first
time, you know we're going to learn this, this week, this the next week, and we have to be
ready for the MCAs by the end of the year.
Jeff recounted that this was his first experience with a syllabus. Some Waldorf students are
exposed to syllabi, but it is probably fair to say that Waldorf students have not been exposed to
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the detail of some syllabi which lay out in detail the topics for each week. Jeff explained the
relationship between standards and the pace of testing:
What was really hard about [this science class] is, just my specific teacher had a multiple
choice quiz every week, and it was pretty hard multiple choice. I worked really hard just
to try to do better on the multiple choice tests. Just having the test every week was just a
completely different thing than I was used to. The structure was so rigid at the class.
[Jeff]
Jeff explained previously that performing well on tests motivated him in and of itself. Jeff
further explained how this motivation related to testing:
It was hard [getting tested every week], but it made sense to me. I was being challenged
in a good way to learn the material, and I think that really motivated me. I mean that was
really the only, not the only "only," but that was probably the main academic challenge I
had to overcome my freshmen year, just trying to do well on these tests because you
would get to a subject like photosynthesis or cellular respiration and it would go super,
super in-depth into those, and you had to figure out a way to know what was going to be
on the test and how ... You had to know what was important and just know the material.
Part of the challenge for Jeff was not just simply understanding the material, but understanding
the material quickly, at a faster pace than he had been used to. An additional challenge was
figuring out what types of questions would be on the test. Amy seconded Jeff's comments,
saying, “I wasn't used to as many tests as I took that year. I wasn't used to the way it was
taught.”
Jeff commented previously on how standardized tests dictated the pace of learning in
some of his classes. Several students commented on their experience of “being taught to the
test.” Amy addressed teaching to the test specifically:
I wasn't used to the way it was taught. It was taught to the next test. Anything that you
were getting taught was so that they could test us on it and then move on from that, and
never really go back to it. That was challenging. There was a lot more volume to the
work we did. There was just a lot more of it. It wasn't necessarily harder.
Amy explained part of “being taught to the test” was not revisiting material after the test. This
reflects a larger theme on the lack of integration in general of much of learning in high school as
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reported by interviewees. Amy's comments about the quantity of work is a theme also echoed
throughout student remarks. Ellen also specifically referenced “teaching to the test.” Ellen said,
“Especially in the AP classes I had a lot of teachers say, 'I'm just teaching you for the test. I'm
teaching you to the test.' We're like, 'What? You could learn things.' That was always super
disappointing for me.”
Several students commented that “teaching to the test” required more formulaic work on
their part and was generally less inspiring and interesting. Ellen commented at length on aspects
of teaching to the test. Ellen hinted that teaching to the test limited creativity on the part of both
students and teachers:
I don't believe in standardized tests, like AP tests. I just think they're so dumb. The
essays on the AP Literature test for example are just super basic, really easy stuff. I think
with some of the books we were reading you could go so far into that and learn how to
analyze them in really interesting ways and do interesting things with them. Write a play
based off of it or something. Instead we were just practicing writing formulaic essays
which is what you need to get a five on the test, which is super boring. When you're
reading great literature you can do so many things, but we didn't.
Ellen referred to the type of thinking required on standardized tests in another comment:
[On the standardized literature tests] there were essay questions so it would be like they'd
have a list of books, so over the course of the year we would have had to read. [Our
teacher] chose what books we read and some of them were on that list. Then it would
just be a question that could pertain to any of those books. Except they were all main
character development or something. Then you would write an essay on that. There were
a couple of different questions. I think there [were] multiple choice questions as well.
You would read a poem or something and then have to analyze it really quickly. Then
answer multiple choice or short answer or something like that. I remember it being really
stressful because you had such a short amount of time to write all these essays, but I did
really well because it was just basic. You weren't actually super thinking. You were just
trying to write a good essay.
Ellen's quotation above regarding the type of thinking involved in standardized tests and “writing
a good essay” reflect student comments above about “working for the grade.” In fact, “teaching
to the test” may be the teacher counterpart to a student “working for a grade.” There's an
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element of standardization in both cases which may limit creativity and rigor on the part of both
teachers and students. Kit also commented on the effect “teaching to the test” had on her
learning and the depth of her thinking:
[My honors chemistry class] was graded so heavily on the testing, but the testing was
what you were just given the answers to, and you didn't have to really think about it or
anything.
Echoing their frustration with “teaching to the test,” some students were frustrated with
fact-checking tests, which simply checked for completion, as in some reading tests. Coco said of
such tests, “A lot of the tests were about having something quantitative to grade you on for your
whole class grade, or to see if you read it. At that point, I think that's silly to see if I read it.”
Coco hints that tests which only check for completion may be a wasted opportunity for more or
deeper learning. Kit also commented on her frustration with the subjective character of some
reading tests:
The thing I'm thinking of the most is like taking tests for reading assignments and having
specific questions on those tests for like what the teacher thought was the most important
things maybe from the reading that I didn't always agree with. Sometimes it would be
like really random questions just to see if you did the reading. Again, I always did fine
with that but that's one of the examples of what I'm saying. Just having right or wrong
answer which I wasn't the hugest fan of. Again, not that I struggled with it, but I just
didn't necessarily agree that that was the best way to go about it.
Kit echoed many larger themes already addressed in more detail in her comment. These themes
include fact-based teaching approaches. Despite her frustration with the teaching methodology
behind such tests, Kit performed well on fact-based tests. Her success on such tests in part may
relate to her learning style.
Over half the interviewees remarked on testing methods not previously experienced in the
Waldorf school. Specifically, six students commented on multiple choice tests. David
commented on the lack of multiple choice tests in Waldorf schools, saying, “I had never really
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done multiple choice aside from standardized testing. It was just not a form of assessment that I
was used to.” Janet had to take a multiple choice test as part of the entrance exams to her
parochial high school. Janet said of Scantrons (a type of multiple choice test), “We had to take a
Math placement test and it was a Scantron, and I was never good at Scantrons.” While Janet is
highly intelligent and achieved very good grades in high school, she always struggled with
reading activities involving decoding, such as reading comprehension. Multiple choice tests
require decoding and comparing various answers, and it may be Janet struggled with multiple
choice tests in part because of her learning style. Janet was not the only student to express
frustration with multiple choice tests. Coco, who had a similar learning style to Janet, said,
“Multiple choice, when the questions are almost the same, [are challenging].” Again, while
some learners might be able to answer an open-ended question, they struggle decoding multiple
choice questions.
Other students, although they experienced an adjustment period, experienced no
sustained difficulty with multiple choice tests. William said he didn't do very well on his first
multiple choice test in high school:
I remember seeing my first multiple-choice test in high school, my first high school
multiple-choice test and I didn't do very well on it because I just didn't comprehend it
very well. I couldn't decipher what the questions were asking and what the answers were.
It all seemed very strange to me, but I always seem to be able to learn those things later,
so I feel like I was able to learn, like it taught me how to learn the way we did things in
school.
I mentioned earlier that concepts came quickly to William. That may be in part why, like Kit, he
was able to adjust to fact-based testing methods like multiple choice tests. David, like William,
did not ultimately struggle with multiple choice tests. But he did hint at an adjustment period,
saying, “I think [taking multiple choice tests] was easy. I had just never been asked to learn that
way before; I just didn't quite know how to approach it.” Liam, unlike Janet and Coco above,
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had no trouble decoding. Like William and Riley, Liam understood abstract concepts quickly
and with relative ease. Liam did extremely well on multiple choice tests. Regarding tests, Liam
said, “I never really study for tests.” Just to drive the point home about different learning styles
and tests, Liam was the only student in the state of Minnesota to achieve a perfect score on his
ACT college entrance exam in 2014.
Echoing William, Liam, and David's comments above, Riley did not experience any
sustained difficulty with multiple choice tests. He did, however, comment on the differences
between the types of tests he took as an under- and upper-classman:
I don't really remember if I had taken many tests after the [one standardized test we took]
at Waldorf. In high school I took plenty of bubble tests. I never felt super worried about
multiple choice tests. The tests where you actually write things didn't come until slightly
later when I was more comfortable with the whole high school thing. Essay questions
didn't come until slightly later, not like second year or anything. You start with multiple
choice. I didn't feel super uncomfortable.
It should be noted also that Riley made a switch his junior year from a large, suburban public
high school, to the state-run arts high school. A larger theme intersecting with many other
themes is the difference between ninth and tenth grades, and 11th and 12th grades. One of the
differences already addressed is the more rote, fact-base quality of freshman classes.
The differences between multiple choice and essay tests speak to a large extent to
different learning styles. I've discussed the difficulty of some students and ease of others with
multiple choice tests. Like Riley above, Jeff also commented on the switch to more open-ended
test questions in the 11th and 12th grades:
This is also another thing that I thought got better my senior and junior years. I took four
IB tests [my senior year], and so they're these huge tests that cover a year or sometimes
two years of material that you have to know. The IB test, especially the history one,
there's no multiple choice in the history test. It's five essays, five essays that have to be
done in five hours. I almost think that's kind of a better judge of knowledge than multiple
choice, even though I think it's just a lot more physically taxing.
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Kit also spoke to the relationship between testing and different learning styles, commenting on
what she perceived as the possible unfairness of doing make-up or extra credit work:
There were some classes where there were extra credit projects and extra credit
opportunities that were a little bit more flexible and were probably in place for students
who had different learning styles, but the thing is when they were extra credit, I don't
think that's really the same thing because then you have to do everything and more as
opposed to having an opportunity to put just as much effort into something you're able to
better express, if that makes sense. If it's extra credit you're not able to put the same
amount of effort into it because you're doing all this other stuff at the same time.
Kit seems to be saying it isn't fair for students with learning styles not supported by a facts-based
approach to have to do extra work. Like Janet and Coco, David struggled initially with factbased questions.
There were not tests in Waldorf sciences. [Waldorf] was all discussion, so I was now in a
context where I had to give specific answers to specific questions or I would get a zero,
which was a foreign concept to me at the time. If my teacher had asked me to explain a
physical phenomenon then I would have been able to, but I might not have been able to
give a one word answer to a very specific question about it.
David's comments bring to mind Coco's description in the previous section of one of her teachers
who allowed students to receive credit for explaining their reasoning and why they got a
particular question wrong. David might have benefitted from this approach both in terms of his
grades, which were poor in the beginning, and in terms of his learning.
In the opening sections of this chapter, students described their experience adjusting to
new learning styles in high school. In later sections interviewees commented on their
experiences with more fact-based and concept-driven teaching methods in high school, including
new approaches to grading and testing. In addition to grading and testing, students commented
on less holistic aspects of teaching in high school including the increased use of lecture and its
attendant note-taking, the use of textbooks, and worksheets and other forms of busywork.
Students also commented on what they experienced as a negative shift in teacher connection with
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and passion towards their subject matter in their transition to high school. Finally, students
commented on a shifting focus in quantity over quality, and an increasingly future-oriented
relationship to time in high school.
Lecture/Note-taking. Eleven of 13 students commented on lectures and note-taking.
Several students commented directly on the differences between the Waldorf approach and their
experience in high school. Jeff said, “[Waldorf is] a lot less lecture-based than high school.”
Amy said, “Learning was always fun [in the Waldorf school]. It was a lot of storytelling. It was
like weaving a big tapestry. I remember always hearing stories and being taught through
storytelling.” Jeff agreed the Waldorf approach involved more storytelling. Jeff explained why
he found stories more meaningful than lecture-based approaches:
When a story is told really well, you can always relate. You find yourself in it, and it just
becomes easier to immerse yourself in that culture, that time period ... I mean I'm talking
about history so ... I found that was easy to relate to. Then, you contrast that with the
quantitative style of learning with high school.
Jeff actually compared lectures to a more quantitative style of learning in the above quotation.
Jeff and Andy both expounded on why they thought story-based teaching was more engaging
than lecture-based teaching. Jeff added to what he said above regarding the relational quality of
stories:
Waldorf has kind of a storytelling aspect of teaching subjects. I'm a personality type.
There was no depth on that sort of level in that [high school] class. You get a lot of
handouts that have a lot bullet pointed notes of things you didn't know.
Elsewhere Jeff described “locating” himself within stories. Stories also had a qualitative
aspect—something Jeff referred to as “personality”—he found engaging. Andy also found the
creative and artistic elements of stories engaging. Andy said, “I think I thrived in the creative
aspect. I thrived in the mix of art and storytelling, or story-listening, and the encouragement to
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think outside the box.” Andy compared story-based learning to “thinking outside of the box,”
inferring lectures have a more box-like character.
Janet revisited a theme already touched on already in several other areas, namely
retention. Commenting on stories and retention, Janet said:
I like learning stories and it was easy to remember the information. When they told
information like a running list of all the stuff we should know [in high school] it was
harder to remember it.
Janet further expounded on some of the differences she perceived between the Waldorf and high
school approaches:
[High school] was more like take the notes and watch the lectures and so that’s probably
why I don’t think I retained as much and remember as much in high school as I did in
Waldorf.
Earlier I commented on the visual quality of learning in high school and proposed that even
lectures may have a visual quality. Janet referred in her quotation to “watching” lectures. It is
hard to imagine someone saying they “watched” a story. Kit echoed Janet's statements
regarding retention, saying, “Like with earlier childhood, all the learning starts out in stories and
stuff and even with history, and I know that's stuck with me a lot more than other ways of
learning.” Amy commented that she thought listening to stories in the Waldorf school helped her
develop strong listening skills. Amy said of all her time listening to stories, “I've remembered
that and found I'm really good at listening to lectures and stuff like that, definitely.”
Nine students commented on note-taking and its relationship to lecture-based teaching.
Several students explained they didn't take notes in the Waldorf school. Janet described her
experience having to take notes for the first time:
I remember trying to just learn the way I did at Waldorf but I had to completely switch
and start taking notes and learn a more non-Waldorf way I guess you could say.
Liam described a similar turning point when he had to start taking notes:
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[I didn't take notes] right at the beginning of, maybe in freshman year, but definitely in
tenth grade with [AP US history], because you had to take a lot of notes for APUSH. I
was used to sitting back and just listening. I wouldn't take notes. Eventually, I was like, I
should probably take notes. I just figured it out on my own. For me, at least, that was
one of those skills that was fine to learn in high school.
The process of learning how to take notes was more difficult and time consuming for Coco.
Coco described her experience learning to take notes that worked for her:
Did we do that in Waldorf? Did we take notes? That was a weird thing to catch on to. I
think I really didn't get the hang of it until the very end of sophomore year and the
beginning of junior year. Definitely junior year was when I was like, "Oh, here's how I
do it for me," if that makes sense. That was a perfectionism thing, too. It was like I
thought I took really thorough notes, like oh, wait, no. It's just about what I will
understand later.
Several other students joined Coco in commenting on the analytic aspects of note-taking, the act
of deciding what information is important. Their comments regarding the analytic aspects of
note-taking correspond with comments on taking Cornell-style notes.
Four students described their experiences with Cornell-style notes in high school. Riley
commented on expectations surrounding note-taking as well as Cornell-style notes:
I think you were [supposed to know how to take notes], but they wanted to standardize it
at that point. There were exercises about taking notes. Part of that was taking notes on
something or other in Cornell format. I did that and then I realized what note taking was
all about. I also realized I didn't like the Cornell format. Since then, I have my own note
taking system that works for me. I think I've gotten a lot better at note taking as time has
gone on. I didn't like [classes that required a particular style of notes] very much because
you write down stuff, even if it's meaningless to you. There's a lot of extraneous
information that gets in there. Since then, in classes where I don't have to take notes in a
specific way, I can do it pretty well, I think with knowing what I need to write down and
what I don't need to write down.
Coco also commented on her dislike of Cornell notes:
They taught us [Cornell notes], and we did it for videos and take-home textbook
assignments, and it didn't make sense organizationally for my brain. It just didn't make
sense to me.
Liam echoed much of what Riley said in his comments about learning to take Cornell notes:
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I remember in tenth grade, they were teaching Cornell Notes. It was nice that they were
trying to teach people to take structured notes that made sense. I had to learn to take
notes on my own which wasn't too hard, really.
Jeff also commented on his experience adjusting to notes. Echoing the recurring theme of
differences in ninth/tenth grade and 11th/12th grade experiences, Jeff commented on the hardest
part of taking Cornell notes:
You would come back each week with three or four pages of Cornell-style notes. That
was a new thing in high school too. It wasn't necessarily something we needed to learn at
Waldorf, but it was just sort of a new topic that teachers across the board seemed to want
Cornell Notes. That kind of faded away as I got into upper classes. Taking notes in the
chapters was pretty easy, but having to go back and summarize them and put them in your
own words, was probably the hardest part.
Part of what Jeff and other students may be describing in their description of note-taking
is an analytic approach to digesting information. Even as their teacher is giving information
verbally in the form of a lecture, or even as the student is reading the textbook, they are engaged
in the analytic process of determining what is important and what is perhaps not. None of the
interviewees described this divided experience in relation to reading literature. Amy explained
that part of her experience with adjusting to taking notes in high school was “dividing” her
attention:
In Waldorf you don't really take notes that often. Note-taking became a lot more
important in high school, or I was told that it was a lot more important. Teachers really
emphasized that you take notes and make sure to take really good notes. It was weird for
me to start dividing my attention, because I felt I had been just listening straight to
teacher talk. Now all of a sudden I was listening and trying to decide what to write down,
and when to write it down. It's not like a teacher is stopping a lecture so that you can take
notes on it. I felt like I picked it up really quickly. It was something I was nervous about
right away, and then I found that it did help definitely. I think the most challenging thing
for me was what do I write down. What am I going to remember, and what am I not
going to remember.
Amy referred to the process of “deciding what to write down.” Student comments regarding the
process of sifting through information for golden nuggets are applicable to textbooks as well.
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Textbooks. Eight Students commented on their first experiences of textbooks in high
school. While the majority of comments regarding textbooks were negative [including two
comments on the sheer weight of textbooks], several students had positive experiences with
textbooks, and noted differences in the approaches of different teachers. Jeff and Riley remarked
on the dryness of textbooks. Jeff said of his experience with science textbooks, “It's very hard
for me to read something like a science passage, something that's going to be that dry. I guess it's
probably a lot easier for everybody to read something that's more like a story, something that's
attention-grabbing.” Riley also commented on the dryness of textbooks, as well as what he
experienced as redundancy:
I had history textbooks, which I don't like just because they're so boring. The suggestion
is you should read the textbook before you go to the class, right? I usually just went to
the class, I think, without reading the textbook because the textbook is so lengthy and
boring to read when someone could tell you the same information. The worst part was I
took AP World History. The textbook reading was actually graded here. We had to take
notes, so I did that. Then, he would also lecture, but the lecture would be basically the
same as the textbook. It seemed superfluous to me.
Amy's comments mirror Riley's; whereas Riley said textbooks felt “superfluous,” Amy said they
felt “irrelevant:”
I remember a lot of [textbooks] feeling really irrelevant to the class. It seemed that
anything we were reading was regurgitated to us again in the class the next day. It was
hard for me to make myself read it, because it seemed like everything was being gone
over anyway. It's really tedious to read a text book because they're boring mostly.
Several students found the sheer amount of information contained in textbooks
challenging. Riley compared his high school experience to Waldorf, saying, “I've never had
textbooks, I don't think before high school. They're kind of intimidating. It's a lot of
information.” Jeff also commented on the amount of information in textbooks as well as its
relevance:
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[Textbooks were] like 50 to 60 percent of what I would be dealing with over my high
school career. That was different thing [than Waldorf] too. The biology book, it didn't
seem like a lot of the information was really worth... It also seemed like they wrote it
thinking that people were not going to take notes on this part of the chapter. I just
remember being super overwhelmed at first.
Jeff's comments echoed comments shared in the last section on note-taking and regarding the
need to analyze material for its importance. Coco commented on how she approached digesting
the sheer amount of information:
There's so much information in the chapter, and the best you could do is copy down the
definitions of the highlighted words and then hope that's what they were going to test you
on, and then there's always that one question [thrown in to trip you].
William described his textbook strategy, echoing Coco's comments as well as remarks from a
previous section on grading and “working for a grade:”
Tons of textbooks. I started off, I'd read my readings and do all that good stuff, but as I
got more comfortable with the system, I knew what I had to do to get my grades. I would
start to find the bold text and learn what the bold text meant, and that's how I did it. I
would read the thing, if I wanted to read, but if it was 10:45 and I had a soccer game the
next day, I was just looking in the margins at the bolded text and that was how I dealt
with textbooks, really, except for the classes I liked.
Robert and David expressed a feeling of dis-integration reading textbooks. Robert said
he felt textbooks were “outsourced:”
Textbooks were weird. When [our teacher] had us do our final research project he gave
us the assignment months in advance and didn't really mention it after that. It was just he
gave the assignment and then it was due. You got all your information [from the text],
other than questions about the requirements of the assignment, you didn't really have any
reason for talking to [the teacher] about that assignment. It was very outsourced.
David described a similar experience with textbooks from the perspective of his teacher's
engagement:
[Teaching from the textbook and online] made it clear to me that [my teacher] didn't care
about what she was teaching, which didn't encourage me to care about it. It just seemed
like she didn't care about educating. It seemed like it was just her job. It was just what she
did to make money. That's a very discouraging place to be in, to be on the other hand of.
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David felt the use of textbooks represented disinterest on the part of his teacher, whereas Robert
felt his learning was “outsourced” by his teacher. Similarly, Coco and Jeff commented on what
they experienced as the passive nature of learning associated with textbooks. Coco remarked on
several passive aspects of textbooks:
I've thought about [why it's hard for me to learn from textbooks] a lot. I think learning
material gets concrete for me when I repeat it back or explain it in my own words to
someone who can tell me if I'm doing it right. As far as absorbing things, textbooks aren't
great, but books on tape stick in my brain really well. Definitely an auditory learner.
Coco's comment concerns, on the one hand, the one-way stream of information often contained
in textbooks. On the other hand, Coco referred to absorbing books on tape. It is probably safe to
assume the books on tape “sticking” in Coco's brain are not textbooks. It is probably safe to
assume they are fiction or non-fiction books delving more deeply into a topic and are written in a
more narrative style. Jeff unwittingly contrasted a narrative or storytelling style with the more
informational format of textbooks:
I mentioned the storytelling aspect of Waldorf School. It wasn't like textbooks were the
primary source of getting knowledge [in high school], but definitely a substantial amount,
kind of supplementing what the teacher said in class, was done through textbooks. I
would say 40, 50, 60 percent of what we learned came from the textbook, especially in
science. I think just being exposed to social studies and biology textbooks for the first
time; that was definitely eye-opening. Actually having to do that work, silent work for
the first time was... I mean it wasn't difficult really at all. It was just different.
One gets a feeling of isolation from both Coco and Jeff's comments. There were no similar
student comments of isolation regarding other types of reading.
Three students mentioned positive experiences with textbooks. These experiences
regarded their use in certain situations or as used by particular teachers. Riley commented on
textbooks used in the manner of glossaries or encyclopedias:
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The environmental science textbook I had was good because it laid out your concepts in
chapters concretely, and so you'd have bio-diversity. What is bio-diversity? You could
learn about it like that. I think some areas of study lend themselves to textbooks a lot
more than others. Environmental science was decent for textbooks.
Liam's comments regarding the encyclopedic nature of textbooks echoed Riley's. Liam
commented on the organization of content in textbooks:
A lot more textbooks for learning history in high school. You know what? Actually, it
wasn't too bad. I don't dislike history textbooks, which is weird. I can't do thick history
books on a single subject. That's what kills me. I like the textbooks because, sure they're
big and thick, but you've got like, all right, here's a section this long about this subject.
That's pretty short. I can do that. It's condensed. You can get the information and then
you can move it around in your head, you know, whatever. I like that.
Liam's comments are especially interesting given his admitted difficulties with long-term focus.
Coco commented on what she felt was the effective use of a textbook by a particular teacher.
Coco mentioned many different aspects of effective textbook use:
I think it depended on how they were used by the teacher. The best textbook use I have
ever seen was from my [AP Stat] class during senior year, another fantastic teacher that I
can't praise enough. She'd give us reading assignments, and she would explain to us why,
too. That was one of the best things. She was like, "You have to do this and here's why."
She'd be like, "We don't have time to cover this in class, but you need this information, so
read all of this, and we're going to go over the difficult parts together tomorrow, but you
need this foundation to be onboard with what I'm going to talk about tomorrow." Then at
that point it was like, "Well, yeah, I'll do it." That makes sense. We didn't get tested on it.
It was like you need to read this to get it into your brain and have a reference for what
we're going to do in-depth with the next day, and that made so much sense to me. We
never got tested on it, because it's really hard for me to be tested on just like a block of
information when you're just reading it and they're like, "Now spit it back." That was the
best textbook use I've ever seen. I don't have to take math in college ever because of that
class.
Coco echoed Riley's comments above with her explanation of how her math teacher used the
textbook as a resource to the main content of the class, not as main content itself. Coco further
explained her teacher picked the content she deemed essential. Coco was not asked to read
extraneous information and then analyze its importance. I don't mean to make the case that
students should not analyze material for its importance, but that such analysis plays to either the
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strength or weakness of students with different learning styles. Based on the general descriptions
of interviewees, high school learning and teaching was predominantly analytical. Somewhat
related to student comments regarding extraneous or superfluous content are their comments
regarding busywork.
Worksheets/Busywork. Over half the interviewees commented on experiencing what
they called “busywork” in high school. Several students commented directly on the meaningless
quality of busywork. Ellen went so far as to say she lost interest in school because of the amount
of busywork:
I was memorizing stuff for a test or writing really basic essays that I knew the teacher
would like just to get an A. I wasn't pursuing other interests or anything because I was so
busy with all this busywork, just filling out worksheets and stuff. Which was just boring.
I lost interest in school because of it. I didn't think school was what I wanted to do any
more.
Ellen referred to several aspects of busywork already discussed. One of those aspects is working
for a grade. Coco made the distinction between the quantity of work and busywork, saying,
“I think the amount of work would've been different if I hadn't felt that it was busywork.” Riley
compared Waldorf to his high school experience with regard to busywork:
I didn't really regret or begrudge going to [elementary] school ever. That was nice. In
high school, I did. Not the active getting an education, or going to the educational
institution, just some days you wake up and you say, oh, I'm going to do more homework
tonight and take more tests tomorrow. The next four years will be the same. I didn't
really have that kind of fear in my mind at Waldorf.
Ellen further commented on the use of busywork by one teacher simply as a way to keep the
students occupied:
[Our teacher] was very distracted all the time. She would just give us worksheets in
class. She wouldn't actually teach us anything. Sometimes she would go through a
problem and just stand at the board and mumble through it and you'd be like, "What's
going on?" It was not good.
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Coco echoed Ellen's suspicions, commenting on the “busy” nature of some of her technologybased assignments:
I don't like the technology-based assignments where they're doing a lot of things in high
school now where they're trying to connect to the young kids by doing it on screens, and
that's just so not me. I don't like staring at screens for a long time unless I'm writing,
that's sometimes easier on a computer. I don't like any of the computer-based
assignments that we had. They were just frustrating. They fall into the busywork
category of "we want to keep you busy and also see if this is a way to connect to the
kids."
Five students described the atomistic, non-integrated nature of busywork. Ellen
compared her experience in Waldorf to high school, referring to the lack of depth in busywork:
The work that they did [in high school] was just busywork. It was just filling out
worksheets, when we had been doing research projects and stuff since fourth grade. It
was just so surface. I could do that so quickly because at Waldorf that was just the first
step.
William echoed Ellen's comments about the “surface” nature of busywork:
I didn't like the worksheets. I felt that was tedious and didn't really get into the deeper
stuff. It was really surfaced-based. I didn't like the fact-checking work so, "Did you read
this?" I didn't want to have to answer questions about The Scarlet Letter that you just
have to read the book. "What was the main character's name?" I didn't want to have to
do stuff like that.
Part of the “busy” nature of busywork, according to William, was fact checking, which is
outlined a bit in a previous section on testing. Ellen further related busywork to testing:
I don't like memorizing a historical timeline or something, but if I have to do it I will at
least for the test. Which sucked because then I didn't like that I was learning stuff just for
the test, but I was. I wasn't actually engaging with the subjects as much as I used to.
David went so far as to suggest a student might learn many discreet facts, and still have
no true understanding about a subject, saying, “Maybe I could learn all of the facts but then I
wouldn't be understanding the subject.” Kit echoed David's comments, remarking on her
difficulty integrating discreet facts into more encompassing understandings:
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I [like] actually learning and having things that I would continue to remember and could
grow on that concept. I don't like having pointless knowledge that'll just disappear as
soon as you take the test which is a lot of that stuff.
Kit commented in the above quotation on her difficulty remembering “pointless” facts. Andy
described the rote nature of his experience with memorization in high school as compared to his
Waldorf experience:
Learning before high school felt very natural. I learned really well in the Waldorf system.
I retained information really well in the Waldorf system, and it was very organic, whereas
learning in high school felt very rote, felt like I was memorizing a lot, felt like I was
writing down notes on a lot of things that in Waldorf I probably would have just been
taught, I would have drawn, I would have talked about.
Perhaps what Andy referred to as “natural” about the Waldorf methodology is not only the
experiential or artistic aspects described in previous sections, but the integration of facts into
larger understandings.
One of the negative aspects of busywork in student comments, in addition to what some
students experienced as “pointless” or “irrelevant,” is what several interviewees described as the
disintegration between teacher-lead activities and student work. This feeling of disintegration
points to a larger theme, namely teacher passion.
Teacher Passion. All 13 students commented on what they experienced as a negative
shift in teacher connection with, and passion towards, their subject matter in their transition to
high school. While all 13 interviewees mentioned having positive experiences with certain
teachers in high school, particularly junior and senior years, their comments about teacher
passion were negative overall. Riley commented on the importance of teacher attitude to
learning:
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Teachers are really what make or break taking a class for me. Having a good teacher
versus a bad teacher is what will make me enjoy something or not. In high school, there
were some great teachers that I had great classes with and those were very enjoyable. I
just think that overall, the environment of high school was less conducive to having great
teachers and having great classroom experiences. It's conducive to putting boundaries to
what education can be. Waldorf education is a lot more open about what is possible and
what can make people learn.
Coco related teacher passion directly to her interest in a particular class:
Every year [in high school], I had at least two classes that were really engaging, and I
thought that the work was worthwhile, and then there would be other classes where I
could tell the teacher didn't care, and I was like, "Well, I don't think I should care, either.
If you're not going to put your end of the work in, then I don't... "
Several students referred to the craft of teaching. David described a teacher who he felt
did not actively “craft” her class:
[My statistics teacher] talked directly out of the textbook and in my opinion, well, she
wasn't doing anything to specifically craft the class for us.
Andy picked up David's theme, recounting what can only be described as a teacher-passion
horror story:
As for teachers developing respect, there's one teacher where people found out that she
would Google the subject of the day along with the word "PowerPoint," find a
PowerPoint on it, throw it up on the screen and just flip through it. I did not [have that
teacher], luckily, but once people find out they did their respect went out the window.
Whereas David and Andy described negative experiences with teacher passion, Jeff described a
positive experience:
You can tell as a student. Even from freshman year, certain teachers really make an effort
to make sure that they do a variety of different methods of making sure kids get the
material. I thought [my geography teacher] really made an effort to try every method of
learning that was possible. You can tell when certain teachers are a lot more enthusiastic
about what they do than other teachers.
Jeff described the opposite of the passive methods outlined above. Jeff could feel his teacher's
passion through his active and creative application of the craft of teaching. Referring
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specifically to one of the main themes of the students' transition experience, the lack of
integration, Coco spoke of the teacher's craft:
[The language teachers] are really intentional about their lesson plans and everything
builds, and it's like a whole. You want to be there participating for all of it, because it all
builds and connects and they really hold their students to high expectations and provide
all of the support that they need to get there. They're just great. I love them both so
much.
“Building” and “connecting” are two words that describe holistic and integrated teaching. A
further indication of a teacher's passion is the treatment of the actual physical space of the
classroom. Liam remarked on the classrooms of two senior-level English teachers, saying:
[The teachers] were both really interested in their subject. They actually cared about
what they were doing. Both of their rooms, a couple of yards wide wall just covered in
books like they had their own library, both of them. You know that they both read all of
those books. Both really interested in their subject. They both had a lot to teach like stuff
that I actually felt relevant to the subjects, not busywork. There was hardly ever any
busywork.
Liam related teacher passion to the distribution of busywork. Passionate teachers do not assign
busywork in Liam's estimation.
Many students commented on their teacher's connection to, and knowledge of, their
subject matter. According to Riley, some teachers' passion towards a subject came out in their
personality. Riley contrasted a passionate teacher with his caricature of a robotic teacher:
A lot of teachers in high school were in some kind of stupor of didactic regurgitation of
information to these masses of people that come in their door and then they would leave.
[This particular teacher] was very nonchalant about everything. I don't know if that was
his personality, but he was just an off-the-cuff kind of person. The important thing was
that was his personality, that was not some kind of screen he was actually behind.
Whereas in some other cases, people could appear to be not caring about what they were
doing and that's just because they didn't care what they were doing. He could be
nonchalant but you could tell that's who he was as a person. He was very invested.
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Some of Riley's teachers displayed a more passive relationship to their subject. However, his
science teacher's interest was infectious. Sally described her Spanish teacher's passion, which
was evident through his integrity:
I loved having a teacher who cared so much, he really only did speak in Spanish. Like
some of my teachers say that they do that not do that: they speak so much English I hate
it. Do not say this is like a Spanish-based class in speaking if you’re not going to actually
speak Spanish all the time. If I can ask you a question in English and I don’t get in
trouble then this is not a Spanish speaking class, this is a class where you learn about
Spanish.
Some teachers inspired implicitly through their personality or inherent attitude towards their
subject; others inspired more explicitly. Sally's Spanish teacher inspired implicitly through his
integrity. Sally went on to describe how this same teacher inspired explicitly:
He really inspired me to try hard. I was just really driven to do well in his class. He was
one of those teachers that really inspired you to take learning [seriously]. He really
emphasized the importance of knowing the language well and respecting language.
Sally described still another teacher, whose passion was evidenced in how he was led by his
interest and passion for a topic. Sally described what in another circumstance might be labelled
an unwanted digression:
When [this particular history teacher] lectures... some days we ask him one question
about like the reading or homework and instead of turning into a discussion about what
we’ve read, it’s just kind of a lecture on history and what’s happening in that time aside
from this bias that we’re reading. I never want to miss that class. So many great people
in it, and there’s so many different varying viewpoints and stuff. It just feels like the right
plane. You really can talk about anything, and it’s just a really healthy environment. Our
teacher’s just really passionate about what he’s doing, and that’s kind of like one of my
favorite things.
Sally's teacher's comfort in expressing his own unique viewpoints inspired the same passion in
his students.
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Riley and David, who both attended the state-run arts high school their junior and senior
years, commented on the unique freedom given the academic teachers at that school. David
mentioned the teachers' unique ability to pick their own curricula:
[Some of the teachers] brought analysis and criticism or they brought urban geography or
like African American lit, and they chose what they taught and we chose what we learned.
It really was a more sort of natural scholarly environment because it was everyone
learning for the sake of learning or teaching for the sake of teaching. More true to how
schools are centers of knowledge are intended to be or knowledge is the center of it, not
social control or the diploma or something like that. People were definitely passionate
about what they were teaching and learning.
Riley went on to explain how teacher passion infected students:
There's a lot of random classes that pop up as people become interested in them. The
school gives a lot of attention to what the teachers are interested in, that carries over to
the students. That was really nice because the teachers are learning and exploring what
they want to learn about, well, what they want to teach about, which is also what they
want to learn about. As long as they're doing something that they're interested in, it's
going to be interesting for the students because they're going to be emotionally and
intellectually invested in them.
Riley’s and David’s teachers’ investment and interest in their respective content areas led to
“emotional and intellectual” investment on the part of students. Furthermore, Riley described
how his teachers were actively learning and exploring alongside their students. This was, in and
of itself, inspiring for Riley.
Teacher passion is an aspect of learning which is impossible to quantify. It is a quality
that students can detect; they know it when they see it. The difference between the quantitative
and qualitative aspects of teaching was another theme in many student comments.
Quality vs. Quantity. Ten of 13 students commented specifically on the emphasis on
quantitative approaches to teaching and learning in high school. The quantitative aspects of
grading have already been detailed in a previous section. Students commented on other aspects
of quantitative approaches to teaching and learning including outside influences such as
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standards and their effect on pacing and scheduling. Jeff made the distinction between
qualitative and quantitative approaches simple, saying, “I don't think [Waldorf]'s about just doing
the work. It's always about the quality of the work.” Riley concurred, saying, “[High school]
was quantitative rather than qualitative. It was not the best way to measure people.” Liam said
of the lack of a qualitative emphasis in high school, “It's interesting because there's never really a
time in high school where I felt like, "All right. You're going to do this one thing and you're
going to do it really well." I was surprised to hear Liam say this. I knew Liam had been active
in theater in high school and asked if his comment applied to theater. He said he was referring to
academics, and added, “[Theater] was something that you could really be invested in. That was
really important for me.” Several other students made similar comments about sports and other
extra-curricular activities.
Several students felt the quantitative approach in high school was dictated by time
constraints and standards dictated from outside the classroom. Kit said of the quantitative
approach, “I thought it was pretty different just because it was so much based on the textbook
and on just preparing for the test as opposed to really breaking it down.” Ellen gave a longer
description of quantitative and qualitative approaches, saying:
I think [Waldorf] was very in-depth, is what comes to mind first. We really would go into
a subject way more than in high school especially. The biggest comparison for me was
when we were learning US history in eighth grade and we spent the whole block just on a
small portion going really in-depth behind what they were thinking and the real stories
behind it. Then we covered the same amount of material in [AP US history] in a day. It
was just like glossed over. I like that depth even though it's way slower. I remember
what I learned in eighth grade more than I remember from APUSH.
The amount of material covered in Ellen's history class simply did not allow for the more
qualitative treatment she longed for. Amy echoed Kit and Ellen's sentiments, saying, “Yeah, I
think we moved really fast through things. There's a lot to cover. I think the pace was something
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to get used to.” Riley, like Amy, commented directly on the experience of transitioning from a
qualitative to quantitative approach:
At [high school], initially, I think I was enjoying the challenge. Then it died off and I
started to realize the challenge wasn't coming from me learning more, it was coming from
me doing more work. I don't mind doing large quantities of work, I just didn't feel for
how much work I was doing I was getting the payout that I wanted, in terms of what I
was learning.
Amy also described reaching a point where she questioned what Riley called the “payout:”
Partly it got to a point where it was a volume thing where I had let it go for so long that it
seemed really impossible to even catch up at all. I think at first it was I just didn't really
want to do it.
It is pertinent to note that Riley made the decision to switch high schools after his sophomore
year. Riley explained the reason behind his decision to transfer from a suburban public high
school to the state-run arts high school was based partly on what he experienced as an emphasis
on quantity over quality:
Basically, I stopped feeling satisfied with the relationship between how much work I was
doing and how much education I was getting out of it.
Riley explained previously the freedom given teachers at the arts high school led to classes with
more specific focuses based on teacher and student interest.
Sally described part of her frustration with the sheer quantity of work. Sally, making a
qualitative argument about the driving force behind learning, commented on a high school math
class:
You just can’t like explore and do what you want to do. You have to stick to a tight
schedule: what you’re supposed to learn in the year. I mean I get that we had that at
Waldorf too, but it wasn’t about the chapter that you were on, it was about the material
you were learning and the content, and how well you understood it.
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Sally’s comments reveal that she felt the pace of instruction in high school was often driven by
the textbook or standards as opposed to the learning itself. Janet made similar comments about
math:
[My math teacher] liked to go at a very fast pace because you try to cover the entire
textbook in the nine months or whatever we had. He would have lectures each day. He
would put the lectures or the lecture notes online so you could go back and look at them
but we wouldn’t spend a lot of time on each chapter, each section of the book.
The pace of this math teacher's instruction was not dictated by the understanding or interest of
the students, but by the amount of topics in the textbook and the number of weeks in the school
year. Another subject where several students specifically mentioned the guiding influence of
textbooks and pace was science. Jeff remarked on some of the differences in science in the
Waldorf school and high school, as well as his preparedness:
I would say science, out of all the subjects, is probably the subject I felt least prepared in.
I would say it's a much more, once again, much more quantitative style of learning in
public schools. It's just a completely different style of you having to kind of take the
information and figure out what the main ideas were.
Several students commented on the fast pace of class schedules in high school and
reported missing the time offered by the morning lesson in the Waldorf school. Amy said,
“Classes also seemed pretty fast. I'd been used to that long period in the beginning of the day so
that was strange.” Liam commented on the amount of time offered during the Waldorf morning
lesson, saying, “First thing in the morning was the main lesson, which was two hours. I'm just
thinking... I have a long period of one thing, first thing in the morning. It might've helped me
transition into the day.” Another unique aspect of the morning lesson, apart from the length of
time, is the organization of subjects into units (blocks) of three to five weeks. Andy said block
scheduling really worked for him:
I think I really did well with the block system. I think it clicked with me really well, also
kind of the breadth, and then going in depth too.
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Andy associated the time allowed for morning lesson with the breadth or depth of instruction.
Time is a theme that intersects with many other themes. Students commented on time not only
in quantitative respects, such as pace or the scheduling of classes, but with regard to qualitative
aspects, such as orientation to time itself.
Time. Five students commented on what they experienced as a more future-oriented
attitude towards time in high school. David referred to the present-orientation of the Waldorf
school:
[Waldorf] just focuses down to the present moment, which I think is a good thing. I think
our culture lacks a value for the present in a lot of ways. I think to re-focus back to the
present moment is a good thing. There was a lot of immediate gratification as opposed to
your end goal being a diploma or high school or something like that. You might make a
sword and then your gratification is that you have a sword or you're doing a play and your
gratification is that you made a really great play and acted well.
All the activities David referred to as present-oriented were experiential and artistic. Amy and
Andy both commented on extrinsic and intrinsic goals in learning and their relationship to time.
Amy said she experienced a different underlying purpose to education at the Waldorf school and
high school:
Learning before high school, it was for the purpose of learning. It was for the purpose of
discovering new things and learning new things about the world. Learning after high
school was towards a goal. It was towards a set thing. It's towards college, or it's towards
the next test. I think it lost the wonder of the world part of it. It was you're learning so
that you can go to college, and you can get a good job, and you can succeed in life. It
was a tier system. Before high school it was just to learn, and to grow yourself as a
person. To figure out how something works that you didn't know how it worked
yesterday.
The word “wonder” anticipates the next major section on meaning. Andy made similar
comments to Amy's. Andy commented on the “value” of learning in the Waldorf school and high
school:
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General takeaways [of Waldorf education]? I think developing, kind of like valuing
learning as opposed to valuing the outcome of learning. Others just view learning as a
means to the end, often which would be money and a job, whereas Waldorf, it's so far
removed from the real world in the sense of it's so far removed from the external goals of
securing a job and making money.
Andy made an important distinction between learning itself and the more explicit outcomes of
learning. They are both important and integral to the overall learning experience, and, of course,
they are not exclusive. It may be that Amy and Andy's comments simply indicate a lack of
integration of meaning and future benefit. Ellen and Kit commented on the role of grades in high
school's future-orientation. Ellen felt the rhetoric surrounding grades in high school was
inflated:
The grades at Waldorf didn't seem, they make grades in high school life or death. If you
don't get good grades you're not going to get into a good college. You're not going to
whatever. It just makes it so stressful for no reason I think. That was hard.
According to Kit, the stress on grades in high school was not purely rhetorical. Kit commented
that grades in high school may have an effect on a student's immediate future:
In high school [grades are] made into this huge thing, and if you're not able to get the
good grades then you're not able to get the good classes and you're not able to get the
good teachers and you're not able this and that and that.
The previous sections recounted student experiences regarding their adjustment to new
learning styles and teaching methods in their transition to high school. Participant comments
revealed, among other things, the adjustment to new learning styles and teaching methods was
concomitant with a decrease in student interest and engagement. Interest and engagement (i.e.
meaning) is the subject of the next section.
Interest and Engagement
Participants described their experience acclimating to new styles of learning and methods
of teaching in their transition from Waldorf elementary schools to non-Waldorf high schools.
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Interviewees also reported their interest and engagement in academic material decreased in high
school. All 13 interviewees reported experiencing a decrease in their personal connection to
material and an attendant decrease in meaning. In a sense, the following section concerning
interest and engagement is a recapitulation of the previous sections on new learning styles and
teaching methods. Students consistently reported the decrease in their academic engagement in
high school was a direct result of new learning styles and teaching methods. The quotations
shared in this section recapitulate some of the student comments from the first section regarding
learning and teaching, but from the perspective of meaning. Students associated a decline in
engagement with new learning styles, including a lack of opportunity for artistic and experiential
learning. Students also associated a decline in engagement in relation to new teaching styles,
which included fact-based/concept driven learning, grading, busywork, lack of teacher passion,
and an emphasis on quantity. Finally, students reported a decrease in engagement with academic
material due to the lack of opportunity for subjectivity and self-expression.
Four interviewees commented extensively on differences in their engagement between
Waldorf and high school. Robert said, “I had an eagerness to learn more [at Waldorf] even if the
subject was not my forte or not something I was particularly interested in. I've noticed that I've
lost the willingness to learn a little bit.” Ellen seconded Robert’s sentiments, saying, “I wasn't
actually engaging with the subjects [in high school] as much as I used to.” Andy explained that
his own lack of engagement did not affect his ability to perform. Andy separated his interest
from academic performance, saying, “I could read a passage. I could take the notes. I would do
well on the test. I just struggled because it didn't mean anything to me anymore.” Andy echoed
the theme of “learning for its own sake” expressed previously, explaining a major difference in
the Waldorf approach:
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Any interest in the learning [at Waldorf] is purely for the interest in learning or the people
that you're surrounded by. I think that's its greatest advantage is how far-removed it is
from the general classic education experience with grades since you're in first grade.
Coco made several comments about why she was generally more engaged in learning at
the Waldorf school than high school. Coco commented on what she experienced as a
purposefulness of the Waldorf curriculum:
I think that at Waldorf the work that we were given is so intentionally chosen. This is the
impression I got when thinking about it afterwards, not in a way that would be clear to us,
it's like really happening on purpose, and I think that's something that I could sense when
I was doing it. Like there's a reason I'm doing this. It's the meaningful thing, again, like
even if it was all really vague to me, I knew that there was a reason for doing these
things. I never questioned whether it was worth my time or not, because I think it always
was. Even if it was really hard for me or I didn't really want to do it, I never felt like my
time was being wasted, which is a drastically different learning experience than high
school.
Coco commented specifically on her experience transitioning to high school, describing her
experience “discerning” worthwhile information:
In high school, I was picking and choosing, like it was up to me to decide what was worth
my time and what was just being tossed at me. That was why my freshman year was
really hard because I hadn't figured that out yet and I just felt generally insulted for the
whole year. Then sophomore year I had two classes that were like, "Yeah, these are
worth it. I'm going to try." The rest of it was just like get it over with. As a side note, I
feel like that mindset was really a gift to me, cause I know a lot of people who just
couldn't discern between those things. I think that caring about education is probably a
Waldorf value that I have, like I just really cared, and that's why I really looked for what
was worth it to do. I don't know if that's a Waldorf thing or just a “me” thing, but I was
able to discern what was worthwhile. Early, I noticed myself actively doing that more
than other people. [Coco]
Coco described the experience of having to “pick and choose” which material to focus on in high
school based on its inherent meaningfulness, an experience she did not have in elementary
school. More interestingly, perhaps, she noticed fellow students who did not engage in the same
process.
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Students commented on artistic and experiential styles of learning in a previous section
regarding learning styles. Many of the student comments touched upon meaning in addition to
other factors. Without repeating all the comments, the next sections offer more student
recollections specifically regarding meaning.
Sally and Kit both commented on meaning and its relation to different learning styles.
Sally described her frustration with freshman and sophomore math classes:
I kind of had to ditch [old ways of learning] and just start really learning the way [my
math teacher] did it, and that sucked, because I was like, I’m learning something based
off of one teacher’s way of doing it, I’m not learning it based off a way that I understand
it, which I hate, I really hate that. If you can’t figure it out one way, you can learn it a
different way. That was the hardest thing for me. I had lots of talks with my teacher
about that.
Kit did not share Sally's frustrations regarding learning styles. However, she noted others who
did experience difficulty finding meaning from prescribed learning styles:
Personally, I was fine. They kind of drill a certain way of writing for the first two years
[of high school] at least. For me, I was fine with that but a lot of people just aren't really
able to do that style or to break that down because they really enjoyed writing in different
ways.
All 13 interviewees commented on a decrease in artistic and experiential learning
opportunities in high school. All 13 students also made comments directly associating decline in
engagement with a decrease in artistic and experiential opportunities. Riley compared his IB
chemistry and film classes in terms of meaning:
I was doing [IB] for the last two years I was [at the suburban public high school] and I
was miserable. This was really where I started to feel like I was doing a ton of work and
it was really meaningless to me. The first class I took was chemistry, IB Chemistry. That
killed it for me. I took IB Film, though, and that was a lot of fun. Film felt like it was
more comprehensive and it wasn't directed towards assessment at the end. Also, it was
just fun because you get to make your own movies.
“Comprehensive” is similar in meaning to “holistic,” a word I've used often in my descriptions
of the high school transition experience. Riley described making movies, which is both artistic
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and experiential, as “fun.” While “fun” activities are not inherently meaningful, it is probably
safe to assume “fun” and “meaningful” are not mutually exclusive.
William described making maps at the Waldorf school and compared it to experiences in
high school:
I remember framing those maps of the US we did [at the Waldorf school], and [we] just
really poured over ours and did all we could, and borders. I remember I took a ton of time
on my borders all the time because they looked cool to me. It was, I don't know, it was
fun for me... No, high school didn't really bring that for me, that connection and pride in
work.
Making maps is both artistic, as William notes, and experiential. Part of the “connection” or
engagement William experienced had to do with both “strong feelings” as well as “pride in
work.” Kit described an experience working with maps in high school, an experience very
different from William's:
I remember junior year in geography we had a lot of map tests. At the end of the year our
final was a map of maybe the whole world even but it was also never was introduced
again after that one class. So it's like they wanted us to know more and to maybe be
thoughtful and mindful of the rest of the world but then it was never again introduced so
it just felt kind of pointless. I don't like having pointless knowledge that'll just disappear
as soon as you take the test which is a lot of that stuff, I mean actually learning and
having things that I would continue to remember and could grow on that concept.
Kit referred to a more fact-based approach to learning the names of countries, whereas William
described a more experiential approach. Kit said something quite astounding at the end of her
quotation regarding the ability of a concept to continue to “grow.” Whereas Kit expressed
frustration with the “pointlessness” of her learning experience, William expressed “connection”
and “pride.”
Janet anticipated a theme explored blow, namely subjectivity and intrinsic motivation,
when she commented on artistic projects in high school, saying “The creative projects I did more
for myself more than I did for [the teachers].” Elsewhere Janet described the seeming universal
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appeal of using the computer for creative projects. William described just such a computer
project:
I will say we had to do history day in tenth grade, so my group made a documentary and I
had friends there that could use the technology well enough where we got to kind of leave
our own imprint on what we were doing. That was a time I got to be creative in what I
was doing.
William described leaving his “imprint” on the activity. Students described again and again in
interviews the meaning and connection they experienced in creative and experiential activities.
Students commented not only on learning styles and their relation to engagement and
meaning, but on teaching methods. Students commented in a previous section on their
adjustment to new instructional methods in high school including the use of textbooks, grades,
busywork, and quantitative approaches. Many participant comments alluded to meaning. Again,
without repeating too many comments, the next section outlines more student recollections
concerning teaching styles and their relationship to meaning.
Jeff commented on narrative and relational meaning in a geography class, saying, “It's
not stuff you can relate to, especially if you're not going into being a statistician or something
like that.” Part of what students describe as meaningful is their ability to locate themselves
within the topic or, as Jeff says, “relate to it.” Students described relating to material through
learning styles honoring art or direct experience. Students further reported connecting with
material presented as a fabric of larger relationships as opposed to discreet facts. Kit echoed
comments in the last section regarding the use of narrative, saying, “Whether it was the art or the
storytelling [Waldorf was about] finding specific ways to connect it to you, to your own life, to
your own learning experience, that you can take away.” According to Kit, storytelling is
relatable to one's life. Learning for Coco was not “concrete” or real until she was able to relate it
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to her own life, or, as she said, “put it in her own words.” Coco said, “I think learning material
gets concrete for me when I repeat it back or explain it in my own words.”
Andy spoke about his relationship to “interest” in the Waldorf school. Andy said,
“[You're interested] not in a competitive way. It is kind of, but in like a, 'I'm interested way,' but
it's not numerically decided, so it allows a fluidity.” Andy may be referring to an internal or
intrinsic motivation or interest that derives from the material itself, not the associated grade.
Many student comments about grades were similar to Janet's, which related to comments
regarding “working for the grade.” Said Janet: “I feel like you have to adapt to not necessarily
what you want to talk about but what will [the teachers] like you to talk about and what you have
to write down to get the desired grade.” Other comments were similar to one from Amy, who
said, “I feel, for me, [grades] took away a lot of the individuality I felt in education and in the
way I learned.” Comments about a lack of individuality or “adapting” to various teachers'
agendas all have to do with meaning and engagement. Students who commented on artistic or
experiential learning, or adaptive or mastery-oriented grading schemes, did not speak about a
lack of meaning in their work. Andy made a telling comment about grades and their connection
to his life:
I think I started to lose [interest] in high school when I started to become more concerned
with myself and what kind of person I want to be, where I fit in socially, because in high
school it was about grades.
One might conclude from Andy's statement his former concern over grades was antithetical to
the person he wanted to be, that he was not able to locate the person he wanted to be within his
work.
An aspect of what students describe as meaningless is busywork. Students describe
busywork as mechanical, where one part seems unrelated to another or to the whole. Ellen
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commented on busywork and its relation to working for a grade, saying, “I was memorizing stuff
for a test or writing really basic essays that I knew the teacher would like just to get an A. I lost
interest in school because of it.” Riley reiterated the mechanical aspects of Ellen's description,
saying, “Once you've done that process of analyzing a book and then writing an essay and then
analyzing another book and writing an essay, it became so plodding to me, that I lost interest.”
An important ingredient in student engagement is teacher interest, as was evidenced in
student comments in a previous section on teacher passion. Riley spoke in glowing terms of a
freshman science teacher, saying, “He seemed committed to what he was talking about and
interested in what he was talking about. I think that was important for making it so meaningful
to me.” Riley used terms like “invested,” “committed,” and “interested” to describe this teacher.
His teacher's interest in the subject matter contributed to Riley's interest; his teacher's interest
was infectious. Both Riley and David spoke about the teachers at the state-run arts high school
they attended junior and senior years compared to their experiences in public and parochial high
schools in their freshman and sophomore years. Riley said of the arts high school, “The school
gives a lot of attention to what the teachers are interested in. That carries over to the students.”
In contrast, David said of a sophomore statistics teacher at his parochial high school, “She wasn't
doing anything to specifically craft the class for us.” When David says his teacher did nothing
to “craft” the class, he may be referring not only to her interest in her topic, but her interest in
education itself. As Riley's teacher's interest was infectious, so David's teacher's disinterest was
also infectious.
Many student comments regarding quantity concerned meaningless or seemingly
arbitrary work. Sally and Andy both commented on another possible aspect of a focus on
quantity, namely missed opportunities. Said Sally: “You just can’t like explore and do what you
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want to do. You have to stick to a tight schedule: what you’re supposed to learn in the year.” In
the case of Sally's comment, what is missed in a busy schedule is the opportunity for more
intuitive exploration on the part of not only the students, but the teacher. Andy commented on
the sheer number of students in his freshman English class and the teacher's inability to pay
attention to more subjective, less formulaic writing assignments:
They just had so many kids who were taking honors English Nine that they didn't have
the ability to really put as much time and thought into what you were actually writing. In
that sense I felt the transition was poor just attention-wise, expectation-wise.
What is missed in the case of Andy's comment is the opportunity for “subjectively creative”
assignments. The lack of subjectivity or agency was a significant theme in student comments.
Subjectivity and self-expression are both aspects of the larger theme of engagement and
interest. All of the interviewees made comments, either directly or indirectly, about their desire
for more opportunities for subjectivity and self-expression in high school. Riley defined the
relationship between meaning and subjectivity in an eloquent comment:
When I was doing projects, I could find some way to—regardless of what concept it
was—I could find some way to find meaning that was personal in that because you have
so much scope to explore when you're working on that. A lot of high school is not like
that. A lot of it is very prescriptive, and since meaning, as a concept, is personal and
subjective and non-prescriptive, it doesn't work because you can't ascribe meaning to
something for someone else and assume that they'll also perceive that as meaningful. It
doesn't really matter what the intentions are. Good intentions are great and all. You can't
tell someone else something and tell them, this is meaningful.
Again and again Riley explained why he found projects meaningful. Part of the reason projects
are meaningful is the “doer” is active in the production of their own meaning. David explained
freedom from “outside influence' is also apparent in art. Said David: “I felt like I could sort of
explore myself [in the Waldorf school] and figure out who I am outside without outside
influence, I guess, or with minimal outside influence.” Subjectivity in art is often described as a
form of self-expression. Janet, too, spoke of the expressive nature of art: “I liked art. It was like
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a free period where I could do whatever and do everything for myself. As an art teacher you
can't grade it on like what do I want them to paint or whatever.” An art teacher can, in fact, grade
a student on “what they want them to paint” or their use of technique. But perhaps what Janet is
describing is the inherently subjective and self-expressive nature of art. This is perhaps why
Janet feels, rightly so, she is painting for herself.
Kit referred to a larger social context, speaking about differences connecting to material
before and after high school:
I think before high school it didn't have to be as individual. I wasn't forced to find my
own ways of connecting to the subject because everyone was trying to find these own
unique ways so it was the normal thing and it was sort of a class collaborative experience
of being active in your learning, I guess. Then when I was in high school it was more of
a personal effort. Before I mean obviously, it was some choice but it was something
everyone was doing and everyone was finding ways to do and everyone was having help
to get there and to really connect to material, and in any subject.
Whereas one aspect of Kit's experience was more independent in high school, namely the
experience of personally finding ways to connect to material, Amy described feeling less
independent in high school:
I think I felt I had lost some of my independence in high school. I felt Waldorf … they
definitely trust you to do what you're going to do and get everything done that you need
to. I had totally lost that.
Part of what Amy may be describing is along the lines of Riley's comment about the prescription
of meaning. Amy may be alluding to the trust on the part of the teachers (or its counterpart—
independence on the part of the students) that the students will make their own connections and
find their own meaning given the opportunity.
Riley yearned for more freedom in his day-to-day work. Riley commented on writing
assignments in high school, referring specifically to the significance of exploration:
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Your role as a student is to answer questions and the role of a teacher is to ask you the
questions. In high school, I could never reverse that and a lot of times in my essays, I
wanted to open up a new concept or explore a new concept or ask a question of the
reader, rather than answering a question I ask myself, which seems kind of pointless
because if you can answer it, then you don't need to ask it in the first place.
Riley described another area in which he desired more freedom, namely class discussions:
The discussions felt very prescriptive, prescribed. I think a lot of people felt like that's
what they had to do. They had to discuss stuff so they would discuss stuff out of
necessity instead of interest. When I was at Waldorf, I felt like the table was a lot more
open.
Coco negotiated with her teachers, asking for assignments to be modified in such a way as to
allow for more engagement on her part. Coco described her negotiation process:
[Engagement] was definitely part of my checking in with teachers before the
assignments, cause sometimes I'd get an assignment and be like, "I don't want to do it this
way. I don't like it." I had a lot of times where it would click and I'd be like, "Oh. I will
be able to care about it if I do it from this angle." That feels like creativity to me, I guess.
Like this is the angle that's going to be inspiring to me.
Coco actually gave several examples of times specific assignments or even a whole syllabi were
modified for her based on her suggested alternatives.
Many students made comments regarding meaning and the fact-based nature of
traditional tests. Jeff commented on different types of tests, saying, “The essay writing, I think
it's just a more appropriate ... It's more picking facts that you think are important. I think that's
more like Waldorf.” Students spoke of different testing schemes allowing for greater or lesser
subjectivity on the part of students. Kit gave an example of testing on the other end of the
spectrum. Speaking of a test which did not offer the opportunity for subjectivity, Kit said:
Getting a few points off a reading quiz was frustrating because a lot of the times it would
be on things that just obviously didn't matter to the general reading of whatever it was so
it was just sort of like this is something that you noticed but it's not something that every
reader would notice so why is that on the test?
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Intrinsic motivation, a theme touched upon previously, is a theme intimately tied to
meaning and subjectivity. Amy spoke about motivation, hitting upon what for her was an irony:
I feel at Waldorf I also had much more of a connection to people who would have been
proud of me. I found that by the time I got to high school I was getting more satisfaction
from other people being proud of me than what I was feeling internally.
Amy experienced it as ironic that a more extrinsic motivation should come from teachers in high
school with whom she had less personal connection than her elementary teachers. Janet
addressed the theme more directly, saying she worked for extrinsic motivation in high school,
I did go through high school pleasing the teachers. Like Waldorf, I did everything for
myself. I did everything the way I wanted, but I think now, with grades, I think I did a lot
of the assignments and everything in high school to please the teachers and not
necessarily to please myself. Getting the grade was nice, and scoring well, but I did a lot
of stuff for other people and not necessarily myself so that was definitely different.
Several students spoke directly about an aspect of subjectivity having to do with more
existential aspects of education, an aspect one might term self-education. Amy spoke of
“growing as a person.” Amy said, “I also would takeaway that education is a full-person
experience [at Waldorf].” Jeff referred to “being as good as you can be:”
Actually trying to progress your skill in art work is very hard. I don't know if there was
this atmosphere of perfection about Waldorf. It wasn't necessarily perfection, but it was
like trying to be as good as you can be and try to make it as good as possible, as good as
you could possibly get it.
David explained self-education in an eloquent statement about the ultimate purpose of education:
The subject in our [arts high school] classes, I found, to be more relevant to being a
human being than at [the Catholic high school]. We also were given a lot of freedom
comparatively to a public school or at [the Catholic high school], which is more similar to
Waldorf. It may be just because that's what I'm used to but I think, in a lot of ways, that's
a good model because it does require the student to be active in their education in order
for them to participate in it.
The phrase “relevant to being a human being” perhaps sums up a holistic understanding of
teaching and learning.
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Summary
Interviewees were fairly unified in their descriptions of academic challenges associated
with their transition to high school. All 13 participants said their main challenge was not the
academic content itself, but acclimating to new instructional methods. The adjustment period
was relatively short, less than a year for most. Students commented on their adjustment to both
new learning styles and teaching methods in high school. Students reported learning styles in
high school were more visually oriented, with fewer opportunities for artistic and experiential
learning. Participants also reported teaching methods, including grading and testing, became
more fact-based and concept-driven in high school. Student comments on grading and testing
were fairly unified. While 12 of 13 interviewees were motivated to get good grades, many
students felt grading was one-dimensional, and heavily weighted towards the reproduction of
facts. While there were individual exceptions with specific teachers, particularly in 11th and 12th
grades, all 13 interviewees also reported a decline in teacher passion and connection to their
disciplines across the transition to high school.
In addition to their experience adjusting to new styles of learning and teaching methods,
all 13 participants reported their intrinsic connection to academic material declined in high
school. Despite their decline in interest and engagement, students maintained their motivation to
do well academically and achieve good grades. While there were exceptions in individual
classrooms and with specific teachers, particularly junior and senior years, in general students
found the academic material in high school less intrinsically meaningful than in the Waldorf
school.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SOCIAL RESULTS—
ADJUSTING TO A LARGER SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Students transitioning from a K-8 elementary learning experience in a Waldorf school to a
high school learning environment with a more “traditional” school curriculum in comprehensive
9-12 high schools experienced not only important academic changes, but socioemotional changes
as well. The educational setting and social experiences in a Waldorf school differ from a
“typical” student K-8 learning experience in several ways. For example, students stay with the
same teacher for their entire academic program in grades one through eight in a Waldorf school.
The same group of students learn together throughout their entire elementary program, and
although they have some special subject teachers, they do not change teachers or classes yearly.
School and class enrollment is also generally smaller than the enrollment found in most public
elementary and middle schools. These differences likely influenced the adjustment process of
Waldorf students transitioning to high school. Despite the unique experience of many Waldorf
students, however, all students transitioning to high school face the challenge of adjusting to a
new school community and establishing or maintaining friendships.
Students transitioning from the smaller and more intimate setting in a Waldorf school
experienced important changes socially. The new high school environment required students to
forge new relationships with peers and teachers. This chapter focuses on the nature of changing
relationships in the transition of Waldorf elementary students to generally larger, comprehensive
high schools. Participants described their experience in adapting to and participating in their
new school community. Reflecting on these experiences caused students to make comparisons
between their experiences learning in a small school with a cohort of students and one main
teacher in grades one through eight, and their experiences changing teachers and classes in larger
comprehensive high schools.
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Participants described the social aspects of their transition experience in terms of their
sense of community, both with regard to peers and teachers, and their experience forging new
friendships. In general, students reported a decline in their sense of community with peers and
teachers across their transition to high school. They described making new friends in high
school in terms of a larger process involving moving from friendships based on external
characteristics, such as shared interests or backgrounds, to more internal characteristics, such as
shared values. Unlike student comments in the last chapter regarding the adjustment to new
styles of learning and methods of teaching in high school, which were fairly unified, student
descriptions of their social adjustment were less uniform. Differences in social transition
experiences may be due to variety of factors. For instance, students who described themselves as
shy or introverted may be expected to be more sensitive to the environment of large high schools
than their extroverted classmates. There was less uniformity in student descriptions of the
process of making new friends or the effects of school schedules on the quality of community.
However, there was quite a bit of uniformity in other areas, such as student experiences with
cliques or feeling less personally connected to teachers. Next I report student responses
regarding their sense of community with peers and teachers during their high school transition
before focusing on the process of making new friends.
Participating in the School Community
All 13 interviewees described the experience of moving from a small class and
community in the Waldorf school to a larger community in high school as an important aspect of
their transition experience. Eleven of the 13 interviewees characterized the transition to the
larger community in high school, both with regard to their teachers and peers, as largely negative
in terms of their sense of community. Two of the three students attending smaller schools
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reported a positive transition experience. The majority of student comments regarding
community were related simply to school and class size. Participants viewed the school
community in several ways, referring to both the general community of students and teachers, as
well as within individual classes.
Next I focus on student comments concerning the general school community, first with
regard to community with peers, then with regard to teachers. Later, I discuss student views
regarding community within the classroom. Classroom community may be conceived as a
combination of several factors, including the mood of the general student community, the
personal connections made between students and teachers, and the types of teaching and learning
methods employed.
Community with Peers
A majority of interviewees described social challenges between peers as more significant
than academic challenges in their high school transition and beyond. Eleven of 13 students said
they experienced a decline in their sense of community with other students in their transition to
high school. Three students directly compared transitional social challenges to academic
challenges. William compared academic to social concerns, commenting on cliques, or the
difficulty breaking into seemingly pre-“formed” and static social groupings:
I did as well as I wanted [academically]. I liked that I could just coast by, but the difficult
part was socially, having not known all these kids that already knew each other and trying
to pretty much break into these formed social groups.
Andy had a few acquaintances going into high school. However, like William, he described not
only the relationship between academic and social challenges, but the isolation he felt “not
having a social group:”
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I guess it would be the more or less starting from relatively square one. Actually, no, I'd
say starting from square two because I had some kids that I knew from soccer and a few
older kids. The hardest part was establishing myself socially. I studied really, really hard.
I would be up until midnight or one a.m. doing homework that in my senior year I know
if I was assigned it I'd be like, "Oh, this is easy. I can do this in the class before it's due,"
but I would labor away at it for hours. I wasn't all that social. I didn't go hang out with
people. That was hard not having that going in, and certainly it was the hardest part of
freshman year, not having a social group.
Ellen likewise compared academic and social experiences, commenting on the hidden nature of
social concerns as compared to the more outward nature of academics:
For me it was mostly the social stuff. The academics I found pretty easy. All of us got As
or Bs, then were struggling with the social issues or something else going on that no one
really knew about. Because I wouldn't tell my parents at that point when I had an issue
socially. All they could see was that I was on the swim team, I was getting good grades,
and I seemed fine. I was not having a good time at all.
The hidden nature of social concerns in Ellen's comments is apparent not only in her difficulty
verbalizing her own social anxiety, but the inability of her parents to see beyond or behind her
good grades.
All 13 participants described their experience of community in the Waldorf school as
differentiated from experiences of community elsewhere. Student descriptions of the Waldorf
cohort model constituted the majority of comments regarding community in general. Student
comments about the differences between their experience of community in the Waldorf school
and high school reveal the nature of their concerns regarding their transitional social experiences.
Several students described initial experiences in their larger high schools of what one
might term “chi,” or emotional energy. Elsewhere I described Coco’s and Ellen's general anxiety
and shyness. It is not surprising to learn both Coco and Ellen experienced anxiety adjusting to
new levels of cumulative “feelings” in their high schools. Coco described her sensitivity to
“feelings:”
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There's just like a lot of people [in high school] with a lot of feelings around all the time,
and I'm really sensitive to that, and that was the first to exposure I had to a lot of people
with a lot of feelings that they're expressing actively all the time.
Coco associated her sensitivity to emotional energy directly to the size of her large high school:
It was a really challenging year just for me as a person, because I had a lot of social
anxiety and a lot of general anxiety. I feel like it's just environment-induced, like [my
high school] is not a relaxing place to spend six hours of your day every day.
Even Riley, who described himself as a calm, easygoing person, recounted his initial experiences
of what he termed “mass energy:”
Coming from a Waldorf school, I hadn't really experienced that kind of mass of energy. I
guess before what had happened was we would have these more intimate, personal
moments like where you could have something that's very emotionally charged, but it's
shared between a close group of people rather than by a whole crowd of people. That
was something that was awkward for me at first.
Ellen echoed Coco’s feelings in her comments regarding the sheer size of her high school
and her sensitivity. Referring specifically to noise, Ellen said, “I remember being really
overwhelmed at first by how many people there were at [high school] and how crowded the
hallways were and how loud it was all the time.” Ellen went on to give an example of how her
anxiety manifested the first day of high school:
I was just super overwhelmed and it was just all the social stuff. I just couldn't figure out
who to hang out with, what to do, lunches were really stressful because there was like
800 kids in the cafeteria at once and you're like, "Where the hell am I supposed to sit?
What do I talk to people about?" It was hard for me to connect to people right away.
Whereas Ellen described herself as introverted and shy, Amy described herself as extroverted and
outgoing. Amy described a similar first-day lunchroom experience to Ellen's, albeit from a
slightly different standpoint:
I remember lunch the first day of school. I went to the same high school as a couple other
Waldorf kids but we didn't have the same lunch. I remember going to lunch and not
having anybody to sit with. I had met two girls in one of my first three hours that sat with
me. It's funny because I don't think I really ever talked to them after that. It was just the
first day, we didn't have anybody to sit with.
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The differences between Ellen's and Amy's experiences illustrate a theme more significant to the
topic of the next section, namely the role personality and temperament may play in making
friends. Amy said of the sheer size of her school, “I remember it being big, way bigger than
anything I'd ever experienced, but I don't remember being scared about it. I was more excited
than nervous.” Whereas Coco and Ellen described feeling anxious, Amy was “excited.”
Echoing Amy's comments about being excited and Andy's previous comments about his
initial focus on academics, both Riley and Sally spoke about initial excitement over high school
masking underlying social challenges. Riley described his social situation as the “not-knowinganyone thing:”
[The first week of high school] was exciting and interesting. The not-knowing-anyone
thing, really didn't get to me until much later on after I had gotten over the bump of being
in a new place and being excited about learning new things.
Riley went on to describe the process of awakening to his social situation after his initial
excitement began to wear off:
I didn't really realize that I hadn't done anything social, developed any close friendships.
I didn't really mind that at that point. That wasn't really a problem for me until later on
when I realized what had gone missing after leaving Waldorf and what I was lacking
socially after Waldorf. I realized that it was very difficult to make close friendships with
people because there was no reason for me to make new friends at Waldorf that I could be
friends with, I was already friends with because it's a small community and I had known
them for years. It wasn't too troubling for me, but it was just something that was on my
mind. It didn't impact me that negatively, at least at first. Later on [it did].
Riley didn't even think about the challenge of making new friendships until he began to miss his
Waldorf friends. Sally also began to experience social challenges after an initial period of
excitement. Sally, unlike Riley, attended a high school with several of her Waldorf classmates.
Sally said part of her challenge was breaking away from what she experienced as a developing
Waldorf clique:
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It got harder, not necessarily because the classes were hard. But it was mainly just like
the friend thing. I always just like having lots of friends. I had a few close friends, but I
was always better at having lots of friends, just because I like being able to move around.
At the point in the year, which I think around November, December, a lot of people
started finding their groups, whereas I was just kind of like “why aren’t we all friends
still? This was really fun at the beginning of the year,” and I kind of detached myself
from like the Waldorf kids, because they only wanted to be friends with each other, and I
didn’t think that that was fun. I loved hanging out with them, but I also loved being
friends with other people and I stopped hanging out with them, and that’s like kind of
when my year started getting really hard, just because I didn’t have those people that I
had grown up with until that point.
Student descriptions of their initial experiences socially may be analogous to climbing a
mountain. At first the journey is exciting, the backpack feels light and comfortable. But as the
climber ascends, they start to experience fatigue in their legs; they begin to notice the pack straps
digging into their shoulders and hips.
Loss of Waldorf Community
Eleven of the 13 interviewees described their experience of community in the Waldorf
school as differentiated from experiences of community elsewhere. Participants described their
experience of community in the Waldorf school as a way to illustrate what they felt was missing
in their transition experience and to make sense of new forms of community in high school.
Aspects of community in the Waldorf school described by students included intimacy,
unconditional support or acceptance, and opportunities for conflict resolution and collaboration.
A theme running through many student comments concerning community in the Waldorf
school regarded intimacy, or what students described as a “family” setting. Kit, who spoke at
length about her experience and understanding of community in the Waldorf school, referred
specifically several times to “family setting.” Kit said, “[Going to high school] is kind of going
over from a more family setting of Waldorf. Not family setting, but something closer, and you
each have your little place.” One attribute of family according to Kit and others is a sense of
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“having your place.” Another aspect of intimacy described by Riley is a feeling of wholeness
not “detracting from the individual.”
It's very nostalgic to look back at that because I haven't had those kind of close
friendships since then, just flat out, I have not had friendships as good as I did in Waldorf.
Many of [my Waldorf friends] went to [the state arts highs school]. I saw a lot of them
there but we still don't have the same kind of intimate experience that you get when
you're together every day for 11 years in some cases. I miss that a lot. It put us together.
It's like you're a collection of individuals but together you're also something. You form a
unit out of many individual parts, but that doesn't detract from the individual parts at all.
That's not something I've found in high school at all, or anywhere else.
Part of what Riley may be referring to in his description of the whole vs. the parts is
unconditional acceptance.
Kit also mentioned her “unconditional” experience in the Waldorf school, saying,
“[Waldorf] just kind of becomes almost like a family setting. I mean not quite, not that there
aren't different boundaries in place but it is sort of that more unconditional sort of company.”
David commented more in depth on what feeling “accepted” meant to him:
I guess one thing to take into account is it being such a sort of tightly knit community and
such an accepting community, which is a phenomenal thing. It's almost like you become
so close to these people and you can pretty much be anyone you want.
Liam also described the feeling of being accepted for who he was and explained how important it
was to his ultimate development:
Having the small class sizes and the small school was really good for me in terms of
social growth and probably a little bit in terms of academic growth, too. Especially in
middle school which is really a transition time for a lot of people, it was really useful and
really important for me to have a small cohort of people who I knew all of, and I knew
them all pretty well. It's really good to be comfortable with myself and other people, and
myself in the context of other people and figure out how to exist in a world occupied by
other people. That was probably one of the most important things.
Liam explained that feeling “comfortable” and safe during a time when he was learning “how to
exist in a world occupied by other people” was invaluable.
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Kit alluded to another positive aspect of intimacy or family, namely learning to live with
differences:
The thing with the Waldorf class, you do grow up with these people. That makes it
harder, but in some aspects it's easier because you can learn, sort of live with these
different personalities that you might not get along with in other circumstances.
The family setting of Waldorf, according to Kit, helped students learn to live with differences.
One might think of tolerance as an aspect of acceptance. These different aspects of family,
acceptance, learning to live with differences, all amount to what David described as a “learning
how to be human” curriculum:
There was a ton of that at Waldorf—community. And you were with the same class of
people all day, every day for ten years in my case. It is a lot more than the subjects you
learn. It is a holistic education where you learn how to be a human being and more than
just how to accomplish specific subjects.
Kit concluded student comments regarding intimacy, speaking about a potential shadow
side of the Waldorf “family setting.” Echoing previous comments, Kit said, “I do think you do
kind of have your own role in the class that you make throughout the years.” Kit worried about
the potential in such a small setting for having no place to turn should a difficult social situation
arise, although she did not experience isolation herself. One such situation, Kit wondered, might
involve a negative social dynamic between students. Another might occur between a particular
student and the teacher:
Socially, obviously since it's one class for eight years, it's very close and has sort of
interesting and different social dynamics than elsewhere, which I personally liked
because I liked my class a lot, but I think that that's definitely a different experience for
some people just who maybe don't like their class or they don't have a learning style that
goes with their specific teacher.
Kit’s concern is one I've heard echoed many times. It is often the initial concern people share
when I first tell them about Waldorf education and the first through eighth grade loop. Another
worry Kit shared was the concern over students being pigeonholed:
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I guess one challenge is, since you do grow up with these people, it does make it harder
to change. I mean you're still going through some changes just because it's first to eighth
grade. But the more angsty middle schooler years, I think it's probably a little hard to
make all those changes with the same group of people you've been with. I do think it's
one of those things that kind of automatically starts coming together a little more at the
end once you start just finding more of what you want from yourself and hearing a little
bit less about what everyone else does.
Kit identified a concern shared perhaps by others in small communities, namely being
pigeonholed into a particular role or not being allowed to change. None of the interviewees
expressed feeling pigeonholed, whereas several students described how they felt the Waldorf
community had a positive effect with regard to conflict resolution.
Riley commented specifically on how he felt the intimacy of the Waldorf setting related
to conflict:
I don't think most people caused too many conflicts. I mean, you have eight years
together, you better resolve them if you do. You move on. You're developing as people
together so you get a little bit of everyone in your brain. It would be very difficult to go
through Waldorf without getting little bits of everyone else inside your head. I don't think
it's problematic at all, socially.
In his comments Riley intimated that the understanding students have of each other, the “little
bits of everyone inside your brain,” allowed them to “move on” from conflict. The predictability
of the Waldorf setting may, in part, aid in conflict resolution or the avoidance of conflict in the
first place. Amy commented on predictability with regard to program consistency:
[The small community at Waldorf] was just familiar. It would be a new subject every
time, and you were learning new things. It was just you were learning them in the same
way that you had before, which was helpful to me I think, because I didn't have to figure
out how to navigate whatever I was learning. I just had to soak it in. There wasn't a new
teacher to learn how they graded, or how they wanted you to do a certain thing, or
anything. Everybody already knew how that was supposed to go.
Going back to the theme of conflict resolution, Ellen commented on one form of conflict
she experienced in the Waldorf school—cliques: “I guess sometimes the social stuff [at Waldorf]
with my class was hard because people would get cliquey a little bit, which was always
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frustrating. We always worked it out.” Ellen attributed some of her classes' ability to resolve
conflict to their intimacy, saying, “I think [people in a cohort] spend more time getting to know
each other, and they get comfortable with each other faster.” Riley likewise attributed the ability
to resolve conflict to the larger context of the cohort model:
You have a sense of community with your peers [at Waldorf]. When you have that kind
of organization in a Waldorf school, I think it makes it a lot easier to connect with people
and thereby resolve your issues.
Part of the cohort model, as Riley went on to describe, is the involvement of the school
(or the educational program) in the development of community:
A lot of the larger problems that you might face, say at a high school, socially, or with
your education, Waldorf school can resolve themselves for the students, rather than
leaving that on the students. What the student is left with is their own problems.
Riley explained conflict resolution in his high school experience was a challenge external to the
academic program. Conversely, Riley felt the social realm was an integral part of the Waldorf
program.
A final aspect of community at the Waldorf school described by students was
collaboration. Both Kit and Amy described a shared learning experience at the Waldorf school.
Part of the collaborative experience as described by Kit was simply getting help:
Everyone was willing to help [at Waldorf] whether it was other students, because it was
such a small setting, or teachers or anything. There was a lot more support in that
whereas in high school I think that's still what I did was finding my own ways to connect
to everything but it was an individual process completely. I mean there were teachers
who were still willing to help me but I still had to take what they were giving me and
apply it to a way that worked for me.
Another form of collaboration Kit described in her comment above was “finding ways to
connect.” For Kit “connecting,” or finding meaning, was a collaborative effort as well. Amy
echoed Kit’s comments regarding getting help as well as her comments about “connecting:”
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[Waldorf] seems collaborative to me. I think because it's such a small group of people
you looked to your classmates for help and guidance. You're also learning with them so
intimately. I felt like it was collaborative, like we were all learning together.
Learning itself for Amy was a collaborative activity in the Waldorf school.
Kit made several comments further clarifying her understanding of the collaborative
nature of the Waldorf classroom and its relation to learning. First, Kit explained the relationship
between individual and group learning:
Being an individual learner and a group learner, I mean you kind of learn to be both [in
the Waldorf school] because you're with this group but … since it's a smaller class setting,
you get a lot of individual attention still, so you're kind of able to navigate between the
two.
Finally, Kit further explained the collaborative learning process at Waldorf and compared it to
her high school experience:
In our Waldorf class students would help each other if it was something that they weren't
able to grasp…. [If] they still didn't grasp it after getting help and stuff they could talk to
person after person after person until they found someone who thought about it in a
similar way… [talk to] someone who had that bridge of thought that went from one spot
to another of thinking about it. It was more of a collaborative effort. Then in my high
school experience you had to make it happen. There wasn't as much opportunity for it.
That was really hard for some people.
Two students, Janet and Robert, attended high schools smaller than many of the other
participants. Janet attended a small Catholic high school and Robert enrolled in a small charter
performing arts high school. Both Janet and Robert made many positive comments regarding
their experiences of community at their respective high schools. Janet commented on the small
size of her school, describing sharing many classes with students who rode her school bus:
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We’re all in the same classes as well, so at school we’d see each other for a lot of our
classes that we had. That was really nice because we were always in the same classes as
they are and so we didn’t really have a chance to completely disperse since freshman
year. We’ve only added people. It’s been nice because I know I can turn to them for help
in classes or with support or whatever it may be. I would compare my friendships at
[high school] to Waldorf because I created really strong bonds with the people there and
my grade even though [my Catholic high school] is a semi-large school, our grade only
had 140 students and so I felt like I knew … I personally met a lot of people and had
classes with them. I knew of basically everyone in my grade which is really nice.
Even though Janet described her high school as relatively large, it had less than half the student
body of the public high schools described by many of the other interviewees. Janet compared
her high school experience of community favorably to her Waldorf experience in terms of help,
support, and intimacy. Robert attended two schools similar in size to Janet's school. Robert
echoed comments about the family atmosphere of the Waldorf school, describing his high
schools as “homey:”
I think [my charter arts high school] was good because it was small. It ended up having
that personal element that Waldorf had. Same with [the state-run arts high school]… with
300 kids for two grades. I at least saw everyone in my school once, and I probably knew
over half of them. It ended up really creating an atmosphere and the feeling of
community…. It's a homey feeling of knowing everybody there.
Although they differentiated the feeling of community in the Waldorf school from high
school, students commented on particular aspects of their high school and even their college
community experience harkening back to Waldorf. Amy mentioned the small, close-knit theater
community at her high school, saying, theater “definitely could have [felt competitive], but it
wasn't. I think it was because it was so small and we all knew each other.” Kit described the
cohort quality of some of her IB classes: “[The cohort quality's] definitely [part] of it, especially
with the IB classes just because there's fewer students in those programs, but it is still pretty
random.” Several students commented on the cohort quality of language programs as compared
to other classes. Ellen made one such comment, describing her Chinese program:
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Chinese was fun because the expectation was that everyone who was in the class was
going to take it for four years. You didn't have to, but most people were planning on it, so
we kind of knew that we were going to all know each other for a while, which was really
fun.
Part of what Ellen described as the closeness of her Chinese program may be due to the smaller
size of language programs within high schools, creating a smaller pool of students. Another
distinguishing aspect of language programs in terms of community is they are taken in sequence,
creating a cohort of sorts.
Finally, Liam described a cohort experience in college comparing favorably with his
Waldorf experience:
Our dorm had its own small, well, our floor at least, had its own small cohort. I think
from Waldorf onto now, the times that I've been happiest, there's been this some sort of
close-knit community.
Increased Diversity and School Schedules
Two final aspects of the general experience of community reflected in student comments
concerned diversity and the effects of school scheduling. Several students described diversity as
one advantage in attending a large high school. Ellen described herself as someone who could
have stayed at the Waldorf school forever, except for her desire to experience more diversity:
I am one of the students who didn't actually get very tired of Waldorf. Most students did.
I would have happily stayed at a Waldorf high school. I would just never leave if I could.
I do think I was a little bit ready to be exposed to more diversity and a little bit bigger of a
world.
Even at Janet's smaller high school she experienced more diversity than at the Waldorf
school. Janet explained: “Since I was in an urban community, there was a lot of diversity—
socially, racially everything.”
David reflected on what he experienced as a lack of diversity at the Waldorf school, and
speculated on the limited access to the Waldorf experience based on income.
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When I was at Waldorf, I had no problems with it, but it's more sort of now reflecting on
it that I see issues with it. One definitely being diversity, racial and economic. Even in
terms of sexual preference. Me and a friend whose parents are gay who went to Waldorf,
which talking about that at some point in the past, it's just that they were like one of the
only same sex families in the whole school. I don't know how much just tuition plays
into the racial/economic thing but as a student, I just didn't really give any thought to it,
that those were just the people I was around.
David’s comment also referred to diversity in terms of same-sex parents. At another
point in the interview, David expressed a somewhat inconsistent view. David said that—despite
the diversity he experienced at his high school—he might counsel prospective high school
students to choose a high school based on similar outlooks:
I've always, I mean less so now, but I've typically been a pretty passive person. I just
kind of go with the flow no matter what. I might say don't go to [the Catholic high school
I first attended]. Go somewhere where you might find people that are like you in larger
numbers.
David experienced a lack of diversity with respect to factors related to experience and outlook
despite the diversity he experienced with respect to race, income, and sexual preference. David
described the feeling of not belonging to any group:
I tried my hand at [breaking into a social group]. Like I might see a social group and
wonder about what it would be like to be a part of it or how I would do that. Well, not
being a sports player and not really having any of these other normal sort of common
factors that so many people there did, [it was difficult.]
School scheduling (changing classes and teachers) worked against a sense of community
for some students. Ellen, Jeff, and William described the pace of class scheduling as largely
negative in terms of building a sense of community. Ellen spoke about her anxiety moving from
class to class in terms of not having a “personal space:”
It was so different moving from one class to the other. Not having your own desk or your
own space was hard for me. Walking into a class and choosing a place to sit was super
stressful. Really stressful. Then changing each semester also, it always felt like you were
starting over again and not really getting comfortable in a space or with a class.
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Jeff commented on the sheer number of students he encountered moving from class to class in
his large high school:
I think just immediately what struck me were two things, just being in a class with 30, 35
people and having a completely different class of 30, 35 people for every single class a
day. It's nothing that really the public schools do wrong, it's just kind of a side effect that
comes with being that size of a school.
William echoed Jeff's comments about the cumulative effect of moving from classroom to
classroom, saying, “My second class, I was feeling kind of overwhelmed because I'd never had
to walk from classroom to classroom like that, so just the basic structure of everything was
different.”
Amy, a self-described extrovert, commented on the fast pace of scheduling as well as the
“jarring” effect of the bells:
There were the bells that rang in between every class, they were real loud. I remember
that, being jarring. I remember everybody packing up before class was over, before the
teacher was done talking, and being like what are you guys doing? Nothing has happened
yet.
While Ellen, Jeff, and William were somewhat depleted by all the movement and noise between
classes, Andy, a self-described extrovert, described being energized by passing times:
I thought it was super cool how passing time everyone kind of moved all at once. You had
all these people moving all over. You'd see the people that you knew every once in a
while and you'd say, "Hey," and feel really cool, and you'd know someone.
Participants commented on community with peers and within the larger school
community. Students further described their sense of community with teachers and how their
relationships with teachers and the learning activities within classes affected their transition to
high school. Next I relate student comments regarding their relationships with teachers before
moving on to descriptions of classroom community.
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Community with Teachers
Eleven of 13 interviewees described a decline in personal connection with teachers in
general during their high school transition. However, all 13 interviewees described positive
experiences with regard to their personal connection to specific teachers in their junior and senior
years. Students shared different aspects of a positive sense of community with teachers
including specific interest, effort, kindness, and a familiarity with their personal circumstances.
Andy illustrated the differences between general and personal care, commenting on his
teacher's personal interest:
I met what I would call my "high school mentor." He'd motivate us. He was the most
inspirational person I had ever met at high school, the best teacher I'd met that I felt cared
about me in like a, believing that I'll go somewhere, not in like a, "Oh, he's a good
student; he'll go places," in like a, "Your character is something that I am interested in."
The interactions Andy described took place during student council periods, where Andy was one
of only several students working with this particular teacher.
Jeff felt the effort teachers put forward played a part in students' ultimate feelings of
connection with particular teachers. Coco associated her teacher's sheer work ethic with her care
for her students:
[One of my teachers] really cared. She put a lot of work into her lesson plans and was
really approachable and there for her students at all times, which I didn't really need as
much support in that class, but I could see that she would have given it, which was really
good.
Several students commented on teacher kindness and congeniality as a factor in their
feelings of community with teachers. Robert explained the importance of kindness:
I enjoyed [my math teacher at my charter arts high school] because she was really, really
kind. She was just a good person. I could see that and it came off that she cared, which
was the important part. She cared and she was just a good human being in my eyes.
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Robert explained how the student/teacher relationship determined the quality of “care” provided
by teachers, perhaps detected on a gut level:
I remember my American history class. That teacher was really nice if you were on her
good side. If she didn't particularly enjoy you as a student, she wasn't deliberately mean,
but you could tell. As you can tell with any teacher I think, it just comes off.
Part of what students described as kindness on the part of teachers was a familiarity with their
students' personal circumstances. Ellen described a teacher who was familiar with Waldorf
education: “I loved my Geometry class because the teacher knew what Waldorf was. He kind of
understood it. He was really nice.” Teacher knowledge of the student’s educational background
established a feeling of being known for the student.
Lack of Care and Personal Connections
Five students commented directly on what they experienced as a general lack of care or
personal connection from their teachers in high school. Coco said of care: “At Waldorf, all the
authority figures are always caring for you and have your best interest at heart, and that's not
really true in high school.” Whereas Coco mentioned “care,” Amy spoke of “connection:”
At Waldorf I also had much more of a connection to people who would have been proud
of me. I had much more of a connection to [my class teacher] than I did to any of my
teachers [in high school].
Coco felt her high school had a general mood of disrespect:
[I was] feeling really unimportant within the [high school] system, because I expected to
feel valuable. It's great that I expected to feel that way, because I should, but then I just
wasn't treated that way. Just like the general disrespect of staff towards students and
students towards staff was shocking and irritating.
Jeff attributed the lack of “personalization” he experienced to the sheer size of his high school:
Being that size of a school, it's just the lack of personalization. I mean some of the
teachers seem to really make an effort to get to know their students, and some of them
just didn't. A lot of them just didn't make an effort to know their students personally.
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Part of what a student senses as connection with a teacher, as Jeff implied in his comment, may
simply be the “effort” they make to connect. Students reported a general decrease in connection
with teachers across their transition to high school. However, participants also described a
positive sense of connection with individual teachers. Student experiences were dependent upon
particular teachers.
Riley was in a unique position with regard to the size of his high school and community
with teachers, having spent two years at a large suburban high school before transferring to the
much smaller state-run arts high school. Riley compared his connection to teachers at the
Waldorf school to his second, smaller high school:
You have a connection with your teachers [at Waldorf] that, at least, I didn't have at [my
first suburban high school]. At [my state-run arts high school], I was very connected to
my teachers and I'm talking to my teachers now.
Styles of Caring
Many students commented on what they experienced as a decrease in teacher “care” in
high school. Several students commented on differences in the types of care exhibited by
Waldorf and high school teachers. In other words, part of what students experienced as a lack of
care may be simply be differences in the style of care. Andy remarked on one aspect of care: “I
don't think that they cared as much about [our self-expression at high school].” Perhaps it is
possible to think of care in less personal terms. This is the argument Amy made. Amy said her
teachers cared, but in a “less personal way:”
I didn't feel the personal connection with my teacher to want to be able to give them the
work. They had so many students going through there that they weren't going to
remember anyway. I didn't have anybody to impress or live up to their standards. I think
what was probably the most challenging about that first year was realizing I didn't have
that. There wasn't going to be that person who was rooting for you all the time. They're
rooting for you, but in a less personal way.
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Robert associated part of the care he experienced at the Waldorf school to teaching
methods. Robert spoke of the “magic” that happens when a student really wants to learn:
Also, the teaching style [at Waldorf] is so personal and so special in the sense that the
teachers make sure that you want to know the information. I'm not sure how they do that.
It's a magical thing that happens, but it happens.
Part of the magic Roberts described may be the teacher’s investment in ensuring her students
learn.
Kit and Amy both spoke at length about how they proactively sought connection with
teachers. Both also wondered to what extent their Waldorf experience contributed to their desire
to connect with teachers on a more personal level. Robert seems in his comments about “magic”
to be referring to something “in between” the teacher and student, something co-created. Kit
mentioned a magical, “in between” space in her comments about connecting with teachers:
[Waldorf] really helped me find the importance of connecting to your teachers and to
what you're actually learning and so not just having this individual experience or this or
even shared experience but this kind of in between.
Coco said forging a personal connection with her teachers, even if she had to be a “brat,”
enhanced her overall learning experience:
I expected [teachers] would care, and then I approached them that way, and I feel like that
was really to my advantage. That was no problem. Even when I was being a brat or not
trying, I already had a good relationship with my teachers and we could just talk about it,
so that was really good.
Robert and Janet both felt a sense of personal connection with their teachers at their
smaller high schools. Robert described feeling a strong sense of community with his teachers at
both of his high schools—a small performing arts charter high school, and the state-run arts high
school:
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The personalization of the teaching is something that I distinctly remember from both
schools because the teachers were so open and familiar with all of their students. With a
larger school, there could be students that the teachers have no idea who they are. That
wasn't the case in either of my high schools because they were both so small.
Janet said the sense of community at her small Catholic high school extended to administrative
staff:
The sense of community, and I talked to people at [my Catholic high school]. I’d go,
“Why did you choose [this school]?” That’s the main reason they choose it. I didn’t
necessarily choose it for it being a Catholic school or that was college prep. I basically
choose it for the feeling I got the first time I stepped in the doors. They seem like they
cared about me and I feel like I mattered to everyone there and that they wanted me to
succeed. Even the administrators, they knew my name and I wasn’t just like a number or
whatever. I feel like I got to know everyone like I did at Waldorf. That’s a correlation
between Waldorf and [my high school], is that everyone cares about you. That was my
favorite thing about [my high school].
Janet mentioned feeling “like she mattered.” Student comments regarding care seemed to
compare general with more specific forms of caring. Participant comments regarding care seem
to distinguish between a more general desire for students to “succeed” with a more personal or
specific interest in individual students. When Janet describes feeling like “she matters,” she may
be referring to the latter, more personalized form of caring.
Both Andy and Jeff commented on speaking up in class in terms of building community
with both teachers and peers. Andy referred expressly to teachers, saying, “I feel that in a huge
school, [speaking up in class is] one of the best ways to build a relationship with your teacher.
Like that's the time that you have.” Jeff remarked on the importance of speaking up in class for
forging potential relationships with peers:
I don't know if there's really a how-to do it. I think it's just kind of having to open
yourself up in class and I also think there's such an emphasis in high school on expressing
yourself in class, and I think just speaking up in class is a huge part of it. I think it just
kind of dictates to a lot of people that you're an open person and maybe people would
want to spend more time with you if you say stuff in class.
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Jeff's comments regarding revealing what type of person he is via his comments in class relate to
a topic addressed elsewhere, namely friendships. The quality of class discussions also relates to
the topic of the next section, community in the classroom.
Classroom Community
Over half of the interviewees shared comments concerning “classroom community.” This
refers to the sense of community experienced by students when they participated in the academic
program and engaged in classroom activities. A classroom community may be conceived as a
combination of several factors, including the mood of the general student community, the
personal connections made between students and teachers, and the types of teaching and learning
methods employed. A central feature of a classroom community in student comments concerned
student-teacher relationships. In addition to teacher/students relationships, students said artistic
and experiential activities promoted a healthy sense of community in classrooms.
David commented on the community-building aspects of art:
“I think art is an important thing. I feel like Waldorf, at least for students, is a very
accepting community in a lot of ways. I felt like I could sort of explore myself and figure
out who I am.”
Riley explained part of the reason artistic activities are communal is due to their “emotionally
exposing” character:
I think a lot of the things that you do, like singing together or being in plays together, are
emotionally exposing experiences. When you do that as a group, that is very bonding. If
you did that [in high school] it would be extremely awkward and uncomfortable for
people because no one's ... not everyone's a singer and not everyone is an actor in high
school.
Liam further explained the “tangible” or experiential nature of artistic activities:
“[Theater] was a really big thing socially in terms of having something that I cared about to do.
[Academics are] too intangible for me. I'm learning, yes, but I like producing things.” In other
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words, in addition to the artistic elements, producing tangible products contributed to a sense of
community. Coco said theater at the Waldorf school not only created a safe environment for
emotional exploration, it helped build character:
Well, Waldorf is the best place to do [something that's scary]. Because if you mess up,
you're only doing it in front of 20 people. [Plays] were hard, but they were really fun,
and I always remember at the performances being kinda shocked that it was happening
like, "Oh my God, there's more than ten people here right now." I don't have any interest
in being in front of crowds of people anymore, but at least don't cry every time I think
about it, so I got a little bit better.
Riley explained artistic exploration allowed students to know each other's unique “styles” or
personalities, saying, “It was a small class [IB film] and we were together for a year and a half.
We all kind of knew each other's style.” Robert explained how he made many friends in a
particularly emotionally exposing music class:
There was one thing that really stressed me out and worried me a little bit, and that was
my improvisation class… as far as artistic creation goes. I distinctly remember that being
stressful, and worrisome, and not something that I was used to at all, but it ended up
really helping and I ended up making a lot of friends in that class.
All emotional exploration does not involve art per se. Classroom discussions too may
also have an emotional or personal content. Several students spoke about classroom discussions
in high school. Ellen and Coco said they felt unsafe in high school class discussions. Ellen
described why she felt safe sharing at the Waldorf school:
I'd say it felt really safe, Waldorf did. No one was afraid of saying the wrong answer.
There was no ridicule for getting anything wrong or speaking up. Just to speak up, I felt
really comfortable with my class which I haven't really felt that way since.
Coco attributed her unsafe feeling in a particular class to a lack of “community” within the class:
The teacher was really into emotional exploration, and it was not a safe environment.
There was no community in our class at all, and I didn't want to be emotionally
vulnerable around a lot of strangers with this teacher who was really out of touch and
trying to be really connected.
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Coco seemed to be implying the groundwork had not been laid in this particular class for
emotional exploration. Riley wondered in an earlier comment how it would be possible for such
“groundwork” to be artistic because “not everyone's a singer and not everyone is an actor in high
school.” Given Riley's other comments in our interview, it is unlikely he believes every human
being is not a natural singer and actor. He may be referring to prevailing modern attitudes
towards art, attitudes which reserve artistic expression for professionals and so-called experts.
Making Friends
Students described their experiences adjusting to a new community in their transition to
high school. Participants also described the process of making new friends in high school in
terms of the larger process of moving from friends with “similar characteristics” to friends with
“similar values.” Interviewees described their initial experiences making friends in high school,
which sometimes involved the separation from their Waldorf friends. A significant shift occurred
in student friendships somewhere in their sophomore or junior years. Students initially
maintained or formed friendships based on shared experiences, such as attending the Waldorf
school. Later, students formed friendships based on shared values or traits. Students described
their initial experiences with cliques as well as changes in forming friendships as part of the
larger process of identity formation. Experiences making friends in high school included
temperamental differences, the possible effects blind luck, and separation from Waldorf friends.
All 13 interviewees described their experiences making new friends in high school.
Although students shared similar transition experiences, such as their attitude towards cliques,
student experiences making new friends were very different. In part these differences may be
explained by the different personalities or temperaments of individual students. In general, selfdescribed introverts experienced more anxiety surrounding the process of making new friends.
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Jeff described the process of making friends as the “defining challenge” of his transition to high
school. Jeff explained his introversion in terms of his difficulty “opening up” to others:
I don't think it was anything that Waldorf Schools did. I think it's just being born a more
introverted person that's just… Especially in a place like a huge public high school, it's
hard to open yourself up initially. I think that was probably the kind of defining
challenge of my high school years, just trying to open up to that community. I would say
I probably overcame it.
Sally, a self-described extrovert, described her experience making friends in high school:
I liked it. I thought it was just bigger. I don’t think I had the same kind of transition
issues a lot of the kids from our class did in high school. It was never really an issue for
me to make friends or assimilate to the high school because I was comfortable there, and
I was really excited about it, whereas I feel like maybe in other people in the class they
were excited but they were more nervous like it was going to be too big for them or too
much coming from Waldorf, having a class of 26 kids for eight years. It was a really big
transition, but I really loved it.
Whereas some of her introverted classmates were “nervous,” Sally described the process of
making new friends as energizing and “exciting.”
Ellen, another self-described introvert, described what she now understands as social
anxiety:
I guess I didn't know that I had social anxiety until, like I didn't even know through high
school that that was even a thing. Because I never had to confront it at Waldorf. When I
would get anxious [my teacher] would give me a little blanket and pillow in first grade. I
would get to lay down. Which was great, but I never learned how to deal with it because
it was never a problem for me until I got to [high school]. Then it was a problem.
Ellen did not have to “confront” her social anxiety in the Waldorf school because, as she said, it
wasn't a “problem.” She explained how the environment in the Waldorf school acknowledged
her unique temperament. However, Ellen also wondered to what extent the Waldorf school did
not prepare her to deal with her social anxiety in other educational settings, such as high school.
Ellen came to terms with her anxiety only after high school:
I think [I figured out how to deal with anxiety] after I had a really bad year at [college].
Then I was like I need to figure out how to deal with this. Going into [a second college] I
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was more prepared for the anxiety that I would have when it would arise, and I talked to
my parents a lot about how to deal with it. My dad was like, "Oh, I used to be so anxious
all the time." I was like, "What? Dad!" They helped me strategize, figure out how to
navigate it and I did much better at [my new college]. That would have been a helpful
conversation to have before high school I think for me. Just about anxiety and navigating
social situations.
Coco, another self-described introvert, had a different experience than Ellen and Jeff
making friends in high school.
In high school, it was easy to ... Well, I made friends initially. I made a core group of
friends freshman year, and we only got closer throughout the four years and didn't really
need to make close friends beyond that, but it was easy for me to make acquaintances.
Coco made a small, core group of friends during high school in part through her
participation on the cross-country running team. This core group included several friends from
the Waldorf school with whom Coco remained close throughout high school. Random luck may
play some part in the process of making friends in high school, in particular when friends who
share similar interests initially turn out later to share similar values. While other interviewees
maintained positive relationships with their Waldorf classmates through high school, only three
students (Janet, Liam, and Coco) characterized these friendships as ongoing core relationships.
Random luck may relate not only to friends sharing outward experiences, but also
emerging values. Luck may play a part in picking the right high school as well. Liam described
the moment after his freshman year when he decided to transfer from his first high school, a
suburban Catholic school, to his second high school, a larger urban public school:
It was after the school year was over [that I realized I couldn't go back]. I was just, "I
can't go back there." Yeah, you're just in the middle of it. That was a big moment. That
was probably the biggest moment.
Liam further explained his reasons for changing schools were largely social:
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I felt lonely and school was different, and weird and hard. I remember, the way I
understand it was everyone was really nice there. The students were so nice and I didn't
like any of them. I didn't dislike them. They were fine. I couldn't make friends then.
Everyone came from a different background. Some part of me didn't really want to make
friends with the people there. The main thing was everyone was different, just kind of
suburban, Catholic, private school people. The main reason I switched [schools] and the
main motivator, I guess, was just social. [My friend] was like, "Yeah, I think you'd like
the people [at the urban public high school] a lot better." My new public high school]
was bigger and scarier at first, but I knew people which was good. It's hard to remember
a lot about the transition, but I do remember in the first week or whatever, [a friend] who
also went to Waldorf and I had the same lunch period because there were three lunch
periods. We would sit together. I had a lot easier of a time getting to know people. I sat
at tables with people. That was really good. It was a lot easier of a transition just
because I was in a space, I think where I felt a lot more comfortable socially.
Part of Liam's story involved already knowing one or two people going into the year at his new
school. But perhaps an even larger part of his story was the fact that he simply meshed better
with the culture of his second school. Liam's story of settling on a high school somewhat mirrors
the theme of the larger process in high school of finding friends with shared values.
Another theme concerning participants’ initial experiences making friends in high school
involved the separation from Waldorf friends. Jeff explained his separation from Waldorf friends
in terms of “maturation:”
You sort of find yourself being nostalgic about certain people and not spending enough
time with them anymore. It's not like anything intentional. I didn't do anything
intentionally trying to shut certain people out, friends. It's more just like you find you're
maturing differently; your personality's kind of maturing differently.
Sally described a similar maturation process in terms of cliques:
Even though we were all good together, our [Waldorf] class was pretty cliquey. I mean
that kind of remains through high school, a lot of people do stay pretty cliquey, and you
have like your group of friends. I just don’t think that people sometimes aren’t so ready
to break that mold, and I think that’s just like one of the transition things too: they weren’t
ready then to break the mold.
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Sally mentioned “breaking the mold,” her metaphor for moving from relationships based on
similar experiences to something more individualized. Sally further described the “cliquey”
quality of the relationships of the “Waldorf girls:”
I think for at least the other girls, it was pretty easy for them too, because they still stayed
together and they were known as like the Waldorf girls and they had all their stuff, and I
just wasn’t a part of that. I wasn’t interested in hanging out with their people that they
were hanging out with or the things that they were doing. I was more interested in being
really involved in the school: like I joined the student council and stuff, and joined math
team, I made friends through that.
Sally went on to suggest that although the transition to high school seemed easy for her friends,
the separation process she experienced was healthy and necessary. She explained, “I think it
would have been a lot different today if I didn’t have the separation time from [Waldorf friends],
because they went through a lot of stuff together that was unhappy.” Perhaps Sally is implying
the “unhappy” times her friends went through were partly due to an inability to leave the safety
of friendships formed earlier for the opportunities available in a new, larger environment.
Finally, perhaps what Amy described as the “painful” process of separation is simply part of the
larger maturation process Jeff alluded to earlier. Said Amy:
I guess the separation of people that I'd been with for a really long time before that [was
significant]. I remember realizing that I hadn't seen [my Waldorf friend] in a month, or
seen any of my really good friends that I'd thought that I would be with forever.
Realizing that that was over was difficult certainly.
The process of making new friends initially involved students with similar interests or
experiences. Students described forming initial friendships around such shared experiences as
having been at Waldorf together, riding the bus, taking classes together, and participating in
sports or other school activities. Students also discussed their frustration with cliques, or what
they experienced as pre-formed and static social groupings coming into high school.
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Some students commented on going to high school with former Waldorf classmates.
Even at his smaller high school, Robert found it helpful to know someone going into the
transition: “I know that [a fellow student from Waldorf] was going to the same school, so I spent
a lot of time with him because I knew him from Waldorf.” Kit formed a new core group of
friends in high school, although she remained close to her Waldorf friends throughout: “It was
nice to have had that group of people that I came over with so I had a decent few friends that
came from Waldorf.”
Janet described making friends initially on her school bus:
In terms of friends, socially it was fairly easy. My friend group actually morphed from
the people who were on my bus so there were only let’s say like five or six freshmen on
my bus when I was a freshman. We all lived in south Minneapolis and so we’d sit on the
bus every day and ride to school altogether. That was the foundation of my friend group
and then since then we added more and more people.
Janet's school bus group “morphed” into a larger group sharing classes together at her relatively
small high school. Several other students described making initial friendships through taking the
same classes. Ellen, who commented previously on the cohort nature of language classes, made
some friends in Chinese class: “I found some people through my Chinese class who became
really good friends. Junior and senior year it felt much better.” Ellen’s description hints at the
differences between ninth and tenth, and 11th and 12th grade experiences in general. Participants
described the move from friendships based on shared opportunity or interest to friendships based
on more individualized factors as occurring sometime around sophomore and junior years. Liam
commented on the temporary quality of many initial friendships in high school: “There was one
guy [I met in speech class] that I haven't stayed in touch with. I don't remember. It was mostly
just [he] was also on the speech team.”
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Other interviewees reported making friends in sports, clubs, or in the arts. William said
he made a friend playing in the orchestra, which was also a “familiar setting” from his Waldorf
experience:
My sister was in the better orchestra and I was in the second one and I made a pretty good
friend that I still talk to now in that class. That was a nice way to continue to be in a
familiar setting in such a different place.
Sally and Kit made friends through sports. Sally made two of her closest friends through soccer:
“I guess both of my best friends that I have had that didn’t’ go to Waldorf I made at one of the
first soccer Saturdays.” Kit made friends from both her school soccer team and her independent
traveling team: “I had people from that [independent] soccer team and then playing soccer at the
school. I think it was easier when I was able to make sort of smaller group connections.”
Whereas Kit mentioned “smaller group connections,” Ellen pointed out the sports experience is
not always small:
The first few swim practices were really stressful. I couldn't figure out who the different
people were because the swim team was 90 kids. I had never seen that many kids in the
same place before. It was hard for me to figure out who were people who I could be
friends with and who were people who were older or not interested in being friends. It
was kind of hard for me to break into that, but I found people after a while on the team.
Ellen also hinted in her comments that “age” may be another externally defined characteristic
limiting friendships initially. William expressed a palpable sense of relief seeing a basketball
acquaintance in his second class on the first day of high school:
Then the freshmen were mostly from either [of the feeder middle schools] and so they
were coming in to [high school] with all the developed friendship networks or whatever,
so I didn't really know anybody. I entered my second classroom and one of my basketball
teammates was there, so a kid I played basketball with since I was like ten years old was
in there, so that was nice. I saw a familiar face. I sat next to him and we started talking,
so that was good for me.
William's comments about the “developed friendship networks” anticipate a theme explored
below, namely cliques.
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Elsewhere Liam described his social experiences in his first high school, experiences
which ultimately led him to transfer schools after his freshman year. Liam did not make any
close friends or connections his freshman year. David, who also struggled making friends his
freshman year, described making his one close friend:
I made one really close friend who I'm still friends with today who also basically just
didn't fit in that well, for lack of a better term. We sort of found each other and we were,
to some extent, just social outcasts for our whole time there. Not outcasts. It's not like
people outcast us or actively disliked us or bullied us or anything like that but we just
didn't fit into the same social circles as most people did.
One of the characteristics or experiences David and his friend shared was not belonging to any
other definable group.
Groups defined by their outward characteristics may be called cliques, although cliques
tend to have the added feature of impenetrability. The members of a clique may also actively
prevent others from joining. Over half of interviewees described initial, challenging experiences
in high school involving what they perceived to be pre-formed, impenetrable groups. Liam
described the challenge simply, saying, “A lot of people knew each other, which was part of it.
Kind of hard.” William described two large cliques grouped according to the two large middle
schools which fed his high school:
The groups were large enough. It was really split on middle school; it felt like to me, and
all these [kids from one of the middle schools], especially, really hung out with each
other. The reason that was important to me is because they all played soccer, so these
were kids that it would've made sense for me to be really good friends with, but it was
hard for me to get in there.
William still found the middle school groups to be impermeable despite shared experiences with
soccer.
Riley described a similar experience to William's with middle school groups at his
suburban public high school:
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You have friends that are readily available at Waldorf. I was always part of a community
of friends there. In high school, that was just something that wasn't present because a lot
of the people went to [the same] middle school before that and so they already had their
friend groups. Also because I didn't know anyone coming into that school. There were
people who knew themselves and their friends in the school when I was coming in. In
multiple ways, it was difficult to start new friend groups. Riley
Riley reported members of the middle school group “knew themselves.” This comment may
illustrate an integral quality of friendships based on more outward characteristics, namely the
sense of security such friendships provide, especially during times of stress or transition. David,
like Riley and William, experienced pre-formed groups at his Catholic high school based on
elementary and middle schools attended:
A lot of the students [at my high school] came either from the same school or from
similar types of schools like [a Catholic elementary school] and other private Catholic
schools, so a lot of them already knew each other or just had similar experiences and
came from similar backgrounds. Almost everyone played sports and had just been in that
type of environment for a long time already. I had not, at all. I didn't play sports. I went
to a very different type of school. I found myself feeling like many of the students had a
common denominator that I did not. It was difficult finding my place there.
Not only did David feel isolated because he did not have a group of friends following him from
middle school, he felt isolated because of perceived differences in background and school
experience. David's story mirrors Liam's experience of changing schools after his freshman year.
David ultimately changed schools also, after what he described as two miserable years trying to
find his place and make connections in his smaller, parochial high school.
Ellen explained the differences she experienced between the cliques she encountered in
the Waldorf school and those in high school:
I didn't understand how the social situations [in high school] worked super well. The
groups were so different because there was so many groups, where at Waldorf if we had a
clique it was just like one. A few people would group up and then everyone else was like,
“Whatever.” At [high school] it was like everyone has their circle where they have
something in common and it was really hard for me to find a group of people. Because I
didn't understand how you got into a group or why you would want one group of friends.
Also that didn't make sense to me. It still doesn't make sense to me.
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Ellen felt cliques at the Waldorf school were more isolated. On the contrary, she felt everyone at
high school belonged to a “group.” Ellen retrospectively chalked up some of her experiences to
her introverted temperament. Ellen admitted more extroverted personalities might have had a
completely different perception of social groups:
I think about the social stuff. I wish I would have known that even though people are
grouped up you can always get into the group if you want to. I always kind of thought I
was a done deal. Once there was a group, “Oh, they're done. “I've got to find someone
else.” That's just something that people who are super extroverted don't even think about.
You can definitely go into a group.
Several interviewees described making friends initially in high school as part of the larger
process of moving from friends with shared experiences or interests to friends with shared
values. Sally described the impetus for finding new friends:
It’s like trying to find friends that maybe could help you more than your friends from
middle school. It’s not like you would need to lose contact with them, it’s just that you
need to find people who can support you better for what you want to do at high school. I
think that was kind of a big thing.
Sally described shared values as “support for what you want to do in high school.” Jeff also
described the process of moving from shared experiences or opportunities to something more:
Most of the relationships all started just from having a class together and people you sit
by in class and people you work with in class. You gradually find a group of people that
kind of works for you and kind of respect who you are. I don't want to say "Like them,"
but similar to them personally and complement each other. I sort of think gradually you
kind of naturally make personal preferences. I think after a while, you find a group that
you like. It's not like it's a completely rigid group.
Jeff’s use of descriptions such as “similar personally” or “complementary” seem to refer to
values.
Jeff further compared his experience transitioning to high school without a “rigid” social
group to his friends' experiences coming from larger middle schools:
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You see people in the group, and it's almost like they're not enjoying themselves a lot of
the time. It just seems like there are expectations for them. This group kind of has
expectations for each other to stay in this group. Partially, I think it is kind of a Waldorf
student... kind of being from a small school sort of thing because I would say the [high
school] population, the study body, I would say 50 percent of it came from [one] middle
school, so I think there's already those groups intact before freshman year. It almost
seemed like I was always sort of a newcomer to those groups, not in a bad way. I felt less
bound to those personal relationships than they were because they grew up, went through
all of grade school together. I felt I could move between groups and just spend time with
different people more than certain other people could, especially in my social group.
Jeff wondered if it was not an advantage ultimately to be a free agent. Jeff seemed to imply the
rigidity of the middle school groups may have hampered individual development, as in his
description of “expectations to stay within the group.” Kit made similar comments about the
“healthy” aspects of not being bound by expectations. However, as Kit said, being surrounded
by fewer people “who know where your heart is” may have either positive or negative outcomes:
I think that applies to probably people coming [to high school] from anywhere. [Coming
from Waldorf is] maybe just a little bit extreme. You get someone from such a small
setting into such a bigger setting without having as many people cross over so there's a
little bit less being held accountable, for you have a little bit fewer people who actually
know where your heart might actually be in that situation, which can be really healthy
and really great and it can have other outcomes as well. I think for the most part people
are able to find their way through that. Kit
Part of what determines healthy or unhealthy outcomes in the “less accountable”
environment Kit described may simply be temperament. It may also be maturity. Whereas Kit
possessed a mature and confident sense of self going into high school, David spoke of
“personas” and “trying to become someone:”
I'm trying to come up with a drowning metaphor. Well, drowning is a metaphor. Yeah,
just really desperately scrambling to figure out some personality and persona that would
work in high school because I didn't necessarily have that already. 7th and 8th grade
were also sort of spent trying to become someone that could exist in high school.
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Contrasting David's comments with Kit's, it is not surprising Kit had an easy transition socially
while David's was extremely difficult. Kit further described the pitfalls of the autonomy she
experienced coming to a high school where very few people knew her:
I guess just going from a small place where you knew everyone, everyone knew you, and
you kind of would get noticed without necessarily doing anything different or doing
anything in particular at all, to going to a place where it's kind of easier, I guess, to just
sort of sit on the sidelines, sit back, or to almost be like too forward and too much in the
front if you're really outgoing. It's sort of having to think more how you're perceived as
opposed to being with people who already have a very solid view of you.
Kit described two extremes in her comments. One extreme—withdrawal—is the one
exemplified by Liam in his first high school. Liam described “cloistering” himself:”
Well, that year, I cloistered myself within somewhere. I made it through, and I don't think
I shut down. I probably did shut down a couple of times, but I just had to keep going and
that killed me a little bit. It was tough. It was a bad year.
The second extreme expressed by Kit—“putting on” some outward persona—is more
exemplified by David. David described his need to have some “common factor” in order to
“connect” to others:
I tried my hand at [breaking into a social group]. Like I might see a social group and
wonder about what it would be like to be a part of it or how I would do that. Well, not
being a sports player and not really having any of these other normal sort of common
factors that so many people there did, I got into drug use and I connected with potheads
basically by being a pothead. Not being able to connect with people in the way that most
of them were, that was left as sort of my easiest option. It was a way to share some factor
with someone. It's a very simple but also potentially very problematic thing.
Moving from a place of trying on different personas to a place of greater comfort and
self-knowledge is in part a maturation process. It is also may be part of the process of identity
formation. Kit made several comments about the process of identity development, or moving
from what might be called a “persona” stage to a “person” stage. Kit reflected on the
“superficial dynamics” of her freshman and sophomore years:
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I wasn't a huge fan of the social dynamics that were overly obvious, which I think is
especially present freshman and sophomore year in high school and gets a little bit... it
dies down a little bit, but it was just so obvious coming from somewhere else seeing how
superficial a lot of these dynamics were. That was kind of what I hated.
Kit further explained her theory regarding Waldorf students, and how they might perceive
superficialities better than students coming from other environments:
I do think that coming from Waldorf where you have kind of an opportunity to just...
because you've been with all these people for your whole life so you do kind of see
people for who they are to a certain extent. It's a little bit easier to go into high school
and be able to [see beyond surface attributes].
Kit further described the nature of the first years of high school, or what I termed above
the “persona” stage: “It's sort of having to think more how you're perceived as opposed to being
with people who already have a very solid view of you.” Conversely one might say a persona
regards “how you are perceived” on the outside as opposed to who you are on the inside. Kit
went on to say some of her friends were “pretending” or “being what they [thought] they should
be to have this perfect high school experience. Finally, Kit described what one might call the
differences between “self-consciousness” and self-awareness:
I definitely have some friends that struggled in different ways, that kind of struggled in
[the] sense of being extremely self-conscious, but then almost not really finding their
spots with that. Eventually the people who I'm thinking of were able to come into
themselves and be more comfortable. But I can also think of a few people who kind of
relied for on the idea of what they thought it should be as opposed to what it was and then
maybe got a little overwhelmed by that.
The phrase “coming into themselves” is a wonderfully succinct description of the process of
identity formation. Some of the initial challenges students faced making friends in high school
may be due to individual temperamental differences, such as the challenges described earlier by
some of the more introverted interviewees. On the other hand, some of the initial social
challenges in high school may be the more natural consequences of different maturity levels and
the process of identity formation.
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Summary
Student descriptions of their social adjustment to high school were less unified than
descriptions of their academic adjustment. In general, students described their experiences with
community, including their overall relationships with peers and teachers, as well as their
experiences making new friends. The majority of student comments regarding community
concerned school and class size. Ten of the 13 interviewees attended larger high schools. All ten
reported a decline in their sense of overall community in their transition to high school, including
their relationships with peers and teachers. A majority of students reported their relationships
with peers and teachers improved junior and senior years. Two of the three students attending
smaller high schools described positive transitions in terms of their sense of community.
Students also commented on classroom community, which may be conceived as a
combination of several factors, including the mood of the general student community, the
personal connections made between students and teachers, and the types of teaching and learning
methods employed. A central ingredient of community within classrooms as reported by
interviewees was caring teachers. Participants shared additional elements of classroom
environments leading to a positive sense of community including the opportunity to work
cooperatively on artistic and experiential activities.
Students described the process of making new friends in high school in terms of a larger
process of moving from friends with similar backgrounds to friends with shared values. While
student attitudes about the process of making friends were somewhat split along temperamental
lines, interviewees generally agreed on their negative experiences of cliques in ninth and tenth
grades, as well as their ongoing experience of finding new friends more aligned with personal
and internal characteristics such as values in 11th and 12th grades.
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CHAPTER SIX: ANALYSIS
Participants described in interviews the experience of their transition from Waldorf
elementary school to more “traditional,” comprehensive high schools. Student descriptions of
their transition experiences largely concerned either the academic or social domains. However,
many principles of effective learning reveal the strong relationship and interconnectedness
between socioemotional well-being and academic performance (APA, 2015; Eccles, 2005; Udan
& Turner, 2005). The story of the transition experience as told by Waldorf elementary graduates
attending non-Waldorf high schools involved three distinct chapters, or phases, and may be
compared to the process of learning to drive. Students in the initial phase of learning to drive
must familiarize themselves with basic knowledge, including the names and functions of the
different parts of the car and basic traffic laws. Students also begin to apply their basic
knowledge with behind-the-wheel practice, eventually driving solo.
Young drivers in the second phase of learning to drive begin to analyze the driving
experience. They begin to combine different aspects of the experience of driving into larger
frameworks of understanding. They also begin to assess the value of driving. They ask
questions like, “What can driving do for me?” or “What kind of driver am I?” There often comes
a moment during this second phase when everything “clicks,” when all the discreet aspects of the
act of driving come together, and for the first time the driver is able to internalize all the physical
and mental movements of driving into some sense of the whole. Now the driver can see for the
first time beyond the act of driving itself. At this moment, driving, which was formerly an end in
itself, becomes the means to some other end. This integration marks the end of the second phase
of learning to drive, and the driver enters a third phase where they begin to use their driving
ability to take them where they want to go. Now, for the first time, they are truly in the driver's
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seat. The driver in this third phase of driving, now uses their driving knowledge and ability to
fulfill their own unique destiny or life project.
When comparing the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending
non-Waldorf high schools to learning to drive, learning how “high school” works represents the
initial transition phase. This involved the need to establish competence academically and
socially in the new school program. Initially students attempted to establish their academic
competence by achieving good grades. This outward measure gave them a way to compare their
performance with other students and experience a positive sense of self-esteem. Participants
sought to achieve social competence by establishing one or several personal connections with
other students. This provided them a sense of belonging. The initial transition phase was
relatively short for most students, lasting less than a semester.
Once students experienced some initial success or competency in the academic and social
realms, they embarked upon a secondary transition phase. After establishing competency in
terms of the “nuts and bolts” of high school (as in the process of learning to drive), students
began to apply their basic knowledge and integrate it into already existing frameworks. Students
in this second transition phase began the process of analyzing and assessing the value of their
academic and social experiences based on whether the academic program fit their learning needs
and style, and whether the friendships brought with them from the Waldorf school or made
initially in the first few months of the transition met the criteria for satisfying long-term
friendships. Students made many comparisons during this second phase between their academic
and social experiences in high school and their former Waldorf experiences. This second stage
largely involved a meaning-making activity, engaging students in reflection regarding the
relevance of their academic program, and the nature and quality of friendships. The secondary
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transition phase—analyzing and assessing experience—lasted longer, between one and two
years.
In the third phase of the high school transition experience of Waldorf elementary
graduates (as in learning to drive), students were securely in the academic “driver's seat.”
Students achieved basic competencies in an initial transition phase; they became familiar with
how high school worked and successfully applied this knowledge in both academic and social
realms. They completed a secondary phase of analyzing and assessing the value of their
experiences. Students in the third phase integrated their knowledge of high school into a more
holistic and internalized understanding. Transformed by the activities of analysis and
assessment, they now made their “own road” academically and socially. Moving through stages
one and two of the transition by establishing competency and analyzing and assessing
experiences allowed them to move to the third stage of transforming themselves and choosing
self-actualizing experiences. This third phase coincided for many with a positive shift in their
experience of academic programs between 9th and 10th, and 11th and 12th grade, as well as a
positive shift in the nature and quality of relationships with both peers and teachers. Figure 1
shows the progression of these three phases, beginning with establishing competency through
analyzing and assessing initial experiences, to transforming and self-actualization.

Figure 1. Three Phases of the Transition Experience of Waldorf Elementary
Graduates Attending Non-Waldorf High Schools
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Next I analyze the transition in terms of the three stages—establishing competency,
analyzing and assessing experience, and transforming and self-actualizing. I first explore the
initial phase of establishing competency by analyzing the different educational philosophies at
play in the Waldorf school and the high schools in question, philosophies precipitating the need
for students to adjust to new methods. I further interpret academic competency in terms of
Bloom's (1956) cognitive taxonomy of learning, and social competency in terms of Krathwohl's
(1964) affective taxonomy.
Phase One of the Transition: Establishing Competence
Interviewees described their initial transition experience as a process of acquiring
competence, both with regard to their academic and social experiences. Competence in this
sense is defined as the student's own assessment of their academic abilities and social integration.
Students reported that gaining confidence and competency in academics involved adjusting to
new methods of learning and teaching and performing well on their first graded assignments and
report cards. Social competency involved establishing one or more personal connections within
the larger and more impersonal environment of high school. Next I explore the philosophical
differences underlying the instructional methods employed in the Waldorf school and high
schools in question before moving on to the subject of academic and social competency.
Positivist Versus Social Constructivist Educational Approaches
Eccles et al. (1998) categorized basic questions young adolescents ask themselves in
terms of their academic motivation. The first thing adolescents ask themselves is a question
intimately related to competence: “Can I do this?” (Eccles et al., 1998). Participants described
their academic transition to high school in Chapter Four. Regarding the question “Can I do
this?” students reported their initial academic challenges in high school concerned not the
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academic material itself, but the adjustment to different instructional methods. Students first had
to learn “high school” itself before answering the question “Can I succeed?” academically.
Participants viewed differences in instructional methods as a move from more
experiential and artistic forms of learning in the Waldorf school to more informational and
knowledge-based forms in high school. The change to more knowledge-based forms in high
school further involved the move from more analogical or relational modes of understanding in
the Waldorf school to more discreet and fact-based modes of understanding in high school.
Students experienced the transition to high school as a move from more collaborative to more
individualistic modes of learning. Students additionally described the differences in instructional
methods in terms of assessments, which moved from more qualitative measurements in the
Waldorf school to more quantitative measurements in high school. Another major theme in
student comments regarding instructional methods was qualitative differences between their
freshman/sophomore and junior/senior academic experiences. (Some of the more collaborative
and experiential upperclassman experiences related by participants are outlined elsewhere in a
section concerning the third transition stage of transforming and self-actualizing.) The
differences in instructional methods experienced by students across their transition to high school
may be the manifestation of basic underlying philosophical differences between the Waldorf
school and the non-Waldorf high schools in question.
The change in instructional methods across the high school transition may represent the
move from a school espousing more progressive or existential educational philosophies, a school
more rooted in student experience and meaning-making, to schools espousing more positivist or
realist philosophies, schools built upon core curriculums or academic rigor (Noddings, 2007;
Cohen, 1999). The philosophical shift may also be described in terms of two views of
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knowledge, a more socially constructed view of knowledge at play in the Waldorf school, and a
more positivist view of knowledge as information in the high school. While few schools view
knowledge simply as transmitted information or as a purely social construction, schools fall more
or less upon a philosophical continuum or spectrum, and instructional methods may reflect a
school's position on the spectrum.
Sergiovanni (2009) described some of the basic differences in the positivist or
transmission-of-information and social construction approaches to education. Transmission-ofinformation approaches involve a more passive reception of knowledge on the part of students,
whereas learners in the social constructivist are viewed as active participants in the construction
of their own knowledge. Transmission approaches further involve students often working alone,
whereas students in the social constructivist approach often work cooperatively. Finally,
meaning is of ultimate importance for the social constructivist; understanding, as opposed to
knowledge, is the central goal of constructivist philosophies (Sergiovanni, 2009). Included in
Good and Brophy's (2003) explanation of the nature of understanding in the social constructivist
context, is a description of analogical or relational thinking:
[Understanding] implies appreciation and life application as well. Understanding means
that students learn both the individual elements in a network of related content and the
connections among them, so that they can explain the content in their own words. True
understanding goes beyond the ability to define concepts or supply facts. Appreciation
means that students value what they are learning because they understand that there are
good reasons for learning it. Life application goals are accomplished to the extent that
students retain their learning in a form that makes it readily retrievable and usable when
needed in other contexts. (p. 406)
Understanding in the social constructivist context involves “appreciation” and “valuing,” or
intrinsic meaning (Good & Brophy, 2003). The emphasis is not on discreet or “individual”
elements, but on the connections between them (Good & Brophy, 2003).
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Outlined in the review of literature in Chapter Two are some of the views on the
constructivist nature of learning by educational theorists including Dewey and Steiner. Steiner
(1977) explained the human intellect doesn't fully absorb any concept that is not already taken in
through the senses or feelings. Dewey (1997) believed teaching methods appealing directly to
the intellect or thinking capacities of children precluded them from actively participating in the
construction of their own knowledge, leading to future difficulties in the application of reasoning
and judgment. Artistic activities in the constructivist view of knowledge are not simply means of
expression, but of learning itself. When children merely comprehend, they can most certainly
grow and apply their knowledge. But when they are more active in the construction of their
learning, they are engaged in a whole other level of growth, both creative and generative for
themselves and the world around them (Steiner, 1996a). Constructivist forms of knowledge may
further be described as transformative (Kegan, 2009).
Student descriptions of the more passive and isolating aspects of learning in high school
(particularly in 9th and 10th grades) reflected some of the new instructional approaches to which
students acclimated. However, the differences between knowledge and understanding described
in Good and Brophy’s (2003) description of different learning goals given in the quotation above
move beyond questions of establishing competency and anticipate the second transitionary
stage—analyzing and assessing value. Evident in student comments regarding their experience
of more informational and knowledge-based approaches to learning in high school are their
descriptions of the instructional trappings of informational approaches including lectures,
textbooks, and grading and testing heavily weighted on the reproduction of facts (Sergiovanni,
2009). Students reported the most salient and important facts they learned initially were those
related to the instructional methods themselves. In other words, to feel competent in a new
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educational system and to answer the question “Can I do this?” students first had to learn how
the educational system itself worked.
Academic Competency and Bloom's (1956) Cognitive Taxonomy of Learning
Perhaps more pertinent to the discussion of gaining competence than the recognition of
underlying philosophical differences, is the process of learning itself. Bloom (1956) described
the activity of learning as the process of moving from a base of knowledge through increasingly
complex cognitive processes, or from knowledge to the process of knowing. Similarly, the
transition experience as a whole may be described in terms of a move from competence to
higher, more personal levels of motivation. In other words, before students could feel competent
and answer the question “Can I do this?” they needed to familiarize themselves with how high
school itself “worked” before they could successfully begin to apply that understanding to
academic content.
Bloom (1956) developed a taxonomy or classification of different levels in the process of
learning, each successive level predicated on successful completion of the previous level.
Anderson (2001) revised Bloom's initial work to reflect educational research from the last 30
years. The first three levels in Bloom's description of the learning process are remembering,
understanding, and applying (understanding in the traditional sense of knowing definitions or
familiarity; Anderson, 2001). The next two levels are analyzing and evaluating, followed by a
sixth level—creating (Anderson, 2001). Taken as a whole, Bloom's (1956) first three levels of
learning—remembering, understanding, and applying—may all be understood in terms of
academic competency.
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Figure 2. The First Three Stages of Bloom's (1956) Cognitive Taxonomy—Remembering,
Understanding, and Applying—and Establishing Academic Competence.
Considering the transition from Waldorf to high school in terms of Bloom's (1956) first
two levels—remembering and understanding—participants described learning to recognize and
understand new terminology and processes associated with new instructional methods.
Terminology included rubrics, GPAs, weighted grading, and syllabi; processes included notetaking, reading text books, and taking multiple choice tests. In terms of the third level of
Bloom's (1956) taxonomy—applying (Anderson, 2001)—students described their initial attempts
at applying their basic understandings of new instructional methods in their first graded
assignments and tests (which several students described as disastrous). Students further
described the formative quality of the feedback they received on these same initial assignments,
and several students reported a significant spike in their overall understanding of high school
“worked” based on the feedback they received.
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Academic Competency in the High School Transition Literature
The review of literature in Chapter Two outlined some of the elements associated with
declining grades across the transition to high school. These elements included structural factors
related to Bloom's (1956) first two levels—remembering and understanding—and included the
need on the part of students to adjust to new instructional methods (Felner et al., 1982; Schiller,
1999). Beresford (2013) found the highest level of student concern across the high school
transition was in the area of what he termed “academic nuts and bolts.” These were defined as
the knowledge of how high school works—requirements, structures, and terminology—and more
importantly, the knowledge of where to go to get help. One of the new structural elements
Waldorf graduates experienced was the move to a departmentalized organization of classes and
schedules in high school. Research identified transitional challenges associated with moving
from more self-contained school organizations to more period-based, departmentalized
environments (Felner et al., 1982; Alspaugh & Harting, 1995). A significant element in
participant descriptions of establishing competence and reported in Chapter Four involved
understanding how grades worked. Ward (2013), in his exploration of the high school transition
experience for Montessori graduates, identified several challenges possibly related to students'
Montessori experience including meeting deadlines and understanding the grading system. The
experiences of Montessori graduates learning a new educational system in high school may be
compared to the similar experiences of Waldorf graduates.
Social Competency and Krathwohl's (1964) Affective Taxonomy
Wentzel (2005) reviewed literature linking positive academic outcomes with social
competency, defined as the process of establishing personal connections with teachers and peers,
gaining approval from others, and behaving cooperatively with classmates. Previously I
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provided a brief overview of Bloom's (1956) cognitive taxonomy or classification of successive
levels in the process of learning. Krathwohl (1964) offered an affective taxonomy depicting
successive levels of socioemotional responses in learning. The first two levels—receiving and
responding—regard the ability to differentiate and respect differences. The third level—
valuing—refers to initial commitments or alignment with certain beliefs. The fourth and fifth
levels—organizing and characterizing—move into increasingly subjective processes of analyzing
and assessing value, and internalization, and are explored in more detail in later sections
(Krathwohl, 1964). Social competency—establishing personal connections, gaining approval,
and cooperation—may all be understood in terms of the first three levels of Krathwohl's (1964)
affective taxonomy—receiving, responding, and valuing (which refers to a more selective than
evaluative process).

Figure 3. The First Three Stages of Krathwohl's (1964) Affective Taxonomy—Receiving,
Responding, and Valuing—and Establishing Social Competence
In terms of the process of establishing social competency in the transition to high school,
Krathwohl's (1964) first two levels, receiving and responding, relate to cooperation and
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involvement, or what one might describe as basic participation. Interviewees described having
to learn the lay of the land in terms of academic nuts and bolts and “how school worked.” They
similarly had to learn the lay of the land socially by differentiating between various social
groupings and actively participating in the basic social structure of their respective high schools.
This participation initially involved socializing with peers with whom there was a previous
connection (if such a connection existed) and gradually expanded to include students who shared
similar experiences or opportunity such as shared busses, classes, or lunch hours. Krathwohl's
(1964) third affective level—valuing—relates to gaining approval. Students attempted to
establish competence socially and gain approval by aligning themselves with particular groups
based on shared interests or opportunity. This included participation in sports, clubs, and
activities in or out of school, or building on friendships in or out of class based on shared
schedules.
Social Competence and Maslow's (1943) Belonging and Esteem Stages
The initial social competency stage may be interpreting in terms of successive levels of
socioemotional responses in learning. The establishment of social competency may also be
understood in terms of levels of motivation or need. In Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of needs, the
individual must first satisfy basic needs or motivations before turning their attention to higher
levels of motivation. The individual in Maslow’s model (1943) is motivated to meet higher-level
needs involving belonging and self-esteem after meeting basic physiological (food, water) and
safety (health, security) needs, Finally, after achieving a sense of belonging and esteem, the
individual may enter a phase of self-actualization (Maslow, 1943). Assuming basic first- and
second-level physiological and safety needs are met, the first phase of the high school transition
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experience regarding competency may be interpreted in terms of Maslow's (1943) third and
fourth stages—belonging and self-esteem.

Figure 4. Maslow's (1943) Third and Fourth Hierarchies of Need—Belonging and Esteem—
and Establishing Social Competence
Students described their initial transition experiences in terms of their need to establish a
sense of belonging. Initial social concerns included knowing someone, belonging to a group, or
simply locating someone to sit and talk with in or outside of class. Another initial concern
involved establishing self-esteem in part by performing well academically, but also socially by
being perceived to perform well by parents, teachers, and peers. Interviewees explained in
Chapter Five that the initial challenges they experienced establishing a sense of belonging and
esteem in high school involved breaking into what they perceived as pre-formed social groups or
cliques. Wentzel (2005) defined the differences between group membership in cliques, which
pertains more to the initial transitionary phase and questions of social competency, and dyadic
friendships, which pertain more to the second and third phases of the transition experience.
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Group membership is defined by publicly acknowledged outward characteristics valued by the
entire group, whereas dyadic friendships are established on the basis of private and unique or
individualized criteria (Wentzel, 2005). Participants explained the most significant stumbling
block they experienced in their ability to gain membership in social groups initially was the large
size of their respective high schools.
Smaller Schools Research
The majority of participant comments regarding their initial difficulty breaking into
cliques and establishing a sense of belonging during their transition involved school size, both
with regard to the large size of the high schools in question and the small size of the Waldorf
school. Smaller high schools emerged in the high school transition literature as one of the most
important structural characteristics associated with academic and social success across the high
school transition (Fowler & Walberg, 1991; Lee & Smith, 1997; Simmons & Blyth, 1987).
Positive academic and social outcomes, including feeling a sense of belonging, occurred more
often in smaller high schools with student populations under 1000 (Lee & Smith, 1997). All nine
of the participants attending larger high schools reported feeling less personal connection with
teachers and a less familiar connection with the student population in general than at their
Waldorf elementary school. Two of the four participants attending smaller high schools
described community in their schools more positively than the nine attending larger schools. A
possible explanation for the negative social experience of two of the four students attending
smaller high schools is explored next.
Lee and Smith (1997) further explained the positive outcomes associated with smaller
schools did not follow for a smaller subgroup of students who were unable to locate a peer group
in high school (Lee & Smith, 1997). Kinney (1993) found the more polymorphous environment
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of large high schools to be largely positive for those students who had experienced
marginalization in their more hierarchically-structured former schools. In fact, of the four
students interviewed in this study attending high schools smaller than 1,000, only two developed
positive friendships and reported feeling a close-knit sense of community comparable to their
Waldorf experience. The other two participants experienced difficulty finding their “crowd” and
eventually switched schools, one to a larger urban high school and one to an even smaller artsbased school. Both students described feeling like an outcast in their respective smaller high
schools. Interpreted through the lens of Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of needs, perhaps neither of
these students were able to overcome their initial transition challenges in part because of their
inability to establish social competence by achieving a sense of belonging. In terms of Kinney's
study (1993), perhaps the reason these students were unable to achieve a sense of belonging was
precisely because of the small size of their respective high schools.
Lee and Smith (1997) used a national sample to attribute positive outcomes in smaller
schools to greater opportunities for social participation with peers and personal relationships with
teachers. Personal connections with teachers emerged as one of the most significant factors
associated with a positive transition experience (Beresford, 2013). Simmons and Blyth (1987)
hypothesized that students transitioning from smaller schools into larger schools may experience
a form of cumulative stress from meeting a large number of new peers, while at the same time
acclimating to new schedules and instructional methods. This cumulative stress may be part of
what is experienced by Waldorf elementary graduates attending larger high schools. On the
other hand, studies have shown students transitioning to high school from middle schools
experience more challenges than their peers transitioning to high school directly from K-8
elementary schools because middle school graduates have experienced two such transitions
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(from elementary to middle school, and from middle to high school), while their elementary
school peers have experienced only one such transition (Alspaugh, 1998; Seidman et al., 1994;
Weiss & Baker-Smith, 2011).
Phase Two of the Transition: Analyzing and Assessing Experience
Students described their transition from the Waldorf elementary school to non-Waldorf
high schools in terms of the move from establishing competency to analyzing and assessing
experience to a third transforming and self-actualizing stage. Once former Waldorf elementary
students established academic competence by demonstrating proficiency in a fundamentally new
educational environment, and social competency by securing a sense of belonging within the
larger high school community, they began a secondary transitionary phase of analyzing and
assessing their academic and social experiences. Next I interpret the student experience of
analyzing and assessing academic material and activities for relevance and meaning before
exploring student assessment of social affiliations and friendships.
Analyzing and Assessing Academic Experience and Bloom's (1956) Cognitive Taxonomy
Eccles et al. (1998) explained that after students ask themselves “Can I do this?” the next
question they ask is “Why do I want to do this?” The first question involves competence and
relates to Bloom's (1956) first three levels of learning—remembering, understanding, and
applying. The second question concerns value. The second transition phase of analyzing and
assessing experience relates to Bloom's (1956) fourth and fifth levels of learning—analyzing and
evaluating, in which students break down information into component parts and begin to judge
the value of information or experience (Anderson, 2001).
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Figure 5. The Fourth and Fifth Levels of Bloom's (1956) Cognitive Taxonomy—Analyzing and
Evaluating—and Analyzing and Assessing Academic Experiences.
Students established basic academic competence in the first phase of their high school
transition. Students in the second transitionary phase, as in Bloom's (1956) stages of learning,
began to analyze and assess the value of their academic experiences. I recounted in the previous
section different instructional methods encountered by students across their transition to high
school. These different methods included a de-emphasis on artistic and experiential learning
activities, an emphasis on fact-based over more relational understandings, as well as a move
from more collaborative to more individualistic modes of learning. Students additionally
described the differences in instructional methods in terms of assessments, which moved from
more qualitative measurements in the Waldorf school to more quantitative measurements in high
school.
Students in the second phase began to analyze their initial high school academic
experiences; they began to assess those same experiences in terms of value. The process of
analysis and assessment involved comparisons between learning styles and teaching methods
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employed in the Waldorf school and high school. The result of student assessments as reported
in Chapter Four was a decrease in their personal connection to academic material across their
transition to high school. This decrease in meaning was experienced most intensely freshman
and sophomore years, and improved junior and senior years based on the unique attributes of
particular teachers. The reasons students attributed to the decrease in meaning across the
transition involved their assessment of the instructional methods employed in high school, in
particular the fewer opportunities for artistic, experiential, and cooperative learning, as well as
the emphasis on facts over relational understandings.
Students additionally reported an increase in extrinsic motivation across their transition to
high school occurring concurrently with declines in intrinsic values. For instance, many students
felt invigorated by receiving good grades and satisfying the need to “know” how they compared
to others. Students were excited by their experience of the extrinsic value of excelling in a
graded, competitive academic environment. Part of what students described as positive in their
assessment of the value of their academic experiences in high school involved the understanding
that they compared favorably to others in the “real world” as well as the feeling they were
learning the “real world” skills they would need in college and beyond. Students found value in
favorable performance appraisals.
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivations and Eccles' (2005) Subjective Task Value
What I categorized as meaning in my presentation of many student comments in Chapter
Four pertained largely to intrinsic measures of motivation, or what Eccles (2005) termed interest
value. Eccles (2005) listed intrinsic or interest value as but one part of what she termed
“subjective task value” (STV). To interest value, Eccles (2005) added three other motivating
factors: attainment value, utility value, and perceived cost. Attainment value is the value of an
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activity based on its consistency with one's self-image, and as such it is closely related to the
process of identity formation (Eccles, 2005). Eccles (2005) further described the social aspects
of attainment value as “(1) the need to feel that what one does matters in a fundamentally
important way to one's social group, and (2) the need to feel respected and valued by one's social
group” (p. 109).
Utility value or usefulness pertains to the relationship of the activity to future plans
(Eccles, 2005). The extent to which long-range plans or goals fit with the individual's
burgeoning sense of identity, utility value may coincide with attainment value. Perceived cost
involves the overall cost of participating in the activity. Cost is defined by many factors
including time, opinions of parents and peers, or fear of failure (Eccles, 2005). For instance, a
student may be motivated to participate in an activity because the perceived cost is low, or avoid
an activity entirely out of fear of failure
Many interviewee comments regarding motivation and presented in Chapter Four indeed
concerned intrinsic or interest value. However, the transition to high school for Waldorf
elementary students in terms of motivation is really the story of the move from more intrinsic to
more extrinsic motivators. Interviewees repeatedly mentioned meaning, or intrinsic motivation.
However, many of their comments also regarded extrinsic motivation. Several interviewees
mentioned utility value specifically, both with regard to the importance of grades for college as
well as developing “real world” skills. And several students made comments regarding the
cost/benefit analysis they applied to academic activities (after gaining competence). Cost/benefit
comments largely regarded what students referred to as “working for a grade,” which among
other factors involved keeping intrinsic and extrinsic motivations separate to achieve long-term
goals.
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Attainment value may be the most significant aspect of motivation for Waldorf students
in high school, even though only one student said her explicit motivation to attain good grades
was to keep pace with her friend group. While only one student referred to attainment value
directly, the majority of other students expressed the importance of grades to their overall sense
of identity. Doing poorly at school or receiving low grades was simply out of the question for 12
of 13 interviewees. Participants generally expressed personal frustration with the emphasis on
grading in high school and bemoaned the “one-dimensionality” of grades. However, many
students nonetheless maintained that achieving good grades was personally rewarding and
important to their sense of self-worth. In other words, while only one student directly referenced
attainment value, a majority of others pointed to attainment value indirectly.
Research on Intrinsic Motivation
Part of the tale told by Waldorf elementary graduates of their transitional experiences is
the story of the move from more intrinsic to more extrinsic motivators. It is important to note,
however, the importance of intrinsic motivation to the overall learning process. Researchers
found intrinsic motivation supports learning (Eccles, 2005; Renninger et al., 1992; Schiefele,
1996). Principle 9 of the top 20 principles for K-12 teaching and learning published by the APA
(2015) explained the importance of intrinsic motivation, or meaning: “Students tend to enjoy
learning and perform better when they are more intrinsically than extrinsically motivated to
achieve.” Researchers similarly found intrinsic motivation affects reasoning. Adolescents
reason better when they are personally interested in the subject matter (Klaczynski et al., 2001).
Eccles (2005) reviewed research into the positive effects of intrinsic motivation, defining
intrinsically motivating activities as those performed for their own sake and out of innate
interest. Extrinsically motivated activities are done for other reasons, including the promise of a
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reward, and may exert a debilitating effect on students’ desire to learn (Eccles, 2005). The need
for intrinsic motivation or meaning stems from the basic human need for self-determination
(Eccles, 2005; Deci & Ryan, 1985). One of the major themes in student comments was what
they experienced as a lack of subjectivity in much of their high school academic work,
particularly in their ninth and tenth grade experiences. Subjectivity in student comments referred
to a sense of self-agency or self-determination in their academic work.
Analyzing and Assessing Social Experience and Krathwohl's (1964) Affective Taxonomy
Students analyzed and assessed the value of academics by comparing old and new
educational experiences in the context of changing motivations. Students analyzed and assessed
their social experience in terms of Krathwohl's (1964) fourth affective stage—organizing.
Participants in this second phase began to analyze and assess their social membership in various
groups in terms of their emerging senses of self. Unlike Krathwohl's (1964) first three stages—
receiving, responding, and valuing—which may be understood in terms of establishing social
competency, his fourth stage—organizing—may be understood in terms of analyzing and
assessing the value of social experiences.
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Figure 6. The Fourth Stage of Krathwohl's (1964) Affective Taxonomy—Organizing—
and Analyzing and Assessing Social Experiences
Krathwohl's (1964) third stage—valuing—relates to initial commitments and the need for
approval, and as such it relates to the initial transition phase of establishing social competency.
The fourth stage—organizing—concerns the development of a coherent value system in which
the individual begins to order and prioritize certain values. Students in the initial stage of their
transition experience achieved social competency and an initial sense of belonging through their
membership in various social groups or cliques. Students in this second, analysis and assessment
phase, began to experience a sense of uncertainty as they found former affiliations, even those
based on a shared Waldorf experience, lacking in terms of their newly organized senses of self.
At some point in the organizing phase, students began to move into a fifth affective stage—
characterization (described more in detail elsewhere; Krathwohl, 1964)—in which they began to
revise their social affiliations based on their burgeoning identities.
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Changing Friendships in Later Adolescence
Participants described the process of making friends in high school as the move from
friendships based more on external characteristics such as shared experiences or interests to more
internal characteristics such as shared values. Whereas group membership was defined by
publicly acknowledged outward characteristics valued by the entire group, dyadic friendships
were established on the basis of private and unique or individualized criteria (Wentzel, 2005).
The move from friendships and alliances based primarily on group membership to more
individualized criteria replicated findings from research on the changing nature of friendships in
high school. Shrum and Cheek (1987) reported that membership in social groups or cliques was
most pronounced in early adolescence.
Dyadic friendships and group associations become increasingly individualized as children
move into later adolescence (Shrum & Cheek, 1987). Both Piaget (1969) and Erikson (1968)
theorized that meaningful, interpersonal relationships are most likely to begin in adolescence.
The move from relationships defined by group membership in early adolescence to more dyadic
friendships in later adolescence may be understood in terms of Krathwohl's (1964) affective
taxonomy, or as the move from more simple, generalized feelings, to those of a more complex
and individualized nature. Student responses outlined in Chapter Five on the nature of their
friendships and associations in high school indeed confirmed the move from relationships based
more on external attributes such as shared activities to more internal characteristics concerning
value and sense of self.
Students described the phase-one-process of forming connections with students known
from other contexts such as sports or former schools. However, these group associations began
to wane for the majority of participants as they described forming their own, individualized
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friend groups, based on individualized versus group attributes. The move from friendships based
on group to more individualized affiliations was a painful process for some participants,
especially during the period between the breakup of former friend groups and before newer
dyadic friendships were fully established.
Bradford and Klute (2005) reviewed studies of friendships over the past 30 years, and
found equality and reciprocity served as two of the fundamental attributes of adolescent
friendships. Just as importantly, adolescents are likely to select as friends individuals who are
similar in terms of their sense of self (Bradford & Klute, 2005). One of the factors affecting
adolescents and their ability to form lasting, meaningful friendships in high school is their
cognitive and emotional maturity level (Bradford & Klute, 2005). The majority of interviewees
described the changing nature of friendships across their transition to high school in terms of
their concepts of self. Only two students continued to describe friendships in terms of outward
characteristics such as shared activities.
Research concerning identity status (Marcia, 1967) has found adolescents increasingly
achieve more mature identities as they move into later adolescence. However, over 50% of
adolescents still have not achieved mature identity statuses as they leave high school (Bradford
& Klute, 2005). Eleven of 13 participants described friendships during their junior and senior
years in terms of their sense of self and their unique individuality and purpose. Two interviewees
continued to describe their friendships in terms of either belonging or not belonging to social
groups with external characteristics based on shared interest or opportunity. These two
individuals may not have experienced an identity crisis in high school, with its concomitant
phase of exploration, nor entered a commitment stage in which they commit to values based on
their newly burgeoning sense of self (Marcia, 1967).
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Phase Three of the Transition: Transforming and Self-Actualizing
Students described their transition from the Waldorf elementary school to non-Waldorf
high schools in terms of three distinct stages: establishing competency, analyzing and assessing
experiences, and transforming and self-actualizing. Waldorf elementary students began a
secondary transitionary phase of analyzing and assessing their academic and social experiences
after an initial phase spent establishing basic competencies. Part of this second-phase analytic
process involved incorporating new understandings into existing frameworks. Students in their
second transition phase internalized new academic and social experiences and integrated them
into a larger sense of self before moving into a third transitional stage involving transformation
and self-actualization. Students in this third phase established a new, more independent
relationship towards their learning and friendships. They became more open and purposeful in
their learning, and more independent and discerning in their friendships based on their increased
knowledge of their school system as well as themselves. In the metaphor of learning to drive
offered in the introduction, reaching the third phase of the high school transition put students
securely in the driver's seat, steering their own destiny. Learning in this third phase was
transformative, in part because it was self-generated. Learning was also self-actualized because
it was guided by more self-conscious, existential purposes.
The Third High School Transition Phase and Maslow's (1943) Final Self-Actualization
Stage
Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of needs model shows individuals must first satisfy basic
needs or motivations before turning their attention to higher levels of motivation. The individual
is available to enter a phase of self-actualization after meeting basic physiological and safety
needs, and achieving a sense of belonging and esteem (Maslow, 1943). Self-actualization may
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be understood in terms of the desire for self-fulfillment, or living up to one's potential. Selfactualization may be understood in terms of education as a personal and meaningful form of
learning (Maslow, 1943).
The self-actualization stage may also be understood in terms of the individual's
existential life project or unique destiny. As such, it may be entwined intimately with identity
development. Erikson (1980) defined the psychosocial development of the adolescent in terms
of the conflict between the individual's burgeoning sense of self (identity) and their role in
society. Later adolescence, according to Erikson (1980), is a time of exploration for the
individual as they experiment with possible identities and future societal roles. Future societal
roles, or life-projects, may all be understood in terms of Erikson's (1960) concept of identity.
The third and final phase of the high school transition experience—transforming and selfactualizing—may be understood in terms of Maslow's (1943) final self-actualization stage.

Figure 7. Maslow's (1943) Final Self-Actualization Stage and the Third Transition Phase—
Transforming and Self-Actualizing
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Students in this third transition phase have fulfilled more basic needs, or competencies,
both in terms of achieving a basic sense of belonging as well as a sense of self-esteem. They are
now available to a more individual and purposeful learning experience. Maslow (1943)
described some of the attributes of self-actualized individuals. These attributes include
acceptance, solitude, and appreciation (Maslow, 1943). Participants in this third stage indeed
described coming to terms with the differences between the Waldorf school and their respective
high schools as well as the relationship between grading and testing and their own sense of selfworth. Students demonstrated acceptance by putting grades into proper perspective—important,
but not representative of their value as a person. Several students described the importance of
solitude and how they began to carve out times for recharging or reflection. Many students
began to appreciate and value some of their teachers. Participants described the inspiration and
wonder they experienced through their relationships with particular teachers. This appreciation
marked a return of intrinsic measures of motivation, which had declined during their freshman
and sophomore years. Next I describe some of the attributes of these inspiring teachers and
classrooms as relayed by students.
Bloom's (1956) Creating Stage, Krathwohl's (1964) Characterization Stage, and Maturity
in Adolescence
Bloom (1943) and Krathwohl (1964) addressed the cognitive and affective aspects of
more individualized learning, or learning based on unique purposes or destiny. The fourth stage
of Krathwohl's (1964) affective taxonomy described in the previous section involves analyzing
and assessing new information for value. His fifth and final stage—characterization—involves
relating or integrating new information into existing frameworks of understanding or senses of
self, and beginning to act in one's self interest in accordance with these same understandings.
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The final stage of Bloom's (1943) cognitive taxonomy—creating—likewise involves the creative
and synthetic process of combining different discreet understandings gained previously through
analysis and assessment into a new, individualized understanding. Both Bloom's (1943) creating,
and Krathwohl's (1964) characterization stages may be understood in terms of the third transition
phase—transforming and self-actualizing.

Figure 8. The Final Stage of Bloom's (1943) Cognitive Taxonomy—Creating,
the Final Stage of Krathwohl's (1964) Affective Taxonomy—Characterizing,
and the Third Transition Phase—Transforming and Self-Actualizing
Another important element in self-actualization is simple maturity. Above I shared
research reporting that the adolescent’s ability to form lasting, meaningful friendships in high
school is based on his/her cognitive and emotional maturity level (Bradford & Klute, 2005).
Research into identity status (Marcia, 1967) has similarly shown adolescents increasingly
achieve mature identities as they move into later adolescence (Bradford & Klute, 2005). Steiner
(1977) believed it is only at adolescence that individuals arrive at a full awareness of their own
ego-individuality. The individual begins to relate to their own life of feeling in a more objective
way in later adolescence, and begins to seek out knowledge and experience based on their own
individual and unique existential purposes (Steiner, 1996c).
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Transforming and Self-Actualizing and Kegan's (2009) Transformational Learning
Self-actualized learning as described by Bloom (1943) and Krathwohl (1964) involves
not only the social-constructive notions of learning outlined in former sections, but what Kegan
(2009) referred to as transformational learning. Particulalry, synthetic modes of learning, such as
the cognitive act of creating or the affective act of characterizing, relate to Kegan's (2009)
process of reforming the meaning forming. Kegan (2009) referred to two processes at the heart
of the transformational educational experience. The first is a meaning-forming process in which
the individual constructs his or her meaning in a process akin to Bloom's (1943) analyzing and
evaluating stages of learning. Kegan (2009) called the second process in transformational
learning reforming the meaning-forming. This second meta-process involves the larger
meaning-forming of many, many smaller meaning-forming processes, and it is an
epistemological process transforming how we know. This reforming-the-meaning process is
akin to the final stage in Bloom's (1943) cognitive taxonomy—creating—in which the learner
actively combines different and disparate understandings into something new and wholly
individualized.
Research on Meaning and Community in the Classroom
Students reported their intrinsic motivation (meaning) and their sense of community with
peers and teachers declined across their transition to high school. However, both factors
rebounded somewhat during the third transitionary phase. This positive shift corresponded with
changes in the academic program between 9th and 10th, and 11th and 12th grades. An important
aspect of student comments regarding motivation concerns their sense of classroom community.
I previously described the classroom community as the programmatic factors within the
classroom leading to a sense of community and intrinsic motivation. Urdan and Turner (2005)
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reviewed classroom practices shown to increase intrinsic motivation and academic performance.
These practices included selecting authentic and relevant material, adopting mastery-goals and
downplaying comparative or performance orientations, providing rich and formative feedback,
providing opportunities for students to work cooperatively, and promoting supportive and caring
classroom communities (Udan & Turner, 2005).
Participants valued all of the motivating and meaningful practices listed by Urdan and
Turner (2005), referring to them to express both their disappointment and joy in learning.
Students found these favorable classroom practices lacking in their initial transition experiences
in 9th and 10th grades and improving in 11th and 12th grades. These positive shifts in their juniorand senior-level experiences may be explained by a change in their maturity levels already
referenced, but may also reflect the shift in high school to more advanced application work and
interest-driven electives available to students in their junior and senior years. Positive changes
may also relate to the experience level of lower- and upper-level teachers. Part of what students
experienced as an increase in their sense of community within upper-level classes may be
associated with the smaller class sizes of some of their junior- and senior- level electives.
Positive feelings of community may also be associated with the cohort feeling they experienced
in some of their IB sequence classes and world language classes.
The most significant aspect of classroom experience in upper-level classes related by
interviewees and involving intrinsic motivation—or what Urdan and Turner (2005) called
relevant material—involved student comments regarding teacher passion. Students reported
being inspired by teachers interested and passionate not only about their subjects, but their
students as well. This passion did not necessarily relate to the teacher's skill or expertise level,
but rather more to the teacher's love of or interest in their subject, as well as their ability to go
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beyond discreet facts and make larger connections. Part of what students responded to with
regard to teacher passion may relate to what Steiner (1996a) and Dewey (1997) described as the
underpinnings of learning. Steiner (1996a) thought the real substance of education was not the
transference of information brain-to-brain, but feelings and attitudes soul-to-soul. Dewey (1997)
thought the collateral education of attitudes, likes, dislikes, and most importantly, the desire to
continue learning, was more important than the explicit academic content of any lesson.
Several students commented specifically on the mastery-orientation of some junior- and
senior-level classes, as well as the adaptive grading scheme of some higher-level classes. While
the focus of performance-oriented classrooms is on the student's performance on various
assessments and tests, the focus of mastery-oriented classrooms is on the student's ability to
master different skills (Gutman, 2006). In separate studies Gutman (2006) and Anderman and
Midgley (2004) found mastery-oriented programs supported students in their transition to high
school more than performance-oriented programs. Although many participants found
performance-oriented schemes to be extrinsically motivating, many experienced stress and
anxiety. Students commented on what they experienced as the relentless pace of summative
testing, and their experience of receiving formative feedback too late in the learning process.
Factors found to exacerbate the transitional emotional and social demands of the transition to
high school include a greater emphasis on relative ability and competition (Hertzog & Morgan,
1999).
Perhaps the most significant aspect of student comments related to experiencing a sense
of community in classrooms regarded their opportunity to work cooperatively with peers.
Participants reported a general decline in opportunities for cooperative learning across the
transition to high school. However, several students reported opportunities to work together
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increased junior and senior years. Students commented on cooperative learning opportunities
including dynamic class discussions and working on projects.
Additionally, Udan and Turner (2005) listed the promotion of supportive and caring
classroom communities as integral to intrinsic motivation. Social aspects of the high school
transition associated with negative academic outcomes and outlined in the review of literature in
Chapter Two include impersonal relations with teachers (Mizelle, 1995) and a more anonymous
environment (Roderick, 1993). Part of what students reported experiencing in their shift from
freshman and sophomore to junior and senior classes was greater opportunity for personal
connections with teachers. In fact, nearly half of the interviewees described inspiring
relationships with particular teachers and mentors during their senior year. Dewey (1997)
recommended classrooms be organized around community, where the “moving spirit of the
whole group” provides healthy social control (p. 54). The challenge for the educator, according
to Dewey (1997), is designing activities in such a way that the activity itself provides a natural
and lawful form of control and each individual within the community has opportunities for
growth.
Summary
The transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high
schools involved three phases—establishing competency, analyzing and assessing experience,
and transforming and self-actualizing. Students in the first phase of their transition acclimated to
new learning styles and teaching methods as well as the larger, more impersonal environment of
high school. This first chapter in the transition story generally involved establishing basic
competencies. Academic and social competencies have been found to be interrelated and
dynamic (Eccles, 2005; Udan & Turner, 2005). Perhaps the most significant aspect of academic
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competency for Waldorf elementary graduates initially involved not the academic material itself,
but the adjustment to new instructional methods. The first three stages of Bloom's (1956)
description of the process of learning— remembering, understanding, and applying—all relate to
the establishment of basic competencies. The need for student adjustment to new instructional
methods may be due to the underlying philosophical differences between Waldorf and more
“traditional” methodologies. Researchers found students experienced an adjustment period as
they acclimated themselves to new knowledge and skill bases in high school (Felner et al., 1982;
Schiller, 1999).
The most immediate social concern for Waldorf students entering high school was
making personal connections with students and achieving a sense of belonging. A large part of
the initial social challenge was breaking into to what students perceived as pre-formed social
groupings or cliques in their larger high schools. Membership in social groups initially provided
students with a sense of security and belonging, and a stepping stone to the formation of more
dyadic friendships later based on more internal characteristics such as shared values (Shrum &
Cheek, 1987). The need to establish a sense of belonging and esteem may be understood in
terms of Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of needs. Individuals are motivated to meet higher-level
needs involving belonging and self-esteem after meeting basic physiological (food, water) and
safety (health, security) needs. Only after achieving basic competencies in terms of self-esteem
(being seen to perform well academically) and belonging (establishing personal connections)
were students able to enter further, more individualized stages of development.
Once students established academic and social competencies initially, they entered a
second transitionary phase—analyzing and assessing. Students in this second phase began to
assess the value of both their academic work and the quality and nature of their friendships.
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Students analyzed and assessed their initial academic experiences and discovered a change in
their motivation. Motivations across the transition changed from more intrinsic motivators, such
as inherent interest or meaning, to more extrinsic motivators. Extrinsic motivations included the
desire to fit in socially or achieve future goals related to college or professional aspirations.
Once students achieved a sense of belonging through their membership in various social
groupings, those affiliations started to diminish in importance as students branched out and
formed more intense dyadic friendships based on more unique and individualized characteristics.
After students integrated and internalized new relationships to learning and changing friendships
in this second chapter of their transition experience, they began to act in a fundamentally new
and individualized manner with regard to their motivations in learning and their choice of
friends.
Students in the third phase of their transition experience began to integrate new
understandings and experiences into existing frameworks as well as their burgeoning senses of
self. Students applied their new attitudes towards learning and relationships in unique and
creative ways related to their personal destinies or life projects. Motivation and learning in this
third phase may be compared to Maslow's (1943) fifth and final level of motivation—selfactualization—or Bloom's (1956) final stage of learning—creating. This third, transforming and
self-actualizing phase of the transition coincided with a shift in participant experiences of their
academic program in high school between 9th and 10th, and 11th and 12th grades. Students formed
new academic motivations concerning college and the “real world,” and they experienced a
positive shift in intrinsic motivation and their personal relationships with teachers in some
junior- and senior-level classes.
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One of the limitations of this analysis regards the different ways to interpret
developmental factors influencing motivation or learning, and the way these are represented by
the ubiquitous pyramid shape. The pyramid illustrates how important foundational experiences
are in providing stability and opportunity to advance to higher stages. However, the pyramid
does not give a proper sense of the dynamic interplay and movement involved in these
developmental processes. Organisms do not develop in an additive manner, as a brick is piled
upon another brick. Nor do we orient our experiences and motivations in the same manner,
experience layered upon experience. Organic development is too complex to represent twodimensionally. In reality, it is probably impossible to isolate any single learning experience.
Learning involves a tapestry of multiple, interwoven learning moments consisting of disparate
topics, each at different stages in the learning process. There is never a point in the learning
process—if our motivations and learning are to be fruitful and meaningful—when the learner
arrives at the peak of the pyramid. In other words, a living idea will not fit into place like the
capstone on a pyramid. A closer representative illustration of the developmental process of
learning might be a more organic and dynamic representation, such as the growth of a plant from
a seed or the development of the fetus in utero. The succeeding stage of development in these
organic processes is not so much “built” upon the previous stage, but built “out” of it. As Steiner
indicated (1996a), developmental processes are more plastic than additive.
Previously I compared the transition experience to the process of learning to drive.
Student drivers must first establish some basic competencies with regard to the different parts
and functions of the car as well as basic traffic laws. Young drivers begin to apply their new
understanding with behind-the-wheel practice after establishing basic competencies. Part of this
second-stage process involves integration of all the disparate acts in the driving experience into a
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sense of the whole. After this holistic understanding has been established and integrated into
existing frameworks, the driver is then available—in the sense of Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of
motivations—to attend to more unique and personalized aspects of driving, such as getting you
where you want or need to go.
One of the limitations of the driving analogy is the majority of our time spent in cars is
devoted to mundane activities. We do not often describe going to the store in existential terms,
although stopping at the grocery store to pick up a gallon of milk does meet a basic,
physiological need. Personally, I am more likely to describe my driving experiences in terms of
stupid or inconsiderate drivers or construction delays than in terms of how I fulfilled some aspect
of my unique destiny. Similarly students described in detail the academic and social challenges
they faced initially in high school. However, they did not go into the same detail with regard to
how their academic or social experiences related to their own identity development or existential
life projects. In a simple example, students commented more on their frustration with factchecking learning activities during their initial transition than how their academic program in
high school fit with their life purposes. Furthermore, participants described their initial
challenges in detail, and devoted less time to the satisfying aspects of their high school career or
its effects on them later in life. This is but one limitation to my analysis. I describe other
limitations and provide a summary of findings and implications for practice in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the last chapter I analyzed the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates
attending non-Waldorf high schools through the developmental lenses of Maslow's (1943)
motivational theory, and Bloom's (1956) and Krathwohl's (1964) learning theory. I described
how the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates may be understood as occurring
in three phases—establishing competency, analyzing and assessing experience, and transforming
and self-actualizing—each phase relating to subsequent stages in motivation or learning (Bloom,
1956; Maslow, 1943). Next I summarize the research findings and compare them to earlier
research studies, identifying areas of agreement and disagreement in the literature. I then discuss
implications for practice, such as how my findings may inform the practice of Waldorf
elementary schools, including teachers, marketing and enrollment departments, prospective and
current Waldorf families, and the methodology of studies concerning school transitions. I further
discuss the limitations of my research and suggest possible areas for further research on
transitions from Waldorf schools to other educational environments. I conclude with some
personal thoughts regarding the nature of learning.
Research Findings
Participants described and interpreted their Waldorf elementary school experiences and
their subsequent experiences during their transition from Waldorf elementary to non-Waldorf
high schools. Students recounted their academic and social transitions to high school, and
generally categorized their responses into either academic or social domains, although many
comments revealed the integrated and dynamic relationship between socioemotional health and
academic success (APA, 2015; Eccles, 2005; Udan & Turner, 2005). The transition experience
of Waldorf elementary graduates to non-Waldorf high schools may be understood in terms of
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three distinct phases—establishing competency, analyzing and assessing experience, and
transforming and self-actualizing.
The first phase of the transition involved establishing competence both academically and
socially. Competence here is defined by the students’ own assessment of their standing.
Academic competence involved developing a positive sense of self-esteem by achieving good
grades. Social competence involved establishing a sense of belonging through membership in
various social groups.
The most significant challenge academically in this initial phase concerned not any
academic content itself, but new instructional methods experienced for the first time in high
school. Participants described the process of acclimating to new learning styles valued in high
school as well as new teaching methods. Changes in learning styles included a decrease in
opportunities for artistic and experiential learning. This included a concomitant decrease in
opportunities for cooperative and communal learning. Students reported learning in high school
relied more heavily on visual learning than their Waldorf elementary school experience.
Changes in teaching methods included different testing and grading schemes as well as
what students experienced as a decrease in teacher passion for both their content area and
learning in general. This was particularly evident in freshman and sophomore classes, improving
somewhat in junior- and senior-level classes. Students reported testing and grading methods
across the transition to high school became more fact-based, as evidenced by an increase in
multiple choice or one-answer questions. Tests and grades also became more performanceoriented, as evidenced by an increase in summative quizzes and tests. Also significant in student
responses was their description of the emphasis of quantitative over qualitative measurements of
performance in high school. Studies in the literature confirmed the need for students to learn the
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nuts and bolts of high school itself, including instructional terminology and processes, before
effectively applying that knowledge to various academic content areas (Alspaugh & Harting,
1995; Beresford, 2013; Felner et al., 1982; Schiller, 1999; Ward, 2013).
The most significant challenge socially in the first phase of the transition was establishing
a sense of belonging by integrating into the high school social structure. Initial social concerns
included knowing someone or identifying someone to sit with during class or at lunch. The most
significant social challenge initially was breaking into what presented as pre-formed social
groups or cliques based on interests such as participation in sports or clubs, or based on former
middle school associations. Establishing membership in these social groupings posed special
challenges for more shy and introverted individuals.
Students in the second phase of their transition began to analyze and assess their initial
academic and social experiences. Analysis involved student comparisons of their new high
school experiences with their former Waldorf experience. Participants analyzed their academic
transition and found their personal connection to academic material waning at the same time they
discovered new, more extrinsic motivations. Students felt invigorated by achieving good grades,
even though they concluded grades were one-dimensional as measures of value. Motivations
changed from more intrinsic measures (i.e. interest value) to more extrinsic measures (i.e. grades
as a gateway to college).
Students analyzed their academic experiences and found their interest and engagement
waning. The reasons participants gave for the decrease in intrinsic meaning across the transition
included many of the changes in learning styles and teaching methods outlined in the previous
section, including fewer opportunities for artistic and experiential learning, fewer opportunities
for cooperative and communal learning, testing and grading schemes based on the reproduction
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of facts, and lack of teacher passion. Research confirmed participant comments regarding
practices promoting engagement and interest, or intrinsic motivation, in the classroom, and
lacking in their freshman and sophomore experiences. These practices included the selection of
authentic and relevant material (Eccles, 2005), the adoption of mastery-goals (and the
accompanying de-emphasis of comparative or performance orientations; Anderman & Midgley,
2004; Gutman, 2006), providing rich and formative feedback, (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999) and
providing opportunities for students to work cooperatively (Udan & Turner, 2005).
Upon further analysis, students viewed many of the changes in teaching methods
experienced across the transition as a move from an emphasis on relational or analogic
understandings in the Waldorf school to the reproduction of discreet facts in high school.
Relational understandings related to participant comments regarding teacher passion. Teacher
passion as described by participants concerned not teachers’ levels of expertise, but rather their
interest in the material, as well as their ability to craft their teaching in personal ways. This
“crafting” included a teacher’s ability to draw larger connections between different content
elements, or between the topic and students' lives.
Students analyzed their initial social experiences and found their larger high schools to be
more impersonal than the smaller Waldorf school. Students reported missing the close-knit
community of the Waldorf school and began to search for new friendships based less on external
characteristics such as interests or proximity, and more on internal characteristics such as values.
Researchers found as children move into later adolescence, their dyadic friendships and group
associations become increasingly individualized (Shrum & Cheek, 1987; Bradford & Klute,
2005). This proved true with regard to participant friendships in the second and third phases of
their transition.
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Participants found freshman and sophomore classes lacking in classroom community,
which may be considered as a combination of factors, including the quality of relationships with
teachers and other students as well as the types of classroom activities engendering a positive
sense of community. Again, research confirmed classroom attributes associated with interest
value and a positive sense of community, including the selection of authentic and relevant
material (Udan & Turner, 2005), the adoption of mastery-goals (Gutman, 2006), providing rich
and formative feedback (Anderman & Midgley, 2004), and providing opportunities for students
to work cooperatively (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999).
Students entered a third phase of the high school transition—transforming and selfactualizing—after establishing competence in their first phase, and analyzing and assessing their
initial experiences in the second phase. Students in this third phase integrated new academic and
social experiences and understandings into existing frameworks. This third phase coincided with
a positive shift in participant experiences of their academic program in high school between 9th
and 10th, and 11th and 12th grades. Students formed new academic motivations concerning
college and the “real world,” and they experienced a positive shift in intrinsic motivation and
their personal relationships with teachers in some junior- and senior-level classes. In fact, all 13
participants described an influential and inspiring junior- or senior-level teacher.
Implications for Practice
The results of this study concerning the transition experience of Waldorf elementary
graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools may inform the actions of several different
constituent groups. Certainly the transition story has implications for Waldorf schools,
particularly for Waldorf elementary teachers as they seek to prepare their middle-school-aged
students for other educational environments outside of the Waldorf system. Waldorf enrollment
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and development departments may wish to use the results of this study when called upon to tell
the transition story of Waldorf graduates to prospective parents and donors. Along the same
lines, the results of this study have implications for Waldorf families, both present and
prospective, as they seek to make informed decisions regarding school choice, whether that
means the choice to attend the Waldorf school in the first place or their choice of a non-Waldorf
high school.
This study also has possible implications for educational practice in non-Waldorf,
comprehensive high schools, both in terms of general methodology and programs designed to
ease transitional challenges. Finally, this study has possible implications for further studies
involving school transition experiences. I address possible implications for various constituent
groups next.
Implications for Waldorf Schools
The results of this study have several possible implications for Waldorf schools. Steiner
(2000), the founder of Waldorf education, believed that while Waldorf schools must hold true to
their developmental understanding of childhood and its incumbent developmentally appropriate
curriculum, they must also prepare students for the “real” world and other educational
environments. Because I located no previous studies devoted to the transition of Waldorf
students to any other educational environments, including the important transition to high school,
this study provides information immediately useful to Waldorf schools and families. High
school readiness is perennially on the minds of Waldorf teachers, middle school students, and
their families. Given the philosophical differences in the Waldorf approach and the more
traditional delivery methods in large (typically public) high schools, questions of high school
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readiness or the high school transition experience are lightning rods for many parents in their
assessment of the ultimate value of a Waldorf education.
The main concerns expressed by teachers and families in the Waldorf School traditionally
involve the academic content of high school. Teachers, students, and parents worry Waldorf
elementary graduates will not be prepared in specific content areas. Areas of concern are
somewhat obvious given some of the unique attributes of Waldorf methodology. These concerns
include technology (Waldorf elementary schools have no computers), and science (Waldorf
science utilizes a phenomenological approach). Other concerns may include differences in
instructional practices and methods, including test-taking (Waldorf students take substantially
fewer tests, and the tests tend to involve more qualitative measures than high school testing). If
the results of this study are any indication of the general transition experience of Waldorf
graduates, concerns about specific academic content may be unwarranted. None of the 13
interviewees mentioned feeling unprepared in any specific content area, including science and
technology. Neither did any participant mention feeling underprepared in other content areas,
such as math, language arts, or world languages.
No participant in this study reported feeling unprepared in any specific content area.
However, one of the most significant findings of this study concerns student preparedness for the
different styles of learning and methods of teaching taking place in non-Waldorf high schools. In
this sense, concern over test-taking in high school may be warranted. However, the first phase of
the transition experience, which in part involved gaining academic competence by learning the
nuts and bolts of how high school works, was relatively short, lasting less than a semester for
most students. The adjustment to new instructional methods across the transition appears to be a
more significant, although short-lived, challenge than academic preparedness.
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It is beyond the scope of this study to suggest changes to traditional Waldorf practice.
However, it may be fair to suggest that in faculty conversations and studies concerning high
school readiness, questions of high school teaching methodologies should take precedence over
questions of content readiness. Interpreted through the lens, for instance, of Bloom's (1956)
cognitive taxonomy, students may not be able to even address possible content gaps until they
first acclimate to new learning styles and teaching methodologies. In other words, the question
of whether or how Waldorf eighth-graders should be formally introduced to technology or
science terminology may be less important than the question of their readiness to experience
syllabi, rubrics, multiple choice tests, weighted grades, and performance-oriented grading. The
question of what, if anything, Waldorf schools may do to specifically prepare students, for
instance, for taking multiple choice tests, is further complicated by the fact that based on learning
styles some students reported having no issues at all acclimating to such testing methods, while
others struggled with more quantitative testing and grading schemes even after learning the nuts
and bolts of such schemes.
One question for consideration by Waldorf pedagogues is the question of if and how
Waldorf schools might introduce some of the nuts and bolts of high school instructional methods
to their middle-school-aged students, particularly seventh- and eighth-graders. For example, if
multiple choice tests were to be peppered into instruction several times during the middle school
years, it would not only offer the opportunity to familiarize students with the particular testing
method, it would also offer the opportunity for teachers to identify students for whom this type
of testing presents a particular challenge. This type of formative assessment might be helpful in
suggesting other, more Waldorf-appropriate measures addressing high school readiness in terms
of different instructional methods. Other similar areas which might be addressed include note-
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taking, reading textbooks, and the importance of work completion (in terms of simple quantity
and weighted grading).
The implications for practice are less obvious with regard to the social transition of
Waldorf elementary graduates to non-Waldorf high schools. Given that the main, initial social
challenge—trying to break into pre-formed social groups—relates to the small size of Waldorf
schools, at least some of the possible remedies must necessarily reside outside the Waldorf
school itself. Waldorf teachers have traditionally encouraged their middle-school-aged students
to engage in as many outside interests (sports, clubs, activities) as possible, and this participation
may help provide some needed group affiliations going into high school. To the extent that
Waldorf schools are engaged in actively helping families choose high schools, they may also
guide families to consider smaller high schools, particularly for more shy or introverted students.
Another consideration with regard to school size is the extent to which the culture of a small high
school may mesh with the particular student and their unique personality. As Lee and Smith
(1997) and Kinney (1993) found, students may experience difficulty locating a peer group in a
smaller school. Perhaps the most obvious implication for Waldorf schools as they assist families
in choosing an appropriate high school involves careful consideration of the temperament of the
individual student in question.
The implications for Waldorf teachers outlined above, including focusing questions
concerning high school readiness around teaching methodologies and not content areas, and
facilitating deeper conversations and assistance with parents surrounding high school choice,
particularly with regard to individual student differences and temperaments, reverberate in
Waldorf enrollment and marketing departments. High school readiness is a lightning rod for
prospective Waldorf families on the verge of making what for some must seem like a radical
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educational choice for their child. Even if the Waldorf methodology is enticing or intriguing in a
holistic sense to prospective parents, concern over high school readiness often lingers. In fact,
concern over preparedness for high school lingers for some families throughout their eight-year
Waldorf journey.
Focusing the readiness concern around the different methodologies and philosophies at
play in the Waldorf school and mainstream high schools and away from content concerns may
help enrollment and development directors alleviate some parent anxiety. It may be that Waldorf
families will be able to comfortably imagine what their child might experience going from the
Waldorf school to a more “traditional” high school in terms of changing methods. The specter of
being unprepared, for instance, to factor polynomials in a high school algebra class, may be more
difficult to resolve mentally. Families may understand and accept that students will go through a
necessary adjustment period in high school as they acclimate to new instructional methods; they
may have a harder time imaging how a student would “catch up” should they be unprepared
academically.
Another traditional area of concern for prospective and current Waldorf families involves
the impression of the Waldorf school as an insulated or protected social bubble. Traditionally
this is not a lightning rod issue like the academic-preparedness concern, but it is a lingering
question for Waldorf families, particularly as their children reach middle-school-age. The
question of how to communicate the story of the transition to high school socially is somewhat
more complex than how to communicate the academic transition. The positive effects of a small
community for younger children notwithstanding, the challenge of moving from the smaller
Waldorf school to larger high schools was more significant for those students with shyer, more
introverted temperaments. Furthermore, attending smaller high schools resulted in a positive
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social experience for only two of the four participants attending such smaller schools. Schoolsize research yields similarly complex findings. Research studies concerning what types of
elementary, middle school, or junior high school models best prepare students for the transition
to high school are mixed (Alspaugh, 1998; Seidman et al., 1994; Simmons and Blyth, 1987;
Weiss & Baker-Smith, 2011).
Perhaps the implication for communicating the story of the social transition of Waldorf
elementary graduates to non-Waldorf high schools involves explaining the unique,
socioemotional experience of each individual student, as well as giving a picture of the
normative high school transition. As the literature shows, some of the social challenges related
by interviewees may be interpreted in terms of the “normal” high school transition experience, or
as challenges experienced by freshman regardless of their former school experience. Research
confirmed some of the socioemotional challenges experienced in the normative high school
transition. These socioemotional challenges include relational challenges (Langenkamp, 2009;
Seidman et al., 1996), anxiety and depression (Barber and Olsen, 2004; Slater & McKeown,
2004), and declines in self-esteem (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Seidman et al., 1994). Other
emotional challenges include decreases in motivation (Eccles & Midgley, 1989; Eccles &
Wigfield, 2002), and involvement (Barber & Olsen, 2004; Catterall, 1998). Communicating this
picture of normative, socioemotional, transitional challenges may be helpful in ameliorating the
concern on the part of some families that Waldorf students will necessarily be at a disadvantage
attending larger, more impersonal high schools.
Implications for Comprehensive High Schools
Additionally, this study has possible implications for more mainstream, comprehensive
high schools. Research concerning programming designed to ease transitional challenges, as I
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explained in the literature review in Chapter Two, was largely devoted to stand-alone programs
existing outside or alongside normal programmatic elements. Researchers did not typically
make recommendations about how academic programs themselves might be changed to address
transitional challenges. In the research devoted to transitional programming, academic programs
were often assumed to be a fait accompli.
Other researchers described academic programs or methodological processes which have
been found to ameliorate academic and social challenges across the transition. These processes
mirror participant comments concerning what I have termed classroom community, or those
elements which address not only intrinsic motivations or interest value, but a positive sense of
community. Researchers identified activities and processes shown to inspire interest and
engagement as well as a positive sense of community. These activities and processes include
selecting authentic and relevant material (Udan & Turner, 2005), adopting mastery-goals and
downplaying comparative or performance orientations, providing rich and formative feedback
(Anderman & Midgley, 2004; Gutman, 2006), and providing opportunities for students to work
cooperatively (Hertzog & Morgan, 1999).
Taken as a whole, the initial academic and social challenges reported by participants
largely concern these aforementioned examples of classroom community. For instance, giving
students opportunities to work together not only addresses intrinsic motivation, or meaning, by
allowing students to be more actively engaged in their learning, it also addresses the initial social
concern of not knowing anyone, or the difficulty breaking into social groups. One of the main
differences in learning across the transition to high school for Waldorf elementary students
involved a decrease in opportunities for artistic or experiential learning. Both these types of
classroom activities were similarly reported by participants as having not only positive academic
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ramifications in terms of interest or engagement, but positive social effects as well. Artistic and
experiential activities are not only engaging, they are social and communal. By the same token,
performance-oriented testing and grading schemes have been shown to have the opposite effect;
not only are they de-motivating in terms of intrinsic value, they are antithetical to the formation
of a positive and caring sense of community (Anderman & Midgley, 2004; Gutman, 2006; Udan
& Turner, 2005) A seemingly obvious implication for more mainstream ninth and tenth grade
programs is the adoption of methods and processes found to increase engagement and provide a
positive sense of community.
Implications for Future Educational Transition Studies
Finally, this study concerning the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates
to non-Waldorf high schools has possible implications for future educational transition studies,
including the need for longer-range emphases. I described three phases of the high school
transition experience in my analysis, and related those phases to developmental theories
regarding motivation and learning. For instance, as in Bloom's (1956) cognitive taxonomy of
learning, individuals must necessarily proceed through initial stages of learning concerning basic
terminology and processes before being able to analyze and assess the value of that same
knowledge. If, in fact, as I claimed, students necessarily went through a phase of establishing
competency in large part by first learning the methodological nuts and bolts of high school
before they were able to analyze and assess their initial academic experiences, then it may be fair
to assume that students in their initial transitionary phase would not be in a position to analyze
their experiences fairly or holistically.
My concern over the ability of students in the midst of their transition experience to have
the capacity to analyze and assess that same experience influenced my decision to interview
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seniors and high school graduates. I worried freshman would over-react to areas of perceived
lack of preparation without being able to bracket or contextualize initial transitional challenges
with ongoing or structural challenges. For instance, I worried freshman would report knowing
absolutely nothing about science going into high school, and possibly report several years later
wanting to pursue a career in science expressly because of their Waldorf science experience or in
spite of their high school science experience. This is not a criticism of high school science
curriculums; it is a concern about how Waldorf science is portrayed. Interviewing seniors and
older students allowed for initial transitional phases to play out, and it allowed the participants to
contextualize and assess their own transitional experiences, which I do not believe they would
have been able to do as freshman or even sophomores. Furthermore, interviewing seniors and
high school graduates revealed further transitional phases such as the change from more intrinsic
to more extrinsic measures of motivation. An implication for future studies involving school
transitions is to take a longer-range view and explore longer time frames, thus allowing students
time to acclimate and adjust to new experiences before evaluating those same experiences.
Taking a snapshot of the transition experience at any point in time may be a bit like analyzing
one aspect of a circle. Isolating any given moment in the circle, the circle will present itself as a
point, or an infinitely small line. Only by taking a longer-range view does the nature of the curve
come into view.
Limitations of the Research
This study has several important limitations, including the self-selecting nature of
Waldorf students. As middle class students with highly educated parents, Waldorf graduates
belong to a demographic population typically weathering many transitional challenges (Baldwin
et al., 2005). I attempted to circumvent this methodological limitation by taking a
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phenomenological approach focused not on any measurable outcomes, but on the phenomenon
of the transition experience itself. This story of the transition experience of Waldorf elementary
graduates is not intended to be generalizable to any transitioning American freshman, although I
have already described some possible implications for mainstream practice. Other possible
methodological limitations include the self-selecting nature of participants, the limited scope of
high schools attended, questions of the generalizability of Waldorf class teachers, and the age of
the participants and their chronological distance from the initial transition itself. Next I describe
the self-selecting nature of participants before outlining other limitations.
While Waldorf students belong to a self-selected population, the participants in my study
were further self-selecting. I interviewed every student who responded to my request for
interviews; no sampling methods were applied. It is reasonable to question whether students
who might have negative opinions about their Waldorf education or their preparedness for high
school might avoid being interviewed. Similarly, it might be safe to assume shyer or more
introverted students would be reticent to participate in interviews. Students who volunteered to
be interviewed may have had particularly positive Waldorf or transitional experiences they
wanted to share.
Other possible limitations of my study concern the generalizability of the high schools in
question as well as that of Waldorf class teachers. Of the 13 interviewees, nine attended large,
urban public high schools, three attended smaller, urban parochial schools, and one attended a
still smaller public charter school. Not represented in this sample are any of the area's higherend, private prep schools or any of the larger, outer-ring suburban high schools. It may be safe to
assume these private prep schools and outer-ring, public schools have different demographic
populations if not different programmatic elements. Another possible limitation of my study
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concerns the generalizability of the Waldorf class teachers in question. Given the class teacher
loops with their students from first through eighth grade, interviewees' particular class teachers
might have had a tremendous influence on their students' Waldorf experience and their possible
preparedness for high school. The 13 participants represent six different class teachers, two of
whom stayed with their classes all eight years. Given the Waldorf class teachers stayed with
their classes for so many years and handled the majority of academic content, variability between
different class teachers could be significant.
A final limitation (which I described previously as a possible benefit) is the age of the
participants. Participants ranged from 18 to 20 years of age, or from seniors in high school to
juniors in college. While the students' age allowed for reflexivity regarding their transition
experiences, it rendered those experiences at least several years in the past. Some participants
described their initial transition experiences as if they were still fresh in their memory, while
others struggled to recall some aspects of their Waldorf experience and initial transition
experiences.
Recommendations for Further Research
I located no published research on the transition from Waldorf schools to any other
educational environments in my research, particularly the important transition from elementary
school to high school. Given the lack of research in this area, my intention in choosing this
particular study was not only to provide some initial data regarding the transition experience of
Waldorf elementary graduates attending non-Waldorf high schools, but to establish a rudimentary
methodological template for researching and analyzing transitional experiences. Further
research is needed in transitions not only from Waldorf elementary schools to various nonWaldorf high schools, but transitions in and out of Waldorf schools at various grade levels.
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Research concerning transitions not only informs the practice of schools attempting to prepare
their students for other educational environments, but sheds a unique light on the programming
and methodological practices of schools on either side of the transition. Given Waldorf schools
start formal reading instruction several years later than most schools, other potentially
informative transitions to study are those taking place in the early primary years between
kindergarten and grade three.
There are several streams of research concerning the normative high school transition
experience. These two streams include research into academic outcomes in the wake of claims
of American public school mediocrity such as those outlined in the 1983 report Nation at Risk
(National Commission on Excellence in Education). Research following this line of inquiry
tends to focus on factors such as academic success as measured by standardized tests or as
compared internationally (George, n.d). In a second line of inquiry researchers have been
concerned with the developmental needs of early adolescents (Manning, 2000). Since the
adoption of No Child Left Behind legislation in 2001, federal funding agencies have favored
research of the first stream, research concerning academic success as measured by standardized
tests or against standards or core curriculums (Anyon, 2009). In fact, in my review of the
normative high school transition and in my analysis of the transition experience of Waldorf
elementary graduates, I found the performance-orientation of standardized tests and the pace of
standardized curriculums (and some of the delivery methods of such curriculums in practice) to
be de-motivating to students (Anderman & Midgley, 2004; Gutman, 2006; Hertzog & Morgan,
1999; Udan & Turner, 2005). If, as research has shown, motivation and mental health may be
understood as measures of developmental appropriateness (Eccles et al., 1993; Eccles, Lord &
Midgley, 1991; Eccles & Midgley, 1989), this indicates the need for more studies not only
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concerning motivation and socioemotional well-being, but the relationship between
methodological practices popular in the wake of No Child Left Behind (2001) and developmental
appropriateness.
Closing Thoughts
My research regarding the transition experience of Waldorf elementary graduates has
been informative and personally rewarding. My research has informed my understanding of
Waldorf education, particularly in the areas of its relationship to other educational theories and
methods, and to more existential purposes and life projects. My conversations with Waldorf
elementary graduates had immediate and positive effects on my own work in the classroom with
my current students and left me hopeful. Leaving interviews, I was overcome by a singular
emotion—hope.
My conversations with former Waldorf students improved my “teacher vision.” One can
never “see” the direct effects of education, nor should one. When we eat a potato chip, we do
not become chip-shaped; we do not get salty. This is how education works: we, as teachers, give
something to our students; they take what they want and need, bits and pieces; and digest what
they take in their own ways. What students make of the raw material we offer is anyone's guess.
But I do believe as teachers we may develop an intuitive sense, “teacher vision,” if you will, of
which concepts or activities are more capable of growth after digestion, and which concepts are
more likely to cause indigestion.
To me the most relevant aspect of the transition experience shared by participants—
related to this idea of concepts capable of growth, or “living pictures”—was the decrease in their
opportunities for artistic and experiential learning across the transition to high school, and the
associated decline in personal engagement. Although personal engagement rebounded slightly
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junior and senior years, and although participants experienced many other important forms of
motivation including being able to firmly take their place in middle class society by getting good
grades and developing “real world skills,” the story of the transition shared by interviewees was
in part a story of loss. Part of the loss is expected and healthy, part of the developmental process
of growing up. Another aspect of the loss is simply unintentional and unnecessary.
Related to the story of the loss of interest across the transition is the nature of learning
itself (not the nature of knowledge, but of knowing, the substance of intelligence and its source).
Theoretically, perhaps most relevant to an explanation of student descriptions of the effects of a
more passive educational experience with less opportunity for experiential and creative
participation, is the constructive-developmental picture of intelligence given by Steiner (1977)
and echoed by other developmental theorists including Dewey (1997), Kegan (2009), Erickson
(1980) and Friere (1983). Steiner (2001) said giving a student an abstract concept without
building up the proper experiences and feelings was like giving him “stones for bread” (p. 29).
“Bread” is nourishing, transformational; the carbohydrates are converted to energy, the proteins
to muscle mass. “Stones” are not transformed; they are a weight that must be carried or cast
away. Similarly, Dewey (1997) said the central task of education is to “select the kind of present
experiences that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experiences” (p. 27). Subsequently,
artistic (creative), and experiential activities are the building blocks, the core, foundational
aspects, of learning.
I analyzed the transition experience through several developmental lenses including
Maslow's (1943) and Bloom's (1956), both represented by the ubiquitous pyramid graphic. I
discussed the importance of developmental understandings and the limitations of their triangular
representation. Intelligence too has a developmental framework, and one might imagine its
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representation as a pyramid. Represented in terms of Steiner's (1996a) picture of thinking,
feeling, and willing, and echoed by Dewey (1997), Kegan (2009), Gardner (2011) and others, the
pyramid might look something like this:

Figure 9. Steiner's (1996a) Picture of Intelligence.
Thinking, in this representation of intelligence, is built upon a wide and solid foundation
of experience and feeling. This solid foundation allows what happens “upstairs” (thinking) to be
moveable and flexible, to be applied and transferred uniquely and creatively in any given
situation. In an epistemological sense, this picture represents the act of thinking as distinguished
from what we might call “thoughting.” Creative and experiential activities provide the “bread”
or “fruit” which nourishes future thoughts. When education, or the educative act, is built
primarily on the concept or datum itself, or based on the intellect itself, the picture given above
might look something more like this:
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Figure 10. An Alternative, Upside-Down Picture of Intelligence.
Intelligence, in this alternative, “upside down” picture, is built upon the concept or
thought itself. The inverted triangle gives the picture of instability. Any movement near the top,
with regard to direct experience or feeling, wobbles the entire structure. Feeling and experience
must necessarily be adapted to fit preexisting ideas. If this adaptation does not take place, the
individual is likely to experience cognitive dissonance. This pyramid is not built out of bread or
fruit, but stones. Without the necessary foundation of feeling and direct experience, thinking is
rendered static, inflexible. Endangered are the very higher-order thinking skills our society
purports to value. In other words, endangered is the top-end of Bloom's (1956) cognitive
pyramid, including the abilities to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate.
I believe it is possible for teachers to develop “teacher vision,” an intuitive sense, an
ability to pick out “bread” (Steiner, 2001) from a pile of stones, or choose a “fruiting plant”
(Dewey, 1997) from a collection of thorny bushes. I believe my research and my conversations
with former students and Waldorf graduates has helped me in my search for bread. I hope it has
done the same for my readers.
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APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS
The Experiences of Waldorf Elementary School Graduates in their
Transitions to non-Waldorf High Schools
# A11- 205-01

I am conducting a study concerning the experiences of Waldorf elementary school graduates in their transitions to
non-Waldorf high schools. I invite you to participate in this research. You were selected as a possible participant
because you are a Waldorf graduate who attended a non-Waldorf high school and because you are known to me
personally. Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by: Peter Lawton—researcher, Sarah Noonan—advisor, Department of Leadership,
Policy and Administration, University of St. Thomas
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is to provide information to Waldorf schools regarding the transition experience of Waldorf
elementary students to non-Waldorf high schools. I hope this information will be useful for enrollment and marketing
purposes, as well as for teachers as they review and design curriculum. Knowing what to expect in the transition to
high school may help alleviate some of the anxiety students and parents may experience leading up to eighth grade
graduation.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to participate in a semi-structured interview. The location of the interview
will be chosen based on comfort and convenience for you. The interview will last approximately 90 minutes and be
recorded and transcribed.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has several risks. First, the interview may bring up something that is emotional or stressful for you, or
something that you don't want me to hear. Second, you may worry that something you say (about your experience at
the Waldorf school, for instance) might hurt my feelings.
Please be assured that you need only tell me what you want to tell me. If there is something you don't want me to
know, then you may keep it private. If you do agree to be interviewed, your name will be kept confidential. Also,
please be assured that I expect that you experienced challenges in your transition to high school directly related to the
differences between the Waldorf school and your high school. It will not hurt my feelings to hear that, for instance
you didn't feel prepared in some areas. It is this very information that will be useful to my study.
As a direct benefit, you will probably enjoy relaying stories from your Waldorf school experience and your transition
to high school, even if they represent difficulties or challenges. You may even learn something about yourself in the
process.
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Compensation:
There will be no compensation for the participants.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will use pseudonyms for you and
the schools involved. The types of records I will create include a sound recording of our interview and a written
transcription from that recording. If I use a professional transcriber, I will have that individual sign a confidentiality
agreement for your protection as well. I will keep a master list of the pseudonyms. All data and subsequent documents
arising from it will be kept on a password-protected computer and will be destroyed six months after the completion
of my dissertation.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with the University of St. Thomas. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at
any time up to and until 9/1/15. Should you decide to withdraw, recordings and transcripts will be destroyed and not
used in any future writings. You are also free to skip any questions I may ask.
Contacts and Questions
My name is Peter Lawton. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may contact
me at peterlawton@clws.org or (612) 327-64-71. You may also contact my instructor, Dr. Sarah Noonan, at 651963-4897. The University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board can be reached at 651-962-5341 with any
questions or concerns you may have.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent to participate in
the study. I am at least 18 years of age.
______________________________________
Signature of Study Participant

________________
Date

______________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
______________________________________
Signature of Researcher

________________
Date

______________________________________
Signature of Instructor

________________
Date
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Interview Questions
Background Questions
1. What schools have you attended from nursery through high school?
1. Describe your personality/temperament? (How would your family or friends describe
you?)
2. Describe how you learn best. Describe your learning style. What are your work habits
like?
3. Give some examples of things in school that are easy/challenging.
Waldorf Experience
1. Tell me about what learning was like in the Waldorf school.
1. Give some examples of things that were easy/challenging in the Waldorf school.
2. Tell me about a major turning point in your Waldorf school experience.
3. What are your general take-aways/memories from the Waldorf school?
High School Transition
1. Tell me about your first few months of high school.
1. What was easy/hard about the transition?
2. What did you love about high school when you got there?
3. Tell me about a major turning point in your freshman year.
4. Tell me about what learning was like before high school and what it was like after high
school.
5. What do wish you would have known going into high school?
6. Give me an example of a time you faced a challenge (academic, social, emotional) in
your freshman year...*
1. core academic (math, science, English/writing, social studies)
2. friendships
3. activities (arts, sports)
4. self-esteem, anxiety
5. grades
6. style of learning/teaching
7. relevance/connection to material
8. motivation
9. technology
10. retention
11. creativity in learning
*Question number seven will branch off and delve deeper into any challenge stories that are
shared. Participants will be prompted with prompts such as, “Can you give me an example of
that...” or “Tell me more about that....”
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APPENDIX C
CLIENT NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
This CLIENT NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT, effective as of the date last set forth below (this
“Agreement”), between the undersigned actual or potential client (“Client ”) and Rev.com, Inc.
(“Rev.com”) is made to confirm the understanding and agreement of the parties hereto with respect to
certain proprietary information being provided to Rev.com for the purpose of performing translation,
transcription, video captions and other document related services (the “Rev.com Services ”). In
consideration for the mutual agreements contained herein and the other provisions of this Agreement, the
parties hereto agree as follows:

1. Scope of Confidential Information
1.1. “Confidential Information” means, subject to the exceptions set forth in Section 1.2 hereof, any
documents or other text supplied by Client to Rev.com for the purpose of performing the Rev.com
Services.
1.2. Confidential Information does not include information that: (i) was available to Rev.com prior to
disclosure of such information by Client and free of any confidentiality obligation in favor of Client known
to Rev.com at the time of disclosure; (ii) is made available to Rev.com from a third party not known by
Rev.com at the time of such availability to be subject to a confidentiality obligation in favor of Client; (iii) is
made available to third parties by Client without restriction on the disclosure of such information; (iv) is or
becomes available to the public other than as a result of disclosure by Rev.com prohibited by this
Agreement; or (v) is developed independently by Rev.com or Rev.com ’s directors, officers, members,
partners, employees, consultants, contractors, agents, representatives or affiliated entities (collectively,
“Associated Persons”). hereto agree as follows: 2.
Use and Disclosure of Confidential Information
Rev.com will keep secret and will not disclose to anyone any of the Confidential Information, other than
furnishing the Confidential Information to Associated Persons; provided that such Associated Persons are
bound by agreements respecting confidential information. Rev.com will not use any of the Confidential
Information for any purpose other than performing the Rev.com Services on Client’s behalf. Rev.com will
use reasonable care and adequate measures to protect the security of the Confidential Information and to
attempt to prevent any Confidential Information from being disclosed or otherwise made available to
unauthorized persons or used in violation of the foregoing.
2.2. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Rev.com is free to make, and this Agreement does
not restrict, disclosure of any Confidential Information in a judicial, legislative or administrative
investigation or proceeding or to a government or other regulatory agency; provided that, if permitted by
law, Rev.com provides to Client prior notice of the intended disclosure and permits Client to intervene
therein to protect its interests in the Confidential Information, and cooperate and assist Client in seeking
to obtain such protection.
3. Certain Rights and Limitations 3.1. All Confidential Information will remain the
property of Client.
3.2. This Agreement imposes no obligations on either party to purchase, sell, license, transfer or
otherwise transact in any products, services or technology.
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4. Termination
4.1. Upon Client’s written request, Rev.com agrees to use good faith efforts to return promptly to Client
any Confidential Information that is in writing and in the possession of Rev.com and to certify the return or
destruction of all Confidential Information; provided that Rev.com may retain a summary description of
Confidential Information for archival purposes.
4.2. The rights and obligations of the parties hereto contained in Sections 2 (Use and Disclosure of
Confidential Information) (subject to Section 2.1), 3 (Certain Rights and Limitations), 4 (Termination), and
5 (Miscellaneous) will survive the return of any tangible embodiments of Confidential Information and any
termination of this Agreement.
5. Miscellaneous
5.1. Client and Rev.com are contractors and will so represent themselves in all regards. Nothing in this
Agreement will be construed to make either party the agent or legal representative of the other or to make
the parties partners or joint venturers, and neither party may bind the other in any way. This Agreement
will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California governing such
agreements, without regard to conflicts-of-law principles. The sole and exclusive jurisdiction and venue for
any litigation arising out of this Agreement shall be an appropriate federal or state court located in the
State of California, and the parties agree not to raise, and waive, any objections or defenses based upon
venue or forum non conveniens. This Agreement (together with any agreement for the Rev.com Services)
contains the complete and exclusive agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof
and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings with respect thereto, whether written or oral,
express or implied. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable by a court of
competent jurisdiction, such will not affect any other provision of this Agreement, which will remain in full
force and effect. No amendment or alteration of the terms of this Agreement will be effective unless made
in writing and executed by both parties hereto. A failure or delay in exercising any right in respect to this
Agreement will not be presumed to operate as a waiver, and a single or partial exercise of any right will
not be presumed to preclude any subsequent or further exercise of that right or the exercise of any other
right. Any modification or waiver of any provision of this Agreement will not be effective unless made in
writing. Any such waiver will be effective only in the specific instance and for the purpose given.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed below by their duly
authorized signatories.
CLIENT
Name: Peter Lawton
Title: Researcher
Date: 3/1/15
Address for notices to Client: 3108 12th Ave S #1, Minneapolis, MN 55407

REV.COM, INC.
Name: Cheryl

Brown

Title: Account

Manager

Date: March

6, 2015

Address for notices to Rev.com, Inc.:
251 Kearny St. Suite 800 San Francisco, CA 94108

